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Translator's Introduction
A his volume is the fourth and the last volume of an English
translation of Louis de La Valle'e Poussin's French translation of
Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosabhdsyam. This volume contains
translations of Chapter VII ("The Knowledges \jndna~nirdesa),
Chapter VIII ("The Absorptions", samdpatti-nirdefa), and Chapter IX
("Refutation of the Pudgala\ pudgala-pratisedha). This volume also
contains a full Index to the text of the Kosabhdsyam, as well as to
significant entries in the Footnotes to the various Chapters.
Chapter VII deals with the type and nature of the Knowledges, and
how they differ from the Patiences and from Seeing; with the
characteristics and aspects of the Ten Knowledges; how the knowledge
of the mind of another takes place; the differences between a defiled
mind and a good or concentrated mind; the role of emptiness and
non-self in the Knowledges; the Path of Meditation; the qualities and
powers that accompany the Knowledge of Destruction, and related to
this, the powers and assurances of a Buddha; the difference between
(ordinary) compassion and the great compassion of a Buddha; the
nature of the Buddha's knowledge, his methods of conversion, and his
supernormal powers (rddhi).
Chapter VIII is concerned with dhydna both as a state of
absorption, and as states of existence in the realms of Rupadhatu and
Arupyadhatu. This Chapter discusses dhydna versus samddhi; whether
mpa or physical matter exists in Arupyadhatu; the origin of physical
matter from the mind; the component parts of each dhydna; the role
of happiness in the Third Dhyana; the role and nature of faith; which
absorption can arise after which absorption; the mental object of the
absorptions; the prefatory or threshhold absorptions (sdmantakas),
and the prefatory absorptions as contrasted with dhydndntara. The
nature of samddhi is discussed with reference to its containing vitarka
and/or vicara; discussed also are the absorptions of emptiness, the
absorption of the absence of characteristics, and the absorption of the
absence of intention; the types of samddhi; the Four Immeasurables

(called in other traditions the Four Brahmavihuras); and details
how a beginner should cultivate the visualization of goodwill. This
Chapter concludes with a short discussion on how long the
Saddharma will last, and the definition of the Saddharma as
consisting of agama (the teaching) and adhigama (its cultivation
and realization). Three Karikas then conclude the basic text of the
A bhidharmakoiabhdsyam.
Chapter IX has long been regarded as an appendix to the
Abhidharmakosabhdsyam9 since the text of the Ninth Chapter
contains no Karikas, and its presentation is devoted to a single
theme, that of refuting the idea of a pudgala or soul. Since this
Chapter is quoted or referred to twice (pages 650, 818) in th£ text
of the KoSabhdsyam, this work was evidently known to the author
of the Kos'abhdsyam, and so was perhaps composed prior to
Vasubandhu's composition of the Kosabhdsyam (as was perhaps
his Karmasiddhi-prakarana) to answer objections to the non-soul
teaching of the Buddhists.
This Chapter is concerned with refuting the soul (here
pudgala) theories of one sect of Hinayana Buddhism, the
Vatsiputriyas (also identified with Sammatiyas); later in the
Chapter the author refutes the theories of the Vai£esikas, one of
the orthodox schools of Hindu Philosophy. In this Chapter,
Vasubandhu concerns himself with explaining memory and
recognition: how does one account for memory and recognition in
the absence of an unchanging substratum to human experience?
The existence of such a substratum becomes the concern of the
Yogacara school of Mahayana Buddhism.
I should like to thank Mr. Ken Johnson for his unstinting work
on the Index of the Abhidharmako/abhdsyam; he has done a fine
job of serving on numerous occasions as my editor and advisor.
Much remains to be done in Kosabhdsyam studies. At present
the Bangladeshi Bhikkhu, Ven. Lokananda, and I are working on
publishing a Romanized edition of the text of the Kosabhdsyam,
and in the compilation of a dictionary to the Sanskrit text of the
work. It would be a great source of joy to see an eventual
translation of YaSomitra's commentary on the Kosabhdsyam, his
Sphutdrtha-abhidharmakofa-vydkhyd, a work quoted liberally in de

La Valine Poussin's Footnotes. It will also be necessary someday to
investigate the filiation of Vasubandhu's thought into that of the
Mahayuna, a task already carried out in many of Kyokuga Saeki's
Footnotes to his edition of the Kusharon, his Kando-bon Kusharon.

Leo M. Pruden.
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C H A P T E R

S E V E N

The Knowledges1

о

m. Homage to the Buddha.
We have spoken of the ksantis or Patiences (vi. 25d) and of the
jndnas or Knowledges (vi. 26b), of samyagdrsti or Right Views (vi.
50c) and of samyagjndna or Right Knowledge (vi. 76c). Are the
Patiences actually Knowledges, and isn't Right Knowledge identical to
Right Views?
la. The pure Patiences are not a type of Knowledge.2
The eight types of pure Patience which form part of the Path of
Seeing (dbhisamaydntika, vi. 25d-26c) are not, by their nature,
knowledge;3 for, at the moment of patience, the defilement of doubt,
which each Patience abandons, is not already abandoned. But
Knowledge is certain: it is produced when doubt is abandoned These
eight types of Patience are Seeing, because, by their nature, they are
examination.4 In opposition to the pure Patiences which are Seeing
and are not Knowledge,
lb. The prajnd of destruction and of non-arising is not seeing.5
The knowledge of destruction (ksayajndna) and the knowledge of
Non-Arising {anutpadajrlana, vi. 67a-b)—when they constitute
Bodhi—are not Seeing, because they do not include examination, and
because the intention of inquiry is not in them.6
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lc. All other pure prajnd is both one and the other.
Besides the Patiences and the two Knowledges named above,
pure prajnd is at one and the same time both seeing and
knowledge, for it includes examination, and is therefore seeing; it
is free from doubt, and is therefore knowledge. This refers to the
eight abhtsamaya knowledges (duhkhe jridna, etc., vi. 26) [and also
to all prajnd of the pure Path of Meditation up to the Knowledge
of Extinction].
Id. All other prajfid is knowledge.
All other prajnd which is not pure, but worldly or impure [i.e.,
prajnd associated with the five sense consciousnesses,etc, and
prajnd associated with the mental consciousness].
le. Six are also seeing.
Six impure prajnds are at one and the same time knowledge
and seeing, namely the mental prajnd associated with the five
defilements which are views by nature {satkayadrsti, etc., v7) and,
sixth, good prajnd, which is right worldly views (laukiki samyagdrsti, i.4l).
***

How many knowledges are there? There are ten;7 but, in short
there are only two:
2a. Knowledge is pure or impure.
All the Knowledges are subsumed into two types of knowledge,
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impure or worldly knowledge, and pure or supermundane
knowledge. Of these two knowledges,
2b. The first is called conventional.8
Impure Knowledge is called "knowledge conforming to
worldly conventions."
Why?
Because from usage it bears on (dlambate) things which exist
conventionally:9 a jug, clothing, male, female, etc. [We say "from
usage," because it also bears on the real characteristics of things,
unique characteristics and common characteristics, vii. 10b].
2c-d. Pure knowledge is of two types, a knowledge of
dharmas and inferential knowledge.10
These two knowledges with the preceeding make three
knowledges: worldly, conventional knowledge, a knowledge of
dharmas, and inferential knowledge. Among these,
3a. Conventional knowledge bears on all.11
All the conditioned and unconditioned dharmas are the object
of conventional knowledge.
3b-c. The knowledge of dharmas has for its object the
Suffering, etc., of Kamadhatu.
The knowledge of dharmas has Suffering, the Arising of
Suffering, the Extinction of Suffering, and the Path leading to the
Extinction of Suffering of Kamadhatu for its object.
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Зс-d. Inferential knowledge bears on Suffering, etc., of the
higher spheres.
Inferential knowledge has the Suffering, the Origin of
Suffering... of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu for its object.
4a-b. When one takes into consideration the distinction of
the Truths, these two knowledges, make up four knowl
edges.
Namely: the knowledge of Suffering (which includes the
knowledge of the dharmas of Suffering and the inferential
knowledge of Suffering), the knowledge of Origin, the knowledge
of Extinction, and the knowledge of the Path, because these two
knowledges have Suffering, its Origin, etc., for their object.
4b-c. These two knowledges, fourfold, are termed the
knowledge of Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Ari
sing.12
The knowledge of dharmas and inferential knowledge, which
are as we have just seen fourfold by reason of their objects, are,
among the Arhats, when they are not of the nature of Seeing,13
called the Knowledge of Destruction and the Knowledge of
Non-Arising.
4d-5a. At the moment when they arise, they are inferential
knowledges of Suffering and Origin.
The Knowledge of Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Ar
ising, at the moment when they first arise are, by their nature,
inferential knowledge of Suffering and of its Origin in the higher
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spheres, because they have for their object the skandhas of
Bhavagra14 under the aspects of Suffering and Origin.15 These two
knowledges therefore have the same object.
The Knowledge of Destruction follows Vajropamasamadhi (vi.
44d); and the Knowledge of Non-Arising follows the Knowledge
of Destruction.
Does Vajropamasamadhi have the same object as these two
knowledges at the moment of their arising?
When it has Suffering and Origin for its object, yes; when it
has Extinction and the Path for its object, no.
5b. The knowledge of the mind of another follows from
four.
The knowledge of the mind of another follows four knowledges, a knowledge of the dharmas, inferential knowledge, a
knowledge of the Path, and conventional knowledge.16
5c-d. It does not know a mind in a higher sphere, faculties,
personalities, nor the past and future.17
A mind is superior either from the point of view of its bhilmi,
from the point of view of its indriyas, or from the point of view of
its personality.
The knowledge of the mind of another of a lower sphere does
not know a mind in a higher sphere.
The knowledge of the mind of another of a saint with weak
faculties, namely a Sraddhadhimukta or a Samayavimukta (vi. 31c),
does not know the mind of a saint of strong faculties, namely a
Drstiprapta or a Asamayavimukta.
The knowledge of the mind of another of a lower saint does
not know the mind of a higher saint: in order, Anagamin, Arhat,
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Pratyekabuddha, Samyaksambuddha.18
When the mind of another is either past or future, the
knowledge of a mind of another does not know it, for this
knowledge has a present mind for its object.
Does the mind of another avoid being in the sphere of the
knowledge of the mind of another in other cases as well?
6a-b. The knowledge of dharmas and inferential knowledges do not know one another.
The knowledge of the mind of another, when it is by its nature
a knowledge of dharmas, is not capable of knowing the mind of
another which is by nature inferential knowledge; when it is
inferential by nature, it is not capable of knowing the mind of
another which is by nature a series of dharmas.
Why?
Because these two knowledges have for their object the
dharmas which are opposed to Kamadhatu and to the higher
spheres respectfully.
#**

There is no knowledge of the mind of another in the Path of
Seeing. That is to say, an ascetic, while he cultivates the Path of
Seeing, is not endowed with the knowledge of the mind of another,
because the duration of the Path of Seeing is much reduced, and
because the Seeing of the Truths is rapid. But the mind of another
which is found in the Path of Seeing can be the object of the
knowledge of the mind of another.
When one desires to know, through the knowledge of the mind
of another, the mind of another which is found in the Path of
Seeing, one cultivates a preparatory exercise:
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6b-d. The Sravaka knows two moment of Seeing; the
Pratyekabuddha, three; the Buddha, without preparation,
all.
When a Sravaka cultivates the knowledge of the mind of
another in the desire to see the mind of an ascetic in the Path of
Seeing, he obtains some knowing of the first two moments, the
Patience of the Knowledge of the dharmas of Suffering and the
knowledge of dharmas19 — but not the following moments (the
Patience of the Inferential Knowledge of Suffering...)—because
the knowledge of the inferential part (Suffering in the higher
spheres) of the Path of Seeing supposes a different preparatory
exercise. Thus, if this Sravaka then begins a new exercise in order
to obtain the knowledge of the inferential part, the ascetic whom
he examines has already arrived at the fifteenth moment when this
new preparatory exercise [which lasts thirteen moments] is
finished. The whole interval between the twelfth and the sixteenth
moment therefore is not in the sphere of the knowledge of the
mind of another of the Sravaka (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 515c7).
In the same circumstances, the Pratyekabuddha knows three
moments, namely the first two and the eighth; because the
required preparatory exercise, after the consciousness of the first
two moments, for the knowledge of the inferential part, is, among
the Pratyekabuddhas, weak.
According to other masters, he knows the first two moments
and the fifteenth.20
The Buddha, through simple desire, and without preparatory
exercise, knows the mind of another in all the moments of the
Path of Seeing.
***
What are the characteristics of the Knowledge of Destruction
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and of the Knowledge of Non-Arising?
7. The knowledge of destruction is, with respect to the
Truths, the certitude that they are known, abandoned, etc.;
the knowledge of non-arising is the certitude that they are
no longer to be known, to be abandoned, etc.21
According to the MulaSastra,22 "What is the knowledge of
extinction?23 When one knows within himself that 'Suffering is
completely known by me, its Origin is abandoned by me, its
Extinction has been actualized by me, the Path has been cultivated
by me/ then the knowledge which results from this {tad updddya
yaj jndnam),24 the seeing, the knowing, the intuition, the
intelligence, the discernment, the clarity, the insight,25 is what is
called the Knowledge of Destruction." "What is the Knowledge of
Non-Arising? When one knows within himself that 'Suffering is
completely known by me and is no longer to be known... the Path
is no longer to be cultivated', then this knowledge... is what is
called the Knowledge of Non-Arising." [See the definition vii.
12a-b.]
###

But how can one, through a pure knowledge, have such a
knowledge?26
The Masters of KaSmir explain: Two conventional knowledges
are consecutive to two pure knowledges: "Suffering is known by
me...; Suffering is known by me and is no longer to be known." It is
by reason of the characteristic of these two conventional knowledges that the Sustra defines the two pure knowledges. [This is
why the Sastra says: tad updddya...]27
According to other masters,28 the ascetic knows, through a pure
knowledge, that he knows Suffering, etc.
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But we have said that the Knowledge of Destruction and the
Knowledge of Non-Arising are not seeing, or views. How can the
Sustra define them as views?
The Sastra employs the term "view" through stylistic habit,29
using again the formula employed in the definition of the other
knowledges (the knowledge of Suffering,etc). Or rather, by reason
of their characteristic of being directly perceived, these two
knowledges are qualified as seeing. It is by reason of this
characteristic of being directly perceived that it says in the Sastra,30
"Knowledge is seeing."31
***

There are ten knowledges: a knowledge of dharmas, inferential
knowledge, worldly, conventional knowledge, the knowledge of
the mind of another, the knowledge of Suffering, the knowledge of
Origin, the knowledge of Extinction, the knowledge of the Path,
the Knowledge of Destruction, and the Knowledge of Non-Arising.32
How are they included in one another?33
1. Conventional knowledge is made up of one knowledge,
namely the conventional knowledge, and one part of another
knowledge [namely the impure part of the knowledge of the mind
of another].34
2. A knowledge of dharrnas is made up of one full knowledge
and one part of seven other knowledges, namely the Kdmadhdtu
part of the knowledge of suffering, of origin, of extinction, and of
the Path, the knowledge of the mind of another, the Knowledge of
Destruction, and the Knowledge of Non-Arising.
3. So too inferential knowledge, by replacing "the Kumadhatu
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part" with "the part relating to the two higher spheres (=Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu)."
4. The knowledge of suffering is made up of one knowledge
and one part of four other knowledges—that part of the knowledge of dharmas, inferential knowledge, the Knowledge of
Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Arising which have the
Truth of Suffering for their objects.
5-6. The knowledge of origin and of extinction are explained
according to the same principle.
7. A knowledge of the Path is made up of one knowledge and
one part of five knowledges: the knowledge of dharmas, inferential
knowledge, the Knowledge of Destruction, the knowledge of
Non-Arising, and the knowledge of the mind of another.
8. The knowledge of the mind of another is made up of one
knowledge and one part of four knowledges: the knowledge of
dharmas, inferential knowledge, a knowledge of the Path, and
conventional knowledge.
9. The Knowledge of Destruction is made up of one knowledge
and one part of six knowledges: the knowledge of dharmas,
inferential knowledge, the knowledge of suffering, of origin, of
extinction, and of the Path.35
10. So too the Knowledge of Non-Arising.
How are the knowledges, which are twofold (pure and impure)
distributed into ten knowledges?
8. The knowledges are ten in number; the distinction is
established by reason of their nature, their opposition, their
aspect, their aspect and their object, their preparatory
exercises, the achievement of their task, and the extension
of their cause.
1. By reason of its nature, there is conventional knowledge,
because it is not absolute knowledge.36

__
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2. By reason of their opposition, there is knowledge of the
dharmas and inferential knowledge: the first is opposed to
Kamadhatu, and the second is opposed to the higher spheres.37
3. By reason of their aspect (dkdratas, vii.13), there is a
knowledge of Suffering and a knowledge of Origin: these two
knowledges have the same object (i.e., the pancopdddnaskandhas,
vi. English trans, p. 898 and 908), but differ in their aspects.38
4. By reason of their aspect and their object (dlambana), there
is a knowledge of Extinction and a knowledge of the Path which
differ in their aspects as well as in their objects.
5. By reason of their preparatory exercises, there is the
knowledge of the mind of another. Without doubt this knowledge
extends also to the mental states {caittas) of another, but the
preparatory exercise bears on the mind {citta)\ also, even though it
may know the caittas, it is termed paracittajnana (the knowledge
of the mind of another) by reason of its preparatory exercise.
6. Because "that which should have been done has been done/'
there is the Knowledge of Destruction: this knowledge is the first
knowledge to arise in a series in which "that which should have
been done has been done." [The Knowledge of Non-Arising arises
in a similar series, but later.]
7. By reason of the extension of its causes, there is the
Knowledge of Non-Arising, for it has for its causes (=sabhdgahetu) all the pure knowledges, up to and including the
Knowledge of Destruction.
***

We have said that the knowledge of the dharmas [that is to say:
a. bearing on the Four Truths, b. in the Path of Seeing and in the
Path of Meditation] is opposed to all of Kamadhatu [that is to say
it "opposes" the five categories of defilements, those abandoned
through the Seeing of the Four Truths and through Meditation, of
Kamadhatu]. Furthermore
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9a-c. The knowledge of dharmas, in the Pathway of
Meditation, when it bears on Extinction and the Path, is
opposed to the three spheres.
A knowledge of dharmas with respect to Extinction and the
Path, realized in the course of the Path of Meditation is opposed to
the three spheres—that is to say, these two knowledges oppose the
defilements of the higher spheres which are abandoned through
Meditation.39
9d. Inferential knowledge is not opposed to Kumadhatu.
In none of its branches (Suffering, etc.) is inferential knowl
edge opposed щ the defilements of Kamadhatu.
What are the aspects of the ten knowledges?
lOa-b. A knowledge of dharmas and inferential knowledge
have sixteen aspects.
The sixteen aspects which will be explained later (vii. 13a).
lOb-c. Conventional knowledge is the same and otherwise.
Conventional knowledge has the sixteen aspects; it also takes
up others, for it grasps unique characteristics, common characteris
tics, etc.40
Юс-d. Four, because of the aspect of their Truth.41
A knowledge of Suffering, Origin, Extinction, and the Path,
bearing on the aspects of their Truths, each have four aspects.
lla-b. So too, when it is pure, the knowledge of the mind of
another.42
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The knowledge of the mind of another, in its impure part (vii.
5b-6, note 16), bears on the aspects of its Truth; it therefore has
four aspects. This part of the knowledge of the mind of another is,
in fact, made up of the knowledge of the Path.
llb-c. When it is impure, it has for its aspects the unique
characteristics of its object.43
When the knowledge of the mind of another is impure, it
grasps the unique characteristics of its object (jneya), namely the
mind and the mental states of another. Its aspects are in
conformity with these unique characteristics; therefore they are
not included in the sixteen.
Pure or impure
Ud. It has for its sphere an individual object.44
When it bears on a mind, it does not bear on a mental state
(caitta); when it bears on a certain mental state (vedand for
example), it does not bear on any other one (samjnd, for example).
If this is the case, why did the Blessed One say, "He knows in
truth the mind which is sardga (possesses craving) as being
sardga",45 since the knowledge of the mind of another does not
know minds and mental states (craving, etc.) at one and the same
time, in the same way that one does not grasp the cloth and its
stain at one and the same time?46
The expression sardga, possessing craving, has two meanings.
A mind is sardga because it is "mixed" with craving,47 or because it
is "united" to craving.48
The mind associated with craving (ii. 53c), that is to say, which
is presently in the prey of craving, is sardga for two reasons; it is
mixed with craving, and it is united to craving.
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Any other impure mind49 is solely sardga to the extent that it is
united to craving.
Certain masters 5 0 think that the Sutra, by the expression
sardgacitta solely designates a mind mixed with craving, that is to
say, a mind associated with craving. As for the vigatardga mind, a
mind without craving, this is, according to these masters, the mind
opposed to craving. In fact, they say, if the mind not associated
with craving were called vigataraga, the mind associated with the
other defilements (hatred, etc.) would be also termed vigataraga,
for they are not associated with craving.
Objection: In this hypothesis a non-defiled, indeterminate
mind (ii. 71b) is not sardga, since it is not associated with craving;
it is not vigataraga, since it is not opposed to craving. As a
consequence we must admit that what the other masters (the
Abhidharmikas) say, that the mind is sardga through the fact of
being united to craving, without it necessarily being mixed with
craving. In this same way we must explain the other expressions of
the Sutra up to "possessing delusion'' (samoha) and "not
possessing delusion" (vigatamoha). [See above, note 45.]
***

[The Vaibhasikas say:] A good mind is called concentrated
because it is not turned away from its object.51 A defiled mind is
distracted, because it is associated with distraction.
The Westerners, or Masters of Gandhara, say: A mind
associated with laziness is concentrated;52 a distracted mind is any
other defiled mind.
[The Vaibhasikas] do not admit this definition. They say: In
this system, the same mind, namely a defiled mind associated with
laziness, will be at one and the same time concentrated and
distracted. Further, this system contradicts the Mulasdstra
(according to the Japanese editor, Jndnaprasthana, 15.9), which

says, "He knows in truth the concentrated (samksipta) mind,
endowed with the four knowledges, a knowledge of dharmas,
inferential knowledge, worldly conventional knowledge, and a
knowledge of the Path" (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 950c8). [See below, p.
1102 - 3.]
###

A defiled mind is sunken down, because it is associated with
indolence.53
A good mind is "well in hand", because it is associated with
correct effort.54

A defiled mind is called small, because it is beloved by small
persons. A good mind is called large, because it is beloved by great
persons.55
Or rather the two minds, a defiled mind and a good mind, are
called small and great because their roots, their worth, their
followings, their entourage, and their forces, are respectively, small
or great.
In fact, 1. a defiled mind is of small roots, having two roots,
delusion, plus anger or greed: a good mind is always associated
with three roots of good; 2. a defiled mind is of small worth, being
obtained without effort: a good mind is of great worth, being
realized at the cost of great effort; 3. a defiled mind has a small
following, for a defiled mind is not accompanied by the acquisition
of a future mind of the same type; 56 a good mind has a great
following, being accompanied by the acquisition of future mind57
of the same type; 4. a defiled mind has a small following, being
surrounded only by three skandhas, vedand, samjnd, and samskdras;
a good mind has a great following, for it always includes rupa
{dhydndndsmvasamvara, iv. 4a, 26); 5. a defiled mind is of small
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force, for the roots of good, cut off, are reborn (ii, 36, English trans,
p. 210 iv. 80c); a good mind is of great force, for the Patience of the
Knowledge of the dharmas concerned with Suffering definitively
cuts off ten latent defilements {anusayas vi. English trans, p. 943).
This is why a defiled mind is called small, and a good mind,
great.
***

The defiled mind is sa-uttara, because it is associated with
frivolity {auddhatya)\ the good mind is anuttara, because it is
opposed to frivolity.58
Calm and not calm minds are explained in the same way.
***
A defiled mind is non-absorbed, because it is associated with
distraction; a good mind is absorbed, because it is opposed to
distraction.
A defiled mind is uncultivated, because the two cultivations
(vii. 27) are absent. A good mind is cultivated, for the contrary
reason.
A defiled mind is undelivered, not being delivered in and of
itself, nor delivered with regard to the series in which it arises.59 A
good mind can be delivered in and of itself and from the point of
view of the series in which it arises.
Such is the explanation of the Vaibhasikas.

This explanation, [say the Sautrantikas,] does not conform to
the Sutra and it does not take into account the meaning of the
terms.
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i. How does it not conform to the Sutra?
The Sutra says, "What is a mind internally concentrated? A
mind which is accompanied by torpor and laziness, or a mind
internally accompanied by calm but not insight."
"What is a mind externally distracted? A mind which is
dispersed towards the five objects of pleasure, or which is
externally accompanied by insight, but not by calm."60 [It, results
from this text that a mind associated with laziness can be
concentrated.]
But, [the Vaibhasikas answer,] we have said (p. 1100, line 21)
that if a mind associated with laziness is concentrated, a defiled
(and consequently distracted) mind, when it is associated with
laziness, will be at one and the same time concentrated and
distracted.
Yes, you have said this, but it does not hold. In fact, we can only
affirm that a defiled mind, when it is associated with laziness, is
distracted.61
But, [answer the Vaibhasikas,] your thesis contradicts the
Sastra!
It may. But it is better to contradict a Sastra than a Sutra.62
ii. How does this explanation lack the proper meaning of the
different terms?
Because it gives the characteristics of different minds—distracted, sunken-down, small, not calm, non-absorbed, uncultivated,
and undelivered on the one hand, and concentrated, well in hand,
etc., on the other hand—without noting their differences.63
[The Vaibhasikas answer:] It is false that we do not indicate
the special sense of the different terms. The quality of "defiled" of
distracted minds, etc., is the same; but we explain the particular
defects of these different defiled minds. In the same way we
explain the particular qualities of the different good minds, in
which their good qualities are not differentiated.
We answer that the meaning of the different terms is not
correctly established because you fail to eliminate the objection of

contradiction with the Sutra.64 [The Sutra, in fact, says that a mind
accompanied by torpor and laziness is concentrated. A mind united
with laziness, and defiled through union with torpor, is concentrated, but it cannot be good, for torpor is a klesamahdbhumika.]
And if, [as the Vaibhasikas believe], the Sutra designates, by
the sunken-down mind, 65 a small mind, it would not speak
separately of a sunken-down mind and a small mind. Now it
distinguishes them, for it says, "When the mind is sunken down, or
fears becoming sunken down, this is not a proper time to cultivate
the prasrabdhi, samddhi, and upeksa parts of Bodhi. When the
mind is small or fears becoming small, this is not a fitting moment
to cultivate the dharmavicaya, virya, and priti parts of Bodhi."66
Objection [of the Vaibhasikas:] Is the cultivation of the parts of
Bodhi partial in the case which concerns us?67 [Must we believe
that at a certain moment one cultivates prasrabdhi, samddhi,
upeksa, and at another moment dharmavicaya, virya, and priti?]69
No. When the text says "cultivation", it does not signify the
fact of actualizing, but the fact of fixing the attention on, or taking
as an object.
[Answer of the Vaibhasikas:]69 The mind in which indolence
dominates and in which frivolity is reduced is called "sunken
down" (lina). The mind in which frivolity dominates and in which
indolence is reduced is called "small" {uddhata). These two minds
are therefore distinct, and the Sutra can speak of them separately
without contradicting our system. But, taking into consideration
the fact that these two defilements, indolence and frivolity, coexist
in a single mental heap, we say that the mind which is sunken
down is small.70
71

We do not pretend to challenge a text of intentional
meaning; but such is not the intention of the Sutra [i.e., to
designate a mind in which indolence dominates as sunken down...]
***

In the thesis presented above (p. 1099, line 23) that all minds
"united with craving" (rdgasamyukta) "possess craving" (sardga),
what is the meaning of the expression rdgasamyukta, united with
craving?
1. If a mind is united with craving, and as a consequence
possesses craving, because the possession of craving continues in
the series in which this mind is produced, then the mind of an
imperfect saint or Saiksa, even when it is pure, will be termed
"possessing craving", since the craving has not been completely
expelled from the series of the Saiksa.72
2. If a mind is both united with craving and possesses craving
through the fact of being the object (dlambana) of the "active
craving"73, then the impure mind of an Arhat will possess craving,
since this mind can be the object of the craving of another
person.74
If you do not admit that the mind of an Arhat can be grasped as
an object through the craving of another person, how can this
mind be termed impure?
Would you say that it is impure, not because it is the object of
the craving of another, but because it is the object of a "general
defilement" (sdmdnyaklesa, v. 12, namely of ignorance or delusion)
of another? In this hypothesis, do not say that this mind is sardga,
that it "possesses craving"; say rather that it is samoha, that it
"possesses moha," since it is the object of the moha or ignorance of
another.
But, we would say, none of these proposed explanations is
valid. In fact the knowledge of the mind of another does not bear
on the "possessions" which can be found in the series of another.
Consequently when I know that the mind of another person
possesses craving, this mind of another does not possess craving
because it is "united with craving" in the sense that it is
accompanied by the possession of craving, or in the sense that it is
found in the series in which this possession has not been expelled.
The knowledge of the mind of another no longer knows the
craving which would be the object of the mind of another.
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Therefore a mind is not termed saraga through the fact of
ragasamyoga, through the fact of being "united with raga" in the
proposed twofold sense.
***

[Objection:]75 If this is the case, what is a saraga mind?
[Vasubandhu:] One should determine the intention of the
Sutra. A saraga mind or one "possessing craving" is not a
ragasarhyukta mind, a mind "united to craving", but a ragasarhprayukta mind, a mind "associated with craving," a mind in which
craving presently exists. Vigataraga, "without craving" is a mind
which is not associated with craving, even when this mind will be
accompanied by the possession of craving.
[Objection:] The expression vigataraga cannot have this
meaning; for another Sutra says that a mind which is without
craving {vigataraga), without anger (vigatadvesa), and without
ignorance (vigatamoha), does not fall back into threefold
existence. Now if this mind is accompanied by the possession of
craving, etc., it will fall back again.
[Vasubandhu:] In this other Sutra, "a mind without craving"
(vigataraga citta) signifies "a mind which is not accompanied by
the possession of craving" (vigatardgaprdpti citta).
[Objection:] Have you not refuted your own opinion? We said
in fact (page 1100, line 5) that if one calls a mind without craving
vigataraga, that is, a mind in which craving is not presently active,
then one should term all minds associated with another defilement
vigataraga. But one does not say that a mind associated with hatred
is vigataraga, "without craving."
[Vasubandhu:] There is nothing wrong with saying that a
mind without craving is vigataraga. But one does not consider a
mind without craving but associated with hatred as being
vigataraga, but rather as "possessing hatred" (sadvesa), distinguishing it through its specific characteristic which is one of being

"associated with hatred."

When the knowledge of the mind of another attains its object,
namely the mind of another person, does it attain this mind of
another as this latter knows it?
No. When one knows the mind of another, one does not see
the object of this mind; one does not see this mind as it itself
knows something: one knows only that it is defiled, etc.; one does
not know the object, color, etc., by reason of which it is defiled. If it
were otherwise, the knowledge of the mind of another would bear
on rupa, etc., and would no longer be the knowledge of the mind of
another; the knowledge of the mind of another would bear on
itself: for the person whose mind I know can at the same moment
know my mind.
The characteristics of the knowledge of the mind of another
are set: it knows the individual characteristics of a thing (the
dravya-svalaksana) but not its general, conventionally true
characteristics (its samvrtisat-sdmdnyalaksana)\ it knows mind and
mental states but not physical matter, the present but not the past
or future, of another but not of oneself, of the sphere of
Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu, but not of Ampyadhatu; or rather the
pure mind and mental states, of the category to which he himself
belongs: pure, he knows a pure mind and mental states; impure, he
knows an impure mind and mental states. The knowledge of the
mind of another is incompatible with the Path of Seeing and the
Uninterrupted Path (dnantaryamdrga), with the Samadhi of
Emptiness and the Samadhi of No-Marks, and with the Knowledge of Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Arising. Other
conditions are not excluded: the knowledge of the mind of another
is compatible with the Path of Meditation (the Path of Liberation,
vimuktimdrga, and the Path of Distinction, visesamdrga), with the
Uncommitted Samadhi (apranihitasamddhi), etc.
The teaching of the knowledge of the mind of another is ended.
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12a-b. The other has fourteen aspects by excluding the
aspect of emptiness and the aspect of non-self.
The "others" are the Knowledge of Destruction and the
Knowledge of Non-Arising.
Both have fourteen aspects (vii. 13a), excluding the aspect of
emptiness and the aspect of non-self. In fact, these two Knowledges, even though they are of the absolute level of truth,76 are also
included in the conventional level of truth (vi. 4); 77 they are
therefore foreign to the aspects of emptiness and non-self. When
an ascetic departs from the contemplation in which the knowledges of the absolute truth are realized, through the force of these
knowledges, later knowledges 78 are produced which are of the
conventional level of truth: "my births are cut off, the religious life
has been fully cultivated, I have done what should have been done,
and I do not know of any more existences for me.79" The two
knowledges, the Knowledge of Destruction and the Knowledge of
Non-Arising, therefore participate in the conventional level of
truth, not in and of themselves or through definition, but through
their outflowing.
Are there any pure aspects outside of these sixteen aspects?
12c. There are no pure aspects outside of the sixteen.
The Masters of Kasmir say that there are no pure aspects
outside of the sixteen.
12d. Some others, according to the Sustra, affirm that there
are.

_
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The Foreign Masters maintain the opposite opinion. [For the
opinion of "the other masters," see p. 1094, line 27].
The Mulasdstra says, 80 "Can one distinguish the dharmas
belonging to Kamadhatu through a mind not included among the
Dhutus (that is to say, pure)? One can distinguish them as they are,
as impermanent, suffering, empty, impersonal, cause, proximate
cause, near cause, specificing cause; there is this characteristic
(sthdna), there is this cause (vastu)."
One should thus consider the specific aspects through the
expressions asty etat sthdnam, asty etad vastu, as two pure aspects
which are added to the eight aspects of suffering and origin.
According to the Masters of Kasmir, the Sastra does not teach
the existence of these two additional aspects. One should
understand, "... it is fitting (asty ayarh yogah) that a pure mind
distinguish these dharmas as impermanent. . ."
The Foreign Masters answer that this interpretation is not
admissible. For, if the Sastra employs the terms asty etat sthdnam...
without referring to the pure aspects, but only through simple
phraseology, it would also employ them in a parallel passage,
namely when it explains, "Can one distinguish the dharmas
belonging to Kamadhatu by a mind susceptible of being abandoned
by Seeing the Truths? Yes, one can distinguish them, namely, one
becomes attached to, one hates, one prides oneself, one errs, one
erroneously distinguishes these dharmas as self, mine (-kdyadrsti),
as eternal or perishable (-antagrdhadrsti), as non-cause, non-action, nonexistent (-mithyddrsti), as supreme, excellent, distinguished, superior (=drstipardmarsa), as purification, deliverance,
salvation (-stlavratapardmarsa), with anxiety, disagreement, or
doubt."81 This text should have the expressions asty etat sthdnam..., if they solely signify asty ayam yogah, in the sense that it is
fatal that a mind susceptible of being abandoned through the
Seeing of the Truths considers the dharmas as self, mine...
#**
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How many things constitute the sixteen aspects?
13a. The aspects are sixteen things.82
Certain masters said that the aspects, sixteen in name, are only
seven in fact. The four aspects of the Truth of Suffering are in fact
distinct from one another. The aspects of the other Truths, in their
fourfold name, only constitute one thing for each Truth: hetu
(material cause), samudaya (arising or origin), prabhava (appearance), and pratyaya (efficient condition) are synonyms and are only
one aspect; in the same way that Sakra, Indra, and Purariidara are
different names for one and the same personage. Ascetics
contemplate, separately, the four aspects of the Truth of Suffering,
and any one of the aspects, material cause, etc., of the three other
Truths.
But [the Vaibhasikas] maintain that the sixteen aspects exist in
fact, [for they should be contemplated one by one].83
I. For the Truth of Suffering:
1. Impermanence, because it arises dependent upon efficient
causes.
2. Suffering, because it is painful by nature (vi. 3).
3. Empty, as it opposes the belief in the view of things
pertaining to self.
4. No soul, as it opposes the belief in a self.
II. For the Truth of Origin:
1. Cause {hetu), because it has the characteristic of a seed
(bijadharmayogena). The hetu is a distant or material cause. The
word yoga signifies nydya or truth.
2. Arising, as it produces. This is the near cause, that from
which a dharma immediately arises or originates.
3. Successive appearance, which constitutes the series: seed,
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shoot, stalk...
4. Efficient conditions (pratyaya), as realizing an effect in joint
causation; for example, the coming together of efficient conditions—earth, stick, wheel, twine, water, etc.—produces a jug (see ii.
64).
III. For the Truth of Extinction:
1. Extinction, by reason of the destruction of the [impure]
skandhas.
2. Calm, by reason of the extinction of the three fires, craving,
anger, and delusion (viii. 26c).
3. Excellent, by reason of the absence of all pain.
4. Salvation, because it is disassociated from all causes of pain.
IV. For the Truth of the Path:
1. Path, because one traverses it (towards Nirvana.)84
2. Truth, because it is yogayukta, that is to say, endowed with
proofs, endowed with resources or means.
3. Obtaining, because it brings about correct obtaining, that is
to say one obtains (Nirvana through it.)
4. Definitive release, because it causes one to pass beyond in a
definitive manner.
There is a second exegesis:
I. For the Truth of Suffering:
1. Impermanent (anitya), because it is not definitive {anatyantika).
2. Suffering, because it resembles a burden.
3. Empty, because it is empty of purusa (agent, etc.).
4. No-soul, because it does not obey the will.85
II. For the Truth of Origin:
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1. Cause (hetu), because it comes about from that (the root hi
signifies gati; hetu signifies hinoty asmdt).
2. Arising (samudaya), because there is emergence: (the
dharma emerges from the future).86
3. Appearance (prabhava), as it is a procession (prasarana).
4. Condition {pratyaya) or foundation, that is, the essential
element from the action of generation.
III. For the Truth of Extinction:
1. Extinction, because of the cessation of the former suffering
and of the non-continuation of subsequent suffering.
2. Calm, because it is delivered from the three conditioned
characteristics {samskrtalaksanas. ii. 45c).
3. Excellent, because it is absolutely good (pdramdrthasubha, iv.
8c).
4. Salvation, because it supremely strengthens (9v. 8b).87
IV. For the Truth of the Path:
1. Path, because it is opposed to the wrong path.
2. Truth, because it is opposed to non-truth.
3. Obtaining, because it is not in contradiction with the city of
Nirvana.88
4. Definitive release, because it abandons existence in the
Three Dhatus.
***

Since ancient explanations differ, we are permitted to present a
third explanation:
I. For the Truth of Suffering:
1. Impermanent, because it arises and perishes.

2. Suffering, because it is repugnant to the mind of Aryans (vi.
English trans, p. 898).
3. Empty, because no dtman is found in it.
4. No soul, because this is not an dtman.
II. For the Truth of Origin: the four aspects of the Second
Truth, cause (hetu), arising (samudaya), appearance (prabhava),
and condition (pratyaya), are: explained according to the Sutra,
"The five upddanaskandhas (impure skandhas, i. 8a) are chandamulaka, chandasamudaya, chandajatiya, chandaprabhava," that is to
say they have chanda (=desire=frJr»^=thirst) for their root (mula)
or hetu, which brings about their arising (samudaya), for their
condition (chandajatiya-chandapraty aya), for their appearance
(prabhava)*9 The only difference between the Sutra and the Sastra
is that the latter places the condition (pratyaya) aspect in first
place, and not the appearance (prabhava) aspect.90
***

What is the difference between these four types of "processions"?
A. One should distinguish four states (avasthd) of desire
(chanda): 1. the affection that one experiences for oneself when
one thinks, "I am", without otherwise distinguishing an actual
"self," without thinking of a past or future self; 2. the desire for
re-existence without any other specification; 3. the desire for a
certain re-existence; 4. the desire for reincarnation, a desire which
makes one accomplish a certain action.
The first desire is the initial cause of suffering—as the seed is
the initial cause of the fruit—; it is called hetu.91
The second desire is that which brings about re-existence—as
the production of the shoot, stalk, etc., is a casual process or arising
(samudaya) which brings about fruit; it is therefore called
samudaya, a cause which brings forth.

The third desire is the cause which determines the quality of
suffering,—as the field, the water, the fertilizer, etc., determine the
virility, the ripening, the appearance of the fruit; it is therefore
called pratyaya, or condition.92
The fourth desire is the cause from whence the fruit appears—
as the flower is the cause of the fruit; it is therefore called
prabhdva, or appearance.
The fourth desire is the immediate or direct cause; the other
three are the mediate or indirect causes.
B. And again, according to the Sutra,93 there are two groups of
five "modes of desire" (trsndvicdritas), and two groups of four,
which are, respectively, the four desires studied above. The first
two desires are of five aspects, and the last two are of four.
a. When one thinks asmi, "I am,'* general affection for one's
own person without determination is produced, which is fivefold: I
am such; I am the same [as formerly]; I am different; I am
something that is; I am something that is not.
b. When one thinks bhavisydmi, "I shall be," there is produced
a general desire for re-existence without determination, which is
also fivefold: "I shall be such, I shall be thus, I shall be different, I
shall exist, and I shall not exist."
с There is produced particularized desire for re-existence,
which is fourfold: "May I be; may I be such; may I be the same; may
I be different."
d. There is produced a desire for reincarnation, which is
fourfold: "It is absolutely necessary that I may be, that I may be
such, the same, different.94
The first desires are the initial cause of suffering; they are
therefore the hetu... The rest as above.
III. For the Truth of Extinction:
1. Extinction, because it cuts off transmigration.95
2. Calm, because it is cessationof all suffering; thus it is said,
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"All the samskdras, Oh Bhiksus, are suffering; only Nirvana alone
is absolute calm."96
3. Excellent, because it is the highest.
4. Definitive salvation, because it is without returning.
IV. For the Truth of the Path:
1. Path, because it resembles the right path.
2. Truth, because it is true.
3. Obtaining, because it is determined; that is to say one arrives
by this path and not by another, as it is said, "This path leads to
purity, other systems do not lead to it."
4. Definitive release, because it is definitive separation from
threefold existence.
[Fourth explanation.]97
[I. For the Truth of Suffering:]
Furthermore, it is in order to cure persons who nourish views
of permanence, bliss, of things pertaining to the self, and a soul
that the aspects of impermanence, suffering, empty, and no-soul
are established.98
[II. For the Truth of Arising:]
1. The cause aspect is opposed to the view, "There is only one
cause" {nasti hetuh, v. 7, English trans, p. 777).
2. The arising aspect is opposed to the view, "There is only one
cause"—be it Isvara, or pradhdna (ii. 64). Cause is a complex.
3. The appearance aspect is opposed to the idea of evolution
(parindmadrsti), the theory that bhdva, or existence, existing
initially, transforms itself: rather, bhdva begins.99
4. The condition aspect is opposed to the view that the world is
created by an intelligent being {buddhipurvakrtadrsfi, iv. 1): things
arise from a multiplicity of causes.100
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[III. For the Truth of Extinction:]
1. The extinction aspect is opposed to the view that there is no
deliverance.
2. The calm aspect is opposed to the view that deliverance is
suffering.
3. The excellent aspect is opposed to the view that the
happiness of the dhydnas and samapdttis is excellent (v. 7, English
trans, p. 777).
4. The definitive release aspect is opposed to the view that
deliverance is subject to falling, that it is not definitive.
[IV. For the Truth of the Path.]
The Path, truth, cultivation, and definitive release aspects
oppose, respectively, the views that there is no path, that a false
path is the Path, that there is another path, and that the Path is
subject to falling.
13b. The aspects are prajnd.101
The aspects are by their nature mental prajnd or discernment.
(ii. 24).
But, we would say, if this is so, then prajnd, the knowledge that
discerns the dharmas, will not be endowed with the aspects, for
prajnd cannot be associated {samprayukta) with prajnd. It is
therefore correct to say [—with the Sautrantikas—] that "aspect"
is a mode of perceiving {grahana) objects by the mind and mental
states.102
Is it solely prajnd which perceives the different, unique
characteristics {visesa, i. 14c) of objects?
13b-c. Everything that has an object perceives.

Prajnd and all the other dharmas which have an object
(salamba)m perceive.
13d. Everything that exists is the object of perception.
Everything that exists is perceived by the dharmas which have
an object.
We have therefore three more or less large categories: 1.
prajnd is aspect, subject, and object; 2. the other minds and mental
states, which are associated with prajnd, are subject and object; and
3. all the other dharmas, conditioned or unconditioned, are only
object.104
***

We have explained the aspects of the ten knowledges; we must
now explain their natures, the sphere which serves as their
support (bhumi), and the person {dsraya) in whom they arise.
14a. The first is of three natures; the others are good.
"The first" is worldly, conventional knowledge, because this
knowledge is named first in the Karika (vii. 2b)105, and is of three
types, good, bad, or neutral. The nine other knowledges are only
good.
14b. The first exists in all spheres.
It exists in all spheres, from Kamadhatu up to Bhavagra
{-naivasamjndndmjndyatana).
14c. In six, the knowledge named dharma.
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A knowledge of the dharmas is obtained in or through the Four
Dhyanas, and in Anagamya and Dhyanantara.
14c-d. In nine, that which is called anvaya (inferential).
Inferential knowledge is obtained in the six spheres which
have been mentioned, and furthermore, in three Arupyas.
I4d. So too six jnanas.
When one considers them together, some six knowledges,—
the knowledge of Suffering, Origin, Extinction, the Path,
Destruction, and Non-Arising—are obtained in nine spheres;
when they form part of the knowledge of dharmas, they are
obtained in six spheres; when they form part of inferential
knowledge, they are obtained in nine spheres.
15 a. The knowledge of the mind of another exists in the
Four Dhyanas.
The knowledge of the mind of another is only obtained in the
Four Dhyanas, and nowhere else.
15b. It has for its support a person either in Kamadhatu or
Rupadhatu.
Beings in Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu realize the knowledge of
the mind of another.
15c. The knowledge of dharmas, a person in Kamudhatu.106
The knowledge of dharmas can only be realized by a person in
Kamadhatu, and not by a person in either Rupadhatu or Arupyadhatu.
15d. Others, in persons of the three spheres.

What are the other knowledges?
They are the eight knowledges with the exception of the
knowledge of the mind of another and the knowledge of dharmas.
***

We have explained the spheres in which one acquires the
knowledges, and the sphere to which the persons who can acquire
the knowledges belong. Let us explain the relationship of the
knowledges with the four applications of mindfulness (vi. 15).
16a. The knowledge of Extinction is an application of
mindfulness.
The knowledge of Extinction is an application of mindfulness
which relates to a dharma.
16b. The knowledge of the mind of another is threefold.
The knowledge of the mind of another, related to the mind of
another, necessarily relates to vedand, samjnd, and the samskdras.
16c. The others, four.
By excluding the knowledge of Extinction and the knowledge
of the mind of another, the other eight knowledges have the four
applications of mindfulness for their nature [The knowledge of
Suffering, in fact, sometimes relates to the body...; the knowledge
of the Path, when it has pure discipline 107 for its object, is an
application of mindfulness related to the body].
***
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The different knowledges are the object of how many other
knowledges?
16d. Nine knowledges are the object of a knowledge of
dharmas.
Excluding inferential knowledge.
17a. Nine are the object of inferential knowledge and
knowledge of the Path.
Excluding the knowledge of dharmas in inferential knowledge;
by excluding worldly conventional knowledge in the knowledge of
the Path, because it does not form part of the Path.
17b. Two are the object of the knowledge of Suffering and
Origin.
Worldly conventional knowledge and the part of the knowledge of the mind of another which is impure, are the object of a
knowledge of Suffering and of Origin.
17c. Ten, of four.
Ten knowledges are the object of worldly conventional
knowledge, a knowledge of the mind of another, the Knowledge of
Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Arising.
17c. None are the object of one.
No knowledge is the object of the knowledge of Extinction
whose only object is Extinction obtained through conscious effort
(pratisamkhydnirodba).
***
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How many dharmas constitute in their totality the object of the
ten knowledges? How many dharmas constitute the object of each
knowledge?108
17d. The totality of their object is ten dharmas.109
What are these ten dharmas?
18a-b. Dharmas of the Three Dhatus, pure dharmas,
unconditioned, each category being twofold.
The conditioned dharmas are divided into eight classes:
dharmas of Kamadhatu, of Rupadhatu, of Arupyadhatu, plus the
pure dharmas, all being either associated with the mind or not
(samprayukta, viprayukta, ii. 22).
The unconditioned dharmas are divided into two classes, good
and neutral.110
Which of these two classes of dharmas are the object of the ten
knowledges?
1. Worldly conventional knowledge is related to ten dharmas;
2. a knowledge of dharmas is related to five: two dharmas of
Kamadhatu, associated or not with the mind; 111 and a good
unconditioned dharma; 3. inferential knowledge is related to
seven: two of Rupadhatu, two of Arupyadhatu, and two pure,
which make six, and a good unconditioned dharma; 4-5. the
knowledge of Suffering and of Origin are related to only good
unconditioned dharmas; 7. a knowledge of the Path is related to
the two pure dharmas; 8. a knowledge of the mind of another is
related to three; the dharmas associated with the mind which are
of Kamadhatu, and of the Rupadhatu, and pure; 9-10. the
Knowledge of Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Arising are
related to nine dharmas, with the exception of neutral unconditioned dharmas.
***
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Can one, through a single knowledge, 112 know all of the
dharmas}
No.
Yet
18c-d. One conventional knowledge, with the exception of
its own complex, knows the rest as non-self.
When a moment of conventional knowledge knows all the
dharmas as not being a self, this is with the exception, in the
totality of the dharmas, of 1. itself, this same moment of
conventional knowledge, for the subject of knowledge cannot be its
own object;113 2. the mental dharmas which are associated with it,
for they have the same object as it does; and 3. the dharmas
disassociated from the mind but which accompany it, for example,
its characteristics (ii. 45c), for they are too close.
This conventional knowledge of universal consciousness
belongs only to Kamadhatu, being prajna of hearing or reflection
(srutamayi, cintamayt, vi. English trans, p. 913), not prajna of
absorption (bhavanamayt, iv. 123c), for the conventional knowledge which is of this third type of prajna always has a determined
sphere for its object. If it were otherwise one could obtain at one
and the same time detachment with respect to all of the spheres.114
***

The different categories of humans are endowed with how
many knowledges?
A common person possesses only worldly conventional
knowledge; when he is detached [from Kamadhatu], he also
possesses a knowledge of the mind of another.
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As for the Aryan,
19a-b. Not detached, in the first pure moment, he possesses
one knowledge.
An Aryan who is not detached through a worldly path before
entering the Path, in the moment in which the Patience which is
the knowledge of the dharmas related to Suffering (duhkhe
dharmajndnaksdnti, vi. 25c) arises, possesses a single knowledge,
namely worldly conventional knowledge, because this Patience is
not a knowledge (vii. 1).
19c. In the second moment, he possesses three knowledges.
At the moment of the knowledge of dharmas related to
Suffering, he possesses worldly conventional knowledge, a
knowledge of dharmas, and a knowledge of Suffering.
19c-d. Beyond, in four moments, each time adding a
knowledge.
A knowledge is added in each of four subsequent moments; at
the fourth moment (the inferential knowledge of suffering) there
is inferential knowledge; at the sixth moment (a knowledge of
dharmas related to Origin) there is the knowledge of origin; at the
tenth moment (the knowledge of the dharmas as they relate to
Extinction), there is the knowledge of Extinction; and at the
fourteenth moment (the knowledge of the dharmas as related to
the Path), there is the knowledge of the Path.
Consequently, having attained the knowledge of the dharmas
related to the Path, the ascetic possesses seven knowledges.115
For an Aryan who, before entering into the Pure Path (the
Path of Seeing), has obtained detachment through a worldly path,

we must add the knowledge of the mind of another. A samayavirnukta Arhat (vi.50, 56) possesses nine knowledges, by adding the
Knowledge of Extinction; an asamayavimukta Arhat in addition
possesses the Knowledge of Non-Arising (vi. 50).116
How many knowledges does the ascetic cultivate (acquire)117 at
one and the same time in different stages, the Path of Seeing the
Truths, and in the Path of Meditation, etc.?
With respect to the fifteen minds (vi.28c-d) of the Path of
Seeing:
20a-c. In Seeing, future patiences and knowledges exist to
the extent to which they are produced.118
Those which are produced are acquired or cultivated. For
example, when an ascetic produces the Patience of the knowledge
of the dhannas related to Suffering, he cultivates future Patience of
this same type, and he takes possession of future Patience of this
same type. [And so on to the Patience of the inferential knowledge
of the Path].119 The four aspects of this Patience (impermanence,
etc.) are also acquired when any one of the aspects is produced.
Why, in the Path of Seeing, is there only acquisition of the
knowledge and the aspects of the type of knowledge and the
aspects produced?120
When the Patience of the knowledge of the dharmas related to
Suffering is produced, the gotra,—that is to say, the seed or the
cause—of this Patience, and the gotras of its four aspects, are
grasped, 121 whereas the gotras of the knowledge of dharmas
related to Suffering, etc., are not grasped. As for the aspects, we see
that the four aspects of each Truth are of the same type, for they
have the same object. When one of them is produced, the gotras of
the others are grasped.
20c-d. In the Path of Seeing one also acquires conventional
knowledge at the moment of the three inferential
knowledges.122
The ascetic takes possession of future conventional knowledge
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at the moment of the three inferential knowledges of Suffering,
Origin, and Extinction (moments 4, 8, and 12 of the Path of
Seeing, vi. 26b): not at the moment of the knowledge of the
dbarmas, because, in the knowledge of the dharmas, each Truth
has not been understood in its totality, but only relating to
Kamadhatu.
21a. This conventional knowledge is termed "the end of
abhisamaya."125
It is termed abhisamaydntika jnana, because it is cultivated
(=acquired) at the end of the comprehension of each Truth.
Why does an ascetic not take possession of it at the moment of
inferential knowledge of the Path (sixteenth moment of comprehension or abhisamaya, the first moment of the Path of Meditation)?
a. Because the Path has not been understood (abhisamita)
formerly, through a worldly path, under its aspects of Path, Truth,
etc. (above p. 1111).124
b. Because the Path is not susceptible of being understood in its
entirety. Suffering, its Origin, and its Extinction can be respectively known, abandoned, realized, in their entirety; but the Path
cannot be practiced (= actualized) in its entirety. Without doubt
one cannot say of a person who is in the Path of Seeing, that, at the
end of his comprehension of the Truths of Origin and Extinction,
he has complete abandoning of Origin, and complete realization of
Extinction:125 yet a time will come when this abandoning and this
realization will be complete. But the same does not hold for the
Path, given the diversity of families {gotta) of the Sravakas,
Pratyekabuddhas, and Buddha.
Some say: Because conventional knowledge accompanies the
Path of Seeing. Now the sixteenth moment of this "comprehension" (the inferential knowledge of the Path) forms part of the
Path of Meditation. 126 Thus one does not acquire "the end of
comprehension" in the sixteenth moment.
We would say that this argument does not hold, for one should

not regard the fact that conventional knowledge does not
accompany the Path of Meditation as a proof.127
21b. It is not destined to arise.
At no moment is there the possibility for it to arise.
This knowledge does not arise when the ascetic is in contemplation, nor when the ascetic has left his contemplation (=Seeing
of the Truths). On the one hand this knowledge is incompatible
with his contemplation (see above p. 1122); on the other hand the
mind, outside of its contemplation, is too coarse.128
If this is so, how can one say that one takes possession of
conventional knowledge, and that conventional knowledge is
"cultivated."
[The Sarvastivadins answer:] Formerly it was not acquired, but
now it is acquired.
How can it be acquired, since it is not produced?
[The Sarvastivadins answer:] It is termed acquired because it is
acquired [and not because it should be produced].
"Acquired because it is acquired," is an unprecedented manner
of speaking. You do not thus explain how conventional knowledge
is cultivated. This point should be understood in the same way as
the Former Masters [the Sautrantikas] understood it. According to
these Masters, one acquires conventional knowledge through the
power of the Aryamarga (=the Path of Seeing). After one has left
the contemplation of the Aryamarga, a conventional knowledge
bearing on the Truths is realized, and it is much more distinguished than that which preceeds the obtaining of the Aryamarga
itself. When one says that an ascetic acquired this conventional
knowledge through the Path of Seeing, one means to speak of the
acquisition of a personality (asraya) capable of realizing of this
conventional knowledge, 129 as the acquisition of a mineral
containing gold is called the acquisition of gold itself.130
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The Vaibhasikas do not accept this manner of seeing things.
They hold that the so-called abhisamaydntika conventional
knowledge is an unarisen dharma.
21c. From the sphere or from a lower sphere.131
When one realizes the Path of Seeing of a certain sphere
(bhumi), one acquires, in the future, the conventional knowledge
of this sphere or of a lower sphere. This means that if one realizes
the Path of Seeing in the state of Anagamya, one acquires, in the
future, the Path of Seeing of a single sphere (i.e., Anagamya), and
one acquires, in the future, the conventional knowledge of two
spheres (Anagamya and Kamadhatu): and so on until: if one
realizes the Path of Seeing in the Fourth Dhyana, one acquires, in
the future, the Path of Seeing of six spheres (Anagamya,
Dhyanantara, and the Four Dhyanas), and one acquires, in the
future, the conventional knowledge of seven spheres (the same,
plus Kamadhatu).
21c. In Extinction, the last.
If one cultivates conventional knowledge at the end of
Suffering and Origin, — that is to say in the moments of the
inferential knowledge of Suffering and the inferential knowledge
of Origin, — conventional knowledge is by nature the four
foundations of mindfulness (vi. 14).
If one cultivates at the end of Extinction,—that is, in the
moment of the inferential knowledge of Extinction,—it is only the
last foundation of mindfulness, namely the foundation of
mindfulness related to dharrnas.
2 Id. It has the aspects of its Truth.
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When one cultivates conventional knowledge at the end of the
comprehension of a certain truth, the conventional knowledge
takes on the aspects of this Truth and has this Truth for its object.
2 Id. It proceeds from effort.
Being acquired through the power of the Path of Seeing, it is
exclusively obtained through effort; it does not arise from
detachment.
***

The knowledges are so called because knowledge is the major
element in them; if one takes into consideration their followings,
they make up four skandhas in Kamadhatu, and five skandhas in
Rfipadhatu (by adding dhyanasamvaralaksanarupa, iv. 13c).
***
132

How many knowledges does one cultivate in the different
states of the Path of Meditation?
22a. In the sixteenth, six, through non-detachment.
One should add "are cultivated" {bhavyante, according to vii.
20a). In the sixteenth moment (the inferential knowledge of the
Path), the ascetic who is not detached from Kamadhatu cultivates
(i.e., takes possession of and actualizes) two knowledges in the
present;133 he cultivates (takes possession of) six knowledges in
the future: namely the knowledge of dharmas, inferential
knowledge, and knowledges of the Four Truths.134
22b. Through detachment, seven.
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With respect to the ascetic already detached from Kamadhatu,
at the moment when he attains inferential knowledge of the Path,
one should add the cultivation of the knowledge of the mind of
another, the seventh.
22c-d. Above, in the Path of Meditation associated with
sensual desire, there is the cultivation of seven.
Beyond the sixteenth moment, that is, in the rest of the Path of
Meditation, as long as one has not obtained detachment,135 in the
preparatory paths, the uninterrupted paths, the paths of deliverance, and in the excellent paths,—there is cultivation of seven
knowledges, namely a knowledge of the dharmas, inferential
knowledge, the knowledges of the Four Truths, and worldly,
conventional knowledge.
If one cultivates a worldly path,136 one also, in the present,
cultivates worldly conventional knowledge. If one cultivates a
transworldly path, one also, in the present, cultivates one of the
four knowledges of the dharmas. One will cultivate the other six
knowledges in the future.
23a-d. In the uninterrupted paths of the victory over seven
spheres, of the acquisition of the supernormal knowledges,
and of the quality of Immovability, of mixed meditation.
And also in the eight paths of higher deliverance.
Based on the preceding, add "there is cultivation of seven
knowledges."
One cultivates seven knowledges, the same as above, in the
uninterrupted paths (paths of the expulsion of the defilements and
the obstacles) which make up:
1. victory over seven spheres, that is to say detachment from
the Four Dhyanas and the three Arupyas: these spheres are
"vanquished" when one is detached from them;

2. the acquisition of five supernormal knowledges, with the
exception of the sixth (vii. 42);
3. entry into Immovability (vi. 57,60c, English trans, p. 1002);
4. the mixed meditation (vi. 42) of the Saiksa.
If the ascetic cultivates these paths through a worldly path,137
he cultivates, in the present, conventional knowledge; if he follows
a transworldly path, he cultivates in the present one of the four
inferential knowledges, and one of the two knowledges of dharmas
(Extinction and the Path).
In the acquisition of the quality of Immovability, he does not
cultivate conventional knowledge; for this latter is not opposed to
Bhavugra. Here the Knowledge of the Destruction is the seventh
knowledge.
Above the detachment from the seven spheres, in the first
eight paths of deliverance of Bhavagra, the ascetic cultivates, in the
future, seven knowledges, namely the knowledge of dharmas,
inferential knowledge, the knowledges of the Four Truths, and the
knowledge of the mind of another; 138 he does not cultivate
conventional knowledge, because this knowledge is not opposed to
Bhavagra.
He cultivates, in the present, one of the four inferential
knowledges or one of the two knowledges of dharmas (Extinction
and the Path).
24a-b. The Saiksa, in the path of deliverance of the
perfectioning of the faculties, cultivates six or seven
knowledges.
The Saiksa (in opposition to the Asaiksa who enters the state
of Immovability) in the path of deliverance (third stage) of the
perfectioning of his faculties (vi. 60c), cultivates six knowledges
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when he is not detached (i.e., when he is not an Anagamin). When
he is detached, he cultivates seven knowledges, the knowledge of
the mind of another being the seventh.
Some other masters say that conventional knowledge is
cultivated by one who is not detached as well as by one who is
detached.13*
In the preparatory path (praj/ogamdrga, first stage), both of
them cultivate this knowledge.
24c. In the uninterrupted path, he cultivates six knowledges.
Detached or non-detached, he cultivates six knowledges,140 as
above, in the uninterrupted path (second stage) of the perfectioning of his faculties. He does not cultivate conventional knowledge,
because the perfectioning of the faculties resembles the Path of
Seeing; he does not cultivate the knowledge of the mind of another
because this knowledge is absent from the uninterrupted path: in
fact this knowledge does not oppose the defilements.
24d. The same in the victory over Bhavagra.
In the uninterrupted paths of detachment from Bhavagra, the
oaik§a cultivates six knowledges.
25 a. At the moment of the knowledge of destruction, nine
knowledges.
The ninth path of deliverance of detachment from Bhavagra is
called the Knowledge of Destruction (vi. 44d). [The first eight
have been discussed vii. 23c-d]. The ascetic then cultivates nine
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knowledges, with the exception of the Knowledge of Non-Arising.
25b. An Immovable One cultivates ten knowledges.
The saint who is from the beginning an Immovable One (vi.
57c) cultivates ten knowledges at the moment when he produces
the Knowledge of Destruction, for at this moment he obtains the
Knowledge of Non-Arising (vi. 50a).
25c. Ten knowledges also in the last deliverance in the
passage to the state of Immovability.
The ascetic who obtains the state of Immovability through the
perfectioning of his faculties also cultivates ten knowledges in the
last path (the ninth path of deliverance) of this perfectioning (vi.
60c).
25d. In the cases not mentioned, there is cultivation of eight
knowledges.
What are the cases not mentioned?
1. The ninth path of deliverance from detachment to Kamadhatu (excluded from the definition 22c-d);
2. the paths of deliverance from detachment to the seven
spheres, to the five supernormal knowledges, to mixed meditation
of the Saiksa (excluded from the definitions 23a-c);
3. the first eight paths of deliverance of the perfectioning of
the faculties leading to the state of Immovability (excluded from
the definition 25c); and
4. the preparatory path and the excellent path (prayogamdrga
and visesamdrga) of one who is detached (or an Anagamin).
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In all these paths, there is cultivation of eight future knowledges, with the exception of the Knowledge of Destruction and the
Knowledge of Non-Arising. This is the case for the Saiksa.
##*

The ASaiksa, in the preparatory path, the path of deliverance,
and the excellent path of the five supernormal knowledges and of
mixed meditation, cultivates nine knowledges (with the exception
of the Knowledge of Non-Arising) or ten knowledges, depending
on whether the Asaiksa is a samayavimukta or an asamayavimukta.
In the uninterrupted paths of the same (five supernormal
knowledges and mixed meditation), he cultivates either eight or
nine knowledges, with the exception of the knowledge of the mind
of another in both cases.
Nevertheless, in the path of deliverance of the two supernormal knowledges which are neutral (the divine eye and divine
hearing), —this path being itself morally neutral—there is no
cultivation of any future knowledge.141
As for the Prthagjana,—in the ninth path of deliverance of
detachment from Kamadhatu and the three Dhyanas; in the
preparatory paths; in the paths of deliverance of the three
supernormal knowledges; in the realizations of the spiritual
qualities, Apramanas, Vimoksas, etc.:142 all these paths being
cultivated in the Dhyanas (and not in the sdmantakas),—he
cultivates, in the future, conventional knowledge and the knowledge of the mind of another; but not in the nirvedhabhagiyas
because three constitute the following of the Path of Seeing.
In the other cases, obtaining a path not previously obtained, he
cultivates solely, in the future, conventional knowledge.
***
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To which sphere does the knowledge belong which is cultivated in the worldly and transworldly paths?
A knowledge of the mind of another, a future cultivation,
belongs to the sphere which serves as the support of the Path, or
rather to the sphere which one obtains through the Path.143
It is not a rule that pure knowledge, cultivated in the future,
will belong to the sphere which serves as the support for its
arising.
26a-b. The knowledge that one cultivates in the future
belongs to the sphere from which one is detached, to the
sphere acquired, or to a lower sphere.
When, in order to become detached from one sphere an ascetic
cultivates the paths (prayoga, etc.) of the two classes, pure or
impure, he cultivates pure knowledges which are either of the
sphere which he obtains for the first time by these paths, of the
sphere which is the support of the path, or of a lower sphere.144
26c. In the knowledge of destruction, the pure is also of all
spheres.145
At the moment when a knowledge of the destruction of the
cankers arises (vi. 44d), there is cultivated the qualities of all the
spheres, including the impure ones,146 namely the Apramanas, the
Vimoksas, etc. In fact, Vajropamasamadhi cuts off these ties which
are the possessions of the defilements; all the qualities will be
found in a series freed from the defilements; one can thus say that
they "breathe" (or that they open, that they inflate), in the manner
of a sack when one cuts the ropes that bind it.147 The Arhat has
obtained rule over his mind: all the good dharmas come towards
him, as vassals come to present their homage148 to a prince who
accedes to supreme kingship.149

Is everything that has been previously obtained also cultivated?
26d. That which has been obtained previously is not
cultivated.
What is cultivated is what has not been obtained. That which,
having been obtained and lost is obtained anew—that is to say, is
newly realized or actualized—is not cultivated, that is, the ascetic
does not take possession of it for the future. Because this has been
acquired and rejected in the past.150
Does the term "cultivation" (bhavana) only designate acquisition?
No. Cultivation is of four types: 1. acquisition, 2. practice, 3.
opposition, and 4. expulsion.
27. Cultivation of good conditioned dharmas is acquisition
and practice; there is cultivation of opposition and
expulsion with respect to impure dharmas.151
There is cultivation of acquisition152 and practice with respect
to the good conditioned dharmas, acquisition with respect to the
future and acquisition and practice with respect to the present.
These two cultivations rest on the first two efforts, effort for the
arising of what has not yet arisen, and effort for the growth of
what has already arisen.
There is cultivation of opposition 153 and expulsion 154 with
respect to impure dharmas; they rest on the last two efforts, effort
for the non-arising of what has not arisen, and effort for the
destruction of what has already arisen.155
Thus the good but impure dharmas are susceptible of four
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types of cultivation; the pure dharmas are susceptible of the first
two; the defiled and neutral dharmas of the last two.
The Vaibhasikas of the West say that there are six types of
cultivation: four as above, plus the cultivation of constraint
(samvarabhdvana), and the cultivation of inspection {vibhavanabhavana).
The first is the cultivation of the organs,156 the eye, etc.; the
second is the cultivation of the body, as it says in the Sutra, "These
six organs well subdued, well guarded..."157 and, "There is in the
body the beard, hair, etc."158
The Vaibhasikas of Kasmir however think that these two
cultivations should be included within the cultivation of opposition
and expulsion.159
***

We have explained the knowledges. Now we must explain the
spiritual qualities (gunas), which are made up of the knowledges.160
Among these qualities, there are first those which are uniquely
proper to the Buddha,161 which the Bodhisattva acquires at the
moment of the Knowledge of Destruction (vi. 45) in becoming an
Arhat and, at the same time, a Buddha.
These qualities are eighteen in number.
28a-b. The dharmas unique to the Buddha are eighteen, the
powers, etc.
The ten powers, the four absences of fear, the three foundations of mindfulness, and great compassion: 162 this group
constitutes the eighteen dharmas unique to the Buddha, so called
because others do not acquire them by becoming Arhats.

We shall examine first the nature of the powers.163
28c-29. There are ten knowledges in sthdndsthdna\ [eight
in karmaphala\ nine in the dhyanas, etc., in the Indriyas, in
the Abhimoksas, in the Dhatus; nine or ten in the paths;
two are conventional knowledge; and extinction is made up
of six or ten knowledges.]164
The power which consists of the knowledge of what is possible
and what is impossible {sthdndsthdna, vii. 30c) is made up of ten
knowledges.165
28d. Eight in kannaphala\
The power which consists of the knowledge of the retribution
of actions is made up of eight knowledges, with the exception of
the knowledge of the Path and Extinction.166
29a. Nine in the Dhyanas, etc., in the Indriyas, in the
Abhimoksas, in the Dhatus;
The power of the knowledge of the Dhyanas, Vimoksas,
Samadhis and Samapattis;167 the power of the knowledge of the
degree of the moral faculties of beings; 168 the power of the
knowledge of the different aspirations of beings;169 and the power
of the knowledge of the different acquired dispositions of
beings170—these four powers are made up of nine knowledges,
excluding the knowledge of extinction.
29b. Nine or ten in the paths;
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The power of the knowledge of the paths which lead to the
different realms of rebirth and to Nirvana, is made up of either
nine knowledges or ten knowledges. If one understands "the Path
with its result/' this power then includes the knowledge of
extinction (which is the result of the Path); but if one understands
"the Path without its result/' then this power is made up of nine
knowledges.171
29c. Two are conventional knowledges;
The power of the knowledge of former abodes and the power
of the knowledge of the death and rebirth of beings are both
conventional knowledges.
29d. Destruction is made up of six or ten knowledges.
The power of the knowledge of the destruction of the cankers
is made up of six or ten knowledges. One can consider the
knowledge of the destruction of the cankers in and of itself as the
knowledge of the destruction of the cankers which is made up of
the knowledge of the dharmas, inferential knowledge, the
knowledge of extinction, the Knowledge of Destruction, the
Knowledge of Non-Arising, and conventional knowledge; or one
can understand the knowledge of the destruction of the cankers as
the knowledge which is produced in a series where the cankers
have been expelled: the ten knowledges exist in such a series.
***
As for the spheres which serve as the support for the powers:
30a-c.The power of former abodes and the power of
death-rebirth lie in the Dhyanas; the others in all the
spheres.
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The knowledge of former abodes and the knowledge of the
death and rebirth of beings have the Dhyanas for their spheres;
the other powers are of all the spheres, Kamadhatu, Anagamya,
the Four Dhyunas, Dhyanantara, and the Four Arupyas.
They arise in a male body in Jambudvlpa, that is to say in the
Buddha, for Buddhas do not appear outside of Jambudvlpa.172
In others this tenfold knowledge is not called a power: it is only
in the series of the Buddha that it is called a power, because,
elsewhere, it is shackled.
30c-d. Why? Because its power does not know any obstacle.
The knowledge which knows all the objects of knowledge
without any obstacle is called a power. This is why the ten powers
exist only in the Buddha, because the Buddha, having expelled all
the cankers and all the traces (vdsand, see vii. 32d) of ignorance,
knows all objects of his own accord. It is not the same for the
knowledges of others, and as a consequence these knowledges are
not called powers.
According to tradition, Sariputra refused a person who asked
for admission to the Order;173 he was not capable of seeing the
number of the previous and subsequent births of a pigeon chased
by a hawk (?).174
i

The Buddha's knowledge is exercised without obstacle, the
power of his mind is infinite and envelopes all objects (see p. 1146).
***
If such is the power of his mind, what is the power of his body?
31a. Narayana power in his body; [according to others, in
his parts; this is a power the seventh term of a series which
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begins with the elephant and in which each term is worth
ten times the preceeding; it consists of a tangible.]175
Narayana is the name of a power and also the name of one who
possesses this power, namely the god Narayana: the same for
Canura and Mahanagna. The power of the body of the Buddha is
equal to that of Narayana.
31b. According to others, in his parts;
According to others, each part of his body (samdhi) possesses
this power.
The Bhadanta, [the Darstantika Master], says that his physical
power is like his mental power, that is, infinite; for, if it were
otherwise, the body of the Blessed One would not be able to
support infinite knowledge.176
The Buddhas have nagdgranthi power in their body parts,
Pratyekabuddhas have samkald power, and Cakravartins have
sanku power.177
What is the extent of Narayana power?
31c. This is a power the seventh term of a series which
begins with the elephant and in which each term is worth
ten times the preceeding;
There is a series: prdkrtahastin, gandhahastin, mahanagna,178
praskandin, vardriga, cdnura, and narayana.179 The power of each
term is worth ten times the power of the preceeding term: ten
prdkrtahastins make one gandhahastin and so on.180
According to others, this is the case for the first six terms; but
ten cdnuras are equal to a hali-ndrdyana, and two half-ndrdyanas
are equal to one narayana.
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According to the author of this book, among the definitions of
the physical power of the Buddha, that one is true which makes
this power the greatest.181
31d. It consists of a tangible.
The physical power of the Buddha is, by its nature, a tangible
(sprastavyayatana). It consists of primary elements of a special
nature.
According to others, however, it is a rupa derived from the
primary eletoents, but a derived rupa different from the seven
derived tangibles, slaksnatva, etc. (i. 10d).182
As for the four assurances (vaisdradya),1Sb
32a-c. Assurance is fourfold
The Buddha possesses four assurances which are explained in
the Sutra.
32c. Resembling the first, the tenth, the second, and the
seventh power.
1. The first assurance, the assurance that he has attained
supreme comprehension with respect to all the dharmas, resembles the first power (the power of the knowledge of what is
possible and what is impossible); it consists of ten knowledges, and
can exist (lit. "be supported") in all of the spheres.
2. The second assurance, the assurance that he has the
knowledge of the destruction of all the defilements, resembles the
tenth power, the power of the knowledge of the destruction of the
defilements: it consists of ten knowledges, and can exist in six
spheres.
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3. The third assurance, the assurance that he can fully explain
the dharmas, resembles the second power, the power of the
knowledge of the retribution of actions:184 it consists of eight
knowledges, and can exist in all of the spheres.
4. The fourth assurance, the assurance that he can explain the
Path leading to definitive deliverance, resembles the seventh
power, the power of the knowledge of the paths which lead to the
different realms of rebirth and to Nirvana: it consists of ten or
nine knowledges, and can exist in all of the spheres.
How can the knowledges be called assurances (vaifdradya)?
The word vaisaradya signifies "absence of fear" {nirbhayatd).
By reason of the fact that he knows that he has understood all the
dharmaSy destroyed all the defilements, etc., the Buddha is free
from fear in the assemblies. Thus vaisaradya is knowledge.
[In our opinion] the assurances, being a result of knowledge,
are not knowledge by nature.185
***

What are the three applications of mindfulness of the Buddha?
32d. Three are mindfulness and awareness {prajnd).lS6
The Sutra187 explains at length the three applications of
mindfulness of the Buddha: 1. When his disciples, unanimous,
respectfully listen, accept and practice his teaching, he experiences
neither joy nor satisfaction, but he remains indifferent, in full
mindfulness and awareness. 2. When his disciples, unanimous, do
not hear, do not accept and do not practice his teaching, he does
not experience displeasure nor impatience, but he remains
indifferent, in full mindfulness and awareness. 3. When some of
his disciples hear, accept and practice his teaching, while others,
not hearing, do not accept and do not practice his teaching, he does

not experience joy and displeasure, but remains indifferent in full
mindfulness and awareness. These three applications of mindfulness are, by their nature, mindfulness and awareness.
But a Sravaka who is free from the cankers, whose disciples are
either respectful or not respectful, or respectful and not respectful,
experiences neither joy nor displeasure, nor either joy or
displeasure. Why consider the three applications of mindfulness as
dhannas unique to a Buddha?
Because the Buddha has abandoned joy and displeasure along
with their traces. Or rather because the disciples are the disciples
of the Buddha: it is admirable that the Buddha does not experience
either joy or displeasure from their respect or disrespect; but the
disciples are not the disciples of the Sravakas from whom they
receive the teaching: there is nothing admirable in the fact that
these Sravakas do not experience joy or displeasure.
***

33a. Great compassion is a conventional mental state; [it is
great through its factors, its aspects, its object, its equality,
and its excellence; it differs from (ordinary) compassion in
eight ways.]188
Great compassion is, by its nature, conventional knowledge
(vii. 2b). In the contrary case, it would be, in its nature, absence of
hatred as is ordinary compassion (viii. 29); like ordinary compassion, it would not embrace all beings of the Three Dhatus, it would
not envision the three types of suffering.
Why is the compassion of the Blessed One termed "great"?
33b. It is great through its factors, its aspects, its object, its
equality, and its excellence.

1. By reason of its factors (sambhara); it is produced in fact by a
great provisioning (sambhara) of merit (punya) and knowledge
(jfldna)™
2. By reason of its aspects, of the modality under which it
grasps things: it considers things as painful by reason of the
threefold suffering, the suffering inherent in suffering itself, the
suffering inherent in change, and the suffering inherent in the
samskaras (vi. 3),190 whereas ordinary compassion only envisions
the suffering inherent in suffering itself.
З.Ву reason of the object, for it has for its object all beings in
the Three Dhatus.
4. By reason of its equality, for it is equally concerned with the
happiness and benefit of all being.
5.By reason of its excellence, for no other compassion which
has arisen surpasses it.191
How does great compassion differ from ordinary compassion?
33c. It differs from ordinary compassion in eight ways.
1. With respect to its nature: ordinary compassion is absence of
hatred, whereas great compassion is absence of ignorance.
2. With respect to its aspect: ordinary compassion takes on the
form of one suffering, whereas great compassion takes on the form
of threefold suffering.
3. With respect to its object: ordinary compassion is concerned
with the beings of one Dhatu, whereas great compassion is
concerned with the Three Dhatus.
4.With respect to its sphere: ordinary compassion is of the
sphere of the Four Dhyanas,192 whereas great compassion is of the
sphere of the Fourth Dhyana.
5. With respect to the personality which serves as its support:
ordinary compassion arises in the series of the Sravakas, etc.,193
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whereas great compassion arises in the series of the Buddhas.
6. With respect to its acquisition: ordinary compassion is
obtained through detachment from Kamadhatu, whereas great
compassion is obtained through detachment from Bhavagra.
7. With respect to its protection: ordinary compassion does not
protect, whereas great compassion protects.194
8. With respect to compassion: ordinary compassion is an
unequal compassion, for it sympathizes only with beings who are
suffering, whereas great compassion is an equal compassion,
turned towards all beings equally.
***

We have explained the qualities which belong only to the
Buddhas and which distinguish them from other beings. Do the
Buddhas resemble one another among themselves?
Under certain conditions, yes; under other conditions, no.
34. In sambhara, dharmakdya and their service to beings,
the Buddhas are identical; not in their duration of life, their
caste, their stature, etc.195
The Buddhas are identical in that they have, in their previous
existences, equally accumulated merit and knowledge, in that they
have realized the same dharmakdya;196' and in that they equally
carry out service to others.
But the Buddhas differ through the difference in the duration
of their lives, their caste, their gotra, the dimensions of their
bodies, etc. According to the period in which they appear, their life
is long or short, they are Ksatriyas or Brahmins, they belong to the
Gautamagotra or to the Kasyapagotra, and their bodies are great or
small. The word et cetera indicates that the Dharma of the
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Buddhas lasts a long or short period of time, accordingly as, at the
moment of their appearance, the beings to be converted are
straight or crooked.197
***

All intelligent persons who reflect on the threefold perfecti
on198 of the Tathagatas necessarily produce a profound affection, a
profound respect with respect to them. This threefold perfection is
the perfection of their causes which consists of the provisions of
merit and knowledge; the perfection of the result which consists of
the dharmakdya; and the perfection of benefit which consists of
service to all beings.
i. The perfection of cause is fourfold: 1. Cultivation of the
accumulation of all qualities and all knowledge;199 2. prolonged
cultivation; 200 3. uninterrupted cultivation; and 4. zealous
cultivation.
ii. The perfection of the result is fourfold, for the realization of
the dharmakaya includes four perfections, that of knowledge, of
abandoning, of power and of material body.
a. The perfection of knowledge is fourfold: 1. untaught
knowledge; 2. universal knowledge (that is to say knowledge of all
individual characteristics); 3. omniform knowledge,201 (that is to
say knowledge of all manners of being); and 4. spontaneous
knowledge (knowledge through the simple desire to know).
b. The perfection of abandoning is fourfold: 1. abandoning of
all the defilements; 2. definitive abandoning (not susceptible of
falling away); 3. abandoning of the defilements with their traces
(because no bond remains); and 4. abandoning of the obstacles to
samddhi and samdpatti [of such a sort that the Buddha is doubly
delivered (vi. 64a)].202
с The perfection of power is fourfold: 1. perfection in the
mastery of creating, transforming, and maintaining an external

^
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object; 203 2. perfection in the mastery of abandoning and
prolonging life; 204 3. perfection in the mastery of movement
through resistant bodies, through space, to very distant location, of
great speed, and mastery in the reduction of a large body to a small
volume;205 and 4. perfection of marvellous qualities, multiple and
natural.206
d. The perfection of the material body is fourfold: 1. perfection
in marks (laksana); 2. perfection in secondary marks (anuvyanjana)\ 3. perfection in power (that is to say possession of
Narayana's power, vii. 31); and (with respect to internal events)
perfection of the body whose bones are like diamonds; and (with
respect to external events) emissions of rays of light (which exceed
one hundred thousand suns.)
iii. The perfection of service is fourfold: 1-3. to deliver
definitively {atyanta) from the suffering of the three painful
realms of rebirth; 4. to deliver from the suffering of transmigration; or rather: 1-3. to install into the three vehicles; 4. to install
into good realms of rebirth.
Such are, in short, the perfections of the Buddhas. There would
be no end of our discussion if we were to speak of them in great
detail. Only the Buddhas, the Blessed Ones, if they were to prolong
their existence for numbers of asamkhyeyakalpas, would be
capable of knowing and speaking of their grandeur. It is enough to
know that the Buddhas, endowed with qualities, knowledges,
powers, and infinite and extraordinary benefits, are like mines of
jewels.
Nevertheless fools {bala = prthagjana), themselves poor in
qualities—and judging based upon themselves—have no spiritual
aspirations: they understand in vain the extolling of the merits of
the Buddha and they do not conceive affection either for the
Buddha or his Dharma.
The wise, on the contrary, understand the explanation of the
qualities of the Buddha, conceiving, with respect to the Buddha and
his Dharma, a mind of faith which penetrates to the marrow of
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their bones. These persons, through this single mind of faith,207
surmount an infinite mass of actions of unnecessary retribution;208
they obtain excellent human and divine rebirths; and, finally, they
arrive at Nirvana. This is why the Tathagatas are said to be a
supreme field of merit; for this field gives forth fruits which are
certain, agreeable, abundant, rapid, (experienced in this life), and
of excellent issue. The Blessed One, in fact, has proclaimed, "If
anyone plants a small root of good in the field of merit which are
the Buddhas, he will first possess heavenly realms of rebirth and
then he will obtain the Deathless (Ekottara, 24.15).209 We have
explained the eighteen qualities unique to the Buddhas.

35 a. There are other qualities which the Buddhas have in
common with Saiksas
The Buddhas possess innumerable qualities which they have in
common either with Sravakas
35 b. And Prthagjanas
Or with ordinary persons.
35c. Absence of Contention, Knowledge Resulting from
Resolution, the Unhindered Knowledges, the Supernormal
Knowledges, etc.
These are: the Samadhi Absence of Contention, the Knowledge
Resulting from Resolution, the Four Unhindered Knowledges, the
Supernormal Knowledges, the Dhyanas, the Arupyas, the Eight
Samapattis, the Three Samadhis, the Four Apramanas, the Eight
Vimoksas, the Eight Abhibhvayatanas, the Ten Krtsnayatanas, etc.

The first three are common to both the Buddhas and the
Aryans; the Supernormal Knowledges, the Dhyanas, etc., can also
belong to ordinary persons.
***

Arand [is the power to hinder the arising of another's
defilements].210 The Arhats know that the sufferings of beings are
produced through their defilements; they know that they themselves are the most worthy field of merit (iv. 103, 117a); they fear
that others might generate defilements with respect to them
[which would be particularly injurious to them]; 211 thus they
generate a knowledge of such a nature that no other person will
produce, with respect to them, lust, hatred, pride, etc. This
knowledge puts an end, in beings, to rana9 or contention, which is a
defilement, a cause of torment: it is thus called arand or absence of
contention.
What are the characteristics of the so-called Arana Samadhi,
the Absorption Absence of Contention?
36a. Absence of Contention is conventional knowledge;
By nature it is conventional knowledge, as it results from its
object.
36b. It is of the sphere of the Fourth Dhyana;
It exists in ("has for its support") the Fourth Dhyana, which is
the best of the easy paths (vi. 66).
36c. It is produced by a person who is Immovable.
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It is produced by Immovable Arhats {akopyadharman, vi. 56)
and not by others: for others are not capable of radically cutting off
their own defilements (they are in fact subject to falling) and so
they cannot arrest the defilements of others.
36d. It is produced by humans.
It is produced by humans, for it is only a being in the human
realm of rebirth who can cultivate it in the Three Dvipas.
36e. It relates to the defilements of Kamadhatu, is future,
and has a real object.
It bears on the defilements of others, in Kamadhatu, in the
future, and "has a real object" {savastuka), "May no defilements
arise in others with respect to me!" The savastuka defilements are
craving, anger, etc., which are abandoned through Meditation
(vi. 58).
The avastuka defilements of others (vi. 58), which are
abandoned through Seeing, are not susceptible of being arrested,
for the universal {sarvatraga) defilements (v. 12), which exist in
the totality of their sphere, also exist in the series of another.212

As is the Samadhi Absence of Contention,
37a-b. So too the Knowledge Resulting from Resolution;
[but it has all for its object].213
Like the Samadhi Absence of Contention, the Knowledge
Resulting from Resolution is, by nature, conventional knowledge;
like Absence of Contention, it exists in the Fourth Dhyana, it is
produced in the series of an Immovable One, and it is meditated
upon by a being in the human realm of rebirth.

37b. But it has all for its object.
But, unlike the Samadhi Absence of Contention, it bears on all
the dharmas.
Yet214 the Vaibhasikas say that the dharmas of Arupyadhatu
are not known by a direct seeing through the Knowledge Resulting
from Resolution—being of the Fourth Dhyana, this knowledge
does not bear on a higher sphere. These dharmas are known
through inference (anumdna). In fact, one knows 1. the outflowing
of Arupyadhatu, namely the extreme calm which follows, in a
subsequent existence, from a former existence in Arupyadhatu; 2.
the conduct of Arupyadhatu, that is to say the practice of the
Arupya Samapattis which will produce an existence in Arupyadhatu,—and one can infer from a cause to its result and from a result
to its cause. As the farmer knows a seed from its fruit and a fruit
from its seed, seeing a calm person, one concludes, "He is reborn
falling from Arupyadhatu, but he will be reborn in Arupyadhatu."
Such is the opinion of the Vaibhasikas.
Others believe however that the Knowledge Resulting from
Resolution bears on Arupyadhatu, for there is nothing that is not
within the mental range of the Buddhas.215
One who would produce the Knowledge Resulting from
Resolution begins by forming a resolution, holding a certain object
in his consciousness; he enters into the Fourth prantakotika
Dhyana (viii. 41a): this is the preparatory exercise. As soon as he
leaves this absorption, he produces an exact consciousness in
conformity with his resolution the sphere of which varies
according to the power of his absorption.216
***

37c-d. So too the Unhindered Knowledges of dharmas, of
objects, of etymological explanations, and of eloquence.217
There are Four Unhindered Knowledges: the Unhindered

Knowledge of dharmas, the Unhindered Knowledge of things
{artha), the Unhindered Knowledge of etymological explanations
(nirukta), and the Unhindered Knowledge of eloquence (pratibhana). They are like the Samadhi Absence of Contention in that
they belong solely to the Immovable Ones who are humans. But
they differ from it with respect to their object, the sphere in which
they are acquired, and their nature.
38a-b. The first three are unhindered knowledges bearing,
in this order, on name, the thing, speech.218
Infallible {avivartya) knowledge of names, phrases, and
syllables (ii.47a) is the Unhindered Knowledge of dharmas.219
Infallible knowledge of the thing is the Unhindered Knowledge of things.
Infallible knowledge of speech is the Unhindered Knowledge
of etymological explanation.
38c-d. The fourth is the knowledge of exact and facile
expression, and of mastery with respect to the Path.220
Infallible knowledge which confers the capacity to express
oneself in an exact and facile221 manner and which also confers
never failing attention on a person who is a master in absorption is
the Unhindered Knowledge of eloquence.222
39a-b. Its object is speech and the Path; [it is made up of
nine knowledges.]223
Speech and the Path are the object of this Unhindered
Knowledge.
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39b. It is made up of nine knowledges.
Which, in its nature, is made up of nine knowledges with the
exception of the knowledge of extinction.
39c. It is of all the spheres.
It can arise in an ascetic who exists in any of the spheres, from
Kamadhatu to Bhavagra, since it has for its object either speech or
the Path.
39c. Unhindered Knowledge of things (artha) is made up of
ten or six.
Artha or thing signifies "all the dharmas": in which case the
Unhindered Knowledge of things is, by its nature, the ten
knowledges; but if artha signifies Nirvana, then it is made up of six
knowledges: the knowledge of dharmas, inferential knowledge, the
knowledge of extinction, the Knowledge of Destruction, the
Knowledge of Non-Arising and conventional knowledge.
39d. It arises everywhere.
That is to say it can exist in any sphere.
39d. The others are conventional knowledge.
Two Unhindered Knowledges (of the dharmas and of etymological explanation) are conventional knowledge, for they have
names, phrases, and syllables, etc., and speech, for their object.
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40a. The Unhindered Knowledge of dharmas exists in
Kamadhatu and the Dhyanas.
It therefore exists in five spheres. Above them, names are
absent [and so too phrases and syllables].224
40b. The Unhindered Knowledge of speech exists in
Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana.
The Unhindered Knowledge of etymological explanation
exists only in Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana, because vitarka is
absent above them.225
***

According to the Prajnaptipada, the Unhindered Knowledges
are in the following order: 1. the infallible knowledge of name,
phrase, and syllable; 2. the knowledge of the thing (artha)
expressed by its name, etc.; 3. the knowledge of the expression of
the characteristics of the thing, its number (singular, dual, or
plural), its gender (feminine, masculine, or neuter), the time,
etc.;226 4. the knowledge of what is not possible {asaktata) [=which
produced the asaktata] either of the expression, or of phrases and
syllables. In this way the order of the Unhindered Knowledges is
justified.
According to others, nirukti is an etymological explanation
{nirvacanam), for example: rUpyate tasmad rupam (it is physical
matter because it can be crushed), vijanatiti vijrlanam^ (it is
consciousness because it knows or distinguishes), cinotiti cittam (it
is mind because it accumulates); pratibhana is the rejoinder.227
According to the School, the preparatory exercises of the Four
Unhindered Knowledges are, in this order, the study of calculation,

•
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the word of the Buddha, the study of sounds (sabdavidyd), and the
study of causes (hetuvidyd),228 for a person who has not cultivated
these four disciplines is not capable of producing the Four
Unhindered Knowledges. But, in fact,229 the study of the word of
the Buddha alone suffices to achieve the four preparatory exercises.
40c. One only obtains them together.
If a person obtains one Unhindered Knowledge, he obtains the
others; if he does not obtain them all, he does not obtain any of
them.
***
The six qualities described above, Absence of Contention, etc.
40d. These six are prantakotika.
They receive this name because they are obtained through the
power of the Prantakotika Dhyana (vii. 4la-c).
41a. It is sixfold.
The Fourth Prantakotika Dhyana is made up of six things: it
consists of 1. Absence of Contention, 2. the Knowledge Resulting
from Resolution, 3-5. three Unhindered Knowledges (with the
exception of the Unhindered Knowledge of etymological explanation), and 6. the Prantakotika Dhyana itself.230
Even though the Unhindered Knowledge of etymological
explanation may be obtained through the power of a Prantakotika
Dhyana, it does not arise in the Fourth Dhyana, for it has
Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana for its sphere; consequently it is
not included within the Fourth Prantakotika Dhyana.
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What is the Prantakotika Dhyana?
It is the last dhyana in the Fourth Dhyana.231
4lb-c. It is the last dhyana, in a series with all the spheres
and carried to its maximum.232
a. The Fourth Dhyana is "in a series with all the spheres" when
one cultivates it in the following manner: from a good mind of
Kamadhatu, one enters into the First Dhyana; from the First
Dhyana, into the Second, and so on up to naivasamjnandsarhjnayatana (= the Fourth Dhyana); then, one redescends to a good mind
of Kamadhatu; finally, from this mind, one ascends again to the
Fourth Dhyana.
b. One cultivates the Fourth Dhyana; after having cultivated in
an inferior manner, one cultivates in a medium manner; after
having cultivated in a medium manner, one cultivates in a superior
manner. Each one of these three categories is divided into three.
The Fourth Dhyana is therefore made up of nine categories. The
highest category of the Fourth Dhyana is called "carried to the
maximum" (vrddhikdspdgata). The Dhyana which possesses these
two qualities is called prantakotika, because its end (koti) has been
traversed (pragatd) to the extreme (antam).2bb
Koti signifies both "type" (prakdra) and "summit, apex," as
one says: cdtuskopika prasna, that is, a fourfold question; or as one
says: bhutakopi, "the limit of existence."234
These qualities of the Buddha are
4Id. With the exception of the Buddha, acquired through
effort.
With the exception of the Buddha, the other Aryans acquire
these six qualities, the Samadhi Absence of Contention, etc., only
through effort, and not through detachment, since all do not
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possess them. 235 The Buddha alone acquires them through
detachment, for the Buddha obtains all his qualities in a single
stroke, from the beginning, at the moment of the Knowledge of
Destruction, through detachment.236 Later, he actualizes them at
his will, without effort; for the Buddha is the master of all the
dharmas that he possesses.
***

We have explained the three categories, Absence of Contention, Knowledge Resulting from Resolution, the Unhindered
Knowledges, which are common to the Aryans. Among the
qualities which also belong to ordinary persons {prthagjanas)2bl
we must explain the Supernormal Knowledges.
42a-d. Realization of the knowledge of supernormal power,
of ear, of the mind, of past existences, of death and rebirth,
of the destruction of the cankers; this is the sixfold
supernormal knowledge.238
There are six supernormal knowledges: 1. the supernormal
knowledge which consists of the realization of the knowledge of
the sphere of rddhi or supernormal power (that is to say,
displacement and creation); 239 2. the supernormal knowledge
which consists of the realization of the knowledge of divine
hearing;240 3. the supernormal knowledge which consists of the
realization of the knowledge or consciousness of the mind of
another;241 4. 242 the supernormal knowledge which consists of the
realization of the knowledge of the memory of past existences;243
5. the supernormal knowledge which consists of the realization of
the knowledge of divine sight (of the death and birth of all
beings);244 and 6. the supernormal knowledge which consists of
the realization of the knowledge of the destruction of the
cankers.245
Even though the sixth supernormal knowledge belongs only to
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the Aryans, since the first five are also possessed by ordinary
persons, and by reason of the characteristics of the greatest
number of supernormal knowledges, here all of the supernormal
knowledges are considered as common to the Aryans and to
ordinary persons.246
42d. They are prajnd of deliverance.247
They are by their nature the prajnd of the Path of Deliverance,
like the results of the religious life.248
43 a. Four are conventional knowledge.249
Four, with the exception of the supernormal knowledge of the
minds of others and the supernormal knowledge of the destruction
of the cankers, are conventional knowledges (vii.2).
43b. The knowledge of the mind of another is made up of
five knowledges.
The fifth supernormal knowledge is by nature the knowledge
of dharmas, inferential knowledge, a knowledge of the Path,
conventional knowledge, and the knowledge of the mind of
another.250
43c. The supernormal knowledge of the destruction of the
cankers is similar to the power.251
Exactly like the power of the knowledge of the destruction of
the cankers, this supernormal knowledge is made up of six or ten
knowledges. So too, it can exist in all of the spheres and relates to
all objects.

43d. Five exist in the Four Dhyanas.252
The first five supernormal knowledges exist in the Four
Dhyanas, that is to say, they are obtained by an ascetic in any of
these Dhyanas.
***

Why do they not exist in the non-material absorptions, the
Arupyas?
a. The first three have rupa for their object (see p. 1162, line
14). Thus one cannot produce them in the arupyas.
b. The knowledge of the mind of another is prepared through
the gate of physical matter (rupa), that is to say through a path
which has color and shape for its object.253 Now the non-material
absorptions do not have physical matter for their object.
с As for the memory of previous existences, the ascetic
prepares for this by going over again and again the course of
successive states {anupurvavasthantarasmaranat)\2bA now the
non-material absorptions do not have the dharmas of Kamadhatu
for their object, and when a memory of past existences is
actualized, it bears, as the Sutra says, on the place, the gotta, etc.,
and on material dharmasPb
d. In fact the ascetic who wishes to know the mind of another
first considers, in his own series, the characteristics of his body and
mind, "Such is my body, such is my mind." As he has considered
his own body and mind, in this same way, envisioning the series of
another, he takes into consideration the characteristic of the body
and mind of another: thus he knows the mind of another and the
supernormal knowledge arises. When the supernormal knowledge
is realized, the ascetic no longer considers the rupa of the body; he
directly knows the mind.256
e. The ascetic who wishes to remember his past existences,
begins by grasping the characteristic of the mind which has just
perished; from this mind, he again considers the states which it
immediately succeeds in the present existence up to the mind at
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44a. They have their own sphere or a lower sphere for their
domain.261
Through the Supernormal Knowledge of magical power of a
certain sphere, acquired in a certain dhydna (vii. 43d), one
possesses the powers of displacement and creation (vii. 48) in this
sphere or in a lower sphere, but not in a higher sphere.
So too, through the Supernormal Knowledge of divine hearing,
one understands the sounds of the sphere to which the Supernormal Knowledge belongs, or the sounds of a lower sphere, but not
the sounds of a higher sphere.
Through the Supernormal Knowledge of the mind of another,
one does not know the mind of another when it is of a sphere
higher than that of the Supernormal Knowledge.
Through the Supernormal Knowledge of the memory of past
existences, one does not obtain the memory of existences in a
sphere higher than that of the Supernormal Knowledge.
Consequently, a mind in Arupyadhatu cannot be attained either
through the Supernormal Knowledge of the knowledge of the
mind of another, nor through the Supernormal Knowledge of the
memory of past existences, because this mind in Arupyadhatu is of
a sphere higher than that of the Supernormal Knowledges.262
***

How are the Supernormal Knowledges acquired?
If they have not been acquired in a past life, they are acquired
only through effort.
44b. Already cultivated, they are acquired through detachment.
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When they have been cultivated in a past life, they are acquired
through detachment. [The ascetic takes possession of them
through the sole fact that he detaches himself from Kumadhatu
and enters a Dhyana]. Nevertheless, intense, they are acquired
only through effort. Their manifestation always supposes an
effort, except in the case of the Buddha, who acquires any of the
Supernormal Knowledges through simple detachment, and
actualized them at will (ii. 44a, vii. 41d).
44c. The third is made up of three applications of mindfulness.263
The supernormal knowledge of the mind of another contains
three applications of mindfulness,—vedand, citta, and dharma (vi.
14)—because it has the mind and its mental states for its object.
44d. Supernormal power, hearing, and sight make up the
first application of mindfulness.264
The supernormal knowledges of supernormal power, divine
hearing, and divine sight, make up the first application of
mindfulness, that is, the body as an application of mindfulness, for
they have rupa, color and shape, for their object. The supernormal
knowledge of supernormal power has four external dyatanas, with
the exception of sound, for its sphere.265 And divine hearing and
divine sight have both sound and rupa for their domain.
If this is the case, how can the Supernormal Knowledge of the
divine sight know, as the Sutra explains, 266 that "These beings
endowed with bad physical actions, with bad vocal actions, deniers
(apavddaka) of the Aryans, produce false views, attach themselves
to views and to wrong actions, because of which, at the end of their
lives, they fall into bad realms of rebirth../?
The Supernormal Knowledge of divine sight does not know

that a being is endowed with a mental action, that a being has
conceived a false view, etc. But there is another knowledge which
accompanies the Supernormal Knowledge of divine sight,267 which
arises in the series of the Aryan, and which knows mental action,
etc. As this knowledge is produced through the power of the
Supernormal Knowledges of divine sight, it receives, together with
this Supernormal Knowledge, the name of "Knowledge of death
and rebirth."
***

As their natures are not determined in the Karika, it follows in
and of itself that the two Supernormal Knowledges of memory of
past existences and the destruction of the cankers have for their
nature the four applications of mindfulness.268
45a-b. The Supernormal Knowledges of hearing and sight
are neutral; the others are good.269
The Supernormal Knowledges of divine hearing and divine
sight are morally neutral, for, by nature, they are prajnd associated
with auditory and visual consciousness.
If this is the case, how can one say that they are of the sphere of
the Four Dhyanas? In fact, there is no visual or auditory
consciousness in the Second Dhyana and above (146).
There is no contradiction here, for we express ourselves in this
way by consideration of the organs. The organs, the ears and eyes,
which are the support of the Supernormal Knowledges, are
produced through the power of the Four Dhyanas and belong to
their sphere: they therefore exist in the four spheres. The
Supernormal Knowledge, being supported on the organ, is
therefore said to be supported on (= exist in) the Four Dhyanas.
Or rather, we express ourselves in this way because we consider
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the dnantaryamdrga (or preparation, above p. 1160, line 25) of the
Supernormal Knowledge; in fact the dnantaryamdrga of the
Supernormal Knowledge of divine hearing and divine sight is
supported on four spheres, the Four Dhyanas.270
The other supernormal knowledges are good.
If this is the case, why does the Prakaranapdda say, "What is
supernormal knowledge? It is good prajnd"?
This definition refers to the greater number of cases (bdhulika)
or to the essential (prddhanika). The supernormal knowledges are,
in the greater number of cases, good; and the good supernormal
knowledges are the most essential.
#*#

According to the Sutra, there are three Asaiksa Wisdoms
(vidyd).211 To which supernormal knowledges do these wisdoms
correspond?
45c-d. Three supernormal knowledges are wisdom, [because
they bring about the cessation of non-wisdom relative to
the past, etc.]272
The three wisdoms,—the Asaiksa wisdom which consists of
the realization of the knowledge of past lives, the Asaiksa wisdom
which consists of the realization of the knowledge of the death and
birth of all beings, and the Asaiksa wisdom which consists of the
realization of the knowledge of the destruction of the cankers,—
are, in the order of the Sutra, the fifth, the second, and the sixth
supernormal knowledges.
Why are these three supernormal knowledges called wisdoms
(vidyd)?
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45d. Because they bring about the cessation of non-wisdom
(ignorance) relating to the past, etc.
It is because the memory of past existences (=the fourth
supernormal knowledge) brings about the cessation of error
relating to the past, the knowledge of death and birth (=the fifth
supernormal knowledge) brings about the cessation of error
relating to the future, and the knowledge of the destruction of the
cankers (=the sixth supernormal knowledge) brings about the
cessation of error relating to the present.273
Which of these three supernormal knowledges really belongs
to the Asaiksas?
46a. The last belongs to the Asaiksas.
The knowledge of the destruction of the cankers belongs only
to the Arhat.
46a-b. The two others are said to belong to the Asaiksas
when they arise in the series of an Asaiksa.274
The other two supernormal knowledges are said to belong to
an Asaiksa when they arise in the series of an Asaiksa: by nature
however, they are neither-Saiksa-nor-Asaiksa. (ii. 38a)
If this is so, why not admit that these two supernormal
knowledges are, when they are produced in a Saiksa, the wisdom of
a Saiksa.
46c-d. We admit that they exist in the Saiksa, but then they
are not called wisdoms because the series of the Saiksa is
associated with non-wisdom.275
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In fact the Buddha did not say that these two supernormal
knowledges are Saiksa dharmas.
Why?
When a series is associated with non-wisdom (avidyd, ignorance) it is not correct to give the name of wisdom (vidya) to the
supernormal knowledge which is produced in this series, for the
supernormal knowledge is obscured by the non-wisdom.276
***

The Sutra says that there are three methods of conversion.277
To which supernormal knowledges do they correspond?
47a-b. The first, the third and the sixth are the methods of
conversion.278
The supernormal knowledges of rddhi, of the knowledge of the
mind of another, and of the destruction of the cankers, are, in this
order the three methods of conversion (prdtihdrya)'. "to carry off"
{bar), that is, to convert, through miracles (rddhiprdtihdrya),
through reading the mind of someone (ddesandprdtihdrya), and
through the Teaching (anusasantpratiharya).
The prefix pra~ signifies ddikarman (initial action), and the
prefix ^'-signifies bhrsam (forceful): these three supernormal
knowledges are called prdtihdrya because, thanks to them, the
work of conversion (harana) is begun (pra-) and done in an
intense manner (ati-).
Through them, one carries away (haranti) the mind of persons
to be converted, from the very first (dditas) and very forcefully (ati
bhrdm).
Or rather, they receive the name of prdtihdrya, for through

them one first or forcefully makes oneself a master of persons who
hate {pratihata) the Good Law, or of those who are indifferent.279
Through them, one makes persons of hostile, unbelieving, or
non-zealous mind, produce a mind of refuge, a mind of faith, or a
mind of practice.280
47b. Conversion through the Teaching is the best. 281
Among the three methods of conversion, conversion through
the Teaching is the best.
47c-d. Because it does not exist without supernormal
knowledge, and because it confers the fruits of salvation and
of well-being.
Conversion through miracles and conversion through reading
someone's mind can be produced by means of wisdom.282 There is
a wisdom called Gandharl:283 the person who possesses it can fly
through space. There is also a wisdom called Iksanika:284 the
person who possesses it can read the mind of others. Conversion
through the Teaching cannot be realized by such means, and as a
consequence, since it is never separated from the supernormal
knowledge of the destruction of the cankers,285 it is superior to the
other two.
Further, the first two methods of conversion are only capable
of captivating the mind of another for a short period of time, and
they do not produce any important results. But the third method of
conversion causes others to produce beneficial results; for by
means of this method of conversion, the preacher teaches, in truth,
the means to salvation and to well-being.
***
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What is rddhi?
48a. Rddhi is absorption.286
According to the Vaibhasikas, the word rddhi designates
absorption or samddhi. The absorption is so named, for it is due to
it that the work succeeds (samrdhyati).

What does rddhi consist of?
48a-b. From it, there arises displacement and fictive
creation.287
Displacement (gati) is of three types: transport displacement,
displacement through adhimoksa (intention), and rapid displacement like the mind.288
48c-d. Rapid displacement like the mind is unique to the
Master.289
This displacement goes very quickly, like the mind; from
whence its name of manojava. Only the Buddha possesses it, not
other beings. The body arrives at a great distance even in the time
it takes to think of arriving there. This is why the Buddha said that
the sphere of the Buddha is incomprehensible.290 The Master also
possesses the other two displacements.
48c-d. The others possess displacement of transport and of
adhimoksa.
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Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas elevate their bodies and move,
as a bird 291 gradually raises his body and moves. 292 As for the
displacement of adhimoksa, when one does it, through the power
of intention (adhimoksa), what is distant becomes close: 293
through this adhimoksa the object comes quickly.
49a-c. Fictive creation in Kamadhatu is made up of four
external ayatanas\ [it is of two types; fictive creation of the
sphere of Rupadhatu is made up of two dyatanas.]294
Fictive creation (nirmita) is of two types, of the sphere of
Kamadhatu, and of the sphere of Rupadhatu. The first consists of
the creation of physical matter, odor, taste, tangibles which are
external, 295 with the exception of sound. The second consists of
the creation of physical matter and tangibles only, because odors
and tastes do not exist in Rupadhatu.296
49b. It is of two types.
Fictive creation in Kamadhatu is twofold, accordingly as it is
connected with the body of the ascetic himself or with another: for
example an ascetic transforms himself into a tiger, or he creates,
apart from himself, a tiger.297
49c. Fictive creation of the sphere of Rupadhatu is made up
of two ayatanas.
The same holds true of fictive creations in Rupadhatu. A
person who is in Kamadhatu and one who is in Rupadhatua are
each capable of four types of fictive creations, so creation is
eightfold.
But when a person in Rupadhatu produces a fictive creation in
Kamadhatu, is it not found to possess odor and taste?
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No, there is no possession, no more so than a person does not
possess clothing or attire, even though they are bound to his body,
because these things, not being living organisms (asattvasamkhydta, i. 10b), are not bound to the sense organs.
Yet certain masters say that a person in Rupadhatu can only
create two ayatanas, physical matter and tangibles, for they fear
that if this person creates odors, etc., he will be found to possess
odors, etc.
***

Is it through the supernormal knowledge of creation itself that
the ascetic creates fictive, created objects (nirmita)?
No.
How is this?
It is created as a result of supernormal knowledge (abhijndphala, ii. 72b. English trans, p. 314).
What is this dharma that you term the result of supernormal
knowledge?
49c-d. It is through a mind capable of creating fictive beings
{nirmdnacitta) that one creates. They are fourteen in
number.
A result of supernormal knowledge are minds capable of
creating fictive, created objects. These minds are fourteen in
number.
50a-b. They are the results of the Dhyanas, from the
number of two up to five, in this order.
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These minds are fourteen in number, being differentiated by
their Dhyana (fundamental Dhyana, muladhydna) which serves as
their support.
Two minds are the results of the First Dhyana: the first of the
sphere of Kamadhatu, and the second of the sphere of the First
Dhyana.298
Three minds are the results of the Second Dhyana: two of the
two lower spheres (Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana) and one of
the same sphere as the Dhyana of which it is the result, so
therefore of the Second Dhyana.
In the same way four and five minds are the results of the
Third and Fourth Dhyanas. The mind capable of creating fictive
objects, the result of a certain Dhyana, is of the sphere of this
Dhyana or of a lower sphere.
50b. They do not arise from a lower Dhyana.299
The Dhyana mind of a lower sphere does not produce a mind
capable of creating fictive beings (that is, a result of a Dhyana) of a
higher sphere, because its power is too small.
A fictive being,—that is to say, a magical being—of a lower
sphere, but which is the result of the Second Dhyana, prevails over,
from the standpoint of its going and coming, a being of a higher
sphere, which is a result of the First Dhyana.300 The same for the
following Dhyanas.
50c. One obtains them like a Dhyana301
One obtains a mind capable of creating fictive beings, a result
of a muladhydna, as one obtains the Dhyana, that is to say, through
detachment, for the result is obtained at the same time as its
support.
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50c-d. A mind capable of creating fictive beings proceeds
from a pure Dhyana and from itself; [it produces the
two.]302
Its result, a mind capable of creating fictive beings, is produced
from a Dhyana. This mind does not lead to a departure from
contemplation.
50d. It produces the two.
A first mind capable of creating fictive beings arises from a
pure (suddhaka, viii. 6) Dhyana. Then successive minds capable of
creating fictive beings arise from a mind of their same type, that is
to say, of the first, of the second... mind capable of creating fictive
beings: the former mind of this series thus produces a subsequent
mind capable of creating fictive beings. The last mind is followed
by a pure Dhyana. Therefore the mind capable of creating fictive
beings comes from two minds (a pure Dhyana and a mind capable
of creating fictive beings) and produces these same two. This is to
suppose that the person who has a mind which is capable of
creating fictive beings—the result of an absorption, and morally
neutral—does not again enter a Dhyana, that he would not depart
from this Dhyana, in the same way that one enters through a door
and leaves through this same door.
51a. One creation takes place through one mind of its
sphere.
All the fictive, created (nirmita) things are created by a mind of
their sphere, for a mind capable of creating fictive beings of a
certain sphere does not produce a being belonging to another
sphere.

51b. But speech also takes place through a mind of a lower
sphere.303
Speech uttered by fictive (nirmita) being also depends, in
certain cases, on a mind of a lower sphere.
Speech uttered by a fictive being in Kamadhatu or of the First
Dhyuna takes place by virtue of a mind of the sphere of this created
being. But a fictive being of a higher sphere, of the Second Dhyana,
etc., speaks by virtue of a mind of the First Dhyana: for in the
higher spheres a mind endowed with vitarka and vicdra (ii. 33,
English trans, p. 203) and capable of producing vijndpti (iv. 7d)
does not exist.
51c. With the creator, except in the case of the Master.
When the nirmdtar, the person who produces fictive beings
{nirmita), produces a number of fictive beings, all speak when
their creator speaks, because their vdgvijndpti (iv. 3d) or vocal
action, is common to all. This is why the stanza says, "When one
speaks, namely the creator, all his creatures speak; when one
remains silent, all remain silent/'304
This rule does not refer to the Buddha, for he possesses a
perfect mastery in absorption: at his will, fictive beings speak one
after the other; they question the Buddha and the Buddha answers;
the Buddha questions them and they respond.
***

But, one would say, when the mind which produces the voice
arises, the mind capable of creating fictive beings no longer exists:
therefore at this moment the fictive being does not exist; thus how
does a fictive being speak?
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5 Id. The fictive being speaks, because its creator sets speech
into motion through another mind, after having empowered the fictive being.
Through the power of a mind previous to its entry into
contemplation and creation, the creator empowers {adhitisphati)
the fictive being, "May it last!" By means of another mind, he
causes it to speak. Therefore, even though the fictive being speaks,
the two minds,—that which creates it and that which causes it to
speak,—are not simultaneous, and yet the vocal action takes place
with the fictive being for its support.
52a. Empowerment continues after death.305
It is not only for the duration of his own life that the creator is
capable of empowering a thing in such a manner that it endures;
his empowerment can also make the thing last after his own death.
It is thus, through his own empowerment that Kasyapa the
Great made his bones last until the advent of Maitreya.306
52a. But not with respect to that which is not hard.
It is only a hard thing which is susceptible of being empowered
for a long period of time. This is why Kasyapa the Great did not
empower his flesh.
52b. Some other masters say no.
The body protected by the power of empowerment is not
capable of lasting beyond death. If the bones of Kasyapa last, it is
through the protection of the gods.307
52c-d. From the beginning, the ascetic creates a single
creation through numerous minds capable of creating
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fictive beings; the contrary, when his practice is purified.308
A beginner, by means of numerous minds capable of creating
fictive beings, produces a single fictive being; later, when his
practice is complete, the ascetic produces at his own will, by means
of a single such mind, many or few creatures.
53a. Produced through meditation, it is neutral.
The mind capable of creating fictive beings, when it is acquired
through meditation (that is, when it is the result of a Dhyana, or of
a supernormal knowledge), is morally neutral: the result of a
supernormal knowledge is in fact one of the classes of neutral
items (ii. 71b).
53b. Innate, it is threefold.
But when it is innate, it can be good, bad, or neutral: for
example gods, ndgas, etc., who have been created with a view to
aiding or harming.
Also capable of being created, among the ten material (rUpiri)
dyatanas, are nine dyatanas, with the exclusion of sound, namely,
the eye, visible things, the ear, the organ of smell, etc.309
[But if nine dyatanas are capable of being created, there can
therefore be creation of organs (indriya): there can therefore be an
apparition of a new being (sattva), for the organs are of тира
(color and shape) which belong to living beings.]310
The organ is not capable of being created. Yet one can say
without being incorrect that "creation consists of nine dyatanas"
for creation—whether it refers to the transformation of the body
of the creator or to the creation of a distinct body—consists of four
dyatanas, physical matter {тира) odors, tastes, and tangible things,
and does not exist independently of the five organs.
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311

Rddhi is, we have said, of two types: produced through
meditation (or Dhyana), and innate.312
It is also of three other types:
53c-d. Rddhi is also produced through mantras, plants, and
actions; in all five types.
It is produced through meditation (bhavandja), or innate
(upapattildbhika), or created through mantras (mantrakrta),
created through the use of drugs or medicines (osadhikrta)nb or
produced through karma (karmaja).514
Examples of the fifth type (produced through karma) are the
rddhi of Mandhatar, etc, and the rddhi of beings in intermediate
existence (iii. 14d).
***

Are divine sight and the divine hearing called "divine" in the
proper sense of the word, because they are of the nature of the
organs of the gods, or rather figuratively so, because they are as if
they were divine?
They are "as divine" in the case of the Bodhisattvas, Cakravartins, and Grhapatiratnas.315
When they are divine in the proper sense of the word316
54a-b. Divme sight and divine hearing are of pure tupa of
the sphere of the Dhyanas.317
By reason of a preparatory exercise consisting of meditation on
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light and sound—the ascetic is in the Dhyanas, and in the eyes and
ears of the ascetic—eyes and ears which are in Kamadhatu—there
is found to be attracted (ii. 10a, English trans, p. 166) a pure rupa, &
matter derived from the primary elements of the sphere of the
Dhyana in which it exists, subtle and excellent. This rupa
constitutes his eyes and ears; it sees and understands; it constitutes
what is called divine sight and divine hearing. Arising by reason of
physical matter (rupa) of the sphere of the Dhyanas, the organs
are therefore divine in the proper sense of the word.
54c-d. They are always active, non-deficient; they bear on
the distant, the subtle, etc.
Divine sight and divine hearing of this category, obtained
through meditation,318 are never tatsabhdga (i. 42), but are always
accompanied by visual or auditory consciousness.
They are never deficient; for they come in pairs, and are in a
good state (lit. "not seized by squinting"), as are the organs of
beings born in Rupadhatu.
They grasp what is obscured, subtle, distant, etc. On this point,
there is a stanza, "The eye of flesh does not see rupa which is
distant, obscured, or subtle; it does not see in all directions. Divine
sight, the contrary."319
320

When one sees the rupas by means of divine sight, are the
objects of sight near or far away?
The objects are near or far away according to the person and
according to the eye. If they desire to see, but make no effort to do
so, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and Buddhas see, respectively, a
Sahasra, a Dvisahasra, or a Trisahasra universe (iii. 73). If they
make an effort,
55a-b. The Arhat, the Rhinoceros and the Master see a
Dvisahasra, a Trisahasra, infinite universes.321
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If a Sravaka, desiring to see by divine sight, makes a great
effort, he will see a Dvisahasra Madhyama Lokadhatu. 322 A
Pratyekabuddha will see a Trisahasra Mahasahasra Lokadhatu.
And the Buddha the Blessed One, will see the Asamkhya Lokadhatu: he sees according as he desires.
Why is this?
As his knowledge extends to all the dharmas, so too his divine
sight extends to all the rupas.
***

Is only rddhi innate, or can other supernatural powers be
innate?
55c. The others are also innate.323
Four powers,—divine hearing, divine sight, memory of past
existences, and knowledge of the mind of another,—are also
innate. But the innate powers are not called supernormal
knowledges.
55c-d. Divine sight, when it is innate, does not see
intermediary beings.324
It is not capable of seeing the color and shape of intermediate
beings which are seen only by the divine sight of supernormal
knowledge. For the rest, innate divine sight is similar to the divine
sight of supernormal knowledge.
56a. This knowledge of the mind of another is of three
types.

^__
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This knowledge signifies the knowledge of the mind of another
when it is innate. It can be three types: good, bad, or neutral.
56b. Also when it is produced through reflection (tarka) or
through formulas (vidyd).
When it is produced through reflection or through formulas,
the knowledge of the mind of another can be morally good, bad, or
neutral. A person, through the study of the Iksanikasastra,b2b is
capable of interpreting signs: his knowledge of the mind of
another is produced through reflection; so too one can know the
mind of another through mantras. But, produced by meditation or
Dhyana, this knowledge is only good.326
A knowledge of the mind of another, and memory of past
existences are innate in the beings in hell. Through these two
knowledges,
56c. The beings in hell know from the very beginning.327
From their birth and as long as they are not crushed by their
sufferings, they know the minds of others and remember their past
existences (see iv. 80d).
Beings in the other realms of rebirth where a knowledge of the
mind of another and a memory of past existences are innate always
know because their sufferings do not overwhelm them.
56d. Among humans, not innate.328
Among humans, the five powers, rddhi, etc., described above,
are not innate.
If this is so, how do certain persons, the Bodhisattvas, naturally
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possess a remembranace of past existences?
The remembrance of past existences that they possess by
nature is not innate among them, that is, acquired by the mere fact
of their human birth; it results from certain actions.
How is this?
A knowledge of the memory of past existences is of three
types: a result of meditation (the supernormal knowledge
described above), innate (as among the gods), or realized through
action (as is the case with the Bodhisattvas).
***
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1. This Chapter is divided into two parts. The first deals with 1. the distinction between
patience (ksdnti), knowledge (jfidna), and seeing (drf) (Kurika 1); 2. the characteristics of
the ten knowledges (2-9); 3. the aspects of the ten knowledges (10-13b); 4. different
questions, prainanirdeia (13c-27); and the second deals with the qualities (guna) which
consist of knowledge (jtidnamaya (28-55). (This is according to the gloss of the Japanese
editor, Kyokuga Saeki.)
Among Vasubandhu's sources, the Prakaranapdda, xiii. 10, fol.14: definition of the ten
jUdnas; dariana which is not jfidna; object of thejndnas (I4bll); reciprocal inclusion (15a3);
why? (15a8); which jndna is sdsrava, andsrava, sdsravapratyaya, samskrta, etc. Pali sources,
Samyutta, ii.57, Digha iii.226-227. Papisambhiddmagga, Vibhanga, 306-344, especially 328.
2. On jndnadarsana, see vii. 27c. Prajnd (that is to say the caitta described in ii.24 which
accompanies all minds) is either pure (andsrava) or impure (sdsrava).
i. Pure, prajfid is "knowledge" (jndna) or "patience" (ksdnti).
a. "Knowledge" signifies a consciousness of certitude, free from doubt (niicita; jnanam
niicitarupena utpadyate).
Knowledge can be "pure contemplation" (paratyaveksanamdtra; below note 6); such as
kssyajndna and anutpadajndna (vi.67a-b).
It can be accompanied by samttrana, by parimdrgandiaya; in other words, it can be an
upanidbydnapurvaka manasikdra (i.4lc- d): in this case it is dariana a "view" or seeing. This
knowledge includes the desire to instruct itself; it is preceded by reflection; let us say then
that it is "consideration" or examination. Nevertherless the Western equivalents are
insufficient, for they do not refer to a "discursive" consciousness, but to a consciousness
which can last only one moment, which is produced in the states of absorption free from
vitarka and vicdra.
b. Patience is not free from doubt, since it has for its end the production of knowledge
through the expulsion of doubt. It does not arise as certitude (niicaya), but as "consent"
(ksamanarUpena). Perhaps we can render this nuance by saying that the ascetic, in the state
of patience, thinks, "The dharmas are doubtless transitory ...," and, in the state of
knowledge, "The dharmas are transitory..." The pure patiences are thus iaiksisamyagdfsti
(i.4a). They are produced in fact in the course of the Path of Seeing and as a consequence
they belong to the Saiksa. And they are dariana.
ii. Impure, prajnd is associated either with the five sense consciousnesses (eye
consciousness, etc.), or with the mental consciousness (manovijnana).
In the first case, it is knowledge (jn~ana)\ it is never "seeing."
In the second case, it is knowledge (samvrtijn~dna, vii.2b); and it is "seeing": a. when it is
bound to bad opinions (satkdyadrspi, etc., i.41a), b. when it is good (kuiala), that is to say
associated with right views (samyagdrspi). However it happens that it is, improperly,
termed "patience": the third nirvedhabhdgiya (vi.l8c) is in fact a "knowledge", even though
it is termed "patience."
3. Prakarana (xxiii.10,10b3) quoted in the Vydkhyd ad vii.7'.
4. samtirandtmakatvdt - upanidhydnasvabhdvatvdt (Koia i.4l; below note 6 and viii.l).
The impure ksdntis (for example vi.l8c) аге/Яля*, or more precisely samvrtijndna (vii.
note 40). Vydkhyd: amaldeva ks ant ay о па jnanam ity av adbaran at sdsravdh ksdntayo
jfianam ity uktarh bhavati.
5. See vii.4b. Dhi = prajnd, dri - drspi = dariana. The prajnd or consciousness which consists
of the knowledge of the destruction of the defilements (ksayajn"dna)f of the knowledge of no
new arising of the defilements (anutpddajn~dna), is not drsti, or dariana.
6. As long as the ascetic has not done what he should do (krtakrtya),

he reflects
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(dhydyati), he inquires {parimdrgayati) into the subject of the Truths. When he has done
that which he should have done, he only contemplates (pratyaveksanamdtra) the Suffering
which is known, etc., and he no longer inquires. [Compare Samantapdsddikd, 168, Milinda
338 (note trans, ii. p. 240)y paccavekkhanandna].
I. Hsuan-tsang here enumerates the ten jndnas: samvrti, dharma, anvaya, duhkha,
samudaya, nirodha, mdrga, paracitta, ksaya, and anutpddajndna; an enumeration which, in
the original, is given later on page 12. This is not the order of the Sdstra, below note 32.
8. See vii.3a, 7a, 8, 10b, 12a-b, 18c, 20c-21. Vydkhyd: samvrtau bhavarh sdmvrtam, and
below: svabhdvatah samvrtk jndnam samvrtau va jndnam samvrtijndnam.
See below vii.21.
The Madhyamikas distinguish between lokasamvrtijndna and уogisamvrtijndna (see for
example Bodhicarydvatdra ix.2). The latter corresponds to the laukika jndna prsthalabdh,
Kosa, vi. trans, p. 141-2; and vii.l2a-b (prsthaja), 20c.
9. Samvrtisadvastu, vi.4; Sutrdlamkdra, i.12, Kathdvatthu, v.6.
10. Pure jndna is the consciousness of the general characteristics of the dharmas; it is called
dharmajndna when it bears on the dharmas of Kamadhatu, anvayajndna when it bears on
the dharmas of the two higher Dhatus, vi.26.
II. The Andhakas {Kathdvatthu, v.6) say: sammutindnam pi saccdrammanam eva:
Conventional knowledge has for its object only the Truths (according to Aung and
Rhys-Davids).
12. See vi.44d, 50a, vii.l, 7, 12a-b.
13. Paramartha: "when they are not by nature asaiksi samyagdrsti." We have seen (vi.50d)
that all the Arhats possess "correct view proper to the Asaiksas"; this samyagdrsti is by its
nature darfana; it consists of dharmajndna and anvayajndna.
14. Ksayajndna and anutpddajndna necessarily have Bhavagra from whence the Arhat is
about to deliver himself for their object. When a person dies from a poisoned wound, the
poison, after having spread over all the body, concentrates itself, at the moment of death, in
the wound; in this same way the ascetic's jndna concentrates itself on the object to be
abandoned, namely the skandhas of Bhavagra; it bears on Suffering (yena pidyate) and its
Arising.
15. Vydkhyd: duhkhdkdrair anityddibhih/ samudaydkdrair vd hetvddibhih . . . Paramartha:
"under six aspects of duhkha and samudaya (Gloss of the Japanese editor: anitya, duhkha,
hetu samudaya, prabhava, pratyaya: two aspects of suffering, four aspects of its arising. See
below vii.l2a-b, which justifies the correction of Hsuan-tsang).
16. The consciousness of another's mind, in principle, is conventional knowledge,
samvrtijndna. But when another's mind is a pure mind, that is to say a mind forming part of
the pure path (darfanamdrga or bhdvandmdrga), the consciousness which I have of this
mind should be pure; it embraces mdrgajndna, pure knowledge relative to the Path; the
following mdrgajndna which is relative to Kamadhatu or to the higher spheres is either a
dharmajndna or an anvayajndna. Therefore the knowledge of the mind of another
(paracittavid) contains four jndnas.
17. See vii.lla-d and the Balas, Abhijnas, etc.
18. The text has: Paracittajndna by the lower does not know the higher: it does not know, by
the Anagamin path, the path of the Arhat.. .
19. He begins the preparatory cultivations from the time that he sees that the ascetic is
about to enter into darianamdrga; this cultivation is accomplished when he sees the mind of
another occupied in the duhkha of Kamadhatu, in duhkha as part of dharmajfidna.
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20. On the paracittajndna of the Pratyekabuddhas, see Vibhdsd TD 27, p. 515al8, p. 515c7,
and elsewhere. Four opinions according to Sarhghabhadra, namely the two opinions
mentioned by Vasubandhu, and also: "The Fratyekabuddha knows moments 1, 2, 8, 14",
"The Pratyekabuddha knows moments 1, 2, 11 and 12." The third opinion is the correct
one: for if he knows moment 8, it is because his preparatory cultivation with its
consciousness as part of anvayajndna lasts only 5 moments; thus during moments 9-13 he
could prepare himself for the consciousness of moment 14.
21. Nettippakarana, 15: khind me jdtiti idam khaye ndnam naparam itthattdyd ti pajdndti
idam anuppdde ndnam.
22. Paramartha, "According to the Abhidharma." This is the text of the Prakarana, TD 26,
p. 694a8 (Hsiian-tsang's translation); see also Jfidnaprastbana, TD 26, p. 1021c.
23. Omitted by Paramartha; given by the Prakarana and Hsiian-tsang.
24. The Vydkhyd explains tad upadaya as tat puraskrtya. See p. 1108.
Hsiian-tsang translates tad updddya asyu-tz'u
Й|ЬЬ > by reason of this" (Gloss of the
editor: "the jndna which grasps these aspects: Suffering is known . . ."); Paramartha has
i-tz'u- i
tJljktit "taking this meaning into consideration"; the Prakarana has
yu-tz'u-erh-ch'i ЙЙШШ
25. We have, Nettippakarana, 54: cakkhu, vijjd, buddhi, bhuri, medhd, dloka. Compare Kosa,
vi.54d.
26. In fact pure jndna bears on duhkha, on the dharmas and their general characteristics, and
not on a "self" knowing the duhkha, a self which implies the formula duhkham me
parijn~dtam. All knowledge which envisions a "self" is saihvrtijndna, conventional, impure
knowledge.
27. The specific (vis'esa) characteristic of the two pure jndnas, which are nirvikalpa, is
known by inference {anumiyate) by reason of the two samvrtijndnas which are their
outflowing (nisyanda). Below vii.l2a-b.
28. According to the gloss of the Japanese editor:
pafcdtyasramanasautrdntikadayah.
According to these masters, there are some pure aspects outside of the sixteen recognized by
the Vaibhasikas (see below vii.l2c).
29. See ii. trans, p. 263, iv. trans, p. 701.
30. The Sdstra is quoted in the Vydkhyd: у at tdvaj jndnam darsanam api tat/ sydt tu
darsanam najndnam astdv abhisamaydntikdh ksdntayah. According to the note of the
Japanese, the Jndnaprasthana, TD 26, p. 957c2, and the Prakaranapada, TD 26, p. 694c5.
31. Paramartha adds: "Furthermore, in order to indicate that the darsanas here differ from
the drstis discussed above."
32. Same order in the Prakaranapada, TD 26, p. 693c22. The order differs in Hsiian-tsang
(above note 7) and Mahdvyutpatti, 57.
33. This question is absent in Paramartha and in the original. The original has tatra . . . =
"Among these jndnas, saihvrtijndna constitutes . . ."
34. Vydkhyd: samvrtijndnam samvrtijndnam
paracittajndnasya bhdga ekadesah/.

eva svabhavdsamgrahatah/

ekasya ca

35. The part which presents the aspect "Duhkha is known by me . . ."
36. The Vydkhyd does not give the Sdstra's definition. Prakaranapada, TD 26, p. 694a3:
lokasamvrtijndnam katamat/ sdsravd prajnd.
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37. Definition of the Sdstra, quoted in the Vydkhyd and which corresponds to Prakarana,
TD 26. p. 693c23:
dharmajridnam katamat/ kdmapratisamyuktesu samskdresu уad andsravam jfidnam/
kdmapratisarhyuktdndm sarhskdrdndm hetau yad andstravam jfidnam/ kdmapratisarhyuk
tdndm sarhskdrdndm nirodhe yad andsravam jfidnam/ kdmapratisarhyuktdndm sarhskd
rdndm prahdndya marge yad andsravam jfidnam idam ucyate dharmajfldnam/ api khalu
dharmajndne dharmajndnabhumau ca yad andsravam jfidnam idam ucyate dharmajridnam.
anvayajfidnam katamat/ rupdrupyapratisamyuktesu samskdresu yad andsravam jfidnam ...
See vi.26, anvetity anvayajfidna.
38. Correct sdsravahetuka vi, note 11, line 11.
39. Vydkhyd:nirodhamdrgau hy adhdtupatitau/ tdv adhardv api na hinau vyavasthdpyete/
duhkhasamudayasatye tv adharabhumike nihlne/ na taddlambanam dharmajridnam
rupdrupyadhdtupratipaksa ity avagantavyam. Nirodha and mdrga do not form part of the
Dhdtus. To consider nirodha with respect to Kamadhatu (nirodhe dharmajndna) is to also
combat the klesas of the higher spheres.
In the state of darsanamdrga, it is the anvayadharmaksdntis which expell the anus ayas of
the higher spheres.
40. Vydkhyd: sodasdkdram usmagatddisu/ svasdmdnyalaksanddigrahandd iti svalaksanagrahandt sdmdnyalaksanagrahandc ca/ ddisabdena bhumksva tistha gacchety evamdkdram ca/
na hy ete svalaksandkdrdh Ыт tarhy evamdkdrd eva.
In the usmagatas, etc. (vi.l7c), samvrtijndna grasps the sixteen aspects of the Truths.
Samvrtijndna grasps their general characteristics (for example, impermanence), their
unique characteristics (for example, the specific characteristic of rupa); and it also grasps
the aspect which is expressed by the words "Eat! Go! . . .": such a samvrtijndna does not
have for its aspect a unique characteristic, and one can only say that it is evamdkdra, "of such
an aspect."
41. According to Paramartha: svasvasatydkdratai catustayam.
42. Paramartha: paramanojndnam api tathdmalam. Cetopariydye nana or paricce nana
(-paracittajndna) is not sammatinana (Vibhanga, 330). The Andhakas think that it bears
solely on the mind, Kathdvatthu, v.7, and wrongly maintain that a Sravaka can, through this
fidna, know when others attain a result, v. 10.
43. See note 42.
44. See note 42.
45. The Vydkhyd quotes the Sutra: sardgam cittam sardgam cittam
itiyathdbhutam
prajdndti/ vigatardgam cittam vigatardgam cittam itiyathdbhutam prajdndti/ yathd
sardgam vigatardgam evarh sadvesarh vigatadvesarh samoham vigatamoham samksiptam
viksiptarh linam pragrhitam uddhatam anuddhatam avy up as ant am,vy up as ant am
asamdhitam samdhitam abhdvitarh bhdvitam avimuktarh vimuktam
itiyathdbhutam
prajdndti.
According to the glosses of the Bhdsya, one should add the two pairs amahadgata and
mahadgata, sa-uttara and anuttara before avyupasdnta: in all twelve pairs. However these
two pairs are missing in the Sutra quoted in the Vijndnakdya (TD 26, p. 534al-a5) and in
the edition of the Sutra quoted by the Vydkhyd below vii.42a-d.
According to Saeki, the list of the Ekottara (TD 2, p. 776b20) includes some eleven
parts, that of the Madhyama (TD 1, p. 553bl9) has ten, by omitting uddhata-anuddhata and
avyupasdnta-vyupasanta, and by adding sadosa-adosa\ that of the Samyukta (TD 2, p. 150a6)
has ten pairs.
Pali sources, for example Samyutta, v. 265, An guttata, iv.32, Vibhaiiga, 329,
Visuddhimagga, 410 (whose explanation diverge from those of the Abhidharma). We have
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only eight pairs: sardga-vitardga, sadosa-vitadosa, samoha-vitamoha, sankhitta-vikkhitta,
mahaggata-amahaggata, sauttara-anuttara, asamdhita-samdhita, and avimutta-vimutta.
46. Vydkhyd: yathd уadd vastram iti paricchinndkdram vijndnam utpadyate na tadd malam
grhndti and vice versa. See i, trans, p. 67.
47. That is to say "associated with rdga, rdgasamprayukta. All this paragraph is according to
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 950a24, quoted by Saeki, xxvi.8a.
48. These two explanations will be commented upon and refuted above page 1105 and
following.
49. That is to say any mind defiled (klista) but not associated with rdga; any neutral mind;
any good (ku/ala) worldly (laukika) mind. The supramundane mind, a mind forming part of
the Path, is not sdsrava. See page 1105 line 14.
50. There are three opinions.
First masters: A mind associated with rdga is sardga; a mind opposed to rdga is
vigatardga.
Second masters: A mind united with rdga, which can be understood in two ways, as
above note 49, is sardga.
Third masters: A mind associated with rdga is sardga; a mind not associated with rdga is
vigatardga.
According to the Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 950a24 and following), the second opinion is the
best one. Vasubandhu adopts the third opinion.
51. Paramartha: "because its object is small."
52. In the Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 950c8), lueh Bg
chit Л
("concentrated").

("abbreviated, reduced"), in Hsuan-tsang,

53. Ibid, an atilina mind is kosajjasahagata, kosajjasampayutta.
54. Ibid. The atipaggahita mind is uddhaccasahagata uddhaccasampayutta. In Divya,
pragrhita = "elevated, high" (as a mountain palace, etc.).
55. The "great person" par excellence is the Buddha. This paragraph is according to the
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 950c20: The defiled mind is small because it is cultivated (sevita) by a
svalpajana (thsiao-sheng, / J ^ "a small person"); the good mind is great because it is
cultivated by a mahdjana.
Objection: Do we not see that an immeasurable number of beings cultivates the bad, that
a small number of beings cultivates the good? How can one say that the defiled mind is
cultivated by svalpajana}
We do not say "small" because the category is small in number; that which has few pure
dharmas is called small.
56. Bhdvand - pratilambha, acquisition. According to the principle: kuialasamskrtd dharmd
bhdvayitavydh (iv.l27c). "These are the good sarhskrta dharmas which one acquires in a
future state." See below vii.25d.
57. Paramartha: "past and future".
58. On sa-uttara, iv.l27d, v. trans, p. 818.
59. It is not released when it is good-impure (kusalasdsrava) and when it arises in a series
where the kle/as have not been cut off. On deliverance of the mind, see vi.76c.
60. For samksipta, Paramartha has lueh, "§ Hsuan-tsang, chii Ж
\samnirodha,
Paramartha: she Щ (-samgraha), ch'ih ffi (dhar), Hsuan-tsang: chih xh (famatha).
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Saeki observes that, according to the Sautrantikas, vipaiyana and Samatha are excluded.
Samyutta, v.219'. katamam ca bhikkhave ajjhattam samkhittam cittam/ yam bhikkhave
cittam thinamiddhasahagatam thinamiddhasampayuttam/ idarh vuccati.../ katamam ca...
bahiddha vikkhittam cittam/ yam . . . cittam bahiddha paHca gune drabbha anuvikkhittam
anuvisatam/ idarh vuccati...
61. Hsuan-tsang translates: "In fact we do not admit (pu-hsu ^Ш
- па pratijnayate)
that a defiled mind, associated with langour, is distracted." The same for Paramartha: "We
do not establish (pu-li ^ f t ) • • •"
Vyakhya: kim iti krtvd viksiptatvam atra na pratijnayate/ kim middhasahagate citte
viksiptatvam ndstiti na pratijnayate dhosvid vidyamdnam api viksiptatvam samksiptatvendvasthdpitatvdn na pratijnayate/ ubhayathdpi vyacaksate/ kecid vyacaksate/ middhasahagatdt Mist ad уad anyat klistam tad viksiptam pratijnayate middhasahagatam tu klistam
aklistam vdvisesena samksiptam eveti/ apare punar vyacaksate/у an middhasamyuktam tat
samksiptam eva na viksiptam/ уat tu visayesu visrtam tad eva viksiptam ity ato'tra
middhasamprayukte citte [viksiptatvam] na pratijnayate.
62. Vyakhya: abuddhokyam abhidharmaiastram ity abhiprayah. Compare KoS'a, i.3, iii.32.
63. The defilement, klistatva, of the first minds is not differentiated: it consists of
association, samprayoga, with the klefas which are found in all defiled minds; the goodness,
ku/alatva, of the second minds consists of association with the dharmas which are found in
all good minds, ii.25, 26.
Vyakhya: sarvani tani klistany uktantti/ klistatvalaksanam esam viksiptadinam
avimuktantdnam / Klistatvam pun ah klesamahdbhumikaih
samprayogah/
sam
ksiptapragrhitddindm cdbhinnalaksanavacandn ndrthavihsa ukto bhavati . . ./ ku/alatvam
esam abhinnam/ kim punah kusalatvam/ kusalamahdbhumikaih samprayogah.
64. Vyakhya: sutre hi stydnamiddhasahagatam samksiptam uktam/ stydnayogena у at
klistam middhasamyuktam tat samksiptam na kusalam stydnasya klesamahdbhumikatvdt.
65. The Vaibhasikas are of the opinion that: yad eva linam tad evoddhatam, "a lina mind is
an uddhata mind." We draw this conclusion from their definition: linam cittam klistam
kausidyasamprayogdt; uddatam cittam klistam auddhatyasamprayogdt. (Below note 70, for
another version).
66. If lina and uddhata were identical, the Sutra would say: "When the mind is lina it is not
the time to cultivate prasrabdhi . . . priti. When the mind is uddhata it is not the time to
cultivate prasrabdhi . . . priti." Or rather: "When the mind is lina or uddhata it is not the
time to cultivate prahabdhi... priti."
61. The cultivation of the seven parts of Bodhi is simultaneous.
68. With regard to smrti, the Blessed one said: smrtimkhalv aham sarvatragatdm vaddmi.
69. Hsuan-tsang: "But we are not in contradiction with the Sutra! Even though a defiled
mind is both lina and uddhata, the mind in which kausidya predominates is termed lina in
the Sutra; the one in which auddhatya predominates is called uddhata in the Sutra. But,
considering their constant association, I say that they are one in nature."
70. A defiled mind is lina through association with kausidya; a defiled mind is uddhata
through association with auddhatya. Compare ii, trans, p. 194.
71. Vyakhya: Acdrya aha ndbhiprdyikam yavat sutre tu nayam abhiprdya iti.
72. A Saiksa has, at the present time, a pure mind, for example the thought of
impermanence; but there remains in him the possession of the rdga of Kamadhatu if he is
not an Anagamin .. .
73. Anus'aydnardgdlambanatvdt, see v. 17.
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74. The thoughts of the Arhat which form part of the Arhat are never impure, for these
thoughts are pure by definition and are not the object of the "active" defilements of another,
v.l8a-b; but these conventional thoughts (samvrtijndna), like his body, are impure (sdsrava)
in the sense that the defilements of another can become active with respect to them (i.4b).
See viii.25c.
We observe that Paramartha translates very clearly: "If a thought is sardga by the fact
that it grasps rdga as its object;... yuanyii wet ching chieh ШШШШЖ7$. The second masters, above note 50.
76. "Even though they have a real thing for their object."
77. See above page 1094 line 19.
78. See above page 1094 line 11.
79- "Arising is extinguished by me": that is to say: arising is abandoned; this is to see the
Truth of Arising under four aspects (vii,13a); "The religious life is cultivated": four aspects
of the Path; "That which should be done is done": four aspects of Extinction; "I do not see
any further existence": two aspects of the Truth of Suffering, impermanence and suffering.
Among the commentaries on this fourfold formula, Samantapdsddikd, i. 168. Some remarks,
of which I should like to be more confident, in Nirvana (1925), p. 60.
80. The Vydkhya explains: asty etat sthdnam ity asty etal laksanam ity arthah/ asty etad
vastv ity ayam hetur ity arthah/ уogavihitato vijdniydd ity aviparitato vijdniydd ity arthah/.
According to Saeki, this is an excerpt from the Vijndnakdya, TD 26, p. 559c29 and p.
565al6. This formula and the formula of wrong views (page 1109 line 20) are repeated to
repletion (with some variants) in the Vijndnakdya, on the subject of the multiple types of
thoughts: "Does a thought belonging to Kamadhatu know 1. the dharmas of Kamadhatu, 2.
the dharmas of Rupadhatu, 3- the dharmas of Arupyadhatu, 4. the dharmas not included in
the Dhatus, 5. the dharmas of Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu .. .?" This thought is good, bad,
neutral, to be abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering, etc. The way in which a thought
sees these different dharmas depends on its nature and on the nature of these dharmas.
I do not find the passage where the Vijndnakdya explains the manner in which a
thought "not included in the Dhatus" sees the dharmas of Kamadhatu. But it explains itself
with respect to the thoughts of the Saiksa and the Asaiksa (which are two types of thoughts
not included in the Dhatus), p. 565al6. Its text is identical to that quoted by Vasubandhu,
with the difference that the formula asty etat sthdnam asty etad vastu is preceded by the
words asty eso hetuh (?), asty esa utpdda (?).
The mind of the £aiksa or ASaiksa only knows the dharmas of Kamadhatu under the
aspects of the first two truths (anitya ... pratyayatas); a good mind of Kamadhatu however
knows the dharmas under the aspects that Vasubandhu has specified (vi.49d) as
characteristics of the "worldly path": auddrikatas, duhkhilatas, dvaranatas, and even ialyatas,
etc.
81. The Seeing of the Truths at least partially dispells rdga, dvesa, mdna, and mo ha. A
thought to be abandoned through the Seeing of the Truths would contain rdga, etc.; the text
therefore says rajyeta, etc. This thought is not free of satkdyadrsti, so it considers the
dharmas as dtman and dtmiya; it is not free of antaghrdhadrsti, and so considers the
dharmas as destined to perish (uccheda) or as eternal (safvata) . . .
We have this formula throughout the Vijndnakdya, TD 26, p. 559c29, p. 563b20, p.
578b8, and elsewhere.
82. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 408c9, and the Samyuktdbhidharmahrdaya, TD 28, p. 918al9.
The dkdras of the Vimoksamukhas, viii.24.
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The specification of the dkdras of the Abhidharma are not found in the Abhidhamma
(see for example Patisambhiddmagga, i.107, 118, 241, Visuddhi, 494); it is not canonical:
Anguttara, i.38 (list of sannas), and iv.422 where the ascetic considers the Amatadhatu as
ianta, panita, etc., and the things of his stage as dukkha, roga, gantfa, etc. We have seen
(vi.49), the dkdras of the worldly path: we have to observe that Vasubandhu gets his
inspiration from the VijHdnakdya, fol. 59b, line 18 and elsewhere.
83. It results from this that abhisamaya is anupurva, vi.27.
84. On the meaning of mdrga and pratipad, vi.65b-d, 66a, vii.28c.
85. See Samyutta, iii.66, for variants.
86. Compare v.27, trans, p. 820.
87. Compare vi.60a.
88. Hsiian-tsang: "going, entering into the city of Nirvana." Compare vi68: pratipan
nirvdnapratipddandt.
89. These explanations are according to the glosses and the context. Vydkhyd: chandamulakd iti chandahetukd ity arthah. trsndparydya iha chandah. chandasamudayd iti
chandasamutksamd (?) ity arthah (read samutthdndP). chandajdtiyd iti chandapratyayd ity
arthah.
Paramartha translates jdtiya by sheng *fe , "to arise," and prabhava by yu Щ , bhava,
"existence"; Hsiian-tsang has respectively lei
Ш , "species," and sheng £JE. , "to arise."
Samyutta, iii.100, Majjhima, Hi. 16: pancupdddnakkhandhd kimmulaka... chandanwlakd.
In another context, Anguttara iv.400: tanhdmulaka.
We have Papisambhiddmagga, ii. I l l : jardmaranam kimniddnam kirnsanudayam
kimjdtikam kimpabhavam.
90. Vydkhyd: prabhavasabdah kevalam ра/cdt pathitavyah/ dbhidhdrmikair iti vdkhyddhydhdrah/ sutranusaranam hi kartavyam ity ab hip rayah. The Abhidharmikas, in the list of the
aspects of this Truth, should place the prabhava aspect after the pratyaya aspect, for one
should be guided by the Sutra.
91. The five updddnaskandhas are thus said to have this type of chanda for their mula or
hetu.
92. On virya, vipdka and prabhava of a fruit from the earth as food, or of a drug,
Sarvadar/anasamgraha, 16.22, Kandali, 130, Sufruta, i.l and 40.
93. Paramartha: "According to the Sutra of the trsndvicaritas, there are two groups of five,
and two groups of four." All that follows to page 1114 line 30 is omitted.
Our text is closely related to Anguttara, ii.212, on the eighteen tanhdvicaritas, where the
readings are uncertain, and to Vibhanga 392-400, where they are more certain but remain
difficult to interpret (Mrs. Rhys Davids had the kindness to communicate to me the text of
the Sammohavinodani and the Manorathapurani; see the following note).
We can compare the list: "Did I exist in the past? ...," Kofa, iii.22c, Majjhima, i.8, i.l 11,
Visuddhimagga, 599, Madhyamakavrtti, 593.
According to chapter ii trans, p. 282, chanda is relative to the future.
94. The Vibhanga, in place of sad asmiti and asad asmiti has 1. as'asmiti {-nicco'smi...) and
2. sat*asmiti or sat'asmi {-ucchissdmi na bhavissdmi). The commentary says: atthiti asa/
niccass'etam adhivacanam. Mrs Rhys Davids remarks: as = asa = asan = asanto = "bad,"
Jataka, iv.435: satam vd ason (accusitive singular). We would have: "I am bad, I am good."
The Manorathapurani explains sata by sidati in the sense of anicca: this is the explanation
that we have encountered for satkdya, Kola, v. p. 873. The commentary of the Vibhanga
understands sydm as "Shall I be?"
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95. On pravrtti, ii.6. Perhaps vattupaccheda = vartmopaccheda that I think we must read in
Mahdvastu, ii.285, iii.200, quoted in Koia, ii. trans, note 395.
%. According to Saeki, Samyukta 17.16; see also TD 2, p. 66Ы4.
97. In his shorter treatise, Samghabhadra takes into consideration this explanation in order
to prove that the "aspects" are indeed sixteen in number.
98. Vydkhyd: nityam sukham dtmiyam dtmeti ca Arms' caritam esarh ta ime mtyasukhdtmtydtmadfsticaritdh.
99. See v.26, trans, note 98; iii.50a.
100. The meaning of pratyaya is discussed in Koia, iii.28.
101. 13b-d. On dkdra, see ii.34b-d, trans, note 173.
102. This explanation is satisfactory, for we indeed conceive that prajnd—the discerning
consciousness (ii.24)—grasps the "aspects", that is to say grasps things {alambana) in a
certain manner (as impermanent, etc.). Furthermore this explanation takes into account the
word dkdra:
One takes the sound d from alambana, the final kdra from prakdra, and one has dkdra by
cancelling -lambanagrahanapra-.
103. On the dharmas "which have an object", Koia, ii.34b. Kathdvatthu, ix.3-7; Vibhanga,
428, Dhammasangani, 1185,1508. The Madhyamakavrtti, 84, quotes the Agama: salambana
dharmdh katame/ sarve cittacaittdh.
104. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 408c25: There are three systems: 1. Prajtld is dkdra, grdhaka, and
gfhya; the cittacaittas associated with prajtld are grdhaka and grhya; what is concomitant
{sahabhu) with prajtld and what is cittaviprayukta is gfhya. 2. All cittacaitta is dkdra,
grdhaka, gfhya; all other dharmas are gfhya. 3. AH dharmas are dkdra; but the samprayuklta
dharmas are dkdra, grdhaka and gfhya and the viprayuktadharmas are dkdra and gfhya (The
meaning of dkdra is quite different here).
105. In the Udstra, dharmajndna begins the list.
106. We can understand why a being in Arupyadhatu cannot manifest the dharmajndna
which has for its object suffering, its arising, etc. of the sphere of Kamadhatu, but why are
beings in Rupadhatu incapable of it? We have seen that a person manifests this jtldna by
entering into the dhydnas (which are Rupadhatu) (vii.l4c). Some say: "Dharmajndna has
for its end the detesting {vidunana) of Kamadhatu; now a person in Rupadhatu has
abandoned Kamadhatu by the very fact that he has transmigrated to a sphere of detachment
[from Kamadhatu]; therefore the dharmajfldna does not have to arise. The case of a person
detached from Kamadhatu [and who has entered into a dhydna due to this detachment] is
different: he can manifest the dharmajndna because his existence in Kamadhatu is not
exhausted."
Samghabhadra explains differently why dharmajndna can only be manifested by beings
in Kamadhatu: tatsamdpattivyutthdnacittdndm kdmadhdtdv eva sadbhdvdt/ anuparivartakdiraydbhdvdd vd/ dharmajHdndnuparivartakasya hi iilasya kdmdvacardny eva bhutdny
diraya dauhiUyasamutthdpakakleiaprdptivibandhakatvdt prdtipaksikatvdt/ tdni ca tatra na
santUi dharmajtldnam kdmadhdtvdirayam eva: "Because it is only in Kamadhatu that the
thoughts of departing from the absorption [in which one realizes dharmajndna] is possible;
or rather because, in the two higher spheres, the elements {bhutas) which can serve as the
support {diraya) of the type of morality (iila) which necessarily accompanies dharmajndna
are missing. This morality is opposed to the kleias which produce immorality (dauhiilya);
immorality exists only in Kamadhatu; the elements susceptible of supporting morality
which are opposed to this therefore exist only in Kamadhatu.
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107. See iv. 13c.
108. This preamble is missing in Paramartha.
109. According to Hsuan-tsang. Paramartha literally translates his original which is
rendered in Tibetan by: chos bcu dag ni sbyar bar by a: "Ten dharmas should by placed in
relationship", and he adds the Bhusya: "In order to determine the object of the jndnas, one
should establish the relationship of the ten jndnas with the ten types of dharma. What are
these ten types of dharmas} ..."
110. On one hand pratisamkhydnirodha or Nirvana, on the other hand apratisamkhydnirodha and dkds'a.
111. Marge dharmajndna bears on the Path; the morality which is andsravasarhvara, that is
to say rupa (iv.l3c) forms part of the Path.
112. Hsiian-tsang: Is there a moment of knowledge which grasps all the dharmas for its
object?
This appears to be the beginning of the discussion of Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 43a2, quoted by
Saeki: "Is there гjndna which knows all the dharmas? No. What is it that the jndna, which
knows that all the dharmas are not an dtman, does not know? It does not know itself; it does
not know the dharmas which are associated with it or which coexist with it. By saying that it
does not know itself, one refutes the thesis of the Mahasamghikas; by saying that it does not
know the dharmas associated with it, one refutes the thesis of the Dharmaguptas
(fa-mi-pu ШЩШ
)'> by saying that it does not know the dharmas which coexist
with it, one refutes the thesis of the Mahisasakas; by saying that jndna knows, one refutes
the thesis of the Vatsiputriyas [which attribute consciousness to the Pudgala?]."
Compare Kathdvatthu, v.9, where the Andhakas quote a text: sabbasankhdresu ant ccat о
dipphesu tarn pi ndnam aniccato dippham hoti. The Vyakhyd quotes the Sutra: ihdsmdkam
bho gautama upasthdnasdldydm samnisanndndm samnipatitdndm evamrupo'natardkathasamuddharo'bhut/ sramanogautamah kilaivam aha/ ndstisa kascic chramano vdbrdhmano
vdyah sakrt sarvarh jdniydt sarvam pasyed iti/ tathyam idarh bho gautama/.
113. Bodhicaryavatar a, ix.18: na cchinatti yathdtmdnam as idhard tathd manah. This is a
common position in Indian philosophy; nevertheless the Sautrantika-Vijnanavadins say
that the lamp illumines itself. By a curious contradiction, the Vaibhasikas who deny that the
mind knows itself, admit that sensation (vedand) is felt not by another sensation, but by the
very fact that it is present (iv.49).
114. Paramartha omits the last phrase ("If it were otherwise ...") and translates: "When it
is a jndna in Kamadhatu it is a prajfid of hearing and reflection; when it is a jndna in
Rupadhatu, it is only a prajnd of hearing, not of meditation, for this last type of prajnd
always has a determined sphere for its object."
Vasubandhu follows the Samyuktdbhidharma-hrdaya, TD 28, p. 953c21: "This jndna is a
prajnd of hearing, and reflection, but not of meditation; for the prajfid of absorption has a
delimited object."
Vyakhyd: tasya vyavacchinnabhumydlambanatvdd
iti/ yasmdd bhdvandmayam
rupdvacaram samvrtijHdnam vyavacchinndm eva bhumim dlambate/ kdmadhdtum vd
prathamam vd dhydnam ydvad bhavdgram vd/ kim kdranam/ dnantaryavimuktimdrgdndm
adharottarabhumydlambavatvdd yathoktam yathdkramam santddyudaradyakara uttarddharagocara iti vacandt (vi.49) yadi ca tat sarvabhumyalambanam sydt sarvato у и gap ad
vairdgyam sydt/ prayogavihsamdrgayor yathdsambhavam kd cid eva bhumir dlambanam/
katham/ nirvedhabhdgiyaprayogamargasamgrhitasya hi yasya kdmadhdtur dlambanam na
tasyetarau dhdtu/ yasyetarau dhdtu na tasya kdmadhdtur dlambanam/ aiubhdpramdndbhibhvdyatanddividusanavis'esamdrgasa mgrhitasya kdmadhdtur evdlambanam netarau dhdtu.
According to Yasbmitra, a faithful interpreter of Vasubandhu who is, on this point,
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approved of by Samghabhadra, it is solely through a prajn~d of meditation (bhdvand) that
one obtains detachment (vairdgya). The prajfid of hearing and reflection, which is in
Kumadhatu, cannot bear on the dharmas of all the spheres: it is not enough to become
disgusted with it: the prajnd of bhdvand is more powerful (iv.l23c). Based on this,
Vasubandhu concludes that the universal consciousness of "the absence of self" of the
dharmas belongs to Kamadhatu, for if it belonged to Rupadhatu (that is to say arising from
bhdvand, and being obtained in the dhyanas) it would produce detachment from all of the
spheres. Samghabhadra contests this reasoning, for the prajnd cultivated in dhyanas
(impure prajnd, since it is a samvrtijndna) never includes disgust for the higher sphere to
which it wishes to deliver itself (vi.49)
Let us note here that Hsuan-tsang translates the two pddas 18c-d (TD 29, p. 138a22) by
three pddas: "Samvrtijndna, by excluding its group, together has all the dharmas for its
object, by comprehending them under the aspect of non-self", and he adds a fourth pdda: "it
arises from hearing and reflection."
Samghabhadra, in his second treatise, the Prakaranasdsana (TD 29, p. 952al0) corrects
the kdrikds where Vasubandhu departs from correct Vaibhasika doctrine; the version of
Hsuan-tsang (p. 138a23) gives, in the fourth pdda: "It arises from hearing, reflection and
meditation." Samghabhadra thinks in fact (in his first treatise, the Nydydnusdra, TD 29,p.
742cl8 and following): "This jndna is only in Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu, but not in
Arupyadhatu . . . It is a prajfid of hearing, reflection, and meditation (bhdvand): for these
three prajnas are capable of having all the dharmas for their object with the exclusion of
themselves and their group. It is true that the Sautrantika (=Vasubandhu) says: 'This jndna
is not a prajnd of meditation ...' But this is false. In our system the prajnd of meditation of
the sphere of the dhydna takes for its object the sphere in which it is found, namely, the
higher sphere; it produces disgust with respect to the lower sphere, and joy with respect to
the higher sphere: thus it does not produce detachment with respect to the higher sphere.
The argument of the Sautrantika is therefore null and void."
It appears that, according to what Yasomitra says here, we should consider as
viiesamdrga (vi.65) the disgust (vidusana) which includes [the qualities, guna, namely]
aiubhd (vi.9), the apramdnas (viii.29) and the abhibhvdyatanas (viii.35a). All these qualities
are visesa (v. 10a, trans, p. 785); they are acquired through prayoga, dnantarya,
vimuktimdrga, and are prolongued in visesamdrga (vi.65); see vii.25d.
115. Hsiian-tsang: In the states or moments which do not include any augmentation of the
number ofjndnas (3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 15th moments of abhisamaya),
he possesses the jndnas of the last previous moment which does include augmentation.
Therefore, at the beginning of bhdvandmdrga (16th moment), he necessarily possesses
seven jndnas.
116. This last phrase has been added by Hsiian-tsang.
117. Vydkhyd: iha dvividhd bhdvanddhikrtdpratilambhabhdvand nisevanabhdvand ca/
pratilambhabhdvand prdptitah/ nisevanabhdvand sammukhibhdvatah.
"Cultivation" is understood here as the acquisition or taking possession, and
manifestation. (See vii.27).
118. Yathotpanndni bhdvyante = ydni ydny utpanndni tdni tdni bhdvyante (bhdvyante =
bhdvandm gacchanti). Bhdvyante signifies "are acquired", since it refers to future ksdntis
and jndnas.
119. The ksdnti or jndna produced are sabhdgahetu (ii.52a)—a cause whose result resembles
it—of a future ksdnti and jndna of the same species.
120. The question does not refer to the ksdntis because there are no ksdntis in
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bhdvandmdrga.
Vydkhyd: bhdvandmdrge tu punah sarvesdm jfidndndm
sabhdgavisabhdgdndm
tadakdrdndm ca sammukhibhdvdt sarvesdm hetavo labdhd bhavantiti tadvi/istd judndkdrd
bhavanam gacchanty andgatdh/.
121. Above page 1135.
122. Darsanamdrga is all pure (andsrava) and the ascetic who cultivates it does not produce
a samvrtijfiana in the course of his practice. But he takes possession in moments 4,8, and 12
of the samvrtijfidna relative to each Truth: leaving the Path of Seeing, he possesses, and will
be able to manifest, a conventional, worldly (sdmrrta, laukika) consciousness of the Truths,
which is called prsphalabdha, see vii.2b.
123. We have seen above (vii.7, note 25) that the "patiences" produced in the course of
abhisamaya are called dbhisamaydntika.
Mahdvyutpatti, 54.20 (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 188c9): abhisamaydntikam kuialamulam
(translated into Tibetan as mnon par rtogs pa'i lam mtha' las *byun ba and mnonpar rtogs
pa'i 'jug pa las Ъуип ba - abhisamayamarga-anta-udbhava, abhisamaya-avatdra-udbhava),
followed by 54.21: ksayajndnaldbhikam kusalamulam = roots of good (or qualities) obtained
at the moment of ksayajndna (vii.26c); and 245,486.
124. But all persons, in the course of samsdra, have understood Suffering, its Arising and its
Extinction by the worldly path (Vydkhyd).
125. In fact Arising should again be abandoned by the Seeing of Extinction and the Path,
and again by the Path of Meditation, whereas all Suffering is perfectly known (parijndta) by
the Seeing of Suffering. But the Arising which should be abandoned by the Seeing of Arising
is found to be already abandoned. (Paramartha's translation).
126. The Vaibhasikas think that the sixteenth moment belongs to bhdvandmdrga (vi.28c);
some other schools include it in darsanamdrga.
127. Vydkhyd: vayam hi bhdvandmdrgaparivdro'pi tad iti brumah.
128. This paragraph is missing in Hsuan-tsang. The Vydkhyd furnishes a different
explanation: darianamdrgalabhyam tat tasya k at ham bhdvandmdrga sammukhibhavo
bhavisyati/ darsanamdrge cotpattyanavakaso'syasti
iti tad anupattidharmakam iti
varnayanti Vaibhdsikdh.
129. On dsraya, see Ш.41, i. p. 78, ii. p. 285, iv. p. 593,613, 649, v. p. 771.
130. Vydkhyd: gotram tadutpddane samartho hetuh/ tatra bhavam gautrikam samvrtijndnam. On gotra in the sense that we have it here (sabhdgahetu), see i. p. 78, vii. p. 1124.
131. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 18c28.
132. From Karika 22 to Karika 26c Hsuan-tsang departs from the original (which
Paramartha faithfully translates) both for the Karika and the Bhasyam.
133. Namely anvayajndna and mdrgajndna, because mdrge'nvayajn~dna is, by its nature, these
two jfldnas.
134. Not sarhvrtijnana, because it has been acquired formerly (labdhapurvatvdt); see vii.27.
Not paracittajndna, because the ascetic is not vitardga.
135. Therefore in the four types of paths of the eight stages of bhdvandmdrga where one
abandons the first eight categories of klesas of Kamadhatu, and also as long as one has not
abandoned the ninth. On these four types of paths, see v.6l, vi.65b, (46d, 6ld), vii. 18c, 25d.
136. Namely the /dntddyuddrddydkdro bhavandmdrgah, see vi.49.
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137. See vi.6lb.
138. See vii.5c
139- Everyone agrees that samvrtijfidna is not cultivated in the anantaryamdrgas of the
perfecting of the faculties (vii.24c).
140. Of dharma, anvaya, and the Four Truths.
141. Vydkhyd: dvayos tv abhijfidvimuktimdrgayor iti/ divya/rotradivyacaksurabhijndvimuktimdrgayor avydkrte irotracaksurabhijfle iti vacanat (vii.42) tadvimuktimdrgdv avydkrtau/
na cdvyakrtasya dharmasydndgatabhdvandsti. See above note 56.
We understand by this that, by realizing these Abhijnas, one does not take possession of
the same future Abhifiuas.
142. The three Abhijnas are rddhi, purvenivdsa and cetahparydya.
143- An ascetic detaches himself from Kamadhatu by a worldly path which has for its
support {samniirayena, that is to say "is cultivated in") anagamya (introductory stage of the
First Dhyana) and, through this detachment, he obtains the First Dhyana; at the moment of
the ninth vimuktimdrga of this detachment, he cultivates a samvrtijfidna of the sphere of
the anagamya or of the sphere of the First Dhyana; and so on until: he detaches himself
from dkincanydyatana through the worldly path practiced in the sdmantaka (preparatory)
stage of naivasamjfidnasamjHdyatana, he obtains a samvrtijfidna of the sphere of the
sdmantaka or of the sphere of the naivasamjndnasamjndyatana. Samvrtijfidna is cultivated
under the same conditions when the ascetic detaches himself from Kamadhatu through the
path cultivated in pure {andsrava) anagamya.
But if the ascetic obtains the first pure dhyana by practicing the pure path in the First
Dhyana, the samvrtijfidna that he obtains is of the sphere of the sdmantaka of the Second
Dhyana which is opposed to the first... to the ninth category of the defilements {kleias) of
the First Dhyana—for this is the first time that this ascetic obtains the first pure dhyana.
And, in the ninth vimuktimdrga of the path by which he obtains the first pure dhyana, he
cultivates, in the future, a samvrtijfidna of the second dhyana {Vydkhyd).
144. An ascetic takes his support from the second pure dhyana and, in this manner, detaches
himself in the Third Dhyana: the purejndna which is cultivated is of the sphere of the Path,
that is to say of the Second Dhyana; it is moreover in the ninth vimuktimdrga of
detachment, of the sphere in which he detaches himself, namely the Third Dhyana; it is also
of a lower sphere, namely of the First Dhyana, of anagamya. For it happens that the
preparatory path is of a lower sphere: the jndna of a lower sphere will therefore be able to
be cultivated.
But when an ascetic detaches himself from the Second Dhyana by taking as his support
the sdmantaka of the Third Dhyana, neither in the dnantarya nor in the vimukti paths can a
pure jfidna of the sphere of the sdmantaka be cultivated: in fact there is no pure jfidna in this
sdmantaka (viii.22a). The cultivated jndna will be inferior to the Path: of the Second
Dhyana, of dhydndntara, of the First Dhyana, or of anagamya.
145. Hsuan-tsang: "Only in the first ksayajnana does he cultivate all of the impure qualities
of the nine spheres." With the gloss: "In the first ksayajfidna, that is to say in the ninth
vimuktimdrga of detachment from Bhavagra, and in the ninth vimuktimdrga of the five
perfecting of the faculties" {TD 29, p. 139c25).
146. Et cetera refers to abhibhvdyatana, krtsndyatana, etc.
147. Pedd. Divya, 251.4, 365.8, a bag holding jewels or alamkdras; pheld, ibid. 503.24,
Mahdvastu, ii.465 (pheld, phelikd); Bloch, Marathe, 370; classical,pepa, petd, peti; Pali: peld.
Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha: "as, when their bonds are cut, beings who were bound
and strangling, now breathe."
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The meaning is that, at the moment of ksayajndna, there is produced the possession of
all the qualities to a great degree of excellence.
148. Compare the first Cakravartin King, Ko/a, iii. 96c.
149- Hsiian-tsang (p. 139cl6) adds a pdda: "Arisen above he does not cultivate the lower":, a
thesis developed in the Vydkhyd: When one obtains the quality of Arhat (that is to say
ksayajndna) in Kamadhatu, the asubhas, etc., of the Three Dhatus are "cultivated"
{bhavandm gacchanti); when one obtains the quality of Arhat in Rupadhatu, or in
Arupyadhatu, the same qualities are cultivated belonging to these Dhatus. The same with
respect to the different bhumis of these Dhatus; one who obtains the quality of Arhat in
naivasamjnandsamjHdyatana cultivates only the qualities belonging to this bhumi.
150. a. Vydkhyd:yad vihtnam punar labhyate sammukhikriyate samsdrocitam na tad
andgatam bhavyate bhdvitotsrstatvdt samsdre/ yad evdtra dhydndpramdnddy anucitam
samsdre vihstam andsravdnugunam tatsammukhibhdve tajjdtiyam evandgatam vifispam
bhdvyata ity deary о dariayati. It is some vulgar qualities, encountered in the course of
transmigration, that one manifests, and that one abandons. These qualities are not the
object of "cultivation," that is to say "are not possessed in a future state." But when one
actualizes the distinguished qualities, the Dhyanas, the Apramanas, etc., rare in the course of
transmigration, and which are favorable to the acquisition of pure qualities, one takes
possession of them for the future. This is what Vasubandhu intends to say.
This explanation depends on Vasumitra's thesis that there is cultivation of some
distinguished qualities, samsdrdnucatvdt,but not of others.
b. Hsiian-tsang: "The dharma previously acquired and then lost, and now acquired anew,
is not 'cultivated* because of this, because one reacquired it without effort. One manifests the
dharma not previously acquired with effort, and it is thus 'cultivated* in the future, because
its force is great. Produced after having been acquired, it is not cultivated in the future,
because its force is small, being produced without much effort." This version is based on the
explanation of Samghabhadra.
с Samghabhadra (in his Nydydnusdra, TD 29, p. 745Ы8; see also his Prakaranasdsana,
TD 29, p. 954c9, which does not exactly correspond) is quoted by the Vydkhyd:
dcdryasamghabhadro'py etam evdrtham vydcaste/ labdhapurvam na bhavyate/ у at
pratilabdhavihinam punar labhyate na tad bhavyate/ arthad gamyate yad alabdhapurvam
labhyate tad bhavyate/ yatndbhimukhikaranat/ apratiprasrabdho hi mdrgo yatnendbhimukhikriyata iti taddvedhabalatvdd andgato bhavandm gacchati/ pratilabdhapurvas tv
ayatnena sarhmukhibhavati bhdvitapratifrabdhatvdt krtakrtyadattaphalatvdc ca vegahina iti
tatsammukhibhdvdd andgato na bhdvyata iti/ yo'ndgato yatnena janyate sa bhdvyata ity
abhiprdyah/
The Vydkhyd continues: tad evam satiyad uktam samvrtijn'dnam tdvad iti vistarena tad
dryasamtdnapatitam eva grhyate.
That is to say: if this is the case, what is said of the cultivation of samvrtijHdna should
also be understood of the samvrtijrldna of the Aryan. The Vydkhyd then mentions the
opinion of Vasumitra, and the objection of the VaibhaSikas: samsdrdnucitatvdd iti
dcdryavasumitrendtra likhitam/ atra kila vaibhdsikd dhuh/ naitad evam/ kutah/ yasmdd
alabdham eva tad bhavati tyakyatvdt tasmdd bhdvitotsrstasydpi punarldbhe bhavaty eva
bhavaneti/ katham tad apurvam bhavati ydvatdlabdhapurvam iti/ na hy evamvidham loke
prasiddham iti/.
Finally, one can understand "what has not been obtained" (alabdhapurva) as what has
not been obtained in this life: apare punar vydcaksate ekam janmedam abhikrtyoktam na
janmdntaram/ yad vihinam asminn eva janmani punar labhyate na tad bhavyate
bhdvitotsrstatvdt/ janmdntare tu yal labhyate tad bhavyate.
151. See Kosa, vi. 1, note 2; vii, p. 1104, Atthasdlini, 163.
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152. Bhdvand which consists of taking possession of a future dbarma. In the same way
nisevanabhavand consists of nisevana.
153. Pratipaksabhdvand signifies the bhdvand which consists of pratipaksa, "opposition":
pratipakso mdrgo yathoktam sutre bhdvitakdyo bbdvitacitta iti bhdvitakdyacittapratipaksa
ity arthah/ kdyapratipaksah puna/ caturdhydnavairdgydya у о margah/ tathd hy uktam
bhdvitakdyo bhiksur ity ucyate bhdvitacitto bhdvitaillah/ katham bhdvitakdyo bhavati/
kdydd vigatardgo vigatatrsno vigatapipdso vigatapremd vigataniyantih (?)/ atha vdyo'sau
rupardgaksaydnantaryamdrgah/ so'nena vigatardgo bhavatity dgamah. Samyutta, iii.7, 11,
190, iv.lll; Anguttara, iii.106; Majjhima, i.237.
How the mind is termed bhdvita, above vii.p. 1102.
154. Vinirdhdvanabhdvana is the cutting off of possession of the defilements, kleiaprapticcheda.
155. The order of the pra(d)hdnas differs in the Mahdvyutpatti,
Hsuan-tsang omits this reference to the pradhdnas.

39; see vi.2c, 67.

156. Indriyabhdvand, Majjhima, iii.298; indriyasamvara, Samyutta, i.54, Anguttara, iii.360,
Majjhima, i.269, 346, etc.
157. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 76b2: sad imdnindriydni [susamvrtdni subhdvitdni . . .]
Indriyasamvara or saihvarabhdvana is, by its nature, memory and attention: sa punar
mdriyasamvarah smrtisamprajn~dnasvabhdva uktah.
158. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 647a3 (a paraphrase), Majjhima, iii.90; Samyutta, i v . l l l ;
Siksdsamuccaya, 228, Madhyamakavrtti, 57, etc.
159. Vibhdvandbhdvand, or kdyabhdvand is nothing other than the expulsion (vinirdhdvana) of the defilements of which the body is the object.
160. According to Hsuan-tsang. The original has: We have explained in general that the
Arhats, whoever they are, take possession of the "qualities" at the moment when they
produce the "consciousness of the destruction of the dsravas." (vii.26c) There are eighteen
qualities which belong to the Buddha .. .
Kathdvatthu, iii.1-2: the "forces" do not belong to the Buddha (thesis of the Andhakas).
Patisambhiddmagga, i.7, sixty-three ndnas of which six belong to the Buddha; Milinda,
285.
161. On dvenika, the definition of avidyd dveniki (Vydkhyd, ad v. 12, 14, ii.29) which is
quoted and translated by Burnouf, Lotus 648: samparko venir ity ucyate/ na venir avenih
prthagbhdva ity arthah/ evam hy uktam avenir bhagavdn avenir bhiksusamgha iti pfthag
bhagavdn pfthag bhiksusamgha ity abhiprdyah/ avenya caraty dveniki ndnydnuiayasahacdrinity arthah. Anguttara, v. 74. The Sarhgha does not divide . . . na dveni kammdni karonti
no dveni pdtimokkham uddisanti {-na prthak karmdni...)
There are five qualities which belong exclusively to women {dveniya and dvenika),
Divya, 2.3, 98.22, etc.; Burnouf, Introduction, 169.
The good that I have done is my dveniya riches, Jdtaka, iv.358.
162. a. This is the list of Divya, 182.20, 268.4.
b. Yasbmitra says: Such is the doctrine of the Vaibhasikas. Some other masters admit
eighteen dvenikas distinct from these, namely: ndsti tathdgatasya skhalitam, ndsti ravitam
(-sahasd kriyd), ndsti dravatd (=kriddbhiprdyatd), ndsti ndndtvasamjnd (-sukhaduhkhdduhkhdsukhesu visayesu rdgadvesamohato ndndtvasamjnd), nasty avydkftamanas, nasty
apratisamkhydyopeksd,
nasty atitesu pratihatam jn'dnadars'anam, nasty andgatesu
pratihatam jfidnadarsanam, ndsti pratyutpannesu pratihatam jndnddarsanam, sarvam
kdyakarma jn~dndnuparivarti, sarvam vdkkarma jh~dndnuparivarti, sarvam manaskarma
jridndnuparivarti, ndsti chandahdnih, ndsti viryahdnih, ndsti smrtihdnih, ndsti samddhihdnih,
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ndsti prajndhanih, ndsti vimuktijfldnadarianahdnih. This contradicts iv.12, vi.59.
This list, with some close variants, is found in Mahdvyutpatti, 9 (an extract, according to
Wogihara, from the Tsa-chi ШШ
°f Sthiramati) which is quoted here by the Japanese
editor of the Ко fa. We will find in Madhyamakdvatdra (vi.213, p. 322-337) a commentary
extracted from the Ddraniharapariprcchd. Very close too are the lists of Mahdvastu, i.160
(see the note p. 505) and the Pali sources, Abhidhdnappadipikd and Jindlamkdra (Burnouf,
Lotus, 649, Kern, Geschiedenis, i. 272, Milinda, 285).
The particularity of Yasbmitra's list is in the first terms: ndsti skhalitam ndsti ravitam
ndsti dravatd; the Mahdvastu and the Mahdvyutpatti have: ndsti (s)khalitam ndsti ravitam
ndsti musitasmrtitd; the Jindlamkdra gives: . . . natthi davd (commented upon as
kicchdbhippdyena kiriyd, a bad reading for khidddbhippdyena), natthi ravd (commented
upon as sahasd kiriyd). Note the close relationship with the glosses of Ya&omitra: dravatd =
kriddbhiprdyatd, a = sahasd kriyd (=Tibetan ca со, "outcry" = Chinese: "defect of the voice").
For dravatd, Mahdvastu-Mahdvyutpatti have, we would say musitasmrtitd (which has,
perhaps a double use with the ninth declension: ndsti smrter hanih)t but Candra Das (p.
511) has a variant musitd or muditd, which suggests the idea of kridd.
Apratisamkhydyopeksa is an upeksd or indifference, which does not result from the
consciousness, due, we would say, to apathy, not to wisdom (see vii.8).
с The Bodhisattvabhumi (iii.4) admits 140 dvenikas (see Muse on, 1911,170): 32 and 80
marks, 4 "omniform" (sarvdkdra) purities, 10 balas, 4 vaiiaradyas, 3 smrtyupasthdnas, 3
draksanas (compare the 4 draksyas of Mahdvyutpatti, 12), mahdkarund, asampramosadharmatd, vdsandsamudghdta, sarvdkdravarajfidna (compare sarvathdjHdna, Ko/a, vii. p. 1146).
d. The dvenikas of the Bodhisattva, Mahdvyutpatti, 29, and Madhyamakdvatdra, vi.212.
163. Lotus, 343, 781, Spence Hardy, Manual, 380 and other works quoted in Dharmasamgraha, p. 51; Mahdvyutpatti, 7 (according to the Yogasdstra).
Pali list in the Jindlamkdra of Buddharaksita; the ancient "Sanskrit" source is the
Mahdvastu, i.159 (a valuable commentary by the editor, p. 502-505); on the other hand,
Papisambhidd, ii.174, Vibhanga, 335.
The Buddha is daiabala, Mahdvagga, i.22.13; "Dasabala" is the title of a vagga of the
Samyutta; see however the observations of Rhys Davids, Milinda, ii. 134. the ten balas of the
Bodhisattva, Mahdvyutpatti, 26.
The balas are explained, according to the Dhdranisvarapariprcchd in the Madhyamakd
vatdra, Tibetan translation, p. 369-395.
If the balas belong to the Sravakas; if the first nine balas are pure or dryan
"knowledges", Kathdvatthu, iii.1-2.
164. A different list in the smaller Vyutpatti, 5 (Minayev, 1887). The Vydkhyd quotes the
Sutra: das'dyusmantas tathdgatabaldni/ katamdni daia/ ih dyusmantas tathdgatah sthdnarh ca
sthdnato yathdbhutam prajdndti/ asthdnam cdsthdnatah/ idam prathamam tathdgatabalam
yena balena samanvdgatas tathdgato'rhan samyaksarhbuddha uddram drsabham sthdnarh
pratijdndti brdhmam cakram pravartayati parsadi samyaksimhanddam nadati// punar
aparam dyusmantas tathdgato'titdndgatapratyutpanndni karmadharmasamdddndni sthdnato
hetuto vastuto vipdkata/ ca yathdbhutam prajdndti yad dyusmantas tathdgatah p&rvavad
ydvad vipakatas0 ca yathdbhutam prajdnati idam dvitvyam tathdgatabalam yena balena ...//
Punar aparam dyusmantas tathdgato dhydnavimoksasamddhisamapattindm samkle/avyavaddnavyavasthdnaviiuddhim
yathdbhutam prajdndti yad dyusmantas . . . 3 . / / . . .
Parapudgalandm indHyapardparatdm yathdbhutam prajdndti... 4. //... ndnddhimuktikam
lokam anekddhimuktikam yathdbhutam prajdndti. ..$.//...
ndnddhdtukam lokam
anekadhdtukam . . . 6. / / . . . sarvatragdminim pratipadam . . . 7. / / . . . anekavidharh
purvanivdsam anusmarati/ tadyathaikdm api jdtim dve tisras catasrah paHca sap saptdspau
nava dasa vimiatim ydvad anekdn api samvartavivartakalpdn anusmarati/ api nama te
bhavantah sattvd yatrdham asa evamndmd evamjdtya evamgotra evamdhdra evamsukhaduh-
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khapratisamvedievamdirghdyur evamcirasthitika evamdyusparyantah/ so'ham tas mat
sthdnac cyuto'mutropapannah / tasmddapi cyuta ihopapannah/ iti sdkdram saniddnam
soddesam anekavidhampurvanivasamanusmarati/yaddyusmanias..
.8. //...
divyena
caksusd vifuddhendtikrdntamanusyakena saltvan paiyati cyavamdndn ару upapadyamdndn
apt survarndn durvarndn bindn pranttdn sugatim apt gacchato durgatim api yathdkarmopagdn sattvdn yathabhutam prajdndti/ ami bhavantah sattvdh kdyaduicaritene samanvdgatd
vdgmanoduharitena samanvdgatd drydndm apavddakd mithyddrspayo mithyddrspikarmadharmasamdddnahetos taddhetu tatpratyayam kdyasya bheddt pararh marandd apdyadurgativinipdtam narakesupapadyante/ amtpunar bhavantah sattvdh kdyasucaritena samanvdgatd
. . . samyagdrstikarmadharmasampddanahetos (?) . . . sugatau svargaloke devesupapadyante/ yad... 9. / / . . . dsravdndm bay ad andsravdm cetovimuktim prajnavimuktim drsta
eva dharme svayam abhijfidya sdksdtkrtvopasampadya prativedayate/ ksina mejdtir usitam
brahmacaryam kftam karaniyam ndparam asmdd bhavam prajdndmttiyad dyusmantas
tathdgatah
...10.//
165. This first jndnabala is by nature ten jndnas. Sthdndsthdna is divided into 1. samskrta,
which is eightfold; 2. samprayukta (associated with the mind), of four types—Kamadhatu,
Rupadhatu, Arupyadhatu, and andsrava; 3. viprayukta (disassociated from the mind), the
same; and 4. asamskrta, which is either morally good or neutral.
Sthdndsthdnabala as samvrtijndna bears on these ten things; as dharmajndna on five; as
anvayajndna on seven...
How are these ten things sthdndsthdna} See the Sutras: "There is the sthdna
(possibility, sambhava) that a male realizes Buddhahood (buddhatvam kdrayisyati); there is
the asthdna (impossibility, asambhava) that a female...; there is the possibility that a male
becomes Brahma (brahmatvam kdrayisyati); there is the possibility of the destruction of
suffering...
Definition of this bala, Vibhanga, p. 335.
166. Action and its result are in fact included within the Truths of Suffering and Arising, not
in the Truths of Extinction or the Path.
167. We have Four Dhyanas (viii.l), Eight Vimoksas (viii.32), Three Samadhis (funyatd,
etc., viii.24), Two Samapattis (asamjni and nirodha, ii.42) and Nine anupurvavihdrasamdpattis {dhyanas, drupyas, nirodha). The same in Vibhanga, 339.
168. That is indriyaparopaiiyatta, Vibhanga, 340, Papisambhidd, i.121. Indriya is rendered in
the stanza by aksa; the Buddha knows if the faculties of beings (faith, etc.) are weak, etc,
(pardpara). (Vibhanga is more developed).
169. Adhimukti = adhmoksa - ruci (i.20); the Buddha knows the aspirations of beings, their
likes.
170. Sarhghabhadra explains: pUrvdbhydsavdsandsamttddgata diayo dhdtur iti; the Buddha
knows the mental dispositions which result from former habits and practices. On vdsand,
vii.30c, 32d; on diaya, iv. note 375, and p. 663, vi.34, Vibhanga, 340. The Vibhanga differs
and places the consciousness of diaya, anuiaya, etc., in the seventh bala.
171. The knowledge relative to nirodha is only included in the knowledge of the Path
(pratipad) if one understands pratipad as pratipatphala; in fact pratipad is not the cause of
nirodha even though it is the cause of the realms of rebirth.
The Vibhanga (p. 339) does not envision the pratipad of nirodha; the Papisambhiddmagga takes it into consideration.
172. On the expression jambusandagata, see iii.41 at the end.
173. This is the story recounted in the Sutrdlamkdra of ASvaghosa, trans. Huber, p. 283.
Saeki refers to the Sutra of the Wise and the Foolish, TD 4, no. 202) where the story is much
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more detailed, see TD 4, p. 376b2-p. 380al0; Dsanglun of Schmidt, 107-128. See also
Zapiski, vii.281, 286, and Histoire des Religions, 1903, i.323. According to a note by P.
Pelliot, the hero is called Srlvrddhi. Saeki also mentions Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 530cl9 and
following.
The Vyakhyd explains: Sariputra searches in vain to see in the series of this person a
root of good "which could produce deliverance" (moksabhdgiya, iii.44c, iv.124, vi.24c,
vii.34), and as a consequence refused to admit this person into the Sarhgha. But the
Bhagavat saw this root of good and confered pravrajyd upon him. On this occasion the
Bhagavat, questioned by the Bhiksus, said: "He did an action so that he obtained the state of
Arhat. For actions do not mature in water . . . and the rest." And it says: Moksabijam aharh
hy asya susuksmam upalaksaye/ dhdtupdsdnavivare nilinam iva kdncanam// (Quoted in
Vyakhyd, i. p. 5; translated by Burnouf, Lotus, p. 346).
174. Paramartha: "It is related also of the pigeon chased by the hawk that Sariputra was not
capable of knowing the beginning and the end of his rebirths [as a bird?]."
The Vyakhyd has: upapattyddiparyantdjndnam ceti/ ddisabdena cyutiparyantdjndnam,
that is to say: [There was also ignorance on the part of Sariputra] concerning the limit of
births and deaths [of the pigeon . . . ].
175. Yogasutra, iii.24, on the acquisition of the power of an elephant, etc.
176. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 155a8: As the Sutra says, the body of the Bodhisattva has the force
of Narayana. What is the measure of this force? There are those who say, "The force of
nineteen bulls is equal to the force of one hao-niu Л 4 1
(Couvrier: a bull which has
long hair down to the joints of his legs)..." There are some who say: "This measure is too
small. In the body of the Bodhisattva, there are eighteen great joints: each has the force of
Narayana . . ." The Mahabhadanta says: "This measure is too small. In the same way that
the force of the mind is infinite, so too the force of the body. How do we know this? . . .
When the Bodhisattva undertakes the resolution: "I shall not get up before I have attained
Bodhi...," the great chiliocosm moved in some six different ways, but the very hairs of the
Bodhisattva did not stir . . ."
177. This is an explanation of the opinion of others. Vyakhyd: samdhisv anya ity uktam/
asthisamdhivisesopanydsah / ndgagranthir iti vistarah/ ndgagranthasamdhayo buddhdh/
ndgapdso ndgagranthih/ sarhkalasarhdhayah pratyekabuddhdh/ sankusamdhayas cakravartinah.
178. On the Mahanagnas, see Divya, 372, Burnouf, Introduction Ъ6Ъ, Lotus, 452. Canura is
an enemy of Krsna.
179. In Mahdvyutpatti, 252 (which relys on the Kosa), vardnga precedes praskandin.
180. Paramartha replaces ten with one hundred.
181. The original has yathdtu bahutaram tathd yujyate. Paramartha adds: "Why? Because
the force of the Buddha is without measure." The Vydkhyd says: "The author defends the
first opinion, for the reason that, otherwise, the body of the Buddha would not be able to
support the force of infinite knowledge."
182. Five opinions in Vibhdsd (see TD, p. 154b8 where the discussion begins; the theories
are given p. 154c24-p. 155a7), and four in Sarhghabhadra's Nydydnusdra (TD 29, p.
748bl2-b20).
183. The Sutra (Ekottara, TD 2, p. 645b27), quoted in the Vydkhya, is very close to
Anguttara ii.8 (vesdrajja): catvdrimdni sariputra tathdgatasya vaisdradydni уairvaisdradyaih
samanvdgatas tathagato'rhan samyaksambuddha uddram drsabham sthdnam pratijdnati
brdhmam cakrarh (Kosa, vi.54) pravartayati parsadi samyak simhanddam nadati/ katamdni
catvdri samyaksambuddhasya vata me sata ime dharmd anabhisambuddhd ity atra mam
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kaicic chramano vd brahmano vd saha dharmena codayet smdrayet/ tat rah am nimittamapi
na samanupasydmi evarh cdham nimittam asamanupasyan ksemaprdptai ca vihardmi
abhayaprdptas ca vaiidradyaprdptas ca uddram drsabham . . . Same text quoted in the
yijndnakdya, TD 26, p. 544a6, which has: chramano vd brahmano vd devo vd mdro vd
brahmd vd...
In Majjhima, i. 501, the vesdrajjas are attributed to all Arhats; compare Mahdvagga,
i.6.32. In a fragment of the Samyukta, JRAS, 1907, p. 377, the Householder Srona is
vaifdradyaprdpta (an epithet of the Srotapanna).
The young lion (kisora) possesses vaisdradya, Bodhicarya, vii.55.
The vaiidradyas of the Bodhisattva, Mahdvyutpatti, 28, Dasabhumi, viii, Madhamakdvatdra, 320.
Etymology of the word vaisdradya, Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhumi (Leipzig, 1908), p. 41.
184. The readings of Mahdvyutpatti, 8, differ a little:... 3. antardyikadharmdnanyathdtvaniscitdvya-karana.. . 4. sarvasampadadhigamdya nairydnikapratipattathdtva-vaisdradya.
185. Paramartha differs: As these absences of fear are realized by jndna, the jndna is called
vaisdradya. What is the reason for the four vais'dradyas? They are useful to oneself and to
others. The first two are useful to the Buddha himself; the last two are useful to others. Or
rather the four are useful to others, for they expel all defilement both in the speaker and in
his discourse.
186. The Vibhdsd remarks: These three smrtyupasthdnas are included within sthdndsthdnajHdnabala, and within the six satatavihdras (see iii.35d, at the end).
187. When the disciples have the contrary attitude, tathdgatasya ndghdto bhavati ndksdntir
ndpratyayo na cetaso'nabhirdddhih.
Compare Majjhima, iii.221 (very close) and i.379; Mahdvyutpatti, 11.
For utpldvitatvam, see Bodhicarydvatdra, p. 13, note 3; manasa utplavah in Siksdsamuccaya, 183.6.
188. See Asanga, Sutrdlamkdra, xvii.43; Divya, 359 (the krpd of the §rdvaka)\ compare the
stanzas in Divya, 96, 125 and Huber, Sutrdlamkdra, p. 284.
189. The pdramitds of giving, the precepts, and patience are the provisions of merit; the
pdramitd of prajnd is the provision of knowledge.
The pdramitd of absorption or dhydna gives rise to merit, as it is the cultivation of the
Four Apramanas (viii.29), and it gives rise to knowledge as it is the cultivation of the
thirty-seven "adjuncts of Bodhi" (vi. p. 1022).
The pdramitd of energy or vtrya is also doubly useful: na hi vind viryena ddnam diyate
Шат samddiyate ksdntir bhdvyata iti punyasambhdrabhdgiyam viryam bhavati/ tathd
nantarena viryam prajnd bhavati. ..
Same doctrine in the Mahayana (where it is explained that the pdramitds are pdramitds
by the fact of prajnd), in Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.l.
When and how the Bodhisattva practices the pdramitds, Kosa, iv.lll.
190. On dkarana, ii.34b, vi.l8a.
191. An excellence which results notably from samskdraduhkhatdkdra and prajndsvabhdvatd.
192. In this formula, one undertakes, along with the First Dhyana, Anagamya and
Dhyanantara. Compassion is of the six bhumis.
193. "Sravakas, etc." refer to the Pratyekabuddhas and Prthagjanas.
194. By karund, the Sravakas have simply compassion (karundyante); they experience
commiseration, affliction; they do not protect one from the fear of samsdra. But the
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Bhagavat, having compassion along with mahdkarund, protects one from the great terror of
samsdra.
195. a. Differences between Buddhas, Kosa, iv. 102, trans, p. 685, Bodhisattvabhumi, I.vii,
Museon 1911, 173 (life, name, gotra, body); Wassilieff, 286 (314). Kathdvatthu, xxi.5:the
Theravada admits differences, vemattatd, for the body (sarira), the length of life and light
(pabhd); the Andhakas admit other differences. Milinda, 285 (differences between
Bodhisattvas, family, time period, length of life, stature). Below note 197.
b. Vasubandhu groups together, vii.28-34, the elements of a Buddhology. Interesting
from this point of view are the following passages of the Kola:
i.l. Difference of the wisdom of the Buddha and that of other saints; omniscience (also
Kosa, ix). The Buddha and the Bodhisattvas are Bhagavats.
ii.10. Abandoning of the dyuhsamskdras; victory over the Four Maras.
ii.44, vii.41d, 44b. All the qualities (guna) acquired through detachment and actualized at
his will.
ii.44, vi.24a. The conquest of Bodhi in thirty-four moments.
ii.62. Knowledge of the future.
iii.94. Time period of the appearance of Buddhas.
iv.12. Avyakrta mind, "non-absorbed" mind; the Naga.
iv.32. The cult of the Buddha.
iv.32. The Dharmakaya, refuge; the Rupakaya.
iv.73. Accepts the gifts made to Stupas. iv.102. Retribution of his former actions.
iv.102. Schism.
iv.109. The marks of the Bodhisattvas, the objects of their minds.
iv.109, vii.30, 37,42. The memory of the Buddha.
iv.121. The cult of Caityas.
vi.59. Falling away from the joys of the absorptions.
viii.28. Conquest of Bodhi through the Fourth Dhyana.
c. On the Bodhisattva, and in particular, the future Buddha &akyamuni.
iii.94, iv.108-112. Origin, vows, and practice of the pdramitds (iv.117), duration of his
career (because the Bodhisattva is naturally charitable, iii. 94a), development of the marks.
iv.106. Death of the Bodhisattva.
vi.23. Change of vehicle, animal births of the Bodhisattva.
Last birth, iii.9, jardyuja and why (relics); 13a, in the form of an elephant; 17a, conscious
at conception, etc.; 41, a Prthagjana until sitting under the Bodhi Tree; 53d, the Vajrasana;
85a, free from premature death. [According to the Kdranaprajndpti, Cosmologie, p. 327,
explanation of the marks; 331, rain of flowers; 332, 334, life in the womb; 333, miracles at
his birth; 335, why he has a son, why he is of good family, why he is not born in such a
continent, etc. On the mother of the Bodhisattva, death on the seventh day, 331,337; when
pregnant, sheltered by fire, etc.].
196. Vydkhyd: andsravadharmasamtdno dharmakdyah/ aJrayapartvrttir va: "The
Dharmakaya is a series of pure dhannas (Kofa, iv.32) or a renewing of the psycho-physical
organism, the personality (dfraya)" Some examples of the renewing of the personality,
iv.56, trans, p. 631; see viii.34d.On the dharmakaya of the mother of the Buddha, of an
Upasaka who has entered the Path, see Huber, Sutrdlamkdra, 217, 390.
Digha, iii.84 (Ajjafinasutta): Tathdgatassa hetam Vdsettha adhivacanam dhammakdyo
itipi brahmakdyo Hi pi dhammabhuto itipi brahmabhuto itiptti (Fragment of the
commentary in Dialogues, iii.81.
Frequently dharmakaya = the body of scriptures = the second ratna, Divya, 396,
Przyluski, AQoka, 359, etc.; Bodhicarydvatdra, i.l.
For the Mahayana, we quote only the Abhisamaydlamkdra, vi.2 - 11; JRAS, 1906, 943;
Burnouf, Introduction, 224; Si-yu-ki (= Hsi-yu-chi), end of book iv.
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197. The word ddi is not in the Sanskrit or Tibetan Kdrikds. Paramartha: "the word et cetera
indicates the duration of the Law, the destruction or the non-destruction of relics, etc. Such
are the differences due to the time period when the Buddhas appear."
The time of the seven Buddhas, their cast, gotra, length of life, tree, etc., in
Mahdpaddnasuttanta, Digba, ii.l and Dirgha, TD 1, p. Icl9. The Law of KaSyapa lasts eight
days; that of Sakyamuni lasts one thousand years (see viii.39). Ko§a, iii.93a.
198. "Perfection" is a term more useful than exact. The Koids presentation is frequently
clarified by the theories of the Mahayana which we find notably in the Bodhisattvabhumi
(for example First Part, Chap. V, on prabhdva, Muse"on, 1911, p. 155).
199. Sarvagunajndnasambhdrdbhydsa: the qualities (guna) are by their nature five
pdramitds; the knowledges (Jndna) are the prajndpdramitd. Abhydsa, exercise = pun ah
punah prayogah.
200. Dirghakdldbhydsa: tribhir asamkhyeyair mahdkalpaih (Doctrine summarized, iv. p.
691-2). Ananda thinks that to become a Buddha through meditation for six years is to
become a Buddha quite easily . .. (Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, ii.100).
201. Vydkhyd: sarvathd jndnam iti sarvaprakdrdvabodhandnhena.
However, according the the gloss of the Japanese editor who follows Fa-pao, sarvatra
jndna is to be understood as the consciousness of common characteristics (sdmdnyalaksana),
impermanence, etc.: from this point of view any Arhat knows all thing (see Vydkhyd, i.15, p.
73: no salvation for one who does not know all dharmas); and sarvathd jndna is the
consciousness of self characteristics, which is dvenika, proper to the Buddha (see the stanza
on the tail of the peacock, Vydkhyd, i. p. 6, and Koia, Chapter IX, trans. Hsiian-tsang, TD
29, p. 157c23; compare p. 155al).
The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 382c23, teaches that the Buddha possesses both sarvatra jfidna
and sarvathd jndna relative to the twelve ayatanas; whereas Sariputra possesses only the
First Dhyana, which he owes to the teaching of the Master.
202. Vdsand, above p. 1143.
203. We have: apurvabdhyavisayotpddana = nirmdna; asmadindm suvarnddibhdvdpddana parindma; dirghakdldvasthdna = adhisphdna. On nirmdna and adhisphdna, see vii. 49 and
following.
204. See Koia, ii. trans, p. 165.
Ekottara, TD 2, p. 639a 14: The Buddha asked Sariputra, "Why do you not remain a
kalpa or more?" Sariputra answered, "I hold that the life of the Bhagavat himself is very
short. The longest life does not go beyond one hundred years; and as the life of beings is
short, the life of the Tathagata is also short. If the Tathagata continues to live a kalpa, I too
shall continue to live a kalpa... "How can Sariputra speak thushr? Beings are not capable of
knowing whether the life of the Tathagata is long or short. Sariputra should know that
there are four incomprehensible things about the Tathagata. (Compare the four acinteyyas
of Ahguttara, ii.80, Sumahgalavildsini, i.22).
205. Compare the power of samksepa-prathana, a Mahayana text, JRAS, 1908, 45; also
Digha, ii.109
206. a. Vividhanijdscaryadharmasampad. This is the sahajaprabhdva of the Bodhisat
tvabhumi, Museon, 1911, 161.
The Vydkhyd quotes the Sutra: dharmataisd buddhdndm bhagavat dm у at tesdm
gacchatdth nimnasthalam ca samibhavati yad uccam tan nicibhavati yan nicarh tad
uccibhavati andhas ca driim pratilabhante badhirdh srotram unmattdh smrtim . . .
These are, almost identically, the citrdny dicarydni adbhutadharmah of Divya, 250-251.
Compare the quotation in Milinda, 179.
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b. Hsuan-tsang adds here: "Or rather conversion of those difficult to convert; the
solution of difficult questions; the teaching that leads to salvation; to defeat Mara, Tlrthikas,
etc."
207. On adhigama, see viii.39a.
208. Actions involving necessary retribution (iv.50) are alanghaniya, "insurmountable."
209. According to Hsuan-tsang. Paramartha: "Anyone who, having come into this world,
plants a small amount of merit in the Buddha, after having taken up heavenly births,
certainly obtains an immortal dwelling." But the Vydkhyd has: karan ity up a karan
pujddikdn. Therefore Vasubandhu quotes here the stanza of the Divya, p. 166: ye'lpan apt
jine karan karisyanti vinayake/ vicitrarh svargam dgamaya lapsyante'mrtam padam. (On
Divya, xii, Le'vi, Toung Poo, 1907, p. 107).
210. Rana = kief a Ranayatiklefayatity arthah. Arandvihdrin in Divya and in the Pali sources
(JPTS, 1891, 3).
a. See Kola, i.8 where the Bhdsya: rand hi klefa dtmaparavydbddhandt is explained:^ by
dtmdnam pardmf ca vydbddhante te rand yuddhdnity arthah.
There are three ranas, skandharana, vdgrana, and klesarana.
To the reference in Kofa, i. trans, note 37, add: "Maitrt and Arand," Stances Ac. de
Belgique, April 1921; Kosa, iv.56; Bodhisattvabhumi, fol. 37b and 83a; Sutrdlamkdra, xx.45;
&arad Chandra Das, 1164.
b. The Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 898b23) enumerates the five means by which the Arhat
avoids producing defilement in another: 1. purity of attitude (walking, etc.); 2. Knowledge
of what he should say and should not say . . . 5. before entering into a village to beg, he
examines whether a man or woman could, because of him, produce any defilement.
с The doctrine of the Mahayana, for example the Mahayana-samgraha (9.2) differs
from that of the Ко fa: The Pratyekabuddha only arrests savastuka defilements, whereas the
Buddha arrests all the defilements . . . The Buddha creates nirmitas or fictive beings . . . "
(TD 31, p. 151c).
d. The arand of the Sravaka and the Buddha are defined in Abhisamaydlamkdra, vi.7:
frdvakasydranddrastrnrklefaparibdritd/
tatklefasrota-ucchittyai grdmddisu jindrand/ /
The arandsamddhi of a Sravaka: "May there be no arising of any defilement in anyone
who sees me! (masmaddarfandt kasya cit klefotpattih sydt)" But, for the Tathagatas: "He
roots out, in the villages, etc, the process of the defilements in all persons."
211. He who kills an Arhat commits a "mortal sin," even if he does not know that this is an
Arhat, iv.103; the monk who insults a junior monk who is an Arhat is reborn five hundred
times as a slave.
212. An Arhat causes another person to have no hatred with respect to himself, without
however rooting out hatred in another; he can only cause another person to not have
satkayadrsti, "the idea of a personality," with respect to himself; for if another person has
satkdyadrspi, he has satkayadrsti with respect to all persons.
213. Abhisamaydlamkdra, vii.8: andbhogam andsangam avydghdtam
saddsthitam/
sarvaprafndpanud bauddham pranidhijfidnam isyate/ / On pranidhijndna, see ii.62a, p. 300,
vi.22c, p. 938, Chap. IX (Hsuan-tsang, xxix.9a); Mahdvyutpatti, 48.52.
214. I interpret the Bhdsya according to the Vydkhyd, which says simply: drupyas tu na
sdksdt pranidhijndnenajHdyante/ nisyandacaritaviiesdt tu/ karsakanidarfanam cdtreti
vaibhdsikdh.
215. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 897b24: Does pranidhijfidna know the future? Some say that by
reason of the past and of the present he infers (pi-chih jfcftl
: to compare, to know)
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the future; the same way that a person infers with certainty from fields or seeds that there
will be a certain fruit. Some say that, if this is the case, pranidhijnana is an anumdna, an
inferential reasoning, not a pratyaksa or direct perception. We say that pranidhijnana does
not know a result through its present cause, nor a cause through its present result: it is
therefore pratyaksa and not anumdna. (Compare Kola, ii.62, p. 300).
Anguttara, iv.402, on the fact that the Bhagavat knows that Devadatta is destined for
hell; on the omniscience of the Bhagavat, see Papisambhiddmagga, ii. 194-195.
Explanations of Aryadeva, Catuhsatikd, 257 {Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
1914, p. 492): . .. andgatdrthdlambanamyogindm
pranidhijfldnam/yathdrtham
...
tdttvikayd kalpanayd dffyante'ndgato bhdvah.
Kathdvatthu, v.8 (on consciousness or knowledge of the future: Andhakas).
216. Ydvdms tatsamddhivisaya iti: that is, as a Sravaka, the ascetic knows what is of the
sphere of the Sravaka . . . (vii.55 and elsewhere).
217. The four Pratisamvids are, it appears, the consciousnesses which make an excellent
preacher. Burnouf, Lotus, 838-842 {pratisamvid = distinct consciousness); Childers, 366;
Spence Hardy, Manual 499; a valuable note in the Appendix of the translation of the
Kathdvatthu, p. 377-382.
Prapisambhidd is to be understood in the very general sense of exact consciousness, for
example: Papisambhiddmagga.
The four papisambhidds, Papisambhiddmagga i.119, Vibhanga, 293, 331, Niddesa, 234
(interesting), Visuddhimagga, 440-443; the four pratisamvids, Daiabhumaka, ninth sphere
(very different definitions); Bodhisattvabhumi, Third Part; Dharmasamgraha, 51,
Mahdvyutpatti, 13, Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.34-37, xx.47 (the third is the gift of languages of
different countries).
Art ha and dharma are explained vii.39c-d
tesu dharmesv arthapratisamvedibhavati
dharmapratisamvedi... Vydkhyd, i. p. 56; Digha, iii.241. dharmdnusdrin, Kosa vi.29a-b.
o r wu
218. a. The Chinese render pratisamvid by wu ai chieh
ШШЩ
<*i
chih
^Щ^р
= "unhindered understanding," "unhindered knowledge."
The Vydkhyd {ad 37c-d) has a gloss: avivarti ity asakyam vivartayitum.
The Bodhisattvabhumi (below) has asaktam avivartyam.
The meaning of asaktam jndnam is fixed by the definition of Bodhi in the Bodhisat
tvabhumi. Bodhi is pure {fuddha) knowledge, universal {sarvajHdna) and immediate
(asangajndna): a knowledge obtained "by a simple bending of the mind," dbhogamdtrena,
without this bending being repeated, na punah punar dbhogam kurvatah {Bodhisat
tvabhumi, I. vii. Muse'on 1911, p. 170).
b. Bodhisattvabhumi, fol. 100a (I.xvii.7):^/ sarvadharmdndm
sarvaparydyesu
ydvadbhdvikataydyathdvadbhdvikatayd
ca (See vi. note 326) bhdvandmayam asaktam
avivartyam jndnam iyam esdm [bodhisattvdndm] dharmapratisamvit/
yat punah
sarvadharmdndm sarvalaksanesu . . . iyam esdm arthapratisamvit/ yat punah sarvadhar
mdndm eva sarvanirvacanesu . . . iyam esdm niruktipratisamvit/ yat punah sarvadhar
mdndm eva sarvaprakdrapadaprabhedesu . . . iyam esdm pratibhdnapratisamvit/
By reason of these four, skandhakau/alam, dhatvdyatanakaus'alam, pratityasamutpddasthdndsthdnakauialam, the dharmas are well known and well preached.

219. Here the dharma is defend, the teaching {desanddharma), as it is said: "I shall teach you
the Dharma, propitious in the beginning, propitious in the middle, propitious in the end, of
good meaning, of good syllables; the single complete, pure, purified brahmacarya, I shall
promulgate it to you." [We have pratipattidharma in the text: "What is the Dharma} The
Eightfold Path." We have phaladharma - nirvana, in the text: "Take refuge in the
Dharma" See iv.31, vi.73c]
But the word of the Buddha is ndman or vac, see Koia, i.25, trans, p. 86.
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220. The expression yuttamuttapatibhdna in Anguttara, ii.135; explained in Puggalapaflnatti: theyuttapatibhana person, when questioned, answers well, but not quickly; the
muttapatibhdna person answers quickly, but not well; theyuttamuttapatibhana person
answers quickly and well. The preacher of Divya, 329,493 is yuktamuktapratibhdna; of
Avaddnasataka, ii.&l,yuktamuktapratibhdnin andyuktamuktavidhdnajftd. [Compare the
asamsaktdksarapada of the Mahabhdrata, xviii.6.21, Hopkins, Great Epic, 364?].
I translate rnukta by "easy," "without difficulty" according to the Pali; Paramartha has li
chang shih ЩЩ^
, free from the defect of any obstacle.
221. Above page 1154 line 16.
222. On the meaning of pratibhdna see Mahdvastu, i.511, Avaddnasataka, i.48.10, ii.50.12,
81.
223. When it has voice for its object (vagdlamband) it is, by nature, duhkha, samudaya,
dharma, anvaya, ksaya, anutpdda, and samvrtijfidnas.
When it has the Path for its object, it is mdrga, dharma, anvaya, ksaya, anutpdda,
paracitta, and samvrtijfidnas.
224. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 904a25: Three opinions. First opinion: it is of Kamadhatu and the
First Dhyana; second opinion: it is of Kamadhatu and the Four Dhyanas; third opinion: it is
of Kamadhatu and Anagamya, Dhyanantara and the Four Dhyanas. P'u-kuang observes that
the first opinion supposes that ndman is bound to the voice, and that the other two opinions
suppose that ndman is bound to the body. Fa-pao does not agree.
225. The Sutra says: vitarkya vicdrya vacant b hasate (ii.33, p. 203).
226. The word ddi includes kola, kdraka, etc.
227. According to Paramartha: "Pratibhdna is to speak victorious words of demonstration
and refutation"; according to Hsiian-tsang: "A flow of words without a dike."
228. Mahdvyutpatti, 76.12.
229. Paramartha: "But, according to other masters . . . " Hsiian-tsang: "In fact, only the
study . . . "
230. Kim cit tadvyatiriktam kevaiam prdntakotikam iti: "There is a prdntakotika, distinct
from the preceding ones, called simply prdntakotika." According to the gloss of Saeki, this
refers to the prdntakotika upon which the Saint supports himself in order to reject his life ..
. (See Kosa, ii.lOa, trans, p. 168; vi.59, note 389).
231. For the Sarvastivadins, only the Fourth Dhyana can be prantikopika; according to
Sthiramati (Tsa-Chi, 9.9), all Four Dhyanas and all four drupyas are prdntakotika. Vibhdsd,
TD 27, p. 895c6.
232. Mahdvyutpatti, 61.5 and DharmaSarira.
233. Hsiian-tsang adds: "Prdnta signifies 'not passing beyond'; this absorption is called
prdnta because another cannot pass beyond it." Hsiian-tsang translates prdntakoti =
pien-chi j&&$
(limit-end), Paramartha, yuan-chi
ШШ
(distant-end).
Compare Yogasutra, ii.27, prdntabhumi.
234. Mahdvyutpatti, 94.2, bhutakoti, shih-chi %Щ,
, chen shih chi ШЖШ
yan day par mtha' (which appears to signify "the true limit"). Burnouf, Lotus, 309, observes
that bhutakoti is not the equivalent of Bhavagra, "the highest stage of existence," since, in
the Lankavatar, bhutakoti signifies sunyatd or emptiness.
The gloss of Kyokuga Saeki, "bhuta - all the dharmas" appears to be very good. The
Madhyamakdvatara (Tibetan trans, p. 344) says clearly that nirodhasamdpatti bhutakotisamdpatti. (It belongs to the Bodhisattva stage of Durarhgama). The ascetic who
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has attained Bhavagra can penetrate into nirodhasamdpatti (ii.44d. p. 229), which is "the
true end," "the absolute end of existence."
The use of bhutakopi in Mahayana writings does not interest us here; let us mention
however Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.2.38, Siksdsamuccaya, 257, Madhydntavibbdga, i.15;
Commentary on the Ndmasamgiti, vi.6: aviparydsdrthena bhutakotih; Madhyamakavatara.
340.
235. vi. trans, p. 1012.
236. At the moment when he becomes a Buddha by becoming an Arhat, by detaching
himself from Bhavagra, ii. p. 227.
237. If the Tlrthikas possess the five abhijnds, yes, according to the Haimavatas,
Sarvastivadins, and Vatslputriyas; no, according to the MahiSasakas, and Dharmaguptakas
(according to Vasumitra and Bhavya).
Purna, who is only a prajndvimukta (and not a ubhayatobhdgavimukta, vi.64a), is not
able to exercise supernormal powers (rddhi) "in common with the Tlrthikas"; but he
quickly obtains the six abhijnds {Divya, 44).
238. By reading upapad for upapdda (?).
The bibliography on the abhijnds is infinite. Majjhima, i.34, ii.238, Digha, i.8, iii.110;
Anguttara, Ш.245; Visuddhimagga, 202, 373,406; Compendium, 209 and above all the
Introduction, p. 61 and following; Mahdvyutpatti, 14, Dharmasamgraha, 20; Daiabhumi, iii.
(trans. Madhyamakavatara, p. 57, Muse'on 1907); Sutrdlamkdra, vii.1.9; Siksdsamuccaya,
243, Bodhicarya, ix.41.
Abhijnd, compare ohindna in Hoernle, Uvdsaga, trans, p. 48.
For the primitive sense of the word, see Burnouf, Lotus, 820; Kern, Lotus, 131; Rhys
Davids, Milinda, ii.231, Dialogues, i.62, 157; Windisch, Geburt, 9.62. Abhi-jfid is spoken of
with reference to a knowledge of the Truths, vi.54c, 66, ix. (Hsuan-tsang xxix.l4b), etc.
239. On rddhi, iv.H7d ("an ornament of the mind"), vi.69 (rddhipdda), vii.47
(fddhiprdtihdrya), 48 (gamana and nirmdna), 53 different types of rddhi; viii.35b (drya
rddhi).
a. We have: rddhih samddhih/ rddhivisayo nirmdnam gamanam ca/ rddhivisaye jndnam
tasya sdksdtkriyd sammukhibhdvah (Vydkhyd).
For the definition rddhi = samddhi, vi.69, p. 1024, vii. 48a; Patisambhiddmagga,
ii.205-206.
Mahdvyutpatti: rddhividhijndna; Pali: iddhividhd, iddhippabheda; prabheda can be
understood as in prajndprabheda, viii.27c.
The Pali sources occasionally includes rddhi in the category of the "knowledges";
yamakapdpihire nana is the knowledge having the miracle of the water and the fire for its
object; iddhividhe nana (Patisambhiddmagga, ii. 125, i.l 11); pancdbhinndh~ana and
apphasamapattiuana (Mahdniddesa, 106).
b. The Sutra of the Rddhyabhijnd is quoted in the Vydkhyd, vi. 69; it presents some
variants to the Pali edition (Digha, i.77, Majjhima, i. 34, Anguttara, ii.280; commentaries in
Papisambhiddmagga, ii.207, Visuddhimagga, 373-406), and also to the text of the
Mahdvyutapatti, 15 (according to the Mahdparinirvdna sutra): anekavidham rddhivisayam
pratyanubhavati/ eko bhutvd bahudhd bhavati/ bahudhd bhutvd eko bhavati/ dvirbhavati
tirobhdvam ару anubhavati/ tirah kudyam tirah prdkdram [tirah parvatam] asajjamdnah
kdye (?) gacchati tadyathdkdse/ prthivydm unmajjananimajjanam karoti tadyathodake/
udake'bhidyamdnena srotasa gacchati tadyathd prthivydm/dkase paryankena kramati
tadyathd sakunih paksi/ imau vd punah suryacandramasdv evam maharddhikdv evam
mahdnubhdvan pdnind dmdrsti parimdrsti ydvad brahmalokam kdyena vase vartayata (see
note 293) itiyam ucyata rddhih.
Pali edition: . . . sa evam samdhite citte dnejjappatte iddhividhdya cittam abhiniharati
abhininndmeti/ so anekavihitam iddhividham paccanubhoti/ eko pi hutvd... Anekavihitam
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iddhividham corresponds to anekavidham rddhivisayam. Yasbmitra explains rddh'wisaya as
"the operation of magical power, the object of the consciousness which realizes the miracle"
and employs the expression rddhivisaye jHdnam as in the Papisambhiddmagga, i. 111:
iddhividhe ndnam. Rhys Davids-Stede mention Vinaya, iii.67 (Pdrdjikd, ii.47): "There is no
sin in this magical operation(iddhivisaye) for those who possess iddhi," and Nettippakarana, 23: " . . . impossible to resist at death, if not through the operation of magic (anfiatra
iddhivisayd)" [The version "extent of psychic power" is not admissible].
Pratyanubhaviati-paccanubhoti, Lotus, 838 (on Divya, 204); we have fddydnubhava in
Avadanafataka ii.129 (-rddht); dnubhdva = "supernatural power" (Childers).
с According to Papisambhiddmagga (ii.207), the miracles of the Sutra of the
Rddhyabhijftd (above b) are one of the ten iddhis, adhipphdna iddhi [The same
Compendium]. See Ко fa, vii.52a; on different manifestations of rddhi, vii.38 and following.
Prabhdva is not to be confused with rddhi (above page 81). Occasionally we have
fddhsprabhdva as fddhisampad, rddhivafitd, or rddhyaifvarya.
240. The Sutra continues with a description of divyacaksus and purvanivdsanusmrti.
241. The fifth abhijnd in the Sutra.
iha bhiksuh parasattvdndm parapudgaldndm vitarkitam vicaritam manasd mdnasam
yathdbhutam prajdndti/ sardgam cittam sardgamiti yathdbhutam prajdndti/vigatardgam...
sadvesam... vigatadvesam... samoham... vigatamoham... viksiptam...
samkstptam...
Imam... pragrhitam... uddhatam... anuddhatam . . . avyupaidntam... vyupafdntam ...
samdhitam... asamdhitam... abhdvitam . . . bhdvitam.. avimuktam ... vimuktam cittam
vimuktam itiyathdbhutam prajdndti/ iyam ucyate cetahparydyajn'dnasdksatkriydbhijn'da.
Above page 1099 and following.
Explanation of the expression cetahparydya: cetahparyayo vifeso raktam dvispam
mudham iti vd/ karmo va parydyah kadd rid raktam kadd rid dvispam mudham vd.
Another name of this abhijnd is pararittajfidna, see above page 1098.
242. Abhijfias four, five, and six are the three "knowledges" acquired by the Bodhisattva on
the night of Bodhi; on the three knowledges, see vi.45.c.
243- Vydkhyd: iha bhiksur anekavidham purvanivdsam samanusmarati iti bahuh sutravad
grantho ydvad iyam ucyate purvanivdsdnusmrtijrldnasdksdt karabhijnd.
Below (ad vii.43.d): . . . ami ndma te sattvd yatrdham abhuvam evamndmd evamgotra
evamjdtir evamsukhaduhkhapratisamvedievamcirasthitika evamdyuhparyantah/ so'ham
tasmdc cyuto'nutropapannah/ tasmdd api cyuto'mutropapannah/ tasmdc cyuta ihopapanna
iti sdkdram soddefam [saniddnam] anekavidham purve nivdsam anusmaratitiyam . . .
(Variants in the Pali edition).
Commentary in the Samantapdsddikd, i.158.
This abhijHd is not to be confused withjdtismaratd which is one of the "natural powers"
of the Buddhas or Bodhisattvas, vii.55, iv. 109, notes 493 and 494 (the limits of the
consciousness of the past).
244. This is the third abhijnd in the Sutra. It has two names: Hsuan-tsang calls it
divyacaksus, Paramartha, cyutyupapddajftdna. Mahdvyutpatti has cyutyupapatti, the
SOtrdlamkdra, cyutopapdda.
Kofa, viii.27c, Suttanipdta, 1112,1136, Samyutta, iii.213.
245. See Papisambhiddmagga, i. 115, the explanation of dsavakkhaya as a function of the
three pure indriyas (Kofa, ii.4) and of the results (Srotapaanna, etc.) [Curious description of
bhavdsava].
246. See page 1164 line 5.
247. According to Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 728a28, reproduced almost literally in the Bhdsya.
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248. Vydkhyd: In the same way that the results of the religious life (vi.51), as conditioned
dharmas, are by nature vimuktimdrga. See Below note 257, note 270.
249. Samghabhadra: According to the Westerners, six jfidnas: for example dharma, anvaya,
duhkha, samudaya and mdrgajftdnas, and knowing samvrta things of the past.
250. What is under consideration here is the consciousness of the mind of another, which is
pure (four of the five jndnas enumerated, with the exception of samvrtijndna) and impure
(samvrtijfidna and paracittajfidna).
251. Seevii.28c.
252. According to the Compendium, 61, the fifth dhydna is adhipphdnapddakajbdna, that is
to say the dhydna which serves as the support for the process of volitions which creates the
manifestation of the abhijfid. But Papisambbiddmagga, ii.205 considers the Four Dhyanas
the four bhumis of rddhi.
253. Same doctrine in Papisambbiddmagga, i.113: "Such rupa has its origin in saumanasyendriya..."
254. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 518c25: Does the preparatory exercise (prayoga) take place through
a memory of "moments" (ksana) or of sucessive "states" (avasthd)? Evidently by a memory
of states, not of moments. If the ascetic proceeds by reviewing moment to moment, death
would come before he had reviewed one half of his life. How does one complete the prayoga
exercise? . . . P'u-kuang: There are three explanations; the second is the best, because the
word "to complete" (in "to complete the prayoga exercises") should not be understood in a
narrow sense (Jei pi chu ^>&Щ
, Couvreur, 1904, p. 244).
255. According to the Sutra quoted above:... sdkdram soddeSam . . . (above note 243).
256. According to Paramartha; Hsiian-tsang: "he no longer considers svacittarupa."
257. According to Paramartha. Hsiian-tsang: " . . . and up to his remembering the moment
before antardbhava. [Gloss of the Japanese editor: "that is to say, the last thought of his
former existence"]. Then the prayoga or preparatory exercise of purvanivdsa [anusmrti] is
achieved." Prayoga is dnantaryamdrga; abhijnd is vimuktimdrga.
258. Vydkhyd: parasamtatyadhisphdnenotpddanam iti/ dbydnasamgrhitam purvanivdsdnusmrtijfidnam/ tena cdrupydvacaram cit cittam na gfhndtiti/ katbam ca punah
parasamtatyadhisphdnenotpddanam/ samanantaraniruddhdn manovijndndt parakiydn
nimittam udgfhyeti vistarah (see page 1159 line 25)/ anyesdm iti уa drupyebhyo na
pracyutds tesdm svasamtatyadhisphdnenaivotpddanam
purvanivdsdnusmrtijfidnasya
sukaratvdt.
259. The discipline by which the ascetic obtains divine sight (or jfidnadarsand) is defined in
Papisambbiddmagga, LI 14. One should cultivate alokasanfia day and night (Digba, iii.223).
How the ascetic produces trembling of the earth, Digha, ii.108. "Lightness," i.lOd, 12c.
260. Hsiian-tsang adds: "Furthermore, in the Arupyas, vipasyana is deficient, famatha is in
excess: now the five abhijnds should be in a sphere where vipaiyand and iamatha are in
equilibrium. By this very fact, Anagamya, etc., are also out of the question."
261. Quoted in Vydkhyd ad vii.36.
262. According to Paramartha. Hsiian-tsang is briefer, and places a note here on the
extension of the power of the: abhijfid of different saints, a note which Vasubandhu places
above, page 1177.
263. Paramartha: the abhijfid of the mind of another is included in three smrtyupastbdnas.
264. Paramartha: rddhi, ear and eye are the first [smrtyupasthdna].
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265. See vii.49.
266. Compare Majjhima, L22, Samyutta, ii.214.
267. There is another knowledge, abhijndparivdrajndna.
268. Hsiian-tsang's version of the Kdrikd has: "The other [abhijnas] are four [smrtyuupasthdnas]," and the Bhasya: "The other abhijnas are included in the four smrtyupasthdnas,
because they have the five skandhas for their object."
269- See vii.25d, page 1133.
270. All acquisition includes two paths, the path which removes the obstacle, and the path
of deliverance. We have seen that the abhijrids are "prajfid of the path of deliverance"
(vii.42d). According to the opinion presented here an ascetic depends on any of the Dhyanas
for everything that h necessary for the obtaining of the abhijnd of divine sight; but the
obtaining itself is of the First Dhyana.
271. These are the three knowledges of Majjhima, i.22,246 (acquired in the three watches of
the night of Bodhi); see viii.27c; Anguttara, vi.211, Digha, iii.220, 275.
272. Compare iii.25, 31. In certain sources, we have a list of eight vijjds among which are six
abhinnas, Childers, 571, Visuddhimagga,202.
The Vydkhyd quoted the Sutra: tripipo bhavati trividya hi. Compare tevijja, tevijjaka.
273. BhagavadviSesa and others explain the formula "in order," yathdkramam, as follows:
One destroys error relative to the past by the remembrance of former existences; error
relative to the present by the consciousness of death and rebirth; and error relative to the
future through the consciousness of the destruction of the dsravas (for one says ndparam
asmdd bhavam prajdndmi). In fact, the order of the time periods is past, present, and future.
But Sarhghabhadra (in his Nydydnusdra, TD, p. 754al4) explains: Remembrance of
former existences puts an end to error relative to the past; the consciousness of death and
rebirth puts an end to error relative to the future; and the consciousness of the destruction
of the dsravas puts an end to error relative to the present. This is why these three abhijnas
are vidyds. By the first, one sees the suffering of self and others; by the second, the suffering
of others, and one experiences samvega or disgust; thus disgusted, one produces the third,
and one sees the happiness of Nirvana. This is why these three abhijnas are vidyd.
Ya£omitra shows that the thought of Vasubandhu is correctly interpreted by
Sarhghabhadra.
274. Paramurtha: "Two have the same name, having arisen in its series."
275. Paramartha: "In the Saiksa, they are not called vidyd because the series is accompanied
by avidyd." Hsiian-tsang has only onepdda: "In the §aiksa, there is obscurity, not vidyd"
In Samyutta, ii.58, the ascetic in possession of purified dhamma-ndna and anvaya-ndna is
called a ditphisampanna, and sekha nana and sekhd vijjd are attributed to him.
276. According to Paramartha.
According to Hsiian-tsang, "There is error-obscurity in the Saiksa. Thus, even though
the first two abhijnas exist in him, they are not called vidyd, and even though, for a certain
time, they conquer and destroy obscurity, rhey are again obscure: therefore they are not
called vidyd."
211. We have pdpihdriya, pdtihdrika, pdpihera, and pdpihira, Senart Kacchdyana, 536;
Childers, 361; Kern, Manual 60; Geiger, Pali Grammar 51.
Pdpihira - a miracle;yamakapdtihira in Papisambhiddmagga, ii.125.
Milinda 309, miracles produced on the tomb of one who has attained Nirvana through
their former adhipphdna (see Kosa, vii.51), by the adhipphdna of the gods or of believers.
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278. Digha, i.193, 212, iii.220, Anguttara, i.170 (belonging to numerous Bhiksus), v.327;
Mahdvastu, hi. 116; Burnouf, Lotus, 310, Divya, xii, the PrdtihdryasMra.
The prdpihdryas are means (updya) of seduction (dvarjana), Bodhisattvabhumi, i.6.
279. This phrase is not in Paramartha. Mahdvyutpatti, 146.7, pratihatacitta.
280. Hsuan-tsang: "These three abhijnds, in this order, cause one to take refuge in the
Buddhadharma, to believe in it, and to cultivate it (in the sense of adhigama)."
281. R.ddhiprdtihdrya is inferior because one can produce rddhi by formulas: Vasubandhu
here records an old opinion, Digha,\.2\b (below note 283). [But the Buddha cultivates
iddhipdpihariya, Digha, iii.9, and elsewhere]. We should mention Culla, v.8.2 (the story of
Pindola): one who manifests his uttarimanussadhamma iddhipdpihariya to householders is
guilty of a dukkapa [or better: "he who manifests his magical powers"] [See the remarks of
Rhys Davids on the period of the usage of the term dukkapa, Dialogues, iii.3]; compare
Divya, 275, and Przyluski, A$oka, 80.
Digha, in.112, says that iddhi which is "holy, free from dsava and from upadhi" is
equanimity {upekkhd), and that the iddhi of miracles (eko pi hutva, etc.) is iddhi which is
"not holy (na ariyd), possessing dsava and upadhi" See viii.35b.
Anguttara opposes dhamma-iddhi and dmisa-iddhi (i.93); Devadatta only obtained
puthujjanikd iddhi {Culla vii.1.5. and commentary to Dhammapada 17).
The anusdsanavidhds of Digha, iii.107, have nothing in common with anusasam.
282. Paramartha translates vidydsthdna; Hsuan-tsang has the expression that Eitel
translates "magic incantation" in the words of the Atharva Veda.
The four ddesanavidhds, Digha, iii.103.
283. See Divya, p. 636 at the bottom.
Digha, i.213: atthi kho bho gandhdrindma vijjd/ tdya so bhikkhu anekavihitam
iddhividham paccanubhoti/ eko pi hutva . . . / imam kho aham iddhipdpihdriye ddinavam
sampassamdno iddhipdpihdriyena .. .jigucchdmi.. .
[Dialogues, i.278: in Jdtaka, iv.498, this vijjd is a charm for making one invisible].
Gandharl-Gandhari is a vidyddevi (Hemacandra).
It is by the Gsndhsramantra that the hero of Ralstom-Schiefner, Tibetan Tales, p. 288
(Kanjur iv.171) obtains the fruits of the mountain Gandhamadana.
284. Hsuan-tsang, ikdani; Paramartha, ikdaniks. Below vii.56b. Bodhicarysvatsra, ix.25;
Samyutta, ii.260, itthi ikkhaniks.
atthi maniko (manikd) ndma vijjd/ tsya ... parasattdnam ... cittam pi ddisati cetasikam
pi ddisati.../...
jigucchdmi/ katamam ca kevaddha anusdsanipdpihdriyam ...
[Dialogues, i. 278, Buddhaghosa identifies the "jewel charm" with cintdmani vijjd; Rhys
Davids refers to Jdtaka, iii.504, Sumangalavildsini, 265, 267, 271.]
285. Hsiian-tsang: "Anusdsaniprdtihdrya can only be realized through dsravaksaydbhijud,
thus it is avyabhicdrin." According to the editor, we should understand: "thus it necessarily
has the results of salvation and happiness."
286. See above note 239.
The ten types of iddhi, of which the last three interest us here (adhipphdniddhi,
vimubbaniddhi, manomayiddbi), are defined in the Introduction to the Compendium, p. 60
(Papisambhiddmagga, ii.205, Atthasdlini, 91, Visuddhi, 202, 373, 766). Mrs. Rhys Davids,
Psychology, 199.
For the limits of the power of iddhi, see Kathdvatthu, xxi.4.
Bodhisattvabh«w*, i.5 (Museon, 1911, p. 156-164).
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287. Paramartha: atra dkdfagamanam nirmitam. Hsiian-tsang: "The visaya is twofold,
gamana and nirmita."
Samyutta, v.282, is interesting.
288. "Displacement of adhimoksa," originating from adhimoksa, ddhimoksika"
"Rapid displacement like the mind." We have, in Divya, 52-55, the narration of the
journey of the Buddha and Maudgalyayana through the Marlcika universe. They go by
means of Maudgalyayana's rddhi, by using Sumeru as a spring-board: the journey takes
seven days; but they return instantly through the rddhi of the Buddha: "What is the name of
this rddhi} Manojavd." Ibid, p. 636 at the bottom, a manojavd vidyd. Rhys Davids-Stede
mentions manojavd as an epithet of horses, Vimdnavatthu.
289. See above page 1146-7.
290. Compare Anguttara, ii.80, Divya, 53.
291. Pakkhi sakuno. See the explanations of Visuddhi, p. 396.
292. Prthagjanas possess this first gamana (Hsiian-tsang).
293. The Patisambhidd quoted in Visuddhi, 401: . . . brahmalokam gantukdmo ... dure pi
santike adhitthdti santike hotu ti santike hoti: Desiring to go to Brahmaloka, he creates
adhitthdna that this may be near or far: "May this be near!" and this becomes near. [This is
the explanation of the Sutra kdyena vasam vatteti, above note 239b.
294. Four dyatanas, not sound; see page 1173 and vii.51b.
295. Bdhya, external, in the sense of anupdtta, not constituting a sense organ in the service
of the mind, Ko/a, i.34c.
296. As we have seen i.30b-d.
297. Compare the definitions of the three magical iddhis in Compendium, Introduction, p.
61 and Visuddhi, 405.
298. That is to say, a mind of the sphere of Kamadhatu through which one creates rupa of
Kamadhatu, and a mind of the sphere of the First Dhyana through which one creates rupa
of the First Dhyana. vii.51a-b.
299. Paramartha: "Not higher"; Bhdsya: "The mind that is capable of creating fictive beings
of a higher sphere is not the result of a mind of a lower dhyana." Hsiian-tsang does not
translate this pdda in the Kdrikd, but in the Bhdsya: "[The mind that is capable of creating
fictive beings] does not depend on a lower sphere."
300. A fictive being created in Kamadhatu by a mind capable of creating fictive bengs of the
Second Dhyana, even though it is of the sphere of Kamadhatu, can appear in the heaven of
the Second Dhyana. A fictive being created in the heaven of the First Dhyana by a mind
capable of creating fictive beings of the First Dhyana does not have access to the heaven of
the Second Dhyana.
301. One obtains the dhydnas through detachment (vairdgya). By becoming detached from
Kamadhatu one obtains the First Dhyana. At the same time, one "takes possession" of the
minds capable of creating fictive beings which can exist in this dhyana.
302. Is there a falling away (vyutthdna) from contemplation at the end of nirmdnacitta? No.
50c-d. It proceeds from pure dhyana and from itself; it is followed by the two. After
s'uddhaka dhyana there succeeds an abhijnd of fictive creation. After this abhijfid of fictive
creation there succeeds nirmdnacitta, the result of this abhijfid. After this nirmdnacitta there
succeeds innumerable nirmdnacittas, which do not arise from another citta. Finally after the
last nirmdnacitta there succeeds an abhijfid of fictive creation. After this there succeeds a
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iuddhaka dhydna or a nirmdnacitta. How is this? If the person who is in the samddhiphala
(samddhiphalasthitasya = nkmdnacittasthitasya) does not return to the muladhydna, there
will be no falling away (vyutthdnd) from the samddhiphala.
303. Quoted in Vydkhyd, iiJlb.
304. This stanza is commented on in Vydkhyd, i. p. 27 (Petrograd 1918). See Divya, 166,
closely related to the Ко fa: yam khalu irdvako nirmitam abhinirmimite yadi irdvako
bhdsate nirmito'pi bhdsate/ irdvake tusnibhute nirmito'pi tusnibhavati/
ekasya
bhdsamdnasya sarve bhasanti nirmitdh/ ekasya tusnibhutasya sarve tusnibhavanti te//
bhagavdn nirmitam prainam prcchati bhagavdn vydkaroti (Read rather: bhagavantam
nirmitah prafnam prcchati/ bhagavdn vydkaroti/ nirmitam bhagavdn prainam prcchati/
nirmito vydkaroti). Compare Digha, ii.212. Madhyamaka, xvii.31-32.
On the nirmitas, Kdranaprajfiapti, xi. Madhyamakavrtti, p. 45.
305. a. We encounter many times adhisthdna, adhitisthati, in the sense of "making last"
(ddhisthdnikt rddhi, iii.9; below note 306; ii. page 165, dyuhsamskdrdn adhitisthati
(stapayati) = adhisphdnava/itd; vii. p. adhisthdnaprabhdva.
b. Numerous uses in a little or non-technical sense, for example Bodhicarydvatdra, ii.45:
"The preacher is adhisthita (=dtmasdtkrta by the messengers of Yama"; Mahdvastu, iii.376;
Siksdsamuccaya, 314: "Beings who do not understand the speech of the Bodhisattvas are
possessed {adhisthita) by Mara." Siksdsamuccaya 356: "All good actions are presided over
(adhisthita) by diligence"; ibid. 285: "The Bodhisattva makes his dispositions (dfaya) well
guarded, purified, taken in hand (svadhisphita)" \ Samyutta, v.278: suggahlta svadhipphita;
Samyutta, iii.10, 135 (adhipphdndbhinive/a of the defilements in the mind).
с Adhitisthati = "To exercise a certain action on a thing, a person, oneself, by means of
adhimoksa, Volition, will,' applied to this thing, etc."
This general sense is specialized, in the Koia, into the sense of "making last"; [in the
vocabulary of the Papisambhiddmagga, ii.207, it refers to the miracles of multiplication, etc.;
ii.207; see also Atthasdlini, trans, p. 121 and Compendium]. But it is through rUpddhisphdnabala (Siksasamuccaya, 330.11) that flowers place themselves around the head of
Dlparhkara (Divya, 251.1); the Buddhas convert through adhisthdna (= anubhdva),
Bodhicarydvatdra, i.5.
d. Burnouf translates "benediction" from byin kyi rlabs. It is, he says, through the
benediction of a Thera that a person travels in the Thupavamsa; it is through a benediction
of the Buddhas that the Bodhisattvas form vows to become Buddhas. (See the two
abhisphdnas, of which the second is a consecration, abhiseka, of the Lankdvatdra, Nanjo, p.
100). The eighth bhumi is the adhisthdnabhumi (a great variety of Chinese equivalents):
this bhumi is so called because it cannot be shaken (pardvikopanatvdt).
e. Compare Gitd, iv.6: prakrtim svam adhisphdya sambhavdmy dtmamdyayd, and Lotus,
xv. 3: dtmdnam adhisphahdmi sarvdmi ca sattvdn ... nirvdnabhumim cupadarfaydmi... na
cdpi nirvdmy ahu tasmi kale.
306. Divya, 61. maitreyah . . . kdiyapasya bhiksor avikopitam asthisamghdtam daksinena
pdnind gfhitvd... On all the legends relative to KaSyapa, Przyluski, J.As 1914, ii.524, and
A<ioka, 169, 331; Fa-hien (=Fa-hsien), chap, xxxiii.
Kosa iii.9d examines why the Bodhisattva is born from a womb, and not through an
apparitional birth. It is with an end to being able to leave his relics, for the bodies of
apparitional beings disappear at their death. This explanation is given by the masters who
deny the ddhisthdnikt rddhi of the Bhagavat.
307. Dreams provoked by the adhisthdna of the gods, Vinitadeva ad Nydyabindu, p. 47
(Tibetan translation in Bibl. Indica).
308. Commentary in Anguttara, i.209.
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309. Manadyatana and dharmdyatana are not capable of being created, because the fictive
being (nirmita) is devoid of mind, as results from the Sdstra: ninnitah acintiko vaktavyah/.
.. nirmdtuscittavasena vartate (Vydkhyd). This Sdstra is the Kdranaprajndptisdstra,
analyzed in Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 340-341.
310. See i.lOb. It has been said above, page 1169, that "creation" consists of external
dyatanas.
311. Hsuan-tsang puts Kdrikd 54 before Kdrikd 53c-d.
312. The rddhi that certain beings possess because they belong to a certain category of
beings.
Examples of innate rddhi, Mahdvagga, i.15.2, vi.15.8, Culla vii.1.4; 2.1. The four iddhis
(beauty, long life, absence of sickness and good digestion, popularity) of the king of the
Mahdsudassanasutta have something of the supernatural about them; but when Ajatasattu
promises to destroy the Vajjyas, however great their iddhi may be, however great their
dnubhdva may be (Mahdparinibbdna), the sense of these expressions remains doubtful. His
minister Vassakara is without doubt a good magician.
313. Rddhi produced by "magic," through the power of formulas or herbs.
314. For example, the rddhi that certain persons possess from birth, such as Mandhatar, not
because they are humans, but by reason of certain actions; differing thus from innate rddhi
(see below note 328).
315. These persons possess eyes and ears "arisen from karma."
316. Hsuan-tsang: What do the expressions "divine sight," "divine hearing" designate? If
they refer to prajnd, consciousness, the expression "eye", "ear" is improper. If they refer to
the material organs (rupsndriya), how are the organs Abhijfias? The Kdrikd says: "Divine
sight and divine hearing are of pure rupa . . . "
317. "Pure rupa' is rupaprasdda, Kosa, i.9c; the organs are bhautika, "derived matter," i.
trans, p. 100.
Compare Kathdvatthu, iii.7-8.
318. In opposition to divine sight which is innate in the gods.
The divine sight of the gods is defiled by eleven apaksolas, iii. 14a; see vii.55d.
319. According to Hsuan-tsang: "Divine sight sees without omission." It sees in all
directions, before, behind (prsthatas), on the side (pdrsvatas), during the day, during the
night, in light, in darkness (see i. p. 90).
320. In the version of Hsuan-tsang, Kdrikd 55a-b is placed after Kdrikd 43. And the Bhdsya
is modified: "In respect to the activity of the Five Abhijnas, extended or narrow, in the
universes (lokadhdtu) which are their domain, all the Aryans are not similar. The Sravakas,
the Pratyekabuddhas and the Buddhas, when they do not make an extreme act of attention,
produce the activity of their mastery in movement (gamana) and in creation (nirmdna), the
first in a mahdsdhasra universe, the second in a dvisdhasra universe, and the third in a
trisdhasra universe. When they make an extreme act of attention, in a dvisdhasra universe,
in a trisdhasra universe, and in infinite universes."
321. Quoted in a comentary to the Ndmasamgiti (ad vi.18, asangadrk).
322. On the chiliocosms, see iii.73.
323- The gods of Kamadhatu and the Anagamins in Rupadhatu possess, by the fact of their
births, these four powers. These powers are absent in Arupyadhatu.
324. This is explained iii.l4a; above note 318.
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325. The treatise of the iksanikas (Manu, ix.258, etc.). Above note 284.
326. Atthasdlini, 91.
327. The five powers (fddhyddikd) are, for humans, either vairdgyaldbhika (- abbijnaphala)
or tarkavidyausadhakarmakrta, not upapattildbhika.
328. Upapattildbhikam hi ndmayad upapattikdla eva sarvesdm nisargato labhyate/ na tuyat
kasya rid evopapattikdldd urdhvam/ yathd paksmdm dkdsagamanam.

C H A P T E R

E I G H T

The Absorptions

o.

"m. Homage to the Buddha.
We have studied the qualities (guna) of the knowledges (the
pranidhijnanaSf the abhijnas, etc.). Let us now study the natures of the
Dhyanas, etc. We shall speak first of their supports (asraya), that is,
the mental states in which these qualities are produced.
la. The Dhyanas are twofold; (the Dhyanas are four in
number; the Dhyanas as existence have been defined. The
concentrations are the applications of pure minds on a single
object; with their concomitants, they are the five skandhas.)1
(We shall first study the Dhyanas, since they are,—with the
exception of the Arupyas or "non-material concentrations",—the
support of all qualities, either common or specific, pure or impure.)
Each of these Dhyanas is of two types: samdpatti, absorption or
concentration, and upapatti or existence.2
lb. The Dhyanas are four in number.
There are four Dhyanas, the First to the Fourth.
lc. The Dhyanas as existence have been defined.
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The Dhyanas as existence have been defined in the Third
Chapter of this book. How are they defined? It says, 'The first
Three are threefold and the Fourth is eightfold."3 (iii.2)
Id. Concentration is the application of a pure mind on a
single object;
In general, Dhyana as absorption is defined as an application of
a pure mind on a single object,4 for the Dhyanas have samadhi or
concentration (ii, p. 190) for their nature.
le. With their concomitents, they are the five skandhas.
If one consideres samadhi with its following, Dhyana as
absorption has the five skandhas for its nature.5
***

What is "application on a single object"?
The fact that minds have a single object.6 [The Sautrantikas
object]: If this is the case, then what is designated by the word
samadhi are the minds themselves which have a single object.
There is no reason to admit the existence of a separate thing, a
certain mental dharma, as samadhi.1
[The Vaibhasikas answer:] What is called samadhi is a certain
dharma by which the minds are concentrated, applied on a single
object. The concentrated minds are not samadhi*
Here many difficulties present themselves:
1. Since minds are momentary, each of them has a single object.
What then is the role of samadhi?
2. Samadhi causes the second mind to not be distracted or
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turned aside from the object of the first mind. But if this is the
case, then the samddhi does not exercise any action with regard to
the first mind which you consider as associated with samddhi
3. Why imagine samddhi in and of itself? Why not admit that
the minds are applied to a single object by reason of the causes that
you assign to samddhi?
4. Finally, you have defined samddhi as a universal dharma
(mahdbhumika, ii.24): hence all minds should possess the
characteristic of being concentrated.
[The Vaibhasikas answer this last objection:] No, because of
the weakness of the samddhi.9
The Sautrantikas say that the minds which have the same
object constitute samddhi'. samddhi does not exist separately. For it
is said in the Sutra that the Four Dhyanas are adhicitta siksa, the
"higher mental learning"; another says that the Four Dhyanas are
the primary element in the purification of the mind (cittaparifuddhipradhdna).10
What is the meaning of the word dhydnaP
n

By reason of dhydna the ascetic is "concentrated" and capable
of upanidhydna.12 Upanidhyai signifies "to know truly", as it is said
in the Sutra, "He who is concentrated knows truly".13 (The root
dhyai is used in the sense of upanidhydna.)
In the School [of the Sarvastivadins], all dhydna is prajna
[whereas in some other schools, dhydna is cinta or reflection].14
***

If the Dhyanas are absorptions or samadhis, then are all
absorptions,—good, bad, or neutral,—Dhyana?
No. Only absorptions filled with certain excellences are called
Dhyanas. So too in the world, it is the sun that is called "the light
maker" (bhdskara) (and not the firefly).
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What are the excellences?
Sam ad hi is in fact excellent: it is an absorption filled with
"parts" (angasamdyukta, viii.10), which goes by the means of the
yoke of calmness {samatha) and insight (vipasyana) [that is to say,
in which calmness and insight are in equilibrium],15 that is termed
in the Sutra "happiness in this world" {drstadharmasukhavihdra,
viii.27) and "the easy path" (sukbapratipad, vi.66), the path by
which one knows better and easily. It is thus the excellent
absorptions which are called dhydna.
But if dhydna is an absorption filled with parts, how can a
defiled absorption be called dhydna?
Because it is bad upanidhydna.
But this entails false conclusions. [In fact, one cultivates bad
upanidhydna with a mind controlled by sensual desire, and this
state cannot be a dhydna.]
No. We give the name of dhydna to the defiled state that
resembles true dhydna, as, in the world, one calls a thing that
resembles a grain, although incapable of germinating, "rotten
grain", and not a pebble, etc. [In the same way one speaks of a
pdrdjika Bhiksu, iv.39c-d.] And the Blessed One speaks of bad
dhydna.16
***
What are the characteristics of the First to the Fourth Dhyana?
2a. The First is filled with vicdra, priti, and sukha, (parts
that the following [Dhyanas] successively abandon).17
The First Dhyana is a good concentration filled with vicdra,
priti, and sukha [that is to say, associated with a vicdra filled or
associated with priti and sukha]. This also says implicitly, "filled

with vitarka" for vitarka necessarily accompanies vicdra, as smoke
accompanies fire. It does not happen that vicdra is associated with
priti and sukha without at the same time being associated with
vitarka.1*
2b. Parts that the following (Dhyanas) successively
abandon.
The Second, Third, and Fourth Dhyana are characterized by the
successive abandoning of each of these three parts; eliminating
vicdra, the Second Dhyana is only filled with priti and sukha;
eliminating priti, the Third Dhyana is only filled with sukha; and
by eliminating sukha, these three parts are absent from the Fourth
Dhyana.
***

We have described the Dhyanas. What are the Arupyas?
2c. So too, the Arupyas (which are made up of four
skandhas).19
a. The Arupyas, that is, the absorptions of, and the rebirths in
Arupyadhatu are like the Dhyanas in their number and nature.
There are four Arupyas and each Arupya is twofold, existence
and concentration. [The existences have been defined in the Third
Chapter, iii.3]. The concentrations of Arupya, in their nature and
in general, are applications of pure minds on a single object.
By reason of this double similarity, the stanza says "So too, the
Anipyas" (are like the Dhyanas).
2d. They are made up of four skandhas.
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b. The Dhyanas are accompanied by five skandhas, but the
Arupyas are accompanied by only four skandhas, for no rupa or
physical matter accompanies it.
2e. It arises out of separation from lower spheres. 20
All the Arupyas are concentration; but there are four Arupyas
because the concentration that constitutes each Arupya proceeds
from separation from a lower sphere. AkaSunantyayatana is the
absorption that proceeds from separation from the Fourth
Dhyana; and so on to Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana (or Bhavagra)
which proceeds from separation from Akimcanyayatana.
What is separation?
The paths (Anantaryamarga and Vimuktimarga) by which the
ascetic is delivered from the lower spheres, because these paths
have turned him away from them.
За-b. They are called vibhutarupasamjna
three samantakas.21

together with

[The basic or maula Arupyas, with the preparatory stages or
thresholds, the samantakas of the three higher Arupyas are
defined as abodes of "those who have conquered the idea of
physical matter/']
The first sdmantaka, the threshold of Akasanantyayatana is not
called a sdmantaka because it has the Fourth Dhyana for its object,
and so the idea of physical matter is not completely transcended in
it.
The Arupyas are so called because there is no rupa or physical
matter in them: they are made up of the four skandhas as
mentioned above.
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[Hsuan-tsang: 3c. There is no rupa in Arupyadhatu.]
This should be proved, say some Schools, for we maintain that
there is some physical matter, rupa, in the Arupyas.
But then why are the arupyas called arupyas, "absences of
physical matter"?
They are called this because their rupa is reduced, in the same
way that a little red {tsatpingala) is called "reddish" (apingala,
"absence of red") (i.17, English trans, p. 75).
So be it; but what type of physical matter is in Arupyadhatu?
i. If you say that this physical matter is neither the body nor the
voice, but merely the physical matter that constitutes bodily and
vocal discipline (kayavaksamvaramatra, the rupa that forms part
of the dharmayatana, iv. p. 561), then how can this discipline exist
in the absence of body and voice? And how can a rupa derived from
the primary elements {bhautika), namely discipline, exist in the
absence of these same primary elements (mahabhutas)? If you
answer that bodily and vocal discipline exists in Arupyadhatu
without the cooperation of primary physical matter, in the same
way that pure discipline exists without primary elements of their
same, i.e., pure, nature, then this answer does not hold, for pure
discipline has impure primary elements for its support, elements
in the sphere in which the Aryan is born (iv.6).
This proof for the absence of physical matter does not hold
only for existence in Arupyadhatu, but also for the absorption of
Arupyadhatu,22 [in which samvara or discipline, which is rupa, is
also absent].
ii. If you attribute material organs {rupindriya) to the beings in
Arupyadhatu, how can you say that the physical matter of
Arupyadhatu is subtle?
Because their dimensions are very small; the beings are
therefore of reduced rupa (tsadrupa), so the beings are then
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"without physical matter."
But if you reason in this way, then the tiny and invisible aquatic
animals [of which the Vinaya speaks] would also be "without
rupa"
Would you say that the physical matter of Arupyadhatu is
transparent {accha, it. English trans, p. 173)? But intermediate
beings and the beings in Rupadhatu also possess transparent
physical matter.23
Would you say that the physical matter of Arupyadhatu is more
transparent and so merits being called "absence of physical
matter"? But then you should only call the highest stage of
Arupyadhatu "absence of physical matter/' for bodies will be all
the more transparent the more distinguished is the absorption of
the stage to which they belong.24
Furthermore, the physical matter of Rupadhatu (or of the
Dhyanas) cannot be perceived by an eye in a lower sphere, since it
is too transparent. How does this differ from the physical matter
that you attribute to Arupyadhatu?
Finally it is a gratutitous affirmation to maintain that the name
of the first two Dhatus (i.e., Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu)
correspond to their objects (anvarthasamjna)25 but that this is not
so in the case of Arupyadhatu.
iii. It is maintained that physical matter exists in Arupyadhatu.
There are four arguments in favor of this position:
1. It is said that life and warmth are interconnected (samsrsta)26
2. It is said that ndman (i.e., the four nonmaterial skandhas)
and physical matter support one another, like two bunches of
roses.27
3. It is said that namarupa (both the material and nonmaterial
skandhas) are caused by the consciousenss (vijnana)2*
4. It is said that consciousness does not come or go independently of physical matter, sensation, ideas, or the sarhskarasP
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These texts are not decisive, for there is reason to interpret
them:
1. The Sutra says that life (ayus) is associated with warmth,
which is physical matter. But does this refer to all types of life or
only to life in Kamadhatu?30
2. The Sutra says that ndman and rupa (the nonmaterial and
the material skandhas) support one another. But does this refer to
all of the Dhatus or only to Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu?
3. The Sutra says "vijndnapratyayam ndmarupam" ("the
nonmaterial and material skandhas are conditioned by the
consciousness").31 But does this text teach that all consciousness—
either a consciousness caused by the samskdras of Kamadhatu or
Rupadhatu, or a consciousness caused by the samskdras of
Arupyadhatu, (that is, a consciousness caused by actions retributable by an existence in Kamadhatu .. . )—is a cause of the material
and nonmaterial skandhas? Rather, it teaches that all material and
nonmaterial skandhas have consciousness for their cause.32
4. The Sutra denies that consciousness comes and goes
independently of the four "abodes of consciousness" (vijndnasthiti,
iii.7), that is, independently of rupa, vedand, samjnd, and the
samskdras. But should this Sutra be understood as meaning
"independently of all of these abodes together"?
We would say that the Sutra expresses itself in a general
manner: we do not have to interpret it, and we do not have the
right to think that it refers to Kamadhatu, etc.
The answer does not hold, for to hold to the letter of the Sutra,
one would come to absurd conclusions:
1. Life would necessarily accompany all warmth, even if it be
external warmth.
2. External physical matter would be supported by the
nonmaterial skandhas.
3. External physical matter would be caused by consciousness.
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4. There would be material food (lit.: "food taken by the
mouthfuls") in Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu, for the Sutra says, in
a general way, that there are four types of food (iii.40), in the same
way that it says in a general way that there are four "abodes of
consciousness": from whence you conclude that the "abode of
physical matter" exists in Arupyadhatu.
No, for the Sutra, while expressing itself in a general way
concerning the four types of food, formulates exceptions to the
rule: it speaks of a being "who surpasses the gods who nourish
themselves with material food";33 and it speaks of beings "who
nourish themselves with joy".34
Very well, but does not the Sutra also say, and categorically so,
that there is no physical matter in Arupyadhatu? It says, 1) "One
departs from the rupas through the Arupyas"; 2) "These states of
calm deliverance, beyond the rupas, namely the Arupyas .. .";35 3)
"There are existences without physical matter, absolutely passing
beyond the ideas of physical matter": 36 now, if physical matter
were to exist in the existences or the absorptions of Arupyadhatu,
beings who are in Arupyadhatu would have ideas of their own
physical matter. And the Sutra would not say that an ascetic
obtains these existences and absorptions by passing beyond all
ideas of physical matter.
Our opponent answers that the Sutra, in these different
passages, intends to speak not of physical matter in general, but of
gross physical matter of a lower sphere.
We answer that, in this hypothesis, 1. one should understand in
the same sense the text relative to material food, which would
exist, albeit subtly, in Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu; 2. one should
say that an ascetic leaves the rupas through the Dhyanas, and that
the Dhyanas belong to Arupyadhatu, for the Dhyanas are beyond
the coarse rupas of a lower sphere, namely Kamadhatu; 3. one
should say that, through the Arupyas, the ascetic leaves sensation
(vedana), etc., for the Arupyas are beyond the sensations of lower
spheres, and one should call them "without sensation," etc. But the
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Sutra does not express itself in this way. We then assume that the
Arupyas are beyond any and all physical matter.
[Objection.] How can the Arupyas be the "leaving" of the
rupas? The Blessed One, in fact, denies that existence (bhava) can
be the leaving of existence: "I say that one cannot leave bhava
through bhava"bl The Blessed One expresses himself in this
manner with reason, for one cannot leave a certain existence (or
mode of existence, bhava) by means of this same existence, and
one can neither leave all of the existences nor definitively leave any
existence by means of any existence whatsoever.
Finally the Blessed One says that there is rupa, vedand, sarhjnd,
the samskdras, and vijndna in the Dhyanas, and that there is
vedand . . . and vijndna in the Arupyas. If there were truly rupa in
the Arupyas, why did not the Blessed One say that there is rupa in
them, as he did for the Dhyanas?
Hence,
3c. There is no rupa in the Arupyas.
[From the two arguments given above, it follows that there is
no physical matter in Ampyadhatu. The masters who maintain the
existence of physical matter in Ampyadhatu maintain a thesis that
is false and in contradiction to reason.]
If this is the case, then when a being obtains an existence in
Ampyadhatu, his series of physical matter is cut off for numerous
cosmic periods (iii.81). When this being is finally reborn in a lower
sphere, where does his physical matter come from?38
3d. Physical matter arises from the mind (citta).
A cause was formerly produced—a certain action, etc.,—which
should ripen in physical matter; a trace (vdsand) of this cause
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remains in the mind: its efficacy now matures;39 the physical
matter that now arises arises from the mind.
But how can a mind in Arupyadhatu exist without being
supported by physical matter, тира?
Why could it not exist without physical matter?
Because it never happens here below that a mind exists
without a body.
But, by virtue of this same reasoning, you should deny that
beings in Rupadhatu live on material food. Moreover we have
already explained 40 how a mind in Arupyadhatu has nikdya
("genre") and fivita ("life") as its support.
***

Do the Arupyas receive their different names,—AkaSanantyayatana, etc.,—from the fact that they have space (dkdsa) etc., for
their objects?
No. The first three,
4a-c. AkaSunantya, Vijnananantya, and Akimcanya are
named after their preparatory exercises.
The three lower Arupyas receive their names from the fact
that, in their preparatory exercises, one considers space, etc.41
4c-d. Because of its weakness, the (next) absorption is called
Neither-Ideas-Nor-Absence of Ideas (nasamjndndpyasamjndkah).42
The Fourth Arupya receives its name from the fact that
samjndf "ideas," is very weak in it. Ideas are not active in it, but
neither is it completely without ideas.

Without doubt, one prepares himself for this Arupya by
considering, "Ideas43 are a sickness! Ideas are an ulcer! Ideas are an
arrow! The absence of ideas (dsamjnika, compare ii.41b) is
stupidity (sammoha)l44 This is calmness, this is excellent, the
Faculty of Neither-Ideas-Nor-Absence of Ideas!" But it is not by
reason of this preparatory exercise that the Fourth Arupya receives
its name.
And why is the Fourth Arupya conceived of, by the ascetic who
finds himself in the preparatory absorptions, as Neither-Ideas-NorAbsence of Ideas?45
It is because of the slightness of the ideas in it. This is the
explanation of its name.
***

5a. There are then eight things that are basic absorptions;
The Four Dhyanas and the Four Arupyas are the eight basic
absorptions.46
5b. The (first) seven are threefold.
The first seven of these eight are threefold.
5c. Enjoyment, pure, and free from the defilements.
They are associated with enjoyment, are pure, and are free
from the defilements.
5d. The eighth is twofold.
Bhavagra is associated with enjoyment and is pure, but it is not
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free from the defilements.
6a. The absorption of enjoyment is associated with thirst;
(a pure absorption is of a worldly order of good; it is the
object of enjoyment of the first; the absorption free from
the defilements is transworldly.)47
For enjoyment is itself thirst (=desire).
6b. A pure absorption is of a worldly order of good;48
Worldly good is also termed "good," because it arises in
conjunction with the pure dharmas, such as non-desire, etc. (iv.9a).
6c. It is the object of enjoyment.
Pure absorption is the object enjoyed by the absorption of
enjoyment. As soon as the pure absorption disappears, the
absorption of enjoyment that enjoys it arises. (The ascetic has then
left the pure absorption that he is enjoying; but he is concentrated
by virtue of the fact of the absorption of enjoyment which he
enjoys).49
6d. The absorption free from the defilements is transworldly.
The absorption free from the defilements is transworldly. (It
cannot be the cause of or the object of desire; hence it is not
enjoyed).
#*#

The Dhyanas are filled with "parts'* or items, but not the
Arupyas (because calmness and insight are in equal measure in
them; below, note 77 ).
How many parts50 are there in each Dhyana?
7-8. There are five parts in the First: [yitarka, vicara, joy
\prtii\ happiness [sukha], and samddhi; four in the Second:
faith and joy, etc.; five in the Third: equanimity, mindfulness, awareness (samprajndna), happiness, and samddhi;
and four in the last: mindfulness, equanimity, the sensation
of neither suffering nor happiness [aduhkhdsukha], and
samddhi]}1
There are five parts or items in the First Dhyana.52
7b. Vitarka, vicara, joy, happiness, and samddhi.
The teaching of the School is that samddhi or concentration is
at one and the same time both Dhyana and a part of this Dhyana,
whereas the other parts are only parts of Dhyana, but not Dhyana
itself.
But in our opinion, it is the same for the five-part Dhyana as
for a four-part army, which does not exist apart from its parts.53
7c. Four in the Second: faith and joy, etc.
The Second Dhyana contains four parts: joy, happiness,
concentration of the mind on a single object {cittaikagrata), and
internal purity of faith {adhydtmasamprasdda).
8a. Five in the Third: equanimity, mindfulness, awareness,
happiness, and stability {-samddhi).
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The Third Dhyana possesses five parts: 1) equanimity (not
vedanopeksa, the sensation of indifference, but samskdropeksa),
joy which is free from movement towards any 6b]ect(andbhogalaksana);54 2) mindfulness (that is, not losing sight of the motive or
reason [nimitta] for this equanimity, upeksanimittdsampramosa);55 3) samprajndnam (consciousness or awareness relating to
this mindfulness); 4) happiness; and 5) samddhi: sthiti or stability
is a synonym for samddhi, as the Sutra says, "What is right
samddhi? It is stability of the mind."
8b. And four in the last: mindfulness, equanimity, the
sensation of neither suffering nor happiness, and samddhi.
The Fourth Dhyana possesses four parts: 1) the sensation of
indifference (lit.: the sensation of neither suffering nor happiness), 2) pure equanimity (upeksaparisuddhi), 3) pure mindfulness, and 4) samddhi.
These are the eighteen parts of the Dhyanas: the First and the
Third Dhyanas have five parts each, and the Second and the
Fourth Dhyanas have four parts each. In respect to their names,
there are eighteen parts. (But how many of these eighteen are
distinct things?)
9a. Regarded as things, there are eleven parts.56
Regarded as things or substances (dravya), there are eleven
parts.
There are five in the First Dhyana, plus 1) internal purity or
faith in the Second Dhyana; 3-5) equanimity, mindfulness,
awareness and happiness in the Third Dhyana; and 6) the
sensation of neither suffering nor happiness in the Fourth
Dhyana.
There are then some parts of the First Dhyana that are not

parts of the Second Dhyana. There are four alternatives: 1) parts
of the First Dhyana that are not parts of the Second Dhyana,
namely vitarka and vicdra; 2) part of the Second Dhyana that is not
part of the First Dhyana, namely faith; 3) parts common to the
First and the Second Dhyanas, namely joy, happiness, and
concentration of the mind on a single object (cittaikdgrata); and 4)
parts that do not belong to either of the First or the Second
Dhyanas, namely all of the other parts.
The correspondance of the parts of the other Dhyanas is
established according to the same principles.
***

Why do you say that the happiness of the Third Dhyana
constitutes a separate thing?
Because the happiness of the Third Dhyana is agreeable
sensation (sukha vedand), whereas
9b. In the first two Dhyanas, happiness {sukha) signifies
well-being (prasrabdhi)?1
In the First and Second Dhyana, prasrabdhi ('karmanyata,
"aptitude" or well-being," ii, English trans.p. 191) is called
happiness: here we have prasrabdhisukha, happiness which
consists of prasrabdhi.In the Third Dhyana, there is only the
sensation of happiness (sukha vedand).™
In fact, in the first two Dhyanas, there can be no faculty of
happiness (sukhendriya).
The reason for this is: 1) the happiness attributed to these
Dhyanas cannot be bodily happiness,59 in light of the fact that the
five sense consciousnesses are absent in a person who has entered
into contemplation;60
2. the happiness attributed to these Dhyanas cannot be mental
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happiness because these Dhyanas possess joy. Now joy is
"satisfaction'' (saumanasya) and it is inadmissible for joy and
happiness, even happiness of sensation, to coexist; they cannot
even succeed one another, for the First Dhyana possesses five
parts, and the Second, only four.
[Thesis of the Darstantikas:]
i. In the first three Dhyanas, there is no mental sensation of
happiness, but only a bodily sensation of happiness, which
constitutes the part called "happiness" of these Dhyanas (and is
activated in the course of the absorption).61
Objection: In this hypothesis you should explain how the Sutra
could say, "What is the faculty of happiness (sukhendriya)? The
bodily and mental sensation of happiness produced by reason of an
agreeable contact is what is called the faculty of happiness."
This reasoning is not authentic, answer the Darstantikas, as
the word "mental" (caitasika) has been added. In all the sects the
text merely reads "bodily happiness."
Further, they continue, regarding the part of the Third Dhyana
called happiness, the Sutra says in its own words that, in this
Dhyana the ascetic "experiences happiness through his body"
(sukham . . . kdyena sampravedayate).62 Would one maintain that
the word "through the body" {kdyena) signifies "through the body
of the mind" (manahkdyena = manahsamuddyena, "through the
accumulation which is the mind"), and that one should translate,
"the ascetic experiences happiness through this complex which is
the manas"?63
ii. [The explanation of the Vaibhasikas,] that the happiness
part of the first two Dhyanas is well-being (prasrabdhi, karmanyata) is untenable, for the well-being of the Fourth Dhyana is
certainly greater than the well-being of the first two Dhyanas, and
the Sutra does not attribute a happiness part to the Fourth
Dhyana.64
[If the Vaibhasikas answer,] "The well-being of the first two
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Dhyanas is called happiness because it is favorable to the sensation
of happiness, whereas the well-being of the Fourth Dhyana does
not have this character," [then the Darstantikas will answer,] "The
well-being of the Third Dhyana, like that of the first two, is
favorable to the sensation of happiness; why do the Vaibhasikas
not attribute prasrabdhisukha, happiness which consists of
well-being, to the Third Dhyana, but rather a happiness consisting
of an agreeable mental sensation (vedandsukha)?"
[If the Vaibhasikas answer,] "In the Third Dhyana, well-being
whose character is karmanyata or aptitude (ii, English trans, p. 91)
is opposed by equanimity, whose character is akarmanyatd" [the
Darstantikas will deny the truth of this assertation:] for them
well-being is accumulated through equanimity, since it results from
the fact that the well-being of the Third Dhyana is greater than the
well-being of the first two Dhyanas.
Finally, the Sutra says, 65 "When the Noble Sravaka, having
realized the joy born of separation, abides in absorption, then five
dharmas have been abandoned by him, and he has achieved the
cultivation of five dharmas, namely joy, well-being, happiness,
prajna, and samddhi" In this Sutra, well-being is listed separately
from happiness; it should be distinct from happiness in order for
the list of the five dharmas to be complete. Thus, in the first two
Dhyanas, happiness is not well-being.66
iii. [Objection of the Vaibhasikas:] In order for the happiness
of the first two Dhyanas to be agreeable bodily sensation, it is
necessary for the person in absorption to produce a consciousness
of touch {kdyavijnana). And this is not possible. [Answer of the
Darstantikas:] In the state of absorption, the body is penetrated by
a wind born of excellent mental concentration (samddhi); this
wind is a tangible which is agreeably felt (sukhavedaniya) and is
called well-being. Hence there is produced a consciousness of touch
(together with the agreeable sensation associated with this
consciousness).
[The Vaibhasikas:] When this consciousness is produced, there
is "a distraction of the mind towards an external object*': hence the
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ascetic would fall away from his samadhi.
Answer of the Darstantikas:] No, for agreeable or happy bodily
sensation which arises from samadhi, being internal, is favorable
to samadhi.61
[The Vaibhasikas:] But would the ascetic fall away from the
samadhi when he produces the consciousness of touch?
[Answer of the Darstantikas:] No, and for this same reason:
this consciousness is favorable to samadhi. Immediately after the
appearance of this consciousness, the samadhi is taken up again.68
[The Vaibhasikas:] How can the body (kdyendriya), which is in
Kamadhatu, give rise to a touch consciousness (i.e., prasrabdhi),
which is, according to you, a type of wind in Rupadhatu (i.47c)?
[The Darstantikas:] This criticism does not hold, for this
consciousness of touch is produced by reason of well-being. 69
[The Vaibhasikas:] There is a difficulty in regarding well-being
as a tangible.70 Let us suppose that the ascetic is in possession of
transworldly, undefiled Dhyana: the tangible (well-being) and the
consciousness of touch (kdyavijnana)
which he has will be
undefiled, for some of the parts of defiled Dhyana cannot be
undefiled, while the others are defiled. [Now the Sutra says that
"All eyes . . . all tangibles are defiled".]
[The Darstantikas:] There is no contradiction here. In fact
physical well-being {kdyasya karmanyatd) is defined as "a part of
Bodhi."71 If the Vaibhasikas answer, "Even though it is not a part
of Bodhi, it is so defined because it is favorable to the part of Bodhi
called well-being and which is mental well-being," we would say
that, for the same reason, one can consider bodily well-being as
undefiled. [If the Vaibhasikas answer,] "Bodily well-being cannot
be undefiled, for the Siitra declares that all tangible things are
defiled,"72 we would say that this Sutra is of intentional meaning
and refers to all tangible things with the exception of physical
well-being, to the consciousnesses of touch with the exception of
the consciousness of touch which cognizes well-being.

[The Vaibhasikas:] Do you admit that certain parts of
undefiled dhyana are undefiled, and that certain parts are not
undefiled?
[The Darstantikas:] The undefiled part is not simultaneous to
the non-undefiled part; we know indeed that (bodily) happiness
does not exist at the same time as (mental) joy.
[The Vaibhasikas:] Then the First Dhyana will not have five
parts, and the Second Dhyana will not have four parts.
[The Darstantikas:] If Scripture attributes the parts of
happpiness and joy to the first two Dhyanas, this is because these
Dhyanas are susceptible, successively, to happiness and joy; in the
same way Scripture attributes vitarka and vicdra—which can only
exist successively—to the First Dhyana.
[The Vaibhasikas:] We affirm that vitarka and vicdra coexist;
but the example that you cite to prove the non-coexistence of the
parts is not proved.
[The Darstantikas:] This example is proved; for vitarka, which
is a coarse mental state, and vicdra, which is a subtle mental state,
are contradictory and cannot coexist.73 And you did not say what
harm there is in their not coexisting.74
Let us consider the theory of the "parts": one determines the
specific features of the Second Dhyana and of those following by
eliminating two, three, or four parts: it is for this reason that the
First Dhyana is said to contain five parts, because the other
Dhyanas are defined by the elimination, successively and in order,
of the first four of these parts. This is why ideas (samjnd) and the
other dharmas of the First Dhyana are not considered as parts, for
they are not cut off in the following Dhyanas. If you do not accept
this explanation, then why does the First Dhyana have only five
parts?
But, [say the Vaibhasikas,] the five parts are only called parts
because they are useful to the Dhyana. No, this cannot be the case,
[answer the Darstantikas,] since mindfulness and prajitd are more
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useful to the Dhyana than are vitarka and vicdra.

A certain school 75 maintains the system that has been
presented, but the ancient masters (purvdcdryas) are not in
agreement on this.76 Consequently the point should be further
examined.77
***

What is the dharma called "internal purity (or faith)"
(adhydtmasamprasdda)?78
When the agitation of vitarka and vicdra has come to an end,
the series flows calmly and clearly: this is what is called internal
purity. As a river agitated by waves, so too the series, by reason of
the agitation of vitarka and vicdra, is not calm or clear. [This is the
explanation of the Sautruntikas.]
But if we admit this explanation, then internal purity is not a
thing in and of itself. Thus there will not be eleven things in the
Dhyanas. Then one must say
9c. Purity is faith.79
Purity (prasdda) is a thing in and of itself, namely faith
(fraddbd). When the ascetic acquires the Second Dhyana, he
produces a profound faith: he admits that the spheres of
absorption themselves can be abandoned. This faith is called
internal purity. Faith, having purity (prasdda, vi.75) for its
characteristic, is called purity. Having abandoned externals, it
flows equally and so prasdda is internal and equal; hence it is
termed "internal purity" or adhydtmasamprasdda.*0
According to other masters [the Sautrantikas], vitarka, vicdra,
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samadhi, and internal purity are not separate things.
[The Sarvastivadins:] If these are not separate things, how can
one say that they are mental dharmas?
[The Sautrantikas:] Some special states of mind receive the
name of mental states because they arise in the mind.81
But the system of the Abhidharma does not admit this theory.82

[Objection of the Sautrantikas:] You have said that joy is
satisfaction (saumanasya), a happy or agreeable mental sensation.
How would you establish this definition?
If joy is not satisfaction, then what is the dharma that is called
joy?
We follow another school. 83 According to this school, there
exists a dharma distinct from satisfaction, a mental state called joy.
The hapiness of the three Dhyanas is satisfaction; hence joy, which
is distinguished from happiness, is distinct from satisfaction. It is
not admissible that happiness, in the Dhyanas, is satisfaction.
9c-d. Joy is satisfaction. This is proved by two texts.84
The Blessed One says in the Viparitasutra,*5 "In the Third
Dhyana the faculty of satisfaction {saumanasyendriya) which has
previously arisen is destroyed without remnant; in the Fourth
Dhyana, the faculty of happiness (sukhendriya) is destroyed
without remnant."
He says in another Sutra,86 "By reason of the abandoning of the
faculty of happiness and the faculty of suffering, and by reason of
the previous disappearance of the faculty of dissatisfaction
(daurmanayendriya) and the faculty of satisfaction."
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These two texts prove that there is no faculty of satisfaction in
the Third Dhyana. Hence joy is satisfaction, and not happiness.
***

Does defiled dhyana possess the parts that we have just
studied?
No.
What are the parts that are absent in each defiled dhyana?
lOa-c. In the defiled Dhyanas there is no joy, happiness,
faith, sampradhih (=awareness, samprajanya), mindfulness,
pure equanimity nor pure mindfulness.
When it is defiled, the First Dhyana does not contain joy and
happiness "arisen from separation", because it is not separated
from the defilements of Kamadhatu (see Vibhdsa, TD 27, p.
8l4a23).
The Second Dhyana does not contain internal purity (=faith),
because it is troubled by the defilements; the defilements cause it to
be unclear.
The Third Dhyana does not contain mindfulness and awareness, because it is confused by a defiled happiness.
The Fourth Dhyana does not contain the purity of equanimity
or the purity of mindfulness, because it is soiled by the defilements.
That is what some say.
lOd. According to some, (there is no) well-being and
equanimity.
According to others, there is no 1) well-being in the first two
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Dhyanas, and 2) no equanimity in the last two, because well-being
and equanimity are dharmas that are only found in a pure mind
(kusalamahabhilmika, ii.25).
***

The Blessed One teaches that three Dhyanas are "disturbed"
(sa-injita) because of "faults" (apaksdlas)*7
lla-b. As it is free from the eight faults, the Fourth is
undisturbed.
What are the eight faults?
llc-d. Vitarka and vicdra, the two breaths, and the four of
which happiness is the first.
The eight faults are vitarka, vicdra, happiness, suffering,
satisfaction, dissatisfaction, inbreathing, and outbreathing. None
of these eight is found in the Fourth Dhyana: this is why it alone is
termed "undisturbed." It is true that the Sutra says that the Fourth
Dhyana is undisturbed because it is not agitated by vitarka and
vicdra, by joy and happiness.88 (But the intention of this passage is
not to attribute the breaths, etc., to the Fourth Dhyana; the Sutra is
merely noting its difference from the other Dhyanas.)
According to others, the Fourth Dhyana is "undisturbed''
(anenjyarn) because it is like a lamp which, in a sealed place, is not
agitated by the wind.
***

Do the arisings of dhyana existences (dhydnopapattayah) or
existences in Rupadhatu, possess the same sensations (vedands) as
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do the absorption of the Dhyanas?
No, they do not.
Why is this?
12. In the dhyana existences, there is satisfaction, happi
ness, and equanimity; equanimity and sumanaskata {-saumanasya, satisfaction); happiness and equanimity; and
equanimity.89
a. In the First Dhyana existence, there are three sensations: 1)
the sensation of happiness (sukhavedand) associated with three
consciousnesses (eye, ear, and body consciousness); 2) the
sensation of satisfaction of the sphere of the mind consciousness
(manovijndna); and 3) the sensation of equanimity associated with
four consciousnesses (eye, ear, body, and manas).
b. In the Second Dhyana existence, there are two sensations,
namely satisfaction and equanimity, both of the sphere of the
manas. There is no happiness here, because the five sense
consciousnesses are absent.90
с In the Third Dhyana existence, there are two sensations,
namely happiness 91 and equanimity, both of the sphere of the
manas.
d. In the Fourth Dhyana existence, there is a single sensation,
the sensation of equanimity.
Such is, with respect to the sensations, the differences between
the Dhyana existences and the absorptions of dhyana.
***

If, from the Second Dhyana on, three consciousnesses (eye, ear,
and body consciousness) are absent, as well as vitarka and vicara,
how can beings born in the three higher Dhyanas see, hear, and
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touch? How can they produce the bodily or vocal act of informing
(vijnaptikarman, iv.7d; see also i.46 and following)?
We do not say that beings who are born in these Dhyanas lack
visual consciousness, etc. They possess these consciousnesses, but
not in the Second, the Third or the Fourth Dhyanas:
13a-c. In the Second Dhyana and above, the body, eye, and
ear consciousnesses, and the consciousness that sets the act
of informing into motion belong to the sphere of the First
Dhyana.92
The eye consciousness, etc., and the consciousness that sets into
motion the act of informing do not exist in the Second Dhyana and
above.93 But the beings of these Dhyanas manifest these consciousnesses, in the same way as they manifest a fictive mind of
creation (nirmdnacitta) of a lower sphere,94 and, by means of these
consciousnesses, they see, hear, touch, and produce the action of
informing.
13d. These consciousnesses are undefiled-neutral.
The four dhyanas which beings in the Second Dhyana and
above manifest, belong to the sphere of the First Dhyana. Hence
they are not defiled, because these beings are detached from the
lower spheres; but they are not good, because the good of a lower
sphere is less good.95
***

How does the acquisition of the absorptions of Rupadhatu and
Arupyadhatu take place accordingly as they are pure, undefiled, or
defiled? (see viii.5).
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14a-b. One who does not possess them acquires them, pure,
through detachment or through birth.
One who does not possess these absorptions obtains them by
detaching oneself from a lower sphere or by taking up birth in a
lower sphere (adhobhumyupapattitas),96 with the exception of the
fourth absorption of Arupyadhatu, or Bhavagra, which one
acquires solely by detaching oneself from the third absorption.
What is the meaning of the expression, "He who does not
possess them"?
This signifies "One who has not acquired them or who has lost
them." In fact a person who possesses these pure absorptions of
the falling (hanabhagiya) class, etc. (viii.17) can, through
cultivation, obtain pure absorptions of a higher class (i.e., of
penetration, nirvedhabhdgiya)\ one who possesses pure absorptions of the duration {sthitibhagiya) class can, through falling,
obtain pure absorptions of the falling class.
The Vibhdsd97 also says, "Can one acquire a pure dhydna
through detachment? Can one abandon a pure dhydna through
detachment? Can one acquire a pure dhydna through falling? Can
one abandon a pure dhydna through falling? Can one acquire a
pure dhydna through birth? Can one abandon a pure dhydna
through birth? Yes, in the case of the First Dhyana of the falling
class."
In fact, 1) one obtains this dhydna through detachment from
Kamadhatu; 2) one loses it through detachment from Brahmaloka
(: by passing through the Second Dhyana); 3) one obtains it by
falling from detachment in Brahmaloka; 4) one loses it by falling
from detachment in Kamadhatu; 5) one obtains it by rebirth from
here up to Brahmaloka; and 6) one loses it by rebirth into
Kamadhatu. [Hsuan-tsang: The same for the absorptions of the
other spheres].
14c. One acquires them, undefiled, through detachment.
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That is, "one who does not possess them." The Aryan who
detaches himself from a lower sphere acquires the undefiled
absorption of a higher sphere. This rule only refers to the ascetic
who has completely abandoned the absorption in question.
One who already possesses an absorption acquires this same
absorption of undefiled quality under other conditions. Through
the knowledge of extinction (ksayajndna, vi.44d), one acquires the
undefiled absorption of an Asaiksa; through the perfectioning of
his faculties {indriyasarhcdra, vi.60), one acquires an undefiled
absorption of a Saiksa or an Asaiksa, according to the case.
[Hsuan-tsang: The undefiled absorption, already possessed, is
again acquired through cultivation or through falling, as explained
above.]
But cannot one say that the ascetic, through entry into the
certitude of the acquisition of absolute good {samyaktvaniydma,
vi.26a), acquires undefiled absorption for the first time?98
No, for the ascetic who, before pursuing the acquisition of the
result of the state of Sakrdagamin, has obtained the result of the
state of Srotaapanna (an dnupurvana, ii.l6c) can enter into this
certitude in the state of Anagamya (viii.22c); he does not
necessarily acquire the basic absorption. [Hsuan-tsang: Now the
Treatise only examines the case that necessarily includes the
acquisition of the absorptions.]
I4d. One acquires them, defiled, through falling and
through birth.
One who falls from the detachment of a sphere acquires the
defiled absorption of this sphere. One who, dying in a higher
sphere and reborn in a lower sphere, acquires the defiled
absorption of this second sphere.
##*
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How many types of absorptions arises after how many types of
absorptions?
1. Six absorptions can arise after the first undefiled dhyana:
1-2) pure and undefiled absorption of the same sphere;99 and 3-6)
pure and undefiled absorption of the Second and Third Dhyanas.
2. Seven absorptions can arise after undefiled Akimcanyayatana: 1-2) pure and undefiled absorption of the same sphere; 3-6)
pure and undefiled absorption of Vijnananantyayatana and
AkaSanantyayatana;100 and 7) pure absorption of Naivasamjfianasamjnayatana, because this ayatana does not contain any undefiled
absorption.
3. Eight absorptions can arise after the Second undefiled
Dhyana: 1-2) pure and undefiled absorption of the same sphere;
and 3-8) pure and undefiled absorption of the Third, Fourth, and
First Dhyana.
4. Nine absorptions can arise after undefiled Vijnananantyayatana: 1-2) two of the same sphere; 3-6) four, namely two of
Akasanantyayatana and two of the Fourth Dhyana; and 7-9) three,
two of Akimcanyayatana and one of Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana.
5. According to these same principles, one will see that ten
absorptions can arise after the dhyana and arupya absorptions not
specified above.101
The rule is formulated briefly:
15a-c. After the undefiled, up to the third sphere above or
below, there arises the good.
[The word "good" designates the pure absorption and the
undefiled absorption, for both are morally good (iv.8).]
After an undefiled absorption, we have: 1) either two types of
absorption of the same sphere as this undefiled absorption, namely
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pure and undefiled; or 2) two types of absorption, pure or
undefiled, of a higher sphere or of a lower sphere until the third in
either direction. In fact, by reason of its too great distance, the
ascetic is not capable of jumping over two spheres.
After inferential knowledge {anvayajndna, vii.3c), one can
enter into the absorptions of Arupyadhatu, but not after the
knowledge of the dharmas (dbarmajndna), because this has a lower
sphere for its object.
We have seen which absorptions arise after the undefiled
absorptions.
15c-d. The same after the pure, by adding the defiled of its
sphere.
A defiled absorption of the same sphere can arise after any
pure absorption. The rest as for the undefiled absorption. 102 A
defiled absorption cannot arise after an undefiled absorption.
16a. After the defiled, the pure and the defiled of its sphere.
A pure or a defiled absorption of the same sphere can arise
after a defiled absorption.
16b. And the pure of a lower sphere.
Wearied of the defilements of the sphere in which one finds
oneself,—defilements belonging to the defiled absorption of a
higher sphere,—the ascetic produces an esteem for the pure
absorption of a lower sphere. Therefore, after the defiled
absorption of a higher sphere (the Second Dhyana), a pure
absorption of a lower sphere (the First Dhyana) can arise.
There is a difficulty. If an ascetic were in a position to distinctly
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know a defiled absorption and a pure absorption, he would be able
to pass from the higher defiled absorption to the lower pure
absorption. But, being defiled, he is not capable of this distinct
knowledge; how then can he, after a defiled absorption, produce a
pure absorption?
By the force of a previous resolution (pranidhdna). He made
the resolution, "May I be able to obtain a lower pure absorption!
What have I to do with a higher defiled absorption?" The "series"
develops of itself by reason of this resolution, and, as a consequence, the lower absorption arises after the higher defiled
absorption, in the same way as a person forms the resolution to
sleep until a certain time, falls asleep, and then wakes up at that
fixed time.
###

The undefiled absorptions, of whichever sphere, never arise
after a defiled absorption. [There is no reciprocal generation
between these two types, whereas a pure absorption is in
reciprocal generation with both the undefiled and defiled
absorptions.]
We have said that the defiled absorption that succeeds the pure
or defiled absorption is always of the sphere of the absorption
which it follows. This rule should be understood of life in the
course of the absorption; but
16c-d. At death, after the pure, the defiled of any type can
arise.103
At death, a defiled mind of any sphere can arise following a
pure absorption obtained through birth.
I6d. After the defiled, nothing higher.
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At death, only a defiled mind of the same sphere or a lower
sphere can follow Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu.
*#*

We have seen that the undefiled absorption can follow the pure
absorptions; but it cannot follow all types of pure absorptions.
17a-b. The pure absorption is of four types, of falling, etc.
The pure (suddhaka) absorption is of four types: of falling
(hdnabhdglya), of duration {sthitibhagiya), of progress (visesabhdgtya), and of penetration {nirvedhabhdgtya). Nevertheless, the pure
absorption of Naivasamjfianasamjnayatana is only of three types,
excluding the category of the pure absorption of progress, because
it has no higher sphere.104
What are these four types?
17b-d. In order, they are suitable to the arising of the
defilements, to its own sphere, to a higher sphere, to the
undefiled.
When the pure absorption is of such a nature that it tends to
lead to the arising of the defilements, it is called an absorption "of
falling."
When the pure absorption tends to lead to its own sphere, it is
called an absorption "of duration."
When the pure absorption tends to lead to a higher sphere, it is
called an absorption "of progress."
When the pure absorption tends to lead to the undefiled
absorption, it is called an absorption "of penetration" (vi.20a).
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Therefore it is from this last category of pure absorptions that the
undefiled absorption arises.
***

What is the reciprocal generation of these four categories of
absorption?
18a-b. After the absorption of falling, etc., two, three, three,
one.
After the absorption of falling, there can arise absorptions of
falling and duration.105
After the absorption of duration, three can arise, with the
exception of the absorption of penetration.
After the absorption of progress, three can arise, with the
exception of the absorption of falling.
After the absorption of penetration, only an absorption of
penetration can arise.
We have seen (viii.l5a-c) that immediately after a pure
absorption or an undefiled absorption of a certain sphere, there
can arise a pure absorption of an undefiled absorption of the third
sphere above or below. When this is produced, the ascetic passes
over a sphere and changes the characteristics of his absorption: he
cultivates what is called the "transitional absorption" {vyutkrdntakasamdpatti). How is this absorption actualized?
18c-19b. Going and coming in two ways over the eight
spheres, in immediate succession, by passing over one
sphere, going to the third sphere of a different type, is
called "transitional absorption".106
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"Going and coming": "to go" is to take up the absorptions in
ascending order; "to come" is to take up the absorptions in
descending (or reverse) order.
"In two ways'* refers to undefiled absorption and defiled
absorption. This refers to the pure absorptions, not to the defiled
absorptions.
"The eight spheres" means the Four Dhyana absorptions, and
the Four Arupya absorptions.
"In immediate succession" signifies by degrees.
"By passing over one sphere" means by skipping a sphere.
The preparatory exercise (prayoga) includes four successive
disciplines: 1) cultivation of the eight defiled absorptions in
ascending and descending order; 2) when this cultivation is
assured, there is cultivation of the seven undefiled absorptions in
ascending and descending order; 3) when this cultivation is
assured, then the ascetic, in order to gain mastery in absorption,
passes from the first defiled dhydna into the third dhydna of this
same quality; from this he passes into Akasanantyayatana, from
this into Akimcanyayatana; and he then descends in the same way,
since all of the absorptions are defiled; 4) when this cultivation is
assured, there is cultivation in the same way, and in the two ways,
of the undefiled absorptions.
When the ascetic is capable of passing from the first defiled
dhydna into the third undefiled dhydna, from this into defiled
Akasanantyayatana, from this into undefiled Akimcanyayatana,
and to return in the same way, then he has realized the entry into
the third absorption of a different quality and has returned from
this absorption: the transitional absorption has been achieved.107
It is impossible to skip over two spheres and enter into a
fourth, because a fourth sphere is too distant.
The transitional absorption is cultivated only by humans of the
Three Dvlpas; by Arhats who are non-circumstantially delivered,
that is, those who realize absorption of their own accord, those
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who are delivered independently of circumstances (the asamayavimukta Arhats, vi.57) because they possess mastery in absorption.
The Drstipraptas (vi.31c), that is, the ascetics in whom prajnd
dominates, (who are informed by speculative views, drsti), are of
keen faculties and possess mastery in absorption; but they lack the
first condition. Arhats whose liberation is occasional and
circumstantial (the samayavimukta Arhats, vi.56c) have destroyed
the defilements, but the second condition is absent. Both are
therefore incapable of cultivating the transitional absorption.
***

How many dhydna and drupya absorptions can be actualized by
beings in different spheres?
19c-d. The dhydna and drupya absorptions have for their
support (dsraya) beings of their own spheres or of a lower
sphere.
A being in Bhavagra (=Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana) can
actualize the absorption of Bhavagra. Beings in lower spheres
down to Kamadhatu can actualize it also. In the same way the
absorptions of the other spheres can be actualized by beings who
are in the sphere of these absorptions or in lower spheres. But a
being reborn in a higher sphere cannot actualize the absorption of
a lower sphere:
19d. A lower absorption has no usefulness.
An absorption of a lower sphere does not have even the
smallest amount of usefulness for a being born in a higher sphere,
because this absorption is, by comparison, mediocre.108
Such is the general rule, which admits of one exception:
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20a-b. But, in Bhavagra, it is by entering the Aryan
absorption of Akimcanya that one destroys the defilements.
A being born in Bhavagra realizes the Aryan, that is, the
undefiled absorption of Akimcanyayatana in order to destroy the
defilements relating to Bhavagra. In fact, the pure (=undefiled)
Path cannot be cultivated in Bhavagra;109 but on the other hand,
Akimcanya is very close to it.
***

What is the object of the Dhyana and Arupya absorptions?
20c. Associated with thirst, absorption has its own existence {bhava) for its object.
"Absorption associated with thirst" (=desire) signifies the
absorption of enjoyment (viii.6). It has for its object "its own
bhava" that is, the bhava of its sphere. Bhava signifies "that which
is defiled" [This is another manner of presenting the doctrine of
viii.6: the absorption of enjoyment has for its object a pure but
defiled absorption, not an undefiled absorption]. It does not have a
lower sphere for its object, for the ascetic that cultivates the
absorption of enjoyment of a certain sphere is detached from the
lower sphere.110 He does not have a higher sphere for his object,
for the spheres are delimited by desire.111 He does not have an
undefiled absorption for his object, which would imply that it is
pure.112
20d. Pure absorption has all that exists for its object.
The pure or undefiled absorption takes as its object all of the
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dharmas that exist, conditioned (samskrta) and unconditioned
(asamskrta).nb Nevertheless
21a-b. The pure Arupya absorptions of the principal
spheres do not have lower defiled absorptions for their
object.
The pure absorptions cultivated in the principal spheres of
Arupyadhatu—in opposition to the Dhyana absorptions and to the
absorptions cultivated in the sdmantakas of Arupyadhatu (viii.22)
—do not have for their object the defiled dharmas of lower
spheres, but the dharmas of their own sphere or of a higher
sphere.
The undefiled dharmas grasp all inferential knowledge
{anvayajndna, vii.3c) for their object, the sarvanvayajndnapaksa;
they do not concern themselves with the knowledge of the
dharmas (the dharmajndna, whose object, namely Kamadhatu, is
too distant); they no longer concern themselves with the
extinction (which is undefiled) of a lower sphere, which would be
possible only if they were concerned with this sphere.
The absorptions cultivated in the sdmantakas of Arupyadhatu
have for their object the lower sphere, for they include an
irresistable Path {dnantaryamdrga) whose sole object is the lower
sphere.114
***

Among the three types of dhyana and arupya absorptions,—
undefiled and supermundane (andsrava), pure (suddhaka), and
defiled (klista),—which one destroys the defilements (klesas)?
21c-d. The defilements are abandoned through the undefiled absorptions.

^__
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Any undefiled absorption is capable of cutting off the
defilements; not the pure absorptions, nor even less, the defiled
absorptions.
The pure absorption does not cut off the defilements of a lower
sphere, for the ascetic can only obtain the pure absorption of a
certain sphere because he is detached from a lower sphere; he does
not cut off the defilements of his sphere, for he does not oppose
these defilements; 115 he does not cut off the defilements of a
higher sphere, because they are more subtle than he himself.
2Id. And also by means of the sdmantakas, (likewise pure).
If the sdmantakas of the dhyanas and the ampyas are pure, they
cut off the defilements, because they are opposed to a lower sphere.
***

How many sdmantakas, prefatory or threshold absorptions, are
there?
22a. There are eight sdmantakas in the basic absorptions.
Each basic absorption has a sdmantaka or prefatory absorption,
through which one enters into the basic absorption.
Are the sdmantakas of three types,—undefiled, pure, or
defiled,—like the basic absorptions? Do they possess the same
sensations {vedand, namely joy or prtti in the first two Dhyanas,
happiness or sukha in the Third, and equanimity or upeksa in the
Fourth) as they do?
22b. They are pure; they possess the sensation of equanimity.116
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The samantakas are exclusively pure and are associated with
the sensation of equanimity, because one traverses them through
effort, because the abhorance of the lower sphere has not yet
disappeared, 117 and because they are the Path by which one
detaches oneself from the lower sphere. 118 Therefore they only
contain the sensation of equanimity and they are not associated
with enjoyment.
22c. The first is also Aryan.
The first sdmantaka is called Anagamya.119 It is of two types,
pure and Aryan, that is, undefiled.
The sdmantaka mind through which one enters an existence is
defiled; but the sdmantaka mind through which one enters
absorption cannot be defiled, for this thesis has been refuted
(above, p. 1253, line 16).120
22c. Some say that it is threefold.121
Other masters say that the Anagamya sdmantaka is also
associated with enjoyment.122
**#

Does dhydnantara, the intermediate dhyana, differ or not from
sdmantaka?
It differs from it. In fact sdmantaka is the door to detachment
from a lower sphere, but this is not the case for dhydnantara.
Furthermore
22d. Dhydnantara is without vitarka.l2b

_ _ _
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The First basic dhydna and the first sdmantaka are associated
with vitarka and vicdra. In the seven higher absorptions (the basic
Dhyanas and their sdmantakas), there is neither vitarka nor vicdra.
Only dhydndntara is filled with vicdra without being filled with
vitarka; consequently it is superior to the First Dhyana but inferior
to the Second. This is why it is called dhydndntara, or intermediate
dhydna.124
Consequently in the higher spheres there is no dhydndntara,
for the other spheres do not have, like the First, a higher and a
lower (visesdbhdvdt).125
***

To how many categories does dhydndntara belong? What
sensation does it have?
23a. To three;
It can be associated with enjoyment, a pure absorption, and an
undefiled absorption.
23b. It has the sensation of equanimity.
Like the prefatory or threshold absorptions (sdmantakas), it
has the neither-disagreeable-nor-agreeable sensation, for it is
associated with the faculty of equanimity (iv.48). One progresses
through it through effort (abhisamskdravdhin)126 and therefore it
cannot be associated with satisfaction (saumanasya). Hence it is
considered to be a "difficult path" (duhkha pratipad, vi.66).
What is the result of dhydndntara?
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23c. It has Mahabrahma for its result.127
Whoever cultivates this absorption to the highest degree is
reborn as Mahabrahma.
***

[We have explained the absorptions or samdpattis.12*
What are the samddhisP]
The Sutra129 says that there are three types of samddhi: 1)
samddhi with vitarka and vicdra, 2) samddhi without vitarka but
with vicdra, and 3) samddhi without vitarka and vicdra. Dhydndntara is samddhi without vitarka but with vicdra.
As for dhyandntara,
23d-e. Up to it, samddhi exists with vitarka and vicdra;
(beyond, samddhi exists without either).130
All samddhi that is below dhyandntara contains vitarka and
vicdra. This refers to the First Dhyana and to any other samddhi
supported by the First Dhyana.131
23e. Beyond, samddhi exists without either.
Above dhyandntara, all samddhi is without vitarka and vicdra,
from the sdmantaka of the Second Dhyuna to the Fourth Ariipya
absorption.
The Sutra132 teaches that there are three absorptions, the
absorption of emptiness (sunyatdsamddhi), the absorption of the
absence of characteristics, (dnimittasamddhi)9 and the absorption
of the absence of intention (apranihitasamddhi).
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24a. The absence of characteristics has the aspect of the
Tranquil.133
The absorption associated with the aspect of the Truth of
Extinction (nirodhasatya),—that is, the absorption in which the
ascetic considers extinction,—is called the absorption of the
absence of characteristics. This absorption has four aspects.134
Why does it receive this name?
Because Nirvana or extinction, being free from ten characteristics {nimittd) is called animitta. The absorption that has Nirvana
for its object is thus dnimitta.nb The ten characteristics or marks
{nimittd) are: 1-5) the five dyatanas, external sources of the sense
consciousnesses, physical matter (rupa), sound, etc.; 6-7) male and
female; and 8-10) the three characteristics of conditioned things
(the samskrtalaksanas, ii.45), arising, duration-and-change, and
death.
24b-c. Emptiness has the aspects of emptiness and non-self.136
The absorption associated with the two aspects of emptiness
(sunya) and of non-self (andtman) is called the absorption of
emptiness (Mnyatdsamddhi). There are thus two aspects, the last
two aspects of the Truth of Suffering.
24c-d. The absence of intention is associated with the other
Truths.
The absorption of the absence of intention is "the absorption
that grasps the other ten aspects.
On the one hand, there are aspects of impermanence (anitya)
and suffering {duhkha, the first two aspects of the Truth of
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Suffering) and the four aspects of the Truth of Origin, which
provoke dread (udvega), and on the other hand, the four aspects of
the Path, for the Path is like a raft and should necessarily be
abandoned.137
The absorption that grasps these ten aspects is turned toward
the passing beyond of things that are impermanent, suffering,
arising, and the Path; it is then called apranihita, free from
pranidhana, the will or desire for something.
On the contrary however, Nirvana, under these four aspects
and as the object of the absorption of the absence of intention,
should not be abandoned; and the last two aspects of the Truth of
Suffering, namely emptiness and non-self, the object of the
absorption of emptiness, do not provoke dread, for these two
aspects belong to Nirvana as well as to conditioned things.
***

These three absorptions (samddhi) are of two types
25a. Pure or immaculate (amala).lb8
They are pure (suddhaka) or immaculate, that is undef iled
(andsrava), acordingly as they are worldly or transworldly.
Worldly, they exist in eleven spheres; transworldly, they exist in
the sphere of the Path.139
25b. Immaculate, they are the three gates to deliverance
(vimoksamukha).140
When they are undefiled, they are also called "the gates to
deliverance", because they are effectively the gates leading to
Nirvana or deliverance (moksa). We have emptiness as a gate to
deliverance (sunyatdvimoksamukha), the absence of characteristics
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as a gate to deliverance (dnimittavimoksamukha), and the absence
of intention as a gate to deliverance (apranihitavimoksamukha).
25c-d. There are also three other absorptions (samddhi)
called "emptiness of emptiness", etc.141
They are also called the absorption of the emptiness of
emptiness (sunyatdsunyatdsamddhi), the absorption of the absence
of intention in the absence of intention (apranihitdpranihitasamddhi), and the absorption of the absence of characteristics in the
absence of characteristics (dnimittdnimittasamddhi), because they
have respectively, and in a manner that we shall explain, the
absorptions of emptiness, the absence of intention, and the
absence of characteristics for their objects.
26a-b. The first two refer to the Asaiksa under the aspects
of emptiness and impermanence.
They have for their object the absorption of the Asaiksa; that
is, they have respectively the absorption of emptiness and the
absorption of the absence of intention as realized by an Arhat for
their object (see viii.27a).
The absorption of the emptiness of emptiness considers the
absorption of emptiness, which considers the dharmas as empty
and non-self, as empty but not as non-self, because a view of
non-self does not provoke the same dread as does a view of
emptiness.142
The absorption of the absence of intention in the absence of
intention (apranihitdpranihitasamddhi) has the absorption of the
absence of intention of the Asaiksa for its object, an absorption
which considers things under ten aspects, impermanence,
suffering, etc. (viii.24c), by considering them as impermanent. It
does not consider them as suffering, nor as cause (hetu), origin
(samudaya), condition {pratyaya), or appearance (prabhava), for
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the absorption of the absence of intention, being undefiled, is not
suffering or cause; and although the absorption of the absence of
intention is the Path, the absorption of the absence of intention in
the absence of intention (apranihitdpranihitasamddhi) no longer
considers it as a Path, the truth (nydya), the route, (pratipad), nor
as pertaining to the truth (naitydnika), because the goal pursued by
the ascetic is that of becoming disgusted with the absorption of the
absence of intention.143
26c-d. The absence of characteristics in the absence of
characteristics has for its object extinction (ksayam) not
attained through conscious effort, and considers it as
tranquil (Santa).144
This is to say that the absorption of the absence of characteristics in the absence of characteristics has for its object the extinction
that is not attained through conscious effort (apratisamkhydnirodha) of the absorption of the absence of characteristics,145 and
considers this extinction under the aspect of tranquility, thinking,
"This extinction is tranquil".
It does not have for its object the extinction attained through
conscious effort (pratisamkhyanirodha) of the absorption of the
absence of characteristics, for this absorption is undefiled, and
there is no extinction attained through conscious effort of anything
that is pure.146
And of the four aspects under which one can consider
extinction attained through conscious effort, namely extinction
(nirodha), tranquility (sdnta), excellent (pramta), and leaving
(nihsarana, 9vii.l3a), the aspect of tranquility is the only one that
is appropriate here.147 In fact, the characteristic of extinction
belongs to the extinction not attained through conscious effort, as
well as to the extinction brought about by impermanence;148 the
extinction not attained through conscious effort is not excellent,
for it is morally neutral (avydkrta);149 it is not leaving, for it is not
disconnection from the defilements.150
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***
The three absorptions (samddhi) are exclusively
27a. Defiled (lit: possessing the defilements, sdsrava).
Because they hate the Path [: they turn away from it, regarding
it as empty, etc.] Now such absorptions are not pure, or undefiled
dharmas.
***

Where do they arise?
27a-b. Among humans, (among the Unshakeable Ones).151
They are cultivated only by humans of the Three Dvipas, and
not by the gods.
Among whom do they arise?
27b. Among the Unshakeable Ones.
Only among the Arhats of the Unshakeable {akopya, vi.56a)
class, and among no other Arhats.
In what sphere {bhumi) do these also exist?
27c. With the exception of the seven samantakas.
These absorptions arise ("have for their support") eleven
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spheres, namely Kamadhatu, Anagamya, the eight basic absorptions (Dhyana and Ariipya absorptions, with the exception of the
prefatory absorptions, sdmantakas) and dhyandntara.
#**

The Sutra says that there are four cultivations of absorption
(samddhibhdvand): "There is a cultivation of the absorption that
cultivates, practices, repeatedly cultivates, which has for its result
the possession of happiness in this world,'* and the rest.152
27c. The First good Dhyana is the cultivation of the
absorption that has for its result happiness; (the supernormal knowledge of the [divine] eye has sight for its
result; the cultivation of good arisen from exercise has
comprehension for its result; the absorption likened to a
Vajra (= Vajropamasamadhi) of the Fourth Dhyana has the
extinction of the defilements for its result.)153
1. The "First good Dhyana" is the first pure (suddhaka) or
undefiled dhydna. Through this dhyana, the ascetic obtains
"happiness in this world" (drsfadharmasukhavihdra).154
This
holds for the other three Dhyanas as for the First Dhyana.
This absorption does not necessarily have for its result
happiness beyond this world, for the ascetic who possesses it can
fall from it, he can be reborn higher, or he can obtain Nirvana: in
these three cases he does not enjoy happiness in a future life.
28a. The supernormal knowledge (abhijnd) of the eye has
sight for its result.
2. The second cultivation of the absorption has for its result the
acquisition of the seeing of knowledge (jndnadarsana).1^ This is the
supernormal knowledge of the divine eye (divyacaksurabhijnd).156
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28b. The cultivation of good arisen from exercise has
comprehension for its result.
3. The third cultivation of the absorption has for its result the
attainment of the excellent forms of prajnd (prajndprabheda).157
This is the samddhibhdvand of the superior qualities which arise
from cultivation, that is, the qualities of the three spheres and
pure, undefiled qualities. 158 The samadhi that produces these
qualities is called the samddhibhdvand of these qualities.159
28c. The absorption likened to a Vajra of the Fourth
Dhyana has the extinction of the defilements for its result.
4. In the Fourth Dhyana there is produced an absorption that is
called the cultivation "like a Vajra" (vajropama). This absorption
destroys all of the defilements.
***

According to the School, the Blessed One, in setting forth this
fourfold cultivation of the absorptions, teaches his own cultivation.
How is this?
Because he places himself in the Fourth Dhyana in order to
realize the Vajropamasamadhi (vi.44b) which, as we have seen,
can be realized in other states of absorption.160
***

We have explained the absorptions. Let us explain the qualities
(guna) that the ascetic realizes by being in the absorptions.161
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29a. The Immeasurables {apramdnas) are four in number.162
They are goodwill or friendship (maitrt), compassion (karund),
joy {mudita), and equanimity a( up eks a). They are called the
Immeasurables {apramdnas) because they apply to an immeasurable number of beings, drawing after them an immeasurable merit,
and producing immeasurable [retributive] results.163
29b. Because they oppose ill-will, etc.,164
In order the four Immeasurables oppose ill-will {vydpada),
harm {vihimsd), dissatisfaction (arati), and sensual craving
{kdmardga) and hostility {vyapadd). Goodwill causes persons who
are given over to ill-will to abandon ill-will, and so on.
We have seen that the meditation on loathsome things
{asubhabhdvand, vi.9c) opposes sensual craving {kdmardga); we
learn here that equanimity also opposes it.
What is the difference between the meditation on loathsome
things and equanimity in their opposition to sensual craving?
According to the Vibhdsa (TD 27, p. 427c), there is reason to
distinguish, with respect to sensual craving, craving for the visible
things {varna) of Kamadhatu, and sexual craving (which is craving
for a certain tangible thing). Now meditation on loathsome things
opposes the first of these two craving, whereas equanimity is
opposed to the second.165
We would say rather that meditation on loathsome things is
opposed to sexual craving, (for this meditation eliminates all
desire relating to color, shape, aspect, contact, or bearing); whereas
equanimity is opposed to craving that has for its object father,
mother, children, and parents.
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***
[What are the Immeasurables?]
29c. Goodwill is the absence of hatred.
The nature of goodwill is the absence of malice.
29d. So too compassion.
This is also the case for compassion.
29e. Joy is satisfaction.
The nature of joy is satisfaction (saumanasya, ii.8a).
30a. Equanimity is the absence of desire.
The nature of equanimity is the absence of desire.
[But if equanimity is the absence of desire,] how can it oppose
ill-will?
[The Vaibhasikas answer:] Because ill-will is provoked by
desire.
We would say rather that equanimity is both the absence of
desire and the absence of ill-will.166
#*#
[What are the aspects or the objects of the Immeasurables?]
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30a-c. Their aspects are happiness, unhappiness, joy, and
beings.
Happy beings {sukhita) are the object of goodwill. The ascetic
produces with regard to them a mind having the following aspect,
"Beings are happy!"167 and by this, he enters the meditation of
goodwill (maitribhdvand).
Suffering beings {duhkhita) are the object of meditation. With
regard to them the ascetic thinks, "Beings are unhappy!"168 and, by
this, he enters the meditation of compassion (karundbhdvand).
Joyful beings {modantdm) are the object of joy. With regard to
them, the ascetic thinks, "Beings are joyful!"169 and, by this, he
enters into the meditation of joy {muditdbhdvand).
Beings considered merely as beings and without making any
distinction, are the object of equanimity. With regard to them the
ascetic produces a mind having the following aspect, "Beings!'*
and, by this, by means of what can be called "impartiality"
(mddhyasthya),110 he enters into the meditation of equanimity
(upeksdbhdvand).
Yet, to consider the beings who do not possess happiness as
happy is an intentional view (adhimoksa)171 not conforming to the
facts, and is erroneous {vipartta).
No; it is not erroneous: 1) when the ascetic thinks, "Beings are
happy!" the sense is "May beings be happy!" 2) there is no error in
his intention, for 3) the ascetic indeed knows that he conceives an
intentional view. And even though the ascetic himself is mistaken,
what harm in there in that? Would you say that the Immeasurables
are bad because they take beings as they are not? But they are the
roots of good since they oppose ill-will, etc.
***

The Immeasurables have living beings for their object. More
precisely
30d. They have the living beings of Kamadhatu for their
sphere.
In fact they oppose ill-will with respect to these beings.
However, according to the Sutra,172 the ascetic produces the
mind of goodwill with regard to one cardinal direction, with regard
to two cardinal directions, . . . The Sutra speaks of the physical
world but it has in view the beings that are to be found in the
physical world.
In what spheres does the ascetic produce the Immeasurables?
31a. Joy in two Dhyanas.
One cultivates joy (muditd) in only the first two Dhyanas, for
joy is satisfaction (saumanasya) and satisfaction is absent in the
other Dhyanas.
31b. The others in six spheres.
The other three Immeasurables exist in six spheres: in
Anagamya, in dhyanantara, and in the Four Dhyanas.
31c. Or, according to some, in five.
However, according to other masters, they are in only five
spheres, with the exception of the Anagamya.
According to still other masters, they exist in ten spheres, by
adding to the six 7) Kamadhatu and 8-10) the three samantakas of
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the higher Dhyanas. The number varies accordingly as one
attributes the Immeasurables to a state of non-absorption (i.e.,
Kamadhatu) as to a state of absorption, or to the prefatory stages
(the sdmantakas) as to the principal Dhyanas.
***

We have said that the Immeasurables oppose ill-will, etc. Does
this mean that one could abandon the defilements by means of the
Immeasurables?
31d. There is no abandoning through the Immeasurables.
For the Immeasurables have the basic Dhyanas for their sphere
or places of their arising;173 because they include an arbitrary or
voluntary (adhimukti-, ii.72) judgment and not an exact judgment;
and because they have for their object living beings and not the
general characteristics of things (dharmasamdnyalaksanas, ii.72,
English trans, p. 320).
However in their preparatory stage (prayoga), the Immeasurables disturb ill-will, etc., and the Immeasurables dispel (lit.:
"render distant") ill-will already abandoned: this is why we have
said above that the Immeasurables oppose ill-will, etc.
More specifically:174 goodwill, compassion, etc., cultivated in
Kamadhatu and in Anagamya (viii.22c), the preliminary stages
(iv., p. 706), only resemble goodwill, compassion, etc. in a state of
absorption which will be cultivated in the basic Dhyanas, the
stages of the Immeasurables properly so called. After having
disturbed ill-will, etc., by means of preliminary goodwill, compassion, etc., the ascetic produces, in the absorption of Anagamya, a
path of abandoning (prahdnamarga)—independent of goodwill,
compassion, etc.,—by which he abandons the defilements. Once
the defilements are abandoned, the ascetic obtains detachment
from Kamadhatu, enters the basic Dhyana, and then obtains the
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Four Immeasurables of the sphere of the basic Dhyana. The
defilements are thus dispelled, and made distant, and the ascetic
will henceforth be invincible, even when he encounters powerful
causes of defilement.
How does the beginner (ddikarmika) cultivate goodwill?
He calls to mind the happiness that he himself has expe
rienced; he hears one speak of the happiness experienced by
others, by the Buddhas, the Bodhisattvas, the Sravakas, and the
Pratyekabuddhas. He forms the vow that all beings shall obtain
this happiness.
When his defilements are too strong, the ascetic is not capable
of carrying out his intention impartially: he should then divide all
beings into three categories, friends, persons to whom he is
indifferent, and enemies. The first category is also divided into
three: good friends, medium friends, and lesser friends; and in the
same way the third (=enemies). The category of persons to whom
he is indifferent is not so subdivided: thus there are altogether
seven groups. Having made this division, the ascetic first forms
the vow of happiness with regard to his good friends; he then
follows this with a vow of happiness with regard to the medium
friends and lesser friends. Finally the ascetic no longer distin
guishes the three categories of friends; he then forms the same
vow with regard to persons to whom he is indifferent and with
regard to his enemies. Through the force of all these, he produces,
with regard to his greatest enemies, the same vow of happiness as
with regards his dearest friends.
When this meditation or cultivation of the vow of happiness,
sevenfold and impartial, is achieved, the ascetic then progressively
enlarges the domain of this vow, embracing his town, his country,
one cardinal direction, and then all the universe. When all beings,
without exception, are embraced in his infinite mind of goodwill,
the meditation of goodwill is achieved.
Those who take pleasure in the qualities of others easily and
rapidly cultivate goodwill, but not so those who take pleasure in
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discovering the faults of others. For even persons who have cut off
their roots of good (iv.79) are not without their good qualities, and
one can even find faults among the Pratyekabuddhas themselves:
the consequences of the ancient good deeds of the former, and the
bad deeds of the latter, are visible in their bodies, etc.
So too one should understand the meditation or cultivation of
compassion and joy. One sees beings falling into the ocean of
suffering: one forms the vow {adhimucyate): "May they be
delivered from suffering! May they enter into joy."175 In this way
one exercises himself in compassion and joy. One who cultivates
equanimity takes as his point of departure the category of persons
to whom he is indifferent, for the aspect of equanimity is, as we
have seen, merely "Beings!"176
***

In what sphere of rebirth does one cultivate the Immeasurables?
31e. One produces them among humans.
Only humans can cultivate the Immeasurables and not beings
in any of the other spheres of rebirth.
*##

When a person possesses one Immeasurable, does he necessarily possess all of the others?
He does not necessarily possess them all.
31f. He necessarily possesses three.

The person who has produced the Third Dhyana or the Fourth
Dhyana cannot possess joy, since satisfaction is absent in these
Dhyanas. When one possesses one Immeasurable, one always
possesses three.
***

What are the Deliverances (vimoksa)?
32a. The Deliverances are eight in number.177
According to the Sutra:178 "One endowed with physical matter
sees physical matter" (rupi rupani pasyati):119 this is the First
Deliverance; 2) not having the idea of internal visible things, he
sees external visible things: this is the Second Deliverance; 3)
bringing forth agreeable Deliverance, he dwells in this absorption:
this is the Third Deliverance (see below, note 196).
The Fourth to the Seventh Deliverances are the four absorptions of Arupyadhatu (Akasanantyayatana, etc.). The Eighth
Deliverance is the absorption of the extinction of ideas and
sensations {samjndveditanirodhasamapatti).
32a-b. The first two are meditations on loathsome things;
(in two Dhyanas).180
The first two Deliverances are, by their nature, meditations on
loathsome things (vi.9), for they have for their aspect the idea of a
corpse turning blue, etc. [The ascetic considers internal and
external visible things, his body or external bodies, under the
aspects of a corpse turning blue, etc.] Consequently the rules that
concern the first two Deliverances are the same as for the
meditations on loathsome things.
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32b. They are in two Dhyanas.
They are cultivated only in the first two Dhyanas; when they
are cultivated in the First Dhyana, they oppose181 attachment to
the visible things (varnardga) of Kamadhatu; cultivated in the
Second Dhyana, they oppose attachment to the visible things of
the First Dhyana. [In the Second Dhyana there is no attachment to
visible things that should be opposed in the Third Dhyana, viii, p.
1232, 1241,]
32c. The Third in the last Dhyana.
The Third Deliverance can only be cultivated in the Fourth
Dhyana.
32d. It is the absence of desire.
It is by nature the root of good absence of desire, not a
meditation on loathsome things; in fact it takes for its object a
thing that it considers as good: it therefore has the aspect of
something good.
***

These three Deliverances, with the dharmas that are associated
with them, are the five skandhas. As for the Deliverances of
Arupyadhatu:
32d. They are good Arupyas and absorption.
The Third to the Seventh Deliverances are the good arupyas,
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that is, they are pure or undefiled (viii.5), and they pertain to
absorption (samahita), but not the drupya that is produced at the
end of life182 [viii.l6c, note 103].
According to others, the mind and mental states produced by
retribution among beings born in Arupyadhatu are not concentrated.
The name of "Deliverance" is also given to the Path of
Deliverance (Vimuktimarga) of the prefatory stages of the
absorptions of Arupyadhatu (drupyasdmantakasamdpatti, viii.22),
but not to the Irresistable Path (the path of abandoning,
Anantaryamarga) of these same prefatory stages: for these have
for their object the lower sphere that they abandon, and the
Deliverances receive their name from the fact that they turn away
from the lower sphere.183
33a. The absorption of extinction {nirodhasamapatti).
The Absorption of Extinction, or more fully the absorption of
the extinction of ideas and sensations (samjnaveditanirodhasamdpatti) is the Eighth Deliverance. We have already mentioned it.184
It is called ''Deliverance'* because it turns away from ideas
(samjnd) and sensations {vedita = vedand)\ or rather because it
turns away from all conditioned things.185
According to others, the Eight Deliverances 1 8 6 are called
deliverances because they deliver one from the obstacles to
absorption.187
***
The absorption of extinction is realized
33b. Immediately after a subtle-subtle mind.
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A mind in Bhavagra (=Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana), which
belongs to the ascetic who is in a position to realize the absorption
of extinction, is subtle in comparison with any mind associated
with ideas (samjna).m "Subtle-subtle'* (suksmasuksma) signifies a
mind more subtle, but yet one which enters the absorption of
extinction [that is to say, "upon which there immediately succeeds .
• • "]•
33c-d. Going out into a pure mind of the sphere of the same
absorption, or into a lower Aryan mind.
The absorption of extinction comes to an end when there
appears either a pure mind (viii.5) of the sphere of Bhavagra, the
Fourth Arupya—the sphere to which the absorption of extinction
belongs—or an Aryan, that is, an undefiled mind of the sphere of
the Third Arupya. Then there is entry into the absorption of
extinction by a defiled mind, and going out by a defiled or undefiled
mind.190
***
What is the object of the Deliverances?
34a. The first ones have for their object the visible things of
Kamadhatu.
The first three Deliverances have for their object the physical
matter (rupayatana) of Kamadhatu, unpleasant physical matter in
the first two, pleasant physical matter in the Third.
34b. As for those that are non-material, all that which
belongs to the Knowledge, the Suffering of their sphere
and of a higher sphere, etc.

The Deliverances of Arupyadhatu have for their object the
Suffering of their sphere and a higher sphere,191 the cause and the
extinction of this Suffering, the totality of Non-dual Knowledge
(anvayajndna), the extinction not attained through conscious effort
(apratisamkhydnirodha)192 and space (dkdsa).m
***

We have seen (32a-c) that the first two Deliverances belong to
the first two Dhyanas, that the Third Deliverance belongs to the
Fourth Dhy&na. Why is there no Deliverance in the Third
Dhyana?
Since body consciousness is absent in the Second Dhyana, there
is no craving for the visible things of this Dhyana [which should be
opposed in the Third Dhyana], because the Third Dhyana is
"agitated by its excellent pleasures".
But if there is no craving for visible things in the Third
Dhyana, what purpose does the ascetic pursue in producing the
Third Deliverance [which is a meditation on an agreeable physical
object]?
The ascetic should gladden his mind which the meditation on
loathsome things has depressed; or rather he should take into
consideration his achievement or his lack of achievement. He asks
himself if the first two Deliverances have been achieved or not. If,
in his contemplation on an agreeable object (the Third Deliverance), defilements do not arise, then the first two Deliverances
have been achieved.194 In fact the ascetic cultivates the Deliverances, the Dominent Ayatanas, etc., with a twofold purpose: 1) to
remove, to render more distant, the defilements; and 2) to obtain
mastery in absorption. This mastery has for its result the
production of the qualities, such as Absence of Contention
(Arana), etc., and the production of the supernormal powers
(rddhi) of the Aryans: the supernormal power by which a saint
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transforms objects or causes them to last, by which he gives up his
life, etc.195
***

Why does the Sutra use the expression "having experienced
[through the body] ([kdyena] sdksdtkrtvd) in the definition of only
the Third and the Eighth Deliverances?196
It is because of their excellence and because they are found to
exist in the final sphere of the two Dhatus.197
#*#

35 a. The Dominant Ayatanas {abhibhv ayatanas) are eight
in number.198
1. There is the idea of internal physical matter,199 and there is
the seeing of a small amount of external attractive and unattractive
physical matter: [at this time there is the thought, "I have
succeeded in (abhibhuya) in knowing all of the rupas, I have
succeeded in seeing all of the rupas.200 This is the First Dominant
Ayatana.] 2. There is the idea of internal physical matter, and there
is the seeing of an unlimited amount of external physical matter. 3.
There is an absence of any idea of internal physical matter, but
there is the seeing of a small amount of external physical matter. 4.
There is an absence of any idea of internal physical matter, but
there is the seeing of a large amount of external physical matter.
These are the first four Dominant Ayatanas.
5-8. There is an absence of any idea of physical matter, but
there is the seeing of external blue, yellow, red, and white. These
make a total of eight.
35 b. Two are like the First Deliverance.

The first two Dominant Ayatanas are similar to the First
Deliverance.
35c. The following two are like the Second.
The Third and the Fourth Dominant Ayatanas are like the
Second Deliverance.
35d. And the last four are like the Third Deliverance.
And the last four are like the Third Deliverance.
What is the difference between the Deliverances and the
Dominant Ayatanas?
Through the Deliverances, one is only "delivered", but through
the Dominant Ayatanas, one attains domination of their object.
This domination includes the view of the object as one desires and
the absence of any defilement provoked by the object.201
***

36a. There are ten All-Encompassing Ayatanas (krtsnayatanas)202
They are called all-encompassing'' (krtsna) because they
embrace their object in its totality and exclusively.203
They are ten in number: this is the totality of earth, water, fire,
and wind; blue, yellow, red, and white; plus the uninterrupted
dyatanas (anantydyatanas) of space and consciousness (the First
and the Second Absorptions of Arupyadhatu).
36b. Eight are the absence of desire.
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The first eight are, by nature, the root of good which is absence
of desire:(with their concomitant dharmas, they are the five
skandhas).
36c. They belong to the last Dhyana.
They are realized by an ascetic in the Fourth Dhyana.
36d. They have Kamadhatu for their object.
They refer to the visible things (rupayatana) of Kamadhatu.
However some think that the Fourth, the All-Encompassing
Ayatana of Wind {vdyukrtsndyatana) has for its object the tangible
thing that is called the wind element (vdyudhdtu). Some think that
the first four have tangible things for their object, while the last
four have visible things for their object.204
36e. Two are pure drupya.
The last two are pure absorptions of Ampyadhatu.
36f. They have the four skandhas of their sphere for their
object.
Their objects are the four skandhas of the sphere to which they
belong (the First and Second absorptions of Ampyadhatu).
***

The Eight Dominant Ayatanas have the Eight Deliverances for
their "entry" and the Ten All-Encompassing Ayatanas have the
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Eight Dominant Ayatanas for their entry: the following, in fact,
are superior to the preceding ones.
All these qualities can have the mental series of a Prthagjana or
the mental series of an Aryan for their support, with the exception
of the Deliverance of Extinction (nirodhavimoksa) which can only
be produced by Aryans.
***

(Concerning the acquisition of these qualities and the persons
who can produce them:)
37a. Extinction has been explained.
All of the types of the Deliverance of Extinction have been
previously mentioned.
37b. The others are obtained either through detachment or
through cultivation.
The qualities other than the Deliverance of Extinction are
obtained either through detachment (vairagya) or through
cultivation (prayoga) accordingly as they have been, or have not
been, habitually cultivated.
37d-c. The qualities of Arupyadhatu are obtained by beings
of the Three Dhatus; the others, only by humans.
The Deliverances and the All-Encompassing Ayatanas of
Arupyadhatu are cultivated by beings born in any of the Three
Dhatus. But only humans can cultivate the other absorptions,—the
three Deliverances, the Eight Dominant Ayatanas, and eight
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All-Encompassing Ayatanas,—because these absorptions arise
through the power of the Teaching.
If this is the case, how can beings born in the spheres {bhumi)
of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu realize the dhydna and arupya
absorptions higher than the spheres in which they are born?
They can do this be reason of the power of cause, of actions
{karma), and the nature of things {dharmata).
38a-b. In two spheres, it is through the power of cause and
of action {karma) that one produces the absorptions of
Arupyadhatu.205
In Rupadhatu and in the lower spheres of Arupyadhatu, the
higher absorptions of Arupyadhatu arise through the power of
cause, 206 when they have been, in the course of a previous
existence, closely and intensively cultivated. 207 They also arise
through the power of action {karma), that is to say, by reason of
the imminent retribution of a previous action of the category "to
be retributed later," including a sphere of retribution higher than
that (Rupadhatu or the lower spheres of Arupyadhatu) in which
one is born. This is because someone who is not detached from a
lower sphere cannot be reborn in a higher sphere.208
38c-d. In Rupadhatu, it is through these two powers, and
also by reason of the nature of things, that one produces the
dhyanas.
Beings born in a lower stage of Rupadhatu produce dhyanas
higher than the stages in which they have been born because of the
two powers described above. Also, at the period at the end of the
world,209 they are produced through the force of dharmata.210 In
this period, all the beings of lower spheres produce higher
dhyanas, for the efficacy of good dharmas becomes fully developed.211
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How long will the Good Law (saddharma) of the Blessed One
last, during which time these different types of dharmas212 can be
clearly known and seen? 213
39a-b. The nature of the Good Law of the Master is twofold,
dgama and adhigama214
Agama ("the traditions") is the teaching, the Sutra, the Vinaya
and the Abhidharma.215 Adhigama ("holiness"216 or understand
ing) are the dharmas aiding Bodhi (the
bodhipaksikadharmas,
vi.67b, cultivated by the Aryans of the Three Vehicles, and the
results of the religious life, vi.51, obtained through the Three
Vehicles.) Such is the Good Law, twofold in its nature.
39c-d. Those who preach it and who cultivate it support
it.217
Those who preach the Good Law, the Sutras, etc., support the
Good Law which is agama. Those who cultivate or who realize the
Good Law, the dharmas aiding Bodhi, etc., support the Good Law
which is adhigama. As long as such persons exist in the world, the
Good Law will last.
It is said (in the Samyuktagama, TD 2, p. 177Ы9) that the
Good Law will last one thousand years after the Parinirvana.
This number refers to the adhigama;218 but according to others,
the agama will last longer.219
***
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This present treatise is based on the treatises of the Abhidharma [and includes the sense of the Abhidharma, i.2c]. [There are
many ways of explaining the Abhidharma:] according to which
interpretation is the Abhidharma explained in this treatise?220
40. The Abhidharma that is established through the
interpretation of the Vaibhasikas of Kasmlr is, in its
totality, what I have explained. That some ideas, poorly
grasped, are reproduced here is our fault, for only the Munis
are authoritative (pramdna) in the interpretation of the
Good Law.221
For the most part, this Abhidharma, which has been spoken by
me, is the Abhidharma as established by the Vaibhasikas of
Kasmiir. That which, herein, has been poorly grasped, is my fault:
for the Buddhas and the sons of the Buddhas alone are the
authority for the interpretation of the Good Law.222
41. The Master, the eye of the world, is closed; the
witnesses, for the most part, have perished; the Law is put
into confusion by persons who have not seen the Truth;
and by bad sophists, independent, from whom nothing is
gained.
42. For he who knows for himself has departed on the
Supreme Path, as well as the supports of the Law of the one
who knows for himself: the world no longer has a Protector. The defilements, which destroy spiritual qualities, now
have full liberty.
43. Seeing that the Law of the Muni is in its last breath, and
that it is the hour of the forces of defilements, those who
desire liberation should be diligent.223
This concludes the Eighth Chapter of the Abhidharmakosabhdsyam, entitled "Instruction in the Absorptions/*
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1. The Kdrikd has samdpattih iubhaikdgryam; but the Sutra speaks of samddhi. On the
traditional summary of Chapter VIII and of samdpatti-samddbi, see below viii.23 note 128.
2. Paramartha translates: "dhyana produced through arising, dhydna produced through
concentration."
3. Kosa, iii.2c, vi.38a-b, 43 a-b, ii.41d. There are three (or two) stages in the heaven of the
First Dhyana, etc. On the "dhydna existences," see viii.12, 14a, 16c, 19c.
4. Pali: kusalacittekaggatd (Visuddhimagga, 84; see index); Majjhima, i.301, Samyutta, v.21,
Dhammasangani, 11 (cittassekaggatd) (The translator mentions Yogdvacara's Manual, p.
xxvi); Mrs Rhys Davis, Psychology, 1914, 104 (references to the canonical texts).
samddhi=adhicitta, vi, p. 978; part of the Path, part of Bodhi, vi. 54d, 70; rddhipdda, vi.69c-d,
part of the Saiksa and ASaiksa, vi.75.
BodhisattvabhUmi, fol. 82b, quotes viii. 27c-28.
On samddhi, a very "scholastic" text in Majjhima, i.301.
The samddhiskandha embraces three parts of the Path, samyagvydydma, samyaksmrti,
and samyaksamddhi it then follows that one distinguishes: 1. samddhi \-cittassa ekaggatd);
2. the nimittas of the samddhi which are the smrtyupasthdnas; 3. the partskaras of the
samddhi which are the samyakpradhdnas; and 4. the cultivation (bhdvand) of the samddhi
which is the cultivation of the samddhi, the pradhdnas, and the smrtyupasthdnas
["cultivation" is understood in the sense of parifuddhi, paripuri].
5. Whoever enters into dhydna, that is to say whoever possesses the absorption called
dhydna, necessarily also possesses the mental states and the mind (the four skandhas), the
"discipline of dhydna" (iv. 2), which is a rupa.
6. Ekdlambanatd cittdndm is the definition of the Abhidharma; but one should understand
cittacaittdndm: "The fact that minds and the mental states ..."
7. Defined in Kola, ii. 24; English trans, p. 190.
8. In the same way that the VaiSesika maintains that a piece of cloth is white
iuklagunayogdt, through conjunction with the quality of white.
9. All minds contain samddhi, but a mind associated (sampraykta) with a weak samddhi is
not concentrated (ekdgra).
10. According to the Vydkhyd, the two definitions in the same Sutra: adhicittam iiksa
katama / catvdridhydndni. On the three iiksds, see Anguttara, i.235; ii.194, Koia, vi.43c, p..
In the same way that adhiiilam siksa is iita, so too adhiprajfiam iiksa is prajfld, and
adhicittam iiksa is simply citta. Now the dhydnas are adhicittam iiksa, and are thus citta; the
dhydnas, moreover, are samddhi, thus samddhi is citta.
In the same way that iilapariiuddhi is iila, drstipariiuddhi is drspi, and vimuktipariiuddhi is vimukti. (See Ко fa, vi 76c, p. 1035)
11. The Sarvastivadin answers.
12. Mdhavyutpatti, 245,1052 1055, upanidhydtavya, nidhydyati. Kosa, i.4lc, where the
Vydkyd explains: samtiranam. . . visayopanidhydnapurvakam niicaydkarsanam.
13. This formula figures notably in the Sutra of the Five Vimuktyayatanas quoted in
Vydkhydadi.27 {Mahavyutpatti, 81, Digha, iii.241, Anguttara, iii.21); Samyutta, iii.13:
samdhito bhikkhave bhukkhu yathdbhutam pajdndti; ii.31 samddhupanisam yathdbhUtam
fidnadassanam, etc. And elsewhere, Nettippakarana, 66, Anguttara, v.3, Visuddhimagga,
371, etc.
According to all these texts, samddhi is necessary for the exact knowledge necessary for
salvation. On this point, see Compendium, 55, 75; KoU, vi. Foreword p., viii.22d.
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14. According to Hsiian-tsang and the glosses of Saeki. According to Paramartha: "Some
other masters say that ting ^ (= samddhi) is dhydna. What is the meaning of dhydna?
Through "ting" one obtains knowing, seeing, so it is called dhydna. Why? Because the mind
that obtains ting [=the samdhita mind] truly knows and sees. The word dhydna signifies
•*** S {cintd, cetand)\ Hang J | (to measure). Ssu is prajnd. Such is the Siddhanta."
15. As an advance chariot is pulled by two mares bound by a yoke, so dhydna is bound by
samatha and vipaiyand. In the Arupyas, calm is great, intellection small; the opposite in
Anagamya (viii.22); in the dhydnas, there is equilibrium.
Samatha = samddhi - absorption; vipafyana - prajnd.
The editors of the Pali Text Society (against several manuscripts) read yuganandha
(Patisambhidd, ii.92 and foil.; Visuddhimagga, 149): "Some cultivate vipassana preceded by
samatha;... some cultivate samatha preceded by vipassana ... some cultivate samatha and
vipassana bound together (samathavipassanam yuganandham bh avert)" "The dharmas
bound together and which are called samddhi and prajfld do not go beyond one another . . .
(samadhipaHHasamkhatd yuganandhadhammd annamannam anativattamdnd. . . )
Bodhicdrydvatdra, viii.4, Siksdsamuccaya, 119, Sutrdlamkdra, xiv.9. Compendium, 55, 75.
In Tantrism, yuganaddhaka or yuganaddhakrama is the non-distinction of samsdra and
nirvana, of grdhaka and grdhya, etc. (Pancakrama, p. 46-48).
16. On defiled dhydna, the story of the monk who believes himself to be a Srotaapanna of
the First Dhyana, an Arhat in the Fourth, but who in fact remains subject to desire,
Przyluski, AQoka, 390.
Three bad "meditators," dhydyin, Ко fa, v. 21b-d trans, p. 800 and note 76; Majjhima,
iii.14.
17. The meaning of vitarka, vicdra, priti, and sukha, is explained below.
In Niddesa, p. 373, an interesting essay on the classification of the dhydnas.
18. There is a difficulty. How does the author, by saying that the First Dhyana is
vicarapritisukhavat, say implicitly that this Dhyana also "contains vitarka"} In fact,
dhydndntara "contains vicdra' and "contains vitarka." The Vydkhyd explains: yathd
dhydndntare vicdro na pritisukhavdn ity avitarko naivam ayam vicdrah / vifesito hy ayam
vicdrah pritisukhasahapathitah
/ vicdrapritisukhavad Hi pritisukhavatd
vicdrena
pritisukhena ca samprayuktam prathamam dhydnam ity art hah.
Vasubandhu does not say vitarkapritisukhavat, because he wishes to say that the other
Dhyanas lose, in this order, the parts indicated. If one were to define the Second Dhyana as
without vitarka, then dhydndntara would be confused with the Second Dhyana.
19. On the Arupyas, see Majjhima, i.2, 164, 410, ii.26l (where the first two are ignored),
Visuddhimagga, HI, 336-340; Comm. on the Digha, Dialogues, Hi. p. 273: akasdnancdyatana
is a dhydna which has the infinity of space for its object; references to the notes of Rhys
Davids, ibid. p. 216.
20. Paramarth translates: "Separation-sphere-lower arises." Hsiian-tsang: "Separation
lower sphere arisen, from whence the division into four." P'u-kuang (TD 41, p. 418Ы6)
explains, "It is fourfold because it arises from separation from arising in a lower sphere."
Fa-pao (TD 41, p. 788c3) says, "It is fourfold by reason of separation from arising in a lower
sphere": "separation from arising" signifies "separation from defiled dharmas" or rather
"to separate oneself and to arise." One arises above because one separates oneself from what
is below.
21. Ко fa iii.3 explains how Arupyadhatu, which does not include any places, or stages, is still
fourfold from the point of view of the mode of existence of the gods who arise there:
drupyadhdtur asthdna upapattyd caturvidhah. The Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka (ad Astasdhasrikd 153, 18), after having quoted this definition, adds a line (borrowed from which
Sdstra?): dhydndd urdhvam sasamsthdno rupesadbhdvo ftha va (Sic MSS): "Or rather,
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placed above the world of the dhydnas (= Rupadhatu), it includes shape, for there exists
there a small amount of rupa." Buddhist cosmology recognizes some heavens superimposed
on Arupyadhatu in which there are mansions (kung *]*!{ ); see for example Hastings'
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, article "Cosmology."
Kathavatthu, viii.8, xvi.9. The Andhakas maintain that some subtle matter exists in
Arupyadhatu (by reason of the text = vijndnapratyayandmarupam, see above p. 1222). See
Vasumitra and Bhavya.
The Mahasamghikas and MahiSasakas,—and the Vibhdsd adds the Vibhajyavadins (see
below),—admit the existence of rupa.
Notes of the Japanese editor—Commentary on the Samayabheda: The six types of
consciousness (sad vijndnakdydh) exist in Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu. But, if rupa exists in
Arupyadhau, why is it called Arupyadhatu? Because subtle rupa exists there, but not gross
rupa.
Vibhdsd, (TD 27, p. 431b6): Some say that rupa exists in Arupyadhatu, as do the
Vibhajyavadins . . . The Mahasamghikas think that in Arupyadhatu there is a rupa which is
the result of action.
The Sdriputrdbhidharma says that, in Arupyadhatu, there is a rupa, namely the rupa that
forms part of the dharmdyatana (Kos'a, iv. English trans, p. 561).
The Mahayana says that in Arupyadhatu there is a rupa which is the result of samddhi.
See Mahddharmabherisutra (TD 9, p. 293cl0) and the Mahayana Parinirvdna sutra (TD 12,
p. 4 l 5 a l 7 , a25): "The saints of the Two Vehicles cannot know how the gods of
Naivasamjnanasarhjnayatana are . . . Only the Buddha knows of those that have life (ayus,
shou-ming
K^pf
) among the Asamjnin gods; the same for beings in
Naivasamjfianasamjfiayatana."
22. Vydkyd: "According to others, we should understand: By virtue of the text: sarvaso
rupasamjndndm samatikramdt, it is proved that there is no longer any rupa in
drupyasamdpatti." The Japanese editor understands: "Because it is denied that there is
andsrava samvara in this samdpatti."
23. See iii.l4a. "Transparent" poorly renders the sense of the word accha. This refers to a
rupa which can pass through other rupas, a material resembling ether."
24. For "the absorption existences" (upapatti), like the "absorptions" (samdpatti), become
better and better.
25. See ii. 14, iii.3.
26. On samsrsta, vii. p. 1099, and iii.32a-b.
Mahakotthita converses with Sariputta on this subject, Majjhima, i.206 (See Kosa, ii.45,
English trans, p. 233).
27. But the two Chinese versions, here and below, read: ndmarupa-vijndnayor, a reading
confirmed by the Pali sources.
However the Vydkyd quotes the Sutra: tadyathayusman sdruputra dve nadakaldpydv
dkdsa ucchrite sydtdm / te'nyonyanisrite / anyonyam ni/ritya tistheydtdm / tatra kaicid
ekdm apanayed / dvitiya nipatet / dvitiydm apanayed ekd nipatet / evam dyusman sdriputra
nama ca rupam cdnyonyaniiritam anyonyam nisritya tisthati... Same comparison in
Samyutta, ii.114; but ndmarupa and vijndna, not rupa and ndman.
28. Argument of the Vibhajyavadins according to the Vibhdsd, see above, note 21.
29. A very close edition, Samyutta, iii. 53 (trans, of Warren, p. 162).
30. Vydkyd. The stanza: dyur usmd'thd vijrldnam ... "When life, heat and vijndna leave the
body, it remains, deserted, insensible, like a piece of wood" (ii.45a), proves that the Sutra
refers only to Kamadhatu, for 1. there is no physical body in Arupyadhatu; 2. in Rupadhatu,
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the body exists, but "does not continue after death": rupadhatu tu yadi apt kdyo'sti tatra
kdyanidhanam [according to iii.9].
31. The formula for those beings who spontaneously arise (upddukas) is : vijfidnapratyayam
saddyatanam, for ndmarupa are five skandhas which have not yet taken up the state of
saddyatana (anispannasaddyatandvastha); now saddyatana exists from the very begining of
upapdduka beings, Ко/a, ii.14, p. 175.
32. This results from the Sutra of which we have the Pali edition in Digha ii.63: vijHdnam
ced ananda mdtuh kuksim navakrdmed apt nu tan ndmarupam kaUlatvdya sammurchet / no
bhadanta / vijHdnam ced dnanddvakrdmya ksipram evdpakrdmed apt nu tan ndmarupam
itthatvdya prajndyeta / no bhadanta / vijfianam ced ananda daharasya kumdrasya
kumdrikdyd vd ucchidyeta vinaiyen na bhaved apt nu tan ndmarupam vrddhim vipulantdm
dpadyeta / no bhadanta.
33. The Uddyisutra (Kofa, ii. 44d, English trans, p. 229) says: bheddc ca kdyasydtikramya
devdn kavadikdrdhdrabhaksdn anyatamasmin divye manomayakdya upapadyate.
Anguttara, iii.192, compare Digha, i.34,186.
34. Pritydhdravacandt; iii.98.
35. Ye te sdntavimoksd atikramya rupdny arupydh ... viii.32.
36. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 581Ы9.
37. Compare Udana, iii.10. Bhava defined i.8c.
See the Foreword to Chapters V and VI, p. xxi. Through the first worldly dhydna, which
is a certain dhydna, one cannot rise above the First Dhyana; and thus following. There is no
bhava by which one can gp beyond Naivasamjnanasarhjnayatana which is Bhavagra, the
summit of bhava. Furthermore, one cannot encounter a definitive departure from a lower
state in any superior state of existence, for falling is always possible. Thus one leaves bhava
only through the Path which does not from part of the Dhatus, and which is not bhava.
38. Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 431Ы5: Objection of the Vibhajyavudins: If there is absolutely no
rupa or physical matter in Arupyadhatu, then the rupa of beings who die in Kamadhatu and
Rupadhatu and who are reborn in Arupyadhatu, and who, later, die in Arupyadhatu and are
reborn below, will have been cut off for 20,000,40,000, and 80,000 kalpas. How is their rupa
produced anew? If, as you suppose, their rupa, having been cut off, abandoned {prahina), is
produced anew, what would prevent us from saying that the samskdras, even though cut off
and abandoned upon the obtaining of Nirvana, would reappear later? In order to avoid this
problem, one should admit that rupa exists in Arupyadhatu.
39. Paramartha: "Because it is perfumed (ydsita) by a former cause which should ripen in
rupa, the mind has the efficacy to now produce rupa."
It indeed appears that the expression vdsand (Kofa, iv.27d, p. 594, vii.28c,p. 1137, 30c,
32d) is foreign to the Sarvastivada. However this may be, Samghabhadra does not use it.
Samghabhadra, in his Prakaranafdsana (TD 29, p 964b26) says, "What is the meaning
of the expression drupya? It means that there is no rupa there. When one dies [in
Arupyadhatu] and is born below, the rupa arises from citta. We maintain that, in this world,
material and non-material (rupin, arupin) dharmas are produced in fact in reciprocal
dependence: from the change of the mind there arises the diversity of rupa; when the
material organs are modified, the vijHana is likewise different. Thus, when a being dying in
Arupyadhatu arises below, the series of his mind (cittasamtatt) is found to be favorable to
the production of rupa, and, by its force, the rupa of a lower existence if favorable to this
arising. However it is not permissible to say that rupa arises solely from the mind. It also
exists by reason of the series-of-mind-accompanied-by-f»^ of a former existence: the rupa,
destroyed for a long time, is its own seed. We maintain in fact that sabhdgahetu is at one and
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the same time past and present (ii.52a, p. 262). For the Arhats who have already attained
Nirvana have cut off without residue the series of the skandhas; there does not remain any
cause which could produce the arising of new skandhas: there is no case to which one could
apply the example of a being who dies in Arupyadhatu [and takes up a new rupa\ (See the
argument of the Vibhajyavadins, note 38).
In his Nydydnusdra (TD 29, p. 757cl7), Samghabhadra says, "The dgamas quoted by our
adversary do not prove that rupa exists in Arupyadhatu. His argument from reason has no
value, for, even though there is no rupa in Arupyadhatu, the rupa of a being of Arupadhatu
who has just died and is about to be reborn below comes from the mind. We state that in
this world...
40. iii.3c-d: nikdyam jivitam cdtra niiritd cittasamtatih; see ii, 41,45.
41. Vydkhyd: prayogakdla dkdiddiny dkambanani. Hsuan-tsang: The ascetic, in his
preparatory exercise, thinks "Space is infinite," "The sixfold vijfidna is infinite," "There is
nothing."
On the drapyas, and how one obtains them, see Majjhima, i.164, Sutta 121,
Visuddhimagga, 326 and following.
Vibhasd (TD 27, p. 432c23): "It is not by reason of its nature or by reason of its object,
but by reason of its prayoga that dkdsanantya receives its name. The beginner (ddikdrmika)
considers the characteristic of emptiness of the top of a wall, of a tree, of a house; when he
has 'grasped' this characteristic of infinite dkdsa." In the drupyas, the ascetic considers
anitya, pratyaya, etc.
Vasumitra explains how, in dkimcanya (preparatory stage), the notion of subject and
object is dispelled; see above Chap. VII note 323.
42. This is a question as to whether or not there is samjfid in the fourth drupya, the sphere
of "non-samjfid and neither non-samjfid" Anguttara, iv.426; Kathdvatthu, xiii.12;
Vasumitra and Bhavya.
The "absorption of the cessation of samjfid and vedand" can be obtained only by an
ascetic who has entered into this drupya (ii.44d, English trans, p. 229 and iii.6c). From this
fact, one can conclude that samjfid exists there. (On the subtle-subtle mind, viii. 33b).
43. Compare Majjhima, i.435, ii.230; Anguttara, iv.422> Visuddhimagga, 335. This refers to
the samjfids of the lower absorptions. In fact one enters into the fourth drupya by being
disgusted with it, by a meditation practiced in the sdmantaka of the third drupya.
AA. That is to say "a cause of stupidity" (sammohakdrana).
45- kasmdt tu tais tad evath grhyate, that is to say, according to the Vydkyd: tair iti
tatsamdpattibhis tad iti naivasamjfidndsamjndyatanam evam grhyata iti naiva samjfid
ndsamjfieti grhyata ity arthah /
46. Hsuan-tsang: The maulasamdpattis, dhydnas and drupyas, explained above are eight in
number...
Paramartha: The maulasamdpattis, considered as real dharmas (or dravyas), are solely
eight dravyas: four rUpasamapattis and four drUpyasamdpattis.
Vydkhyd: samdpattidravydni mauldniti fdkhds tesdm nopanyasyanta ity abhiprdyah. The
Sakhas or "branches" are the sdmantakas (viii. 22a) and dhydndntara, or asamjfiisamdpatti
and nirodhasamdpatti.
47. Here we should give up translating andsrava by "pure," a translation justified elsewhere
by the synonym amala, nirmala.
Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 821cl7. Andsrava samdpatti is pure in the proper sense of the word;
why not call it /uddhaka? . . . Some say: The name is established by reason of the difference
of meaning. The samdpatti which is at one and the same time good (ku/aka) and
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possessing-*iT*f<w (sdsrava, laukika), is the first contradiction of the defiled dharmas: it is
called §uddha because the sense of purity is dominant in it. The sense of andsrava is
dominant in the Noble Path.
Suddhaka means kusala sdsrava; andsrava is the Path. But the kuiala sdsrava absorption
is samala, sakasdya, savisa, sakantaka, sdsrava, and sadosa: how can one call it suddhaka?
Now it is called thus, even though it is not absolutely pure, because it is partially so, because
it is not mixed with kleia; because it opposes the klesas; because it favors the andsrava
absorption which is pure in the true sense of the word; because it is favorable {anukula) to
the Path; and because it is the escort of the andsravas.
48. That is to say, "one cannot, having entered into this eighth absorption, meditate on the
Path." Vibhdsd, 162.11. One cannot practice the Path in Kamadhatu, nor in Bhavagra. See
Foreword to Chapters V-VI.
49. Mahdvyutpatti, 85.7: dsvddanasamprayuktadhydna. Anguttara, ii.126: "A person . . .
enters and abides in the First Dhyana; he tastes it, loves it, and finds therein sensible delight
(tarn assddeti tarn nikdmetitena ca vittirh dpajjati). If he dies without having fallen from it,
he is reborn in the world of the Brahmakayikas." The same for the other Dhyanas, with
rebirth in the heaven which is suitable to it.
This text is invoked by the Andhakas against the Theravadins in the Kathdvatthu, siii.7.
50. One will find in F. Heiler, Buddhistische Versenkung, 1922, a very complete European
bibliography. The most notable Pali sources are Vibhanga, 257, Visuddhi, 139. Among the
European works, Burnouf, lotus, 800, Senart, Mahavastu, i.552 (forgotten by Heiler). It is
quite evident that the canonical definitions remain obscure, in spite of the efforts of the
Abhidharmikas-Abhidhammikas.
51. In the Bhdsya of the first line, Hsuan-tsang says, "The kdrikd designates tengch'ih ЩЩ
(= samddhi) by the word ting ^
(fixed, set): the words differ, but
the meaning is the same. This is why the Sutra (Samyukta, 28.21; see also Madhyama, TD 1,
p. 788c 19) says "The ting /Ё (sthiti) of the mind, the teng-ting Щ*Д~_ (samsthiti)
of the mind, is what is called samyaksamddhi\ it is also called subhaikdgrya."
In the Bhdsya of the third line, Paramartha says, "By chu ft (sthiti) one should
understand subhaikdgrya, because chu ft is another name for samddhi. The Sutra says,
'What is samddhi} It is the chu ft (fixedness) of the mind in a correct object
(samyagvisaya), correct condition (avasthd).'"
The First Dhyana: contains vitarka, vicdra, priti (= saumanasya, agreeable sensation of
the manas, "satisfaction," ii.8a), sukha (- pra/rabdhi, forming part of the samskdraskandha,
ii.25, English trans, p. 191), and samddhi.
The Second Dhyana: contains adhydtmasamprasdda (-§raddhendriya),priti (=saumanasya), sukha (= pra/rabdhi) and samddhi.
The Third Dhyana: contains upeksd (= samskdropeksd, ii. 25, English trans, p. 192),
smrti, samprajanya, sukha (agreable sensation, vedand, ii.7c), and samddhi.
The Fourth Dhyana: contains upeksd (neither-agreeable-nor-disagreeable sensation),
upeksd-parisuddhi (- samskdropeksd), smrtipatisuddhi, and samddhi.
52. Here Paramartha adds 'These five in absorption are capable of bringing about opposing
prairabdhi."
53. Caturangasenavdt: compare Samantapdsddikd, i.146: "In the same way that one
understands by "army" the parts of the army and no other (yathd senangesu eva
sandsammuti), in this way one understands by Dhyana the fine parts and nothing else . . .
The Vibhangha says: "Dhyana contains vitarka, vicdra, pritisukha, and cittasya ekdgratd";..
. thus cittaikdgratd is also a part." In this same way the School teaches that dharmapravicaya
is at one and the same time both Bodhi and a part of Bodhi, that samyagdrsti is both the
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Path and a part of the Path, and that absorption from food is both Upavasa and a part of
Upavasa (iv.29, English trans, p. 597).
54. The formula of this upeksd is given in Vydkhyd, iii. 35: caksusd rupdni drstvd naiva
sumand bhavati[- ndnuniyate] na durmand bhavati/= napratihanyate] upeksako bhavati[ndbhujati / katham ndbhujati kim pratisamkhydya dhosvid apratisamkhydya iti visesayann
aba] smrtimdn samprajdnan [- smrtisamprayuktayd prajnayd pratisamiksamdnah]. As is
the case of visual consciousness and its objects, so too for the five other consciousnesses.
This sixfold equanimity is the sixfold sdtata, satatavihdra. See vii.32, note 186.
This is "majjhatta" of the mind, in the Vibhanga; Visuddhimagga, 659.
Samantapdsddikd, i.150, commentary on upekkhako vihdsim.
55. It is for this reason that it is said that the Buddha is never apratisamkhydya upeksd. How
one can expell bad upeksd by good upeksd, iii.35d.
56. Vibhdsd {TD 27, p. 4l2a26): The parts of the dhydnas have eighteen different names;
but how many actual entities are there? Only eleven. In the First Dhyana, there are five
names and five things. In the Second Dhyana, the parts are four in number, three as in the
First and adhydtmasamprasdda. In the Third Dhyana, five parts: but the fifth has already
been mentioned; and four new ones. In the Fourth Dhyana, four parts; the last three have
been mentioned; one adds the first...
In the first two Dhyanas, there is prasrabdhisukha, that is, sukha consisting of
prafrabdhi; in the Third, there is vedandsukha, sukha consisting of sensation. The sukha of
the first two Dhyanas forms part of the samskdraskandha; the sukha of the Third is part of
the vedandskandha.. .
The unity of the object of the mind {cittaikdgrya) is dhyana because dhyana is by nature
samddhi (that is to say cittaikdgrya). The samddhi and the other [dharmas] so enumerated
are parts of the dhyana.
See Kosa, vi. trans, p. 922.
57. In the Vibhanga, the sukha of the First Dhyana is cetasika sukha, cetosamphassaja
sukha; this sukha is accompanied by piti and is thus called pitisukha; piti is pdmojja . . .
attamanatd cittassa.
On prasrabdhi, ii.l7c, 25, English trans, p. 191, iv.48 {samskdraskandha).
Vibhdsd quoted note 56.
Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 76la2: In our system it is not said that prasrabdhi is sukhendriya
(=agreeable sensation), rather prasrabdhi is the cause of sukha, the sukha part of the first
two Dhyanas . . . In Scripture, it is not only the vedana sukha (agreeable sensation) which is
called sukha; some other dharmas receive this name. Thus it is said that there are three
sukhas, prahdnasukha, virdgasukha (?), and nirodhasukha; elsewhere it is said that sukha is
fivefold, pravrajydsukha, vivekasukha, samathasukha, bodhisukha (see vi.50b, p. 1006), and
nirvdnasukha. The term sukha thus designates, in the Sutras, all types of dharmas . . .
58. Vydkhyd ad iii.32c. The sukha of the Third Dhyana rests only on the manas, not on the
other organs {mana evdsritam). Kamadhatu has no sukha of the sphere of manas
{manobhumika sukha).
59. "Agreeable sensation having for its support the five organs made up of the atoms,
sensation associated with the five consciousnesses (visual... touch)." ii 25, English trans, p.
191.
60. Beings arisen in the heaven of the First Dhyana possess visual consciousness, etc.; but
not the persons who have entered into the absorption of the First Dhyana.
61. Vydkhyd: samdhitdvasthdntardlasamuddcdrdt / ddrstantikdndm kilaisa paksah / tesdm hi
na dvibhumikam eva sukhendriyam kdmaprathamadhydnabhumikam kim tarhi caturbhumikam
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(= Sukhendriya not only belongs to the two "spheres", to Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana,
but also to the Second and to the Third Dhyana). Ata eva ca vibhdsdydm bhadantena
sautrdntikenoktam dbhidhdrmikdndm paramapeneva (?) caksurvijndnddikam adhastdd
urdhvam dkrsyata iti tad evarh asyestam bhavati caksurvijndnddikam dvitiyddidhydnabhumikam api bhavatity api. The Abhidharmikas think that visual consciousness exists only in
Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana (i.46, viii.l3a); but they admit that beings in higher
Dhyanas see by means of a tower visual consciousness: "the visual consciousness is drawn
from below to above as with a machine" (?). In the Vibhdsd, the Sautrantika Bhadanta
thinks that it is simpler to admit that the visual consciousness is of the sphere of the Second
Dhyana . . .
62. How can a mental (caitasika) sensation be felt by the body (kdyena)?
63. The Vibhanga (p. 259) here understands sukha as cetasika sukha (as do the
Vaibhasikas), and it explains kdya as the three skandhas of san fid, samkhdra, and vninana.
Kdyena sdksdtkaroti, vi.43c, 58b, viii.9, 35n. SBE. 45, p.23.
64. Vydkhyd: caturthe dhydne pra/rabdhisukham bhuyo bhavati bahutaram bhavati
dhydndntarebhya/ caturbhasya pra/rabdhataravdt / tadbhuyastv 'pi sukhasydvacanam /
caturthe dhydne sukham nocyate / tasya sukhasydvacandd vedand sukham eva trtrya dhydne
na caturthe sukha vedandstiti tatra nocyata ity abhiptdyah.
In the Fourth Dhyana the sukha which consists of pra/rabdhi, "well-being," is greater
than in the lower stages, and yet one does not attribute sukha to this stage: hence it results
that, in the lower stages the part of sukha signifies the sensation of sukha, the sukha of
sensation [and not pra/rabdhisukha\ and that, in the Fourth Dhyana, there is no sensation
of sukha.
65. According to the Vydkhyd. The Bhdsya only gives the first words of the Sutra (as we see
in the version of Paramartha).
a. Hsuan-tsang: Further, because the Sutra (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 123al3) says: yasmin
samaye drya/rdvakah pravivekajdm prttim kdyena sdkasdtkrtvopasampadya
viharati
pancdsya dharmds tasmin samaye prahiyante panca dharmd bhavandparipurifh gacchanti
[iti vistarah ydvad bhdvaniyd dharmdh katame / tadyathd prdmodyam (?) pritih
pra/rabdhih sukham samddhi/ ca.]
Compare the list in Samyutta, iv.76. Anguttara, v.l, etc. (prdmodyddayah).
b. Paramartha: "Further, because the Sutra distinguishes pra/rabdhi and sukha. As the
Sutra says:yasmin samaye drya/ravdvakah pra/rabdhijdm prttim kdyena sdksdtkrtvd
upasampadya viharati. In the Sutra pra/rabdhi is named separately from sukha. We know
thus that they differ." [The reading prafrabdhijd is perhaps a mistake.]
66. Vydkhd: "Thus, in the first three Dhyanas, sukha is only bodily sukha."
67. Vydkhyd: samddhijasya abahirbhutasya kayavijn*dnasamprayuktasya veditasukhasya
samddhyanukulatvdt.
68. Vydkhyd: A touch consciousness of the sphere of Kamadhatu cannot grasp a tangible of
the sphere of Rupadhatu from whence it results that the touch consciousness which grasps
pra/rabdhi is of the sphere of Rupadhatu, and that the agreeable sensation (sukha)
associated with this consciousness can be a "part of dhyana."
69. According to Hsuan-tsang: naisa dosah / pra/rabdhipratyayasya vijndnasya utpatteh;
according to Paramartha: naiso'rthah svayam pra/rabdhivijnanasya utpatteh.
The Vydkhyd gives a very satisfying explanation: "The organ of touch of the person in
absorption [even though it is of the sphere of Kamadhatu], passes into a state such [tarn
anastham gatam yad. . .] that it can be the support of a touch consciousness of a higher
sphere.
Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 761Ы0. The Vaibhasika: Further, it is inadmissible that, having
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for its support (diraya) an organ of touch {kdyendriya) of Kamadhatu, there arises a
consciousness of a tangible of the sphere of Rupadhatu. Thus one cannot say that the touch
consciousness {kdyavijudna) of a Kamadhatu body would grasp a tangible of prairabdhi
arisen from dhydna. If one answers us that even though this tangible is produced internally
(by supporting itself on an internal object), it is capable of producing a similar
consciousness [of a tangible of Rupadhatu] even though this latter is supported on a body in
Kamadhatu, this response is nothing more than vain words, without reason or texts to
sustain it. What reason or text establishes that a body of Kamadhatu would grasp a rupa
which is prairabdhi, and not another tangible? This thesis contradicts the authorities; only
the doctrine of the Abhidharma is irreproachable. Here the Sthavira says: How do you know
that prairabdhi is called of sukha} . . .
70. To the Vaibhasikas, prairabdhi (=the part of dhydna called sukha) is a samskdra which
can be andsrava. For his opponent, the said part of dhydna is the sensation associated with
touch consciousness which knows prairabdhi, a certain tangible.
71. This question is discussed ii.25, English trans, p. 191.
72. Hsuan-tsang adds: "It is said in the Sutra fifteen dhaius are solely sdsrava"; Koia,
i.31c-d: English trans, p. 95, in the note; see Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 871cll.
73. ii.33, p. 202-4, seei.33, English trans. 97; iv.lld; viii., note 74, 27c-28.
74. The Vhydkhd mentions two readings: vitarkavicdrayor ayaugapadyam dosavacandc ca
and dosdvacandt (= asamavadhdnena ca na kaicid dosa ucyata ity art hah). Paramartha
follows the second reading.
75. The Sautrantikas, according to Saeki; above, the Dar§tantikas.
76. Paramartha (p. 298c24): the ancient masters do not say this. One cannot, according to
their authority, know which dharmas are parts of the Path(? pu sui k'o chih >^|§ffpj£n ,)•
77. Vydkhya: yogdcarabhumidarsanena vicdryam etat. Then there follows an exposition of
the doctrine of Samghabhadra: tatra kautuhalam pdtayety dcdryasamghabhadrah / ayarh
cdtrdrthasamksepo drastavyah.
The dhydnas contain a large number of dharmas: why are certain dharmas considered as
parts (anga)? The dharmas which are pratipaksdnga or opposition, anuiamsdnga or
excellence, and tadubhdydnga or both opposition and excellence are considered as parts, [In
the absorptions of Arupyadhatu one does not distinguish parts, because the taste of all of
them is calmness, iamathaikarasatd]. In the First Dhyana: 1. vitarka and vicdra are opposed
to the bad minds {vitarka) of Kamadhatu (kdma or lust, vydpdda or injury, and vihimsa or
killing); 2. prtti and sukha are obtained when vitarka and vicdra have expelled their
opposites (vipaksa)t and through the fact of the separation from these opposites; and 3.
samddhi or cittaikdgratd, concentration or one-pointedness-of-mind through whose force
the four other parts exist. In the Second Dhyana: the adhydtmasamprasdda is opposed to
vitarka and vicdra; prfti and sukha constitute the part of excellence. In the Third Dhyana:
upeksd, smrti and samprajanya are opposed to prtti; sukha is the part of excellence. In the
Fourth Dhyana: upeksapariiuddhi and smrtipariiuddhi are opposed to sukha; aduhkhdsukhavedand is the part of excellence. See Vibhanga, 263.
78. Yogasutra, i.47.
79. Sraddhd prasddah; ii.25, English trans, p. 191.
Vasumitra (in Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 4l5c28) compares vitarka-vicdra to waves which
trouble the waters; when they have been expelled the mind is samprasanna, like the water
which becomes clear when the waves have been calmed; thus faith (fraddhd) is called
adhydtmasamprasdda.
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80. Paramartha omits these explanations.
81. The Vydkhyd gives some examples: paryesakamanojalpdvasthd vitarkah / pratyavekasakamanojalpdvasthd vicdrah (see Kosa, ii, English trans, p. 203) / vdksamutthdpikdvasthav it ark ah / tadanydvasthd vicdra iti bhagavadvifesah / aviksiptdvasthd samddhih /
praidntavdhitavastha cittasyddhydtmasamprasdda iti / On the existence of caitasikas
distinct from the citta (and of bhautikas distinct from the mahdbhutas), see ii, English trans,
p. 188.
82. Hsiian-tsang: "However reasonable this may be, this is not my system."
83. The Sthaviras, according to P'u-kang (TD 41, p. 424c5) and Fa-pao (TD 41, p. 792c29).
Hsiian-tsang: How does another school maintain that priti is not saumanasya? It says
that there is a separate priti, a caitasika dharma; as the sukha of the Three Dhyanas is totally
saumanasya, priti and saumanasya are distinct.
84. See ii.7c-8a, p. 161, on priti.
85. Paramartha (TD 29, p, 299a9) transcribes pi-p'o-li-to ching&fcm&m See also Kosa,
v.9a, Madhydma (TD 1, p. Ф5Ь4), Samyutta, v.213, Majjhima, iii.26, Atthasdlini, 175.
Hsiian-tsang translates: "The Buddha, in the Sutra of the Explanation of the Viparydsas,
teached the gradual disappearance of the five indriyas of sensation, daurmanasya, etc. [In
the First Dhyana, the destruction of the daurmanasya, in the Second of duhkha], in the
Third of saumanasya, in the Fourth of sukha. Thus priti is saumanasya."
86. Definition of the Fourth Dhyana: sa sukhasya ca prahdndd duhkhasya caprahdnat
purvam eva saumanasyadaurmanasyayor astamgamdd aduhkham asukham upeksdsmrtipari/uddham caturtham dhydnam .. .
87. The problem of senjiia and dninjua is examined iv. 46, English trans, p. 621-3,
(vi.24a-b); the apaksdlas, iii. 101. Madhyama, 5.1, Majjihima, i. 454, ii. 261 (dnanjasappdyasutta), Anguttara, v.135 (kantaka- apaksdla).
88. Compare iii. 101.
89. See Ko/a, i.30b (above p. 1232) and ii. 31 on the dhdtus and the caittas which exist in
Rupadhatu.
90. Hsiian-tsang: "and because mental satisfaction is gross there" [Thus there is sukha of
the sphere of manas there].
91. Saeki adds: "because mental satisfaction is subtle there."
92. See iv.8a.
93. Hsiian-tsang: "Beings arisen in the three higher bhumis (=Dhyanas) produce three
vijMnakdyas (eye consciousness, etc.) and an "informative mind" (vijuapticitta) of the
sphere of the First Dhyana. See vii.50.
94. See vii.50. Hsiian-tsang: "Beings arisen above produce the dharma from below, for
example nirmdnacitta"
95. It is through usefulness (prayojanena) that these beings produce a vijnana of the First
Dhyana, and not through esteem (bahumdna); furthermore, if this vijnana is good, it will
contain a retribution which they must create; thus they do not make an effort in order to
manifest a good vijnana.
96. Triprakdram anyatra nirvedhdgiydt (see viii.17.)
97. Paramartha: "In the Vibhdsd."
The Vydkhd quotes the Vibhdsd: sydc chuddhakam vairagyena labheta, parihdnyd
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vijahydt / sydc chuddhakam upapattyd labheta, upapattyd vijahydt / dhu / sydt / katham ity
aha / hdnabhdgiyarh prathamam dhydnam.
98. Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 822cl4. When one obtains the state of Arhat (or ksayajndna), one
has already obtained the First Dhyana, of the andsrava class at the moment of entry into
samyaktvaniyama; why say that one obtains it upon obtaining the state of Arhat? The text
should say that one obtains this Dhyana at the moment of entry into samyaktvaniyama, and
not upon the obtaining of the state of Arhat.
99. Having entered the First Dhyana the ascetic contemplates the Truths. He possesses the
first andsrava Dhyana. If he continues his contemplation (pravdhe) the moment of andsrava
Dhyana is followed by a moment of andsrava Dhyana; if he leaves (vyutthdnakdle) this
contemplation, the andsrava Dhyuna is followed by a pure or suddhaka Dhyana.
100. When an ascetic cultivated the mixed absorption (vi.42, vii. 23a) when the andsrava
and pure (suddhaka) moments succeed one another, there is an ascending absorption, an
"absorption that passes over certain spheres" (viii.l8c), i.e., the First Dhyana is followed by
the Second or the Third Dhyana.
101. After the Third Dhyana: 1-2, two of this bhumi {suddhaka and andsrava), 3-6, four, two
of the Fourth Dhyana, two of dkdsanantya; 7-10, four, two of the First, and two of the
Second Dhyana.
And so on for the Fourth Dhyana and for dkdsanantya.
102. Hsiian-tsang adds: "After [pure] naivasamjndnasamjndyatana there can arise six types
of absorption: the pure and the defiled of this same ay atana, the andsrava and the pure of
the Second and Third Arapyas. Following upon the First [pure] Dhyana, seven types: the
three of the First Dhyana; the andsrava and the pure of the Second and Third. Following
upon dkincanya, eight; following the Second Dhyana, nine; following vijndnanantya, ten;
following the other pure absorptions, eleven."
103. Up to here the author has spoken of the samdpattidhydnas, absorptions, or states of
contemplation, and their succession; but the kusalasamhita, the "good mind of absorption,"
which exists in the upapattidhydnas, that is, in Ruapadhatu (-oi dhyana; brahmaloka, etc.),
and which is acquired through arising (upapattildbhika), is also called pure dhyana
(fuddhaka dhyana). When a being in Rupadhatu dies, this pure dhyana comes to an end; can
it be followed only by a defiled dhyana of the same sphere? No: "At death, following upon
the pure, there is a defiled state of some sphere." In fact, death (maranabhava) is never
absorbed (samdhita) (iii.43): a being in Rupadhatu, at the moment when he dies, never
possesses the dhyana of pure absorption. The "mind of reincarnation" (pratisamdhicitta)
which follows "the mind at death" (maranabhava) will be defiled, not absorbed.
104. Paramartha translates: "with the exception of the nirvedhabhdgtya.'*
These four categories are the duppativijjha dharmas of Dtgha, iii.277. See the source
quoted iv.125, English trans, p. 707, vi.20a, p. 707.
105. Hdnabhdgtyd succeeds upon hdnabhdgtya when there is no progress, sthitibhdgiya
succeeds when pure absorption is strengthened and when there is progress (visesagamana).
106. Mahdvyutpatti, 68.5; see Ко/а, ii.44d, English trans, p. 229. Visuddhimagga, 374
(Atthasalini, 187): jhdndnulomato jhdnapapilomato jhdnukkantito.
107. According to Paramartha. Hsiian-tsang differs: . . . (3) to cultivate the sdsravas and
andsravas in a mixed and continuous order (that is to go from the First sdsrava Dhyana to
the Second andsrava Dhyana); (4) to cultivate the sdsravas in a discontinuous order (that is
to go from the First Dhyana to the third...); (5) the same with respect to the andsravas; (6)
to cultivate the sdsravas and andsravas in a mixed and discontinuous order. The Vibhdsa
(TD 27. p.835b7) differs: 1. a good mind of Kamadhatu, 2. sdsrava absorption, to go and
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return, up to Bhavagra, 3. anasrava absorption, to go and return, 4. sdsrava by skipping over,
5. anasrava by skipping over.
108. Hsuan-tsang: 1. for there is no usefulness for a being of a higher sphere to produce a
lower absorption; 2. because his own sphere outweighs this absorption; 3. because the
power of this absorption is weak; 4. because he has rejected this absorption; and 5. because
this absorption is now the object of disgust.
109- See ii.45a-b (English trans, p. 236); vi.73a-b; above p. 1228,1244. Vyakhya: ydvad eva
samjnasamapattis tdvad djUdprativedha its vacandt (Anguttara, iv.426).
110. We have seen that the dhydna "of delight" has for its object dhydna which is pure
(fuddhaka), not anasrava. Let us understand then: "It does not bear on the pure dhydna of a
lower sphere."
111. The Vyakhya, the text of which is unfortunately unsure, explains: trsndparicchinnatvdd
bhUmtndm iti / yd yasydrh bhumau tasyam eva bhumdv anufayandm (?) tayd sd bhUmih
paricchinnd bhavati / anyathd hi tasyottaratvam (?) na sidhyed ekabhumisthdndntaravat /
ata svauttarddharye'pi sthdndntardndm traydndm traydndm astdndm caikabhumitd sidhyati
trsnavyatiharayogdt: It is trsnd which determines the bhumi. It is thus that the three sthdnas
or "places" of the heavens of the first three Dhyanas and the eight sthdnas of the heaven of
the Fourth Dhyana constitute only one bhumi, even though these places are superimposed
one over the other, because the same trsnd becomes active and grows in all of the bhumis to
which is belongs (v. 17). See iii.3c, a definition of the Dhatus.
112. Desire for anasrava is not thirst, but "desire for the good". Kofa, v. 16, p. 794.
113. According to Paramartha, Hsuan-tsang: "It has for its object all samskrta of its sphere,
of lower and higher spheres, and asamskrta. Nevertheless the morally neutral asamskrtas
are not the object of an anasrava absorption.
114. In order to become detached from the Fourth Dhyana, the ascetic enters into the
sdmantaka of the first drupya and considers the Fourth Dhyana as gross, etc. (iv.49): this is
the anantaryamdrga of detachment from the Fourth Dhyana. See iii.35a, on the sdmantaka
of akasdnantya and the Arupyas.
115. Vyakhya: na hi bhavena bhavanihsaranam astiti (see above viii. p. 1225).
116. See iii.35d, vii.26a, viu\22c.
117. Consequently priti and sukha are absent: pritisukhayor ayoga iti.
118. Being paths of detachment, they cannot be associated with delight; thus they are pure.
119. Explanation of the term anagamya, vi.44d, p. 981, note; below, note 125.
Actually the sdmantakas or prefatory absorptions of all the dhyanas and arupyas can be
called anagamya, because they do not enter the principal absorptions, and because they cut
off the kief as. But Sarhghabhadra says that the name anagamya is reserved for the
sdmantaka of the First Dhyana in order to show that this sdmantaka differs from the others.
The ascetic produces it before entering any state of absorption and, when he is in one, he
does not experience any delight (dsvddana). The other sdmantakas are produced by the force
of a previous absorption; the ascetic who is in it can experience delight. This does not
appear to be reconciliable with the definitions of Vasubandhu. The Vibhdsd says, 'It is called
anagamya, because it is produced without one having arrived (an-dgamya) at the principle
sphere (maulabhumi), for the qualities of the principle sphere are absent from it."
120. By saying that the sdmantaka is the path by which one becomes detached from a lower
sphere: This is according to Paramartha. The Vyakhya explains the first phrase of the
Bhdsya: aspasv api dhydndrupyesuyasyayat sdmantakam tasya tena sdmantakacittena
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klispendsamdhitena sarhdbibandha ity esa siddhdnta ity ata idam ucyate yady apt
sdmantakacitteneti vistarah. The first thought of a dhyana existence, upapattibhava (iii.38),
belongs to the samantaka of this dhyana; it is defiled by all of the kiefas of the sphere of this
dhyana.
121. Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 719cl3. Some say that the samantaka spheres include joy (priti), for
the Sutra says that by being supported by joy one abandons sadness (daurmanasya).
According to other sources, the joy of the samantaka of the First Dhyana includes
movement and is not like of the principle dhyana... The following two samantakas include
sukha. Vibhasa, 164.5: The Darstantikas say that the samantakas are only good; it is
explained that they are good, defiled, or neutral.
122. Hsiian-tsang adds: "Because he who does not produce the principle absorption is also
attached to the samantaka" The Vydkhyd says: By reason of the aptitude (patutva) of the
andgamya: he can be andsrava, and he can also be associated with delight. Such is the
intention (of this passage). Sarhghabhadra explains: maulapratispardhitvdd dsvddanasamdpattisadbhdvdt.
123. Pali sources: Points of Controversy, p.329 (Psychological Ethics, p. 43,52, Theragdthd,
916, with another pancangika samddht) Koia, viii.2a-b, p. 5, and 23c.
On dhyandntara and the theory of the Sarhmitlyas and Andhakas, see Kathdvatthu,
xvii.7.
124. According to Hsiian-tsang. Paramartha has "This dhyana is not associated with vitarka.
It is called dhyandntara, because it differs from the two dhydnas. As it outweighs the First
Dhyana, it is not placed in the First Dhyana. It is not placed in the Second, etc., in view of
the absence of vitesa."
I doubt that the Chinese translators really understood this.
The Vydkhyd says: The Eh as уa has dhydnavihsatvdt, that is, the first principle dhyana,
through the absence of vitarka, becomes more distinguished and receives the name of
dhyandntara: tad eva maulam prathamam dhydnam vitarkdpagamdd viHspam dhyandntaram ucyata ity art hah.
125. Sarhghabhadra reproduces the text of Vasubandhu and adds some useful explanations
on andgamya and dhyandntara. We shall put this explanations into paragraphs.
a. Dhyandntara, which is included in the First Dhyana, differs from this latter by the fact
that it has less vitarka. In the higher sphere (Second Dhyana, etc.), what are the dharmas
whose suppression would give rise to a dhydnantaral Thus there is a dhyandntara in the
First Dhyana, but not in the higher spheres.
b. Doesn't the Sutra say that the seven absorptions (samdpatti)—namely the Four
Dhyanas and the first three driipyas—are the support [of pure prajfid, of the "qualities,"
viii.20a, 27c]? Furthermore how do you prove that there is an andgamya, and a
dhyandntara}
с We know that there is an andgamya by Scripture and by reasoning.
The Sutra says, "He who is not capable of entering into the First Dhyana, etc., and of
remaining in it, obtains down here the destruction of the dsravas by means of an dryan or
pure (andsrava) prajfid." If there were no andgamya, what would be the support of this
prajHdl
Furthermore, the Sutra of the Good Precepts (Suiila-Sutra?) says, "There is a person
delivered-through-Prajfia {prajMvimukta, vi.64) who has not obtained the principle dhyana
(mauladhydna: the dhyana itself)." Now is it not by being in the dhyana that the ascetic
obtains the deliverance-through-ргл/яй? Thus there is a dhyana which is not the
mauladhydna, namely the preliminary dhyana, the andgamya. On the mixed character of
andgamya, iii.35d.
d. The Sutra says, with respect to dhyandntara, that there are three samddhis, sa-vitarka,
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sa-vicdra, etc. (viii.23c). It says that the First Dhyina contains vitarka and vicdra; and that,
in the Second and the following Dhyanas, vitarka and vicdra have ceased. If there were no
dhydndntara, what samddhi would "possess vicdra and not vitarka"! Because the citta-caittas
cease gradually, it follows that there would be a dhydna with vicdra but without vitarka.
Furthermore, out from dhydndntara, what would be the cause of the arising of
Mahabrahma the King of the World (Кота, viii.23b)?
e. The Buddha does not speak of andgamya and dhydndntara, because both are included
the First Dhyana. The word "dhydna" includes them also.
f. The first "vestibule," sdmantaka, is called andgamya because one would distinguish it
from the others. A dhydna does not arise before one has entered into this first sdmantaka.
(See above vi.44d, p. 981.)
126. Elsewhere abhisamskdravdhya; see iv.78c,. (vahati = gacchati), vi.66a, 71d.
127. See ii.4ld.
128. Not in Paramartha. Hsxian-tsang, samdpatti - teng-chih
ЩШ
, samddhi,
teng-ch'ih
ЩЩ
(to grasp, dhar).
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 821c2. Opinions differ on the difference between samddhi and
samdpatti. Samddhi is understood as a momentary (ksanika) absorption; samdpatti as a
prolonged (prdbandhika) absorption. The samddhis always involve the mind (citta); they
are sacittaka\ this mind can be either samdhita, absorbed, or vyagra (or viksipta, i.33c-d),
dispersed. The samdpattis (ii.44d, English trans, p. 231) can be accompanied by mind or not
(for example asamjnisamdpatti and samjndveditanirodhydsamdpatti). Thus we have: 1.
exclusively samddhi, the [semi]-absorption associated with the vyagra mind [We do not
understand how a non-samdhita mind can be in samddhi, see above note 4; but it is certain
that a mind in Kamadhatu can be in samddhi, viii.25a, etc.]; 2. exclusively samdhita, the
states free from mind; and 3. samddhi and samdpatti, all states of absorbed mind. Samatha is
a state accompanied by an absorbed mind.
A traditional summary of the Eighth Chapter holds that it treats of 1. the dhyanas, 2. the
drupyas, 3. the samdpattis (all of which are "absorbed," samdhita, with or without mind (see
ii.44d, p. 231); and of 4. the samddhis, that is to say in the proper sense of the word, the
sUnyatdsamddhi group (viii.24).
129. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 538c3, Dirgha, TD 1, p. 110a24, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 132al8 (not
closely related); Digha, iii. 219,274, Majjhima, iii. 162, Samyutta, iv. 363, Anguttara, iv. 300,
Kathdvatthu, ix.8 and trans, p. 239, note; elsewhere only savitarka-savicdra and
avitarka-avicdra are distinguished, Samyutta, v.lll, etc. [The role of avitakka-avicdra in the
reading of the mind of another, Digha, iii. 104.] See Compendium, Introduction, 58,
Visuddhimagga, 169.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 744b24. The Darstantikas think that there is vitarka and vicdra up to
Bhavagra.
130. On vitarka-vicdra, see above note 18.
131. Hsuan-tsang: "This refers to the First Dhyana and its sdmantaka."
132. Dirgha, TD 1, p. 50bl, Ekottara, TD 2, p. бЗОЬЗ; Digha, iii.219: sunnato samddhi,
animitto samddhi, appanihito samddhi; Dhammasangani, 344, 505; Vibhanga, Preface, p.
xviii; Atthasdlini, 221 and foil.; Sutrdlamkdra, xviii, 77-79. Anguttara, iii.397, animitta
cet о samddhi. Below note 140.
a. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 538a27. The samddhis are numberless; why say that they are
three? From the point of view of their opposition (pratipalsa), their intention (dfaya), and
their object (dlambana): 1. iunyatd-samddhi opposes the belief in a self (satkdyadrsti); as it
considers things under the aspects of non-self and emptiness, it is opposed to the aspects of
self and mine; 2. apranihitasamddhi is the samddhi in which there is no intention (dsaya),
no will (pranidhdna) with respect to any dharma of the Three Dhatus (or bhava, tribhdva,
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threefold existence, i.8c). There is no complete absence of pranidhdna with respect to the
Path; but, although the Path rests on bhava, intention relative to the Path is not related to
bhava; 3. dnimittasamddhi has an object free from the nimittas, namely from тира, sab da,
etc. For others, the three samadhis, in this order, oppose satkdyadrsti, sUavrata and vicikitsd.
b. The Bodhisattvabhumi, fol. 106a, arranges the samadhis in the following order:
iunyatd, apranihita, and dnimitta, and gives a definition of them very different from that of
Vasubandhu:
tatra katamo bodhisattvasya iunyatdsamddhih / iha bodhisattvasya sarvabhildpdtmakena svabhdvena virahitam nirabhildpyasvabhdvam vastu pasyatah yd cittasya sthitih ayam
asyocyate iunyatdsamddhih / apranihitasamddhih katamah / iha bodhisattvasya tad eva
nirabhildpyasvabhdvam vastu mithydvikalpasamutthdpitena
klesena parigrhitatvdd
anekadosadustam samanupasyato yd ayat уam tatrdpranidhdnapurvakd cittasthitir ayam
asydpranihitasamddhir ity ucyate / dnimittasamddhih katamah / iha bodhisattvasya tad eva
nirabhildpyasvabhdvam vastu sarvavikalpaprapancanimittdny apaniya yathdbhutam santat о
manasi kurvato yd cittasthitir ayam asyocyate dnimittasamddhih /.
The second samddhi refers to conditioned (samskrta) things through which one does
not form any pranidhdna; the third to unconditioned things (i.e. Nirvana), the object of
pranidhdna; the first to non-existent (asat) things, the self, mine, with respect to which one
does not form either pranidhdna or apranidhdna, but which one regards solely as empty.
133. Calm = nirodha = Nirvana, has four aspects of nirodha, pranita, sdnta, and nihsarana,
vii. 13a.
134. Hsuan-tsang: "This samddhi has the four aspects of nirodha; nirodha can be called
§ama [or sdnta]"
135. On dnimitta as noun and adjective, see Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhumi p. 19-20. On
nimitta, see Kola, ii.l4c.
136. The "emptiness" of the Hlnayana should be studied in greater depth.
137. See i.7c-d, note 33. Majjhima, i.135: . . . evam eva kho bhikkhave kullupamo mayd
dhammo desito nittharanatthdya no gahanatthdya / kullupamam vo bhikkhave djdnantehi
dhammd pi vo pah atabba prdg evddhammd.
Vajracchedikd, p.23: . . . na khalu punah sub hut e bodhisattvena mahasattvena dharma
ugrahitavyo nddharmah / tasmdd iyam tathdgatena samdhdya vdg bhdsitd / kolopamam
dharmaparydyam djdnadbhir dharma eva prahdtavydh prdg evddharmd iti.
Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.33: adhigata upeya pas cat kolopamatvdd upayasydpi prahdnam.
Compare the bhisi (vrsi, raft) of the Suttanipdta, 22: "I have passed over . . . there is no
(further) use for a raft."
In Samyutta, iv. 174-175, the magga is a raft, but it is not said that one should abandon it.
The Vajracchedikdpikd (Tanjur, Mdo, xvi.237b) quotes the Ratnakaranda, where the
formula: kolopamam dharmaparydyam .. prdg evddharmdh is completed by the words: ye
dharmdh prahdtavyd na te dharma ndpy adharmdh.
One should examine the meaning of dharma and adharma in these sources.
138. See viii.5.
139. Excluding Kamadhatu, Bhavagra, and the sdmantakas from the sdmantaka of the
Second Dhyana.
140. Patisambhiddmagga, ii.35: tayo me bhikkhave vimokkhd sunnato vimokkho animitto
vimikkho appanihito; ibid, ii.67. Dhammasamgani, 344, Atthasdlint, 223, Visuddhimagga,
658 (Compendium, 111, 216); Nettippakarana, 90, 119, 126; Milinda, 413. Mahdvyutpatti,
73, the Three Vimoksamukhas, Iunyatd, animittam, apranihitam; Madhyamakavrtti, 246:
trtni vimoksamukhdni sunyatdnimittdpranihitdkhydni vimuktaye vineyebhyo bhagavatd
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nirdistdni...; Madhyamakdvatdra, 319; Deva, Catuhsatikd, p. 497; Bodhisattvabhumi,
1.17.14 (with nirodhasamdpatti, the three Vimoksas constitute the dryavihdra of the
Buddha).
141. According to Ekottara, 26.5
The Vibhdsd (see below) and Hstian-tsang (in the Ко fa) call these samddhis
chung
Jf
- samddhis, "repeated" samddhis, "accumulated" samddhis, since they
are sunya-sunya ... The thought that inspires the theory of these samddhis is clearly
explained by Sarhghabhadra (in his Prakarandfdsana, TD 29. p. 971b26), "In the same way
that one burns the wood of the funeral-pyre which first burned the body, so too when the
absorption of emptiness (sunyatdsamddhi) burns the kleias, the ascetic namely produced
sunyatdsamddhi in order to obtain disgust-abandon with respect to the first emptiness (=the
first sunyatdsamddhi)."
The Vibhdsd treats of these samddhis, TD 27, p. 543a27 (and c5 and following): 1. At
what moment does one obtain them? According to one opinion, in darianamdrga, when one
obtains abhisamaydntika (vii.21a); according to another opinion, in bhdvandmdrga, when
the detached (virakta) Aryan obtains nirmdnacitta (vii.49c); according to a third opinion
(the orthodox opinion), at the moment of ksayajndna (vi.44d), because, at this moment, the
ascetic cultivates all the impure (sdsrava) good dharmas of the three spheres (vii.26c). 2.
Does one obtain them without effort? 3. After which jndnas? 4. In what spheres (viii.27b)?
5. With what dsraya (viii..27a)? 6. What dkdras do they take up?
142. The Vydkhyd, doubtlessly quoting a Sastra or the Vibhdsd: aha / kim atra kdranamyac
chunyatdsunyatdsamddhih sunyatdkara eva na punar anatmdkdro'pi sunyatdvad iti /
atrocyate / sunyatdkdrapravrttaiunyattdprsthenotpattir na punar andtmdkdrapravrttasunyatdprstheneti / atrocyate / tadutpattyanukulydt sa eva hi sunyatdkdrah sunyatdsamddhis
tasya sunyatdsunydsamddher utpattdv anukulyendvatisthate ndndtmdkdrah / na hy evam
andtmadarsanam udvejayati yathd sunyatddarsanam / drstesu hy andtmato bhavesv
abhiratir asti samsdre sunyatddarsandbhdvdt / tadyathddhvagasydsambddhddhvadariandd
apipritih / ekdkinas tu tacchunyatvad apritir iti / tadvat. Sunyatdfunyatdsamddhi follows a
sunyatdsamddhi which has the aspect of sunya, not one which has the aspect of anat man.
Sunyatd disgusts more than andtmatd: one continues to find pleasure in things which one
recognized as andtman, as a traveller sees with pleasure a path little frequented (asambddha;
MSS: asambandha), but, alone, be has a fear of the path because it is empty.
143. dusaniyatvdt. Vydkhyd: so'saiksasamddhir dusayitavya iti.
144. See viii.35b-d.
145. There are two nirodhas of dnimittasamddhi:
a. anityatdnirodha [or svalaksananirodha or svarasanirodha] (i.20a, English trans, p. 77,
ii.45c): the extinction of which is the law of all conditioned things (samskrta).
b. apratisamkhydnirodha (see i.5c, 6c-d, ii.55d, English trans, p. 280). Here the word
nirodha cannot be legitimately translated by extinction, but it is not impossible to say what
it refers to: when an Arhat leaves the dnimittasamddhi, some pure or impure thoughts arise
in him which are no longer of this samddhi\ if these thoughts had not arisen, some new
moments of the dnimittasamddhi would have arisen. When these other thoughts arise, the
Arhat takes possession of apratisamkhydnirodha of the new moments of dnimittasamddhi
which, lacking causes, would not arise.
Vydkhyd: k at ham tasya [dnimittasamddher] apratisamkhydnirodhah / aiaiksdd
animittdt samddher vyutthitasya tadanantaram ye sdsravdh ksana atikrdmanty anye
vdndsravd(s) yadi te notpanndh syur asaiksd dnimittaksand utpanndh syuh / tesdm
sdsravdndm anyesdm andsravdndm votpattikdle tesdm asaiksdndm dnimittaksandndm
apratisamkhydnirodho abhyate pratyayavaikalyd / tarn apratisamkhydnirodham dlambate
santdkdrena.
Animittdnimittasamddhi thus takes the apratisamkhydnirodha of the dnimittasamddhi
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as its object, for this nirodha is the enemy of this samadhi (tatpratyarthikabhutatvdt) and
the ascetic desires to become disgusted {vidusanam abhHasan) with this samadhi.
146. As we have seen in i.6c. Pratisamkhydnirodha is the nirodha which one obtains by a
type of prajnd called pratisamkhyd.
The Vydkhyd explains: apratikulatvdt / уad dhi prtikulam drydnam tatsamyogavisamyogdya yatante / visamypoga/ ca pratisamkhydnirodha!?.
The pure dharmas are aheya, i.40a, English trans, p. 112.
147. Sarhghabhadra (in his Prakaranasdsana, TD 29, p. 972a3) says, "The sdnta
[characteristic or aspect] indicates only cessation (chih-hsi lb Ж ); apratisamkhydnirodha thus has the characteristic of sdnta; the prolonged practice of the Path (dryamdrga)
(which culminates in funyatd, apranihita, and animittasamddhi) includes fatigue, so one
produces pleasure (sukhalaksana) with respect to its cessation."
148. If the ascetic were to consider the apratisamkhydnirodha of animittasamddhi under the
aspect of nirodha or extinctbn, he would not consider it as "calm," sdnta; he would consider
it under an aspect which renders it hateful, and as a consequence he would not take a dislike
to animittasamddhi.
149. As we have seen iv.9d.
150. The apratisamkhydnirodha of a certain klesa is not the visamyoga (ii.55d) of this klesa.
Let us suppose that an ascetic takes possession of the apratisamkhydnirodha of good or bad
dharmas, but he remains bound to these dharmas because their possession (prdpti)y which
alone can cut off the possession of pratisamkhydnirodha, has not been cut off. [A good
example, Ko/a, vi.23: the possessor of ksdnti contains the apratisamkhydnirodha of the
klesas whose pratisamkhydnirodha can only be attained by darsanamdrga.]
151. Only the akopyadharman Arhat, by reason of his sharp faculties, has the power
(sdmarthya) to produce them; not the other Arhats. The Vydkhyd explains: tebhyo
drstadharmasukhavihdratvdd dsangdspadabhutebhyo 'iaiksebhyah SUnyatddisamadhibhyo
vaimukhydrtham aparasamddhin samdpadyante.
152. On samddhibhdvand, above note 4; Visuddhi, Ъ1\.
The Vydkhyd quote the Sutra: asti samddhibhdvand dsevitd bhdvitd bahulikrtd
drstadhrmasukhavihdrdya samvartate / asti . . . divyacaksurabhijn"djndnadarsandya
samvartate / asti... prajndprabheddya samvartate / asti. .. dsravaksaydya samvaratate.
On the value of dsevita, bhdvita, bahulikrta, the Vydkhyd says: dsevitd nisevitd
bhdvanayd / bhdvitd vipaksaprahdnatayd / bahulikrtd vipaksadurikaranatayd. When this
refers to the paths of action, iv.85a.
Digha, iii.222, Anguttara, ii.44: atth'dvuso samddhibhdvand bhdvitd bahulikatd
ditthadhammasukhavihdrdya samvattati... nanadasanapatildbhdya... satisampajafindya...
dsavdnam khaydya samvattati.
In Bodhisattvabhumi (1,13, fol. 82), the theory of the three samddhibhdvands is
modified:
tatra katamo bodhisattvandm dhydnasvabhdvah / bodhisattvapitaka-sravanacintdpurvakamyal laukikam lokottaram bodhisattvandm kusalam cittaikdgryam cittasthitih
famathapaksyd vd vipasyandpaksyd vd... tadubhayapaksyd va ayam bodhisattvandm
dhydnasvabhavo veditavyah / tatra katamad bodhisattvandm sarvadhydnam / tad
dvividham laukikam lokottaram ca / tat punar yathdyogam trividham
veditavyam
drstadharmasukhavihdrdya dhydnam bodhisattvasamddhigunanirhdrdya
dhydnam
sattvdrthakriydyai dhydnam / tatra уad bodhisattvandm sarvavikalpdpagatam kdyikacaitasikaprasrabdhijanakam paramaprasdntam manyandpagatam andsvdditam sarvanimittdpagatam
dhydnam idam esdm drstadharmasukhavihdrdya veditavyam / pratisamviddm arandpranidhijfidnddindm gundndm srdvakdsddhdrandndm acchinirhdrdya samvartate idam bodhisattvasya dhydnam samddhigundbhirnirhdrdya veditavyam . ..
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153. The fourth pad a, the version of Paramartha appears to be: prajridprabhedaya
samskdrajdh; the version of Hsuan-tsang: prajridprabhedaya prayogikaiubhabhdvana.
The theory of Harivarman, TD 32, no. 1646, chap. 158, is very different from that of the
Abhidharma.
154. On the drspadharmasukhavihdras, Ко fa, ii.4, vi.42c, 58b, 65b, (note 415).
Vihdra = samddhiviiesa (ii., note 229).
According to ii.4, English trans, p. 157, happiness here below depends on djndtavindriya
and thus supposes the state of Arhat; it consists of the fact of experiencing the "satisfaction"
and the "well-being" of deliverance from the defilements {klefavimukupritisukhapratisarri
vedand); in other words, this happiness is the enjoyment {upabhoga) of Nirvana) ii.6,
English trans, p. 159).
We should distinguish idntavihdra from sukhavihdra, the former being nirodhasamdpatti (ii.43b), which is similar to Nirvana (the idnta vimoksas, viii. p. 10, Majjhima i.472).
We owe to Samghabhadra (above note 57) the fact that the word sukha does not necessarily
signify "agreeable sensation"; but sukhavihdra, being pratisamvedand, is "sensation."
According to the Vibhdsd, the sukhavihdras solely refer to the four fundamental
dhydnas, pure {iuddhaka) or andsrava, not to the prefatory spheres (sdmantakas) or the
drupyas.
In Buddhaghosa, the Arhats (compare Majjhima, iii.4) cultivate the right samdpattis
(four dhydnas and four drupyas) "in order to agreeably pass the day with their minds
concentrated" {ekaggacittd sukham divasam viharissdma), and the ninth samdpatti
{samjfidveditanirodha) "in order to agreeably pass seven days delivered in mind, having
attained nirodhd, Nirvana in this world": . . . sattdham acittakd hutvd dittheva dhamme
nirodham nibbdnam patvd sukham viharissdma {Samantapdsddikd, i.156).
155. The Vydkhyd explains the value of these two words. Jndna is a discernment (prajnd)
associated with the mental consciousness {manovijHdnasamprayukta) which includes
vikalpas (or "judgements" as here: "Beings, endowed with bad bodily actions...;" Darsana,
on the contrary, is discernment associated with the visual consciousness, and as such free
from vikalpa {avikalpika prajfia, see i.33a-b, English trans, p. 97).
Some references to jnanadarsana:
i. Worldly insight-consciousness.
a. The Buddha possesses as ang a apratihata jnanadarsana with respect to the past,
present, and future (last three dvenikas of the Mahdvyutpatti, 9. Koia, vii. note 162); this
fidnadassana is attraka, Dtgha, iii.134.
Panadassana has previous existences for its sphere, Nettippakarana, 28.
b. The ascetic obtains fidnadassana through dlokasafifidmanasikdra (by having, both day
and night, the idea that it is daytime, divdsarlnd); in this way sappabhdsam cittam bhdveti,
Dtgha, iii.223.
с The Bodhisattva obtains fidnadassana after samddhisampad, before the jhdnas,
Majjhima, i.203.
d. The Bodhisattva, before Bodhi, purifies his fidnadassana: he samjdndtis the obhdsa but
does not see the rupas; then the gods, Anuttara, iv.302.
e. The Niggantha affirms that "going, staying in place, lying down, awaking,
fidnadassana is present in me without interruption," Anguttara, i.220, iv.428.
f. The jfidnadariana of &akra views what is below, Avaddnaiataka, i.189.
g. Bodhisattvasya sarvavidydsthdnesv avу ah at am parisuddham
paryavaddtam
jfidnadarianam {Bodhisattvabhumi, I.xv, Museon 1906, 22a); later, by virtue of
vipa/yandparisuddhi, this jfidnadariana acquires prthuvrddhivaipulyatd.
ii. Consciousness, knowledge, sambodha.
a. Ko/a, vi.75b, fidna = dassana; Majjhima, i.173: fidnam nesam dassanam udapddi:
akuppd no vimutti; Mahdvyutpatti, 81.9: vimuktasya vvmukto'smiti jfidnadarianam bhavati;
this is the vimuktijfidnadarianaskandha {ibid. 4.5, Koia, vi. p. 1033, vii. p. 1157).
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b. Ко fa, vi.54, darfana = caksus, jftdna, vidyd, buddhi.
c. Mahdvyutpatti, 245.51: samyak pratydtmam jndnadarfanam pravartate.
d. Anguttara, ii.200: abhabbd te ndnadassanaya anyttardya abhisambodhdya.
156. Why does the text say: "The abhijna of divine sight has jnanadarsana for its result,"
and not: "The cultivation of the absorption of the abhijna of divine sight has jnanadarsana
for its result?" The Vydkhya explains:
aha / divyacaksurabhijna jndnadarfanaya samvartata ity uktam na ca divyacaksurabhijndb
samddhibhdvand / atrocyate / ayam phale hetupacdrah / yasya hetoh samddhibhdvandyd
divyacaksurabhijHd phalarh tatra phale hetupacdrah / jndnadarfandya samddhibhdvaneti /
yesdm punar ayam paksah sadvidhd muktimdrgadhir (vii.42) iti dhyd nasamgrhit eva
m anas a vimuktimdrgah sad abhijna iti tesdm acodyam evaitat tesdm vimuktimdrgdndm
samddhitatvdt / purvaka eva tupakso'bhidharmakofacintakdndm
ity avagantavyam /
divyacaksuhfrotravijudnayorabhijndtvendbhistatvdt.
157. Vydkhya: prajndprabheddyeti prajndvifesdkarsdya = vaifesikagundbhinirhdrdya, Ко fa,
vi., note 415. Compare the expression iddippabheda, vii.trans. p. 1157.
158. The dharmas or gunas, "qualities," of the Three Dfeatus are afubhd, dndpdnasmrti,
arand (viii.36), pranidhijndna (vii.37), pratisamvid, abhijrtd, vimoksa (viii.32), abhibhvdyatana, etc. The pure "qualities" are vimoksamukha (viii.25), vyutkrantakasamdpatti
(viii.l8c), dsravaksaydbhijnd, etc.
159. Vydkhya: traidhdtukd andsravd iti traidhdtukd asubhd... / atra tu samddhisamprayogdt
prayokigdndm gundndm samddhibhdvanety upacdrah.
160. Vydkhya: bodhisattvo hi karmdntapratyaveksandya niskrdnto jambumule prathamam
dhydnam utpdditavdn (see Kofa, iii. 41) / bodhimule ca devaputramdraih bhanktvd
prathame ydme divyarh caksur utpdditvdm/ tena divyena caksusa sattvdn cyutyupapattisamkapasthdn abhiviksya tatparitrdndya madhyame ydme
dhydnavimoksasamdpattih
sammukhikrtavdn / te'sya prdyogikagundh prajftdprabheddya jayante / tatas trtiye ydme
caturtham dhydnam niirita niydmam (vi.26a) avakramyaydvadvajropamena samddhind
sarvayojanaprahdnam krtavdn (Compare Majjhima, 122). On the conquest of Bodhi by the
Bodhisattva, vii. p. 1145.
161. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 420b8. "Why explain the Immeasurables immediately after the
dhydnas? Because the dhydnas give rise to or produce the Immeasurable; because the
dhydnas and the Immeasurables reciprocally occasion one another; because the Immeasura
bles are the best qualities among [those that produce the] dhydnas."
162. Mahdvyutpatti, 69; Digha, iii.223, catasso appamanftdyo; Dirgha, TD 1, p. 50c24,
Ekottara, TD 2, p. 658a21, Madhyama, TD 1, p. 563b8.
These are the Four Brahmaviharas. Visuddhimagga, Atthasdlini, 192, Itivuttaka, 15,
Bodhisattvabhumi, Musebn, 1911, p. 177, Yogasutram i.33; cultivated by a Rajarasipravrajita, Divya, 122.
Considered by many sects as parts of Bodhi (Bhavya), Kosa, vi. p.281; they figure in the
presentation of the Path, Anuttara, i.38, between the dhydnas and the smrtyupasthdnas.
On maitri and arand, Ко fa, vii. 36; formula of maitri, iv.124; difference between karund
and mahdkarund, vii.37.
Sarhghabhadra (in his Nydydnusdra, TD 29, p. 769Ы7) observes here that the
Immeasurables do no good to another. Why are they good and not morally neutral? Because
they oppose hatred, etc.; because they assure the mind of mastery over itself.
On the miracles that maitrisamapanna manifests, Divya, 1886.2, Cullavagga, v.6,1;
Digha, ii.238, etc.
163. Paramartha omits the second reason. P'u-kuang (TD 41, p. 433alO), because they
produce immeasurable retributive results and outflowing results. Three reasons in Fa-pao
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(TD 41, p. 798Ы8).
164. Vydkhya: advesasvabhdvatvdn maitri vydpddapratipaksah / duhkhdpanayandkdratvdc
ca karund duhkhopasamjdrdkdrdyd vihimsdydh pratipakso bhavati / muditd cdrateh
pratipaksah saumanasyarupatvdt / upeksd ca mddhyasthaydt
kdmardgavydpddayoh
pratipaksa iti (apalsapdtitve пару anunito napi pratihata iti), v.47, note 170.
165. Sarhghabhadra (in his Nydydnysdra, TD 26, p. 769bl6) says the contrary: Aiubha and
upeksd oppose, in this order, sexual desire and the other desires. On the attachment to
visible things, below viii.32a.
166. We do not mean to say that a single dharma, upeksd^ possesses two natures; we mean
to say that the word upeksd designates both non-desire and non-hatred.
167. Sukhitd vata sattvdh. The meaning is: "May they be happy!" Maitribhdvand analyzed as
punyakriydvastu, iv.H2c; its efficacy, iv.l21b; above note 162.
168. Duhkhitvata sattvdh. The intention is: "May they be delivered from suffering!"
169. Compare the anumodand of the Mahayana (Bodhicarydvatdra, Third Chapter).
170. The absence of sympathy (anunaya) and antipathy (pratighdta). On samskdropeksd,
iii.35d.
171. See ii.72, English trans, p. 320, adhimuktimanasikdra; vi.9, viii.32, 34, 35.
172. Dtgha, i.250, iii.223, etc.
173. Maulasuddhakadhydnabhumikatvdt: "They have the fundamental dhydnas of the
iuddhaka or pure category for their sphere" (viii.5). The prefatory (sdmantaka) absorptions
bring about worldly abandoning of the defilements, not fundamental absorptions (viii.21c).
174. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 42 7b 14. Do the Apramanas bring about the abandoning of the
defilements? No. The abandoning (prahdna) of the defilements is of two types, temporary
abandoning and definitive abandoning. Concerning the first abandoning, the Sutra says that
the Apramanas cause abandoning; of the second, the Samadhiskandha says that they do not
bring about the abandoning.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 819bl0. Why do the Apramanas not bring about the abandoning of
the defilements? For the following reasons: 1. on account of the diversity of their aspects;
sixteen aspects cut off the defilements: the four aspects of the Apramanas do not; 2. the
Apramanas are adhimuktimanasikdra; and only tattvamanasikdra cuts off the defilements;
3. the Apramana are anugrahamanasikara (tseng-i Щ^
), beneficial act of attention;
and only the acts of attention which do not have this characteristic cut off the defilements; 4.
the Apramanas have for their object the present; and only the Path which has the three
time periods, or the asamskrta for its object, cuts off the defilements; and 5. only
dnantaryamdrga cuts off the defilements; and the Apramanas are obtained at the moment of
vimuktimdrga.
175. Hsiian-tsang adds: "He has the idea that they are delivered from suffering and obtain
happiness."
176. Hsiian-tsang adds: "From equanimity one passes through the other categories to the
moment when one has, for his greatest friends, the same though as for those to whom he is
indifferent."
177. References given by Saeki: Madhyama, TD 1, p. 582a 17, p. 694a28 and following,
Dirgha, TD 1, p. 490c3, p. 489b27, Prakaranapada, TD 26, p. 720c23-721b3, Samyukta-hrdaya, TD 28, p. 927al9, Tattvasiddhi (Ch'eng-shih lun), TD 32, p. 15. 10, and the
Amrta-sdstra, TD 28, p. 976al8.
Dtgha, ii.70 (Lotus, 824; Dialogues; O. Franke, 212), Atthasdlinil90,
Patisambhidd
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magga, ii.38, Dhammasangani, 248 (seven).
Mabdvyutpatti, 70 (according to the Samgitiparydya, TD 26, p. 443a26); Chavannes,
Religieux erainents, p. 164, compare the Mabdvyutpatti and the Numerical Dictionary.
Vasubandhu follows Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 434bl5, where the svabhdva (nature) of the
Vimoksas, their bbumi (the stage in which one produces them), their as*raya (the persons
who produce them), their dkdra (aspect), their dlambana (object), their smrtyupastbdna (of
which "application of mindfulness" they consist), their labha (mode of acquisition), etc. are
explained.
178. Text of the Vydkbyd:
a. rupi rupdni pasyati.
b. adhydtmam arUpasamjni bahirdha rupdni pasyati.
c. iubham vimoksam kdyena sdksdtkrtvopasampadya vibarati.
d. sarvaso rupasamjndndm samatikramdt pratighasamjudndm astamgamdn ndndtvasamjndndm amanasikdrdd anantam dkasam anantam dkdiam ity akas an ant у ayat an am
upasampadya vibarati tad уat h a devd dkdsdnantydyatanopagdh.
e. punar aparam sarvafa dkdidnantydyatanam samatikramyanantam vijfidnam anantam
vijndnam Hi vijndndnantydyatanam upasampadya vibarati todyat ha devd vijndndnantydyatanopagdb.
f. punar aparam sarvafo vijndndnantydyatanam samatikramya ndsti kim cid ity
dkincanydyatanam upasampadya vibarati tadyathd devd dkincanyaydyatanopagdb.
g. punar aparam sarva/a dkincanydyatanam samatikramya naivasamjndndsamjndyatanam upasampadya vibarati tadyathd devd naivasamjndndsamjndyatanopagdh.
h. punar aparam sarva/o naivasamjfidndsamjndyatanam samatikramya samjndveditanirodham kdyena sdksdtkrtvopasampadya viharaty ayam astamo vimoksa iti.
179. It is very difficult to interpret this formula.
a. The Pali sources read rupi rupdni passati; the Vydkbyd comments: rupi rilpdniti
svdtmani rupdni vibhdvya bahir apt rupdni pasyati.
Paramartha, Hsiian-tsang, one of the versions of the Mabdvyutpatti, 70, and
Harivarman (in his Tattvasiddhi), read adhydtmam rupasamjni bahirdha rupdni pasyati
(which is the formula of the Abhibhvayatanas, viii.35).
b. The exegesis of the Abhidhamma is developed in Patisambhidd, ii.38a and elsewhere:
the ascetic considers rupa (blue, nila, etc.) which is internal and external (First Vimokka),
and then only external rupa (Second Vimokka). It appears probable that the Kosa intends
the same.
с What is the meaning of the expression rupdni vibhdvya (Vydkbyd quoted above a.)?
According to Atthasdlini, 163: "In the expressions rupam sannam vibhdvehi, the word
vibhdvand signifies antaradhdpana, to make disappear." Above, Kofa, viii.3a, vibhutarupasamjnd = which makes the notion of rupa disappear.
Harivarman translates vibhdvand as "to expell, break." "First Vimoksa: adhydtmam
rupasamjni bahirdha rupdni paiyati [=He grasps the notion of internal rupa (=of the body)
as being horrible (afubha), and continues to see external rupa: The ascetic, by this Vimoksa
breaks and rends (p'o-lieh ШШ
) тира. How do we know this? Because, in the Second
Vimoksa, it is said: adhydtmam arUpasamjni bahirdha rupdni pafyati. The ascetic is termed
adhydtmam arUpasamjni, because he has broken internal rupa. By this we know that in the
First Vimoksa the ascetic sees only external rupa, the internal rupa having been eliminated.
In the Third Vimoksa, the external rupa also having been eliminated, the ascetic no longer
sees internal and external rupa. This is what is called the notion of rupa, he abandons-des
troys desire; he does not see any internal or external dtman." Compare Suttanipdta, 1113:
vibhutarupasannissa sabbakdyappahdyino (the Chinese reads kdma) ajjhattam ca bahiddhd
ca n'atthi kim citi passato.
180. Hsiian-tsang differs. Karika: The Vimoksas are of eight types. The first three are
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non-desire (alobha); two are in two absorptions; one in one absorption . . . Bbasya:... the
first two are, by their nature, non-desire, because they oppose desire. The Sutras
(Madhyama, TD 1, p. 582a 17) define Vimoksa by saying that the ascetic sees (pafyati): [it
does not mean that Vimoksa is sight; it expresses itself thus] because seeing increases
Vimoksa. Hsiian-tsang puts into the text of Vasubandhu the definition of Vibhdsd volume
84 (TD 27, p. 434b28) [where it is noted that the eighth Vimoksa is a cittaviprayuktasamskdraskandha}.
181. This opposition is duribhdvapratipaksa "opposition which renders distant" (v.61, p.
855) for, from the fact that the ascetic enters into the First Dhyana, attachment to the rupa
of Kamadhatu is already abandoned (prahina: by means of a prahdnapratipaksa realized in
andgamya, viii. p. 1268, line 25).
182. See iii.43: One does not die in a state of samddhi.
183. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.434cl: Why are they called Vimoksas? What is the meaning of
vimoksa} The meaning of vimoksa is "rejection" (ch'i-pei
Ш^Ш »
to discard, turn
the back o n ) . . . The first two reject the mind of desire for rupa (rupalobhacitta); the third
rejects aiubhasamjfia; the Four Vimoksas of Arapyadhatu each reject the mind of the sphere
immediately below; the Vimoksa of nirodhasamdpatti rejects any thought having an object
(salambanacitta). Consequently the meaning of vimoksa is "rejection." The Bhadanta says
that the Vimoksas are so called because they are obtained by the force of adhimoksa;
according to PasVa, because they are the locus wherein one rejects.
184. See ii.44d, vi.64a, viii.196. Majjhima, U60, 301,333,400,456, Anguttara, iv.426,448.
185. Hsuan-tsang corrects: "because it turns its back on everything that has an object
(sdlamba)" that is to say, the mind and mental states.
186. Hsuan-tsang: "The Eight Vimoksa is called Vimoksa because it delivers . . . "
It is evident that the possession of the Eighth Vimoksa, [which confers the name of
Kiyasaksin and, when one is an Arhat, the name of Ubhyatobhagavimukta], assures perfect
mastery in absorption, the complete deliverance of vimoksdvarana (vi.64a); but the version
of Paramartha is doubtless correct, for the possession of the first two Vimoksas, which
supposes the cultivation of the First Dhyana, makes this same cultivation sharper by
"making more distant" the rupa already abandoned (above note 181), by giving the mind
karmanyatd (see following note). The Third Vimoksa surpresses obstacles to the Vimoksas
of the sphere of Rupadhatu (rupivimoksdvarana, below note 198).
187. The obstacle is the ineptitude of the mind (akarmanyatd) which causes a person
detached from the three Dhatus to be incapable at the same time of entering the First
Dhyana.
188. Vibhdsd TD 27, p. 774al4: The Darstantikas and the Vibhajyavadins maintain that a
subtle mind is not destroyed in nirodhasamdpatti. According to them, there is no being
(sattva) without matter (rupa), and there is no absorption without the mind. If absorption
were free from mind, the vital organ (jivitendriya) would be cut off; one would say that [the
ascetic] is dead and not that he is in an absorption. In order to refute this opinion, one
indicates that nirodhasamdpatti is absolutely without mind. See Kosa, ii.44d, note 253.
189. Definition of Bhavagra, viii.4c.
190. According to the Mahayana, the "entering mind" of this absorption is always andsrava,
and the leaving mind is of two types, andsrava or sdsrava... Among the Buddhas, the Eight
Vimoksas are andsrava; among others, the Eighth is always andsrava, the first seven are of
two types accordingly as they have for their nature worldly or transworldly knowledge
(laukikalokottarajndna).
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191. Anvayajndna is the Path with the exception of the part of Path relative to Kamadhatu.
The Vydkhyd indicates the spheres where the Vimoksas are cultivated: eleven spheres
by excluding seven sdmantakas.
192. Vydkhyd: aha / katamah punar apratisamkhydnirodhas tesdm dlambananam /
atrocyate / aiaiksasydnimittasya samddher apratisaihkhydnirodham dlambate / ete hy
drupyd vimoksa dnimittdnimittasamddhisvabhdvdh sambhavanti (viii.26c).
193. Akd/a is the object of the dkdsdnantydyatana Vimoksa.
194. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 436Ы0: Because he wishes to assure himself whether the
kusalamulas are complete (man ft ) or not. The ascetic thinks: Even though I
contemplate the horrible (aiubha), I do not produce any defilements, but I do not know if
the kusalamulas are complete; if, by contemplating the agreeable, the defilements do not
arise, I would know that the kusalamulas are complete.
195. See vii.42,48. On abhinirhara, see Speyer, Avaddnasataka, ii.221; index of the
Mahdvastu and the Divya; Mahdvyutpatti, 21.88, 25.12; Levi ad Sutrdlamkdra, iv.12; Rhys
Davids-Stede.
On arya rddhi in Pali sources, vii. p. 1168.
196. Vydkhyd: atra sdksdtkrtveti pratyaksikrtyety art hah / upas amp a dya viharatiti tarn
samdpattim samapadya viharatity art hah.
vi.43c, 58b (p. 1006), 63; viii. p. 1232. Vttarddhyayana, v.23, SBE, 45, p. 23.
Compare the expressions phusati cetosamddhim, nirodham (Digha, 184), and catasso
appamannayo (Theragdthd, 386), etc.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 776a21: In the other Sutras, the Bhagavat employs, in the definition
of the Eight Vimoksas, the expression kdyena sdksdtkrtvd upasampadya viharati; notably in
the Mahdhetupratyayasutra... Some say: "The Third and Eighth Vimoksas are found at the
end of the two Dhatus . . ." Some say: "These two Vimoksas are found at the end of two
bhumis..."
197. Vydkhyd: prathamadvitiydbhydm vimoksdbhydm trtiyasya vimoksasya prddhdnydt /
r&pivimoksdvaranasdkalyaprahdnddds'rayaparivrttitas trtiyasya sdksdtkaranam uktam /
astamasydpi pradhdnydd drupyavimoksdvaranasdkalyaprdhdndd
dfrayaparivrttitafy
sdksdtkaranam uktam: "The Sutra says that the ascetic manifests (sdksdtkarana,
pratyaksikarana) the Third Vimoksa because this Vimoksa outweighs the first two. It
includes the abandoning of all the obstacles which are opposed to the Vimoksas of dhyana
(rupivimoksa): once he has acquired it, he possesses a suppleness of mind which permits
the realization, without effort, of the first three Vimok§as. And this because it includes an
dirayaparivrtti, a certain transformation of the dsraya or physico-psychological complex. So
too the Eighth Vimoksa outweighs the preceding Vimoksas because it includes the
abandoning of all the obstacles to the Vimoksas of the sphere of Arupyadhatu.
The Third Vimoksa is obtained by an ascetic who cultivates the Fourth Dhyana, the
highest sphere of Rupadhatu; the Eighth, by an ascetic who cultivates Bhavagra, the highest
sphere of Arupyadhatu.
a. iv.56, English trans, p. 631, dsrayaparivrtti by the Path of Seeing, etc.; 14c,
parivrttavyanjana: "whose sex has been changed"; 38, dsrayatydga, dirayavikopana:
"abandoning, overthrowing the dsraya by death, by hermaphroditism"; the Dharmakdya,
vii., note 196. The Sutrdlamkdra prefers the expression dirayaparavftti.
b. dsraya - "the body endowed with organs." Ш.41; among the organs, the manas, ii.5,
i.20a (p. 78). A synonym oidiraya is dtmabhdva, v.2c. See also i.34d (p. 99), ii.55d (p. 285),
vii. 21b, and elsewhere. The translation "personality" is not bad, for example vi.21 has: "a
feminine personality . . . " Certain qualities can only have for their support (dfraya) persons
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of the Three Dvipas; one only obtains them with a human air aya.
In a different usage of the word, a certain dhydna, or a certain bhumi is the dsraya, or the
support, of the acquisition of a certain "knowledge," etc.
198. Digha, ii.110. iii.260, Samyutta, iv.85, Majjhima, ii.13, Visuddhimagga, 175, Atthasdlini,
187.
Mahdvyutpatti, 71; Sutrdlamkdra, xx-xxi.44.
When an ascetic considers the six dyatanas (physical matter, sound, etc.) without
producing any bad ideas, these dyatanas have prevailed, abhibhuta: such as the ten
abhibhdyatanas, Samyutta, iv.77.
References of Saeki: Madhyama, TD 1, p. 799c25, Dirgha, TD 1, p. 55c26, Amrta-idstra,
TD 28, p. 976a25, Samgitiparydya, TD 26, p. 445Ы9, Prakaranapada, TD 26,p. 721b4,
Samyukta-hrdaya, TD 28, p. 927Ы9, and Tattvasiddhi.
In the Madhyama version, ch'u-ch'u
^Й
"expelling dyatana," Paramartha,
chih-ju $jiJA
, Hsuan-tsang, sheng-ch'u JUjH (abhi-dyatana). The abhibhuya of
the formula Айи гйрапу abhibhuya is translated by chih-hsiu ^ j j ^
(control-£A<^«tf)
or by c£'# ^fe
(to expel, vinodana, apanayana, vibhdvana).
199. Pali: *£o bahirdhd.
200. Vydkhyd: jdndti... pasyati. Paramartha: jdndmi pafydmi.
On jndna and darsana, above viii.27c.
201. On akdrayati, vi. p. 931, vii,p. 1144
202. The classical list Anguttara, v.46, 60 (Comm. i.27.10), Majjhima, i.423. ii.14, Digha,
iii.268 (Sumangala, i.115, Franke, p.210); Visuddhi, 110, replaces the last two by л/о/Ы,
paricchinndkdsakasina (seeChilders); the last two omitted occasionally in Papisambhidd. On
dlokamanasikdra, etc., vii. p. 1160, 1177.
Visuddhimagga, 425 (see Index and Warren, 293), Atthasdlini, 185, Compendium,
passim; Spence Hardy, Eastern Monachism, 252; Kern, Geschiedenis, i.393 ("universal or
cosmic circles"); Yogdvacara-Manual, p. xxix; Rhys Davis-Stede.
Mahdvyutpatti, 72, Samgitiparydya, 11th section, Sutrdlamkdra, vii. 9, xx. 44.
These summary remarks in the Koia have been extracted from a more complete treatise
in the Vibhdsd.
203. Paramartha sometimes (TD 29, p. 303bl2) translates krtsna as pien Ш
(= total),
sometimes (p. 303bl8) as wu-pien 4ffijjJ| (= ananta). There are Ten Krtsnayatanas (pien
ju
Ш§А )- They are called krtsna (wu-pien) because they totally embrace one type
without interval-crack. What dharmas are krtsna (wu-pien) ? Earth, water, fire, wind, blue,
yellow, red, white: these contain rupa (literally: rupalaksandni)... There are some masters
who say that the vdyukrtsndyatana (feng wu-pien ju Щ ^ з § А
) ^ a s tang*ble things
for its object.
_
The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 440Ы7, translates krtsna by pien
M
: . • . They are called
Krtsnayatanas for two reasons: because they do not present any interval (chien Щ
),
and because they are extended (kuang-ta
J§£^
): on the one hand, the act of
imaginative attention (adhimuktimanaskdra) bears exclusively on blue, etc., without being
mixed with any other characteristic; on the other hand, the act of attention, bearing on all
blue, etc., has for its object an infinite characteristic. The Bhadanta says: "Because their
object is large-extended (k'uan-kuang J=[Jfg
), and because there is no interval-crack
(chien-hsi Щ\Ш )•"
204. This last phrase is not in Hsuan-tsang.
205. This problem is examined Visuddhimagga, 415.
206. The cause or hetu, is the drupya absorption acting as sabhdgahetu, that is to say, leading
to a new drupya absorption.
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207. Someone who produces an drupya absorption falls from this absorption, dies, and is
reborn in a heaven of Rupadhatu by virtue of some former action: there he will produce a
new drupya absorption because the preceding drupya absorption is close (dsanna). Someone
frequently enters an drupya absorption: he has a strong habit (abhiksndbhydsa) with respect
to it; he dies, is reborn into Rupadhatu, and here he will produce an drupya absorption
again.
In the same way, born in Akasanantyayatana, one could produce a higher drupya
absorption, Vijnananantyayatana, etc.
208. Someone accomplished an action which sould be retributed in Arupyadhatu, not
immediately upon his death, but in a later birth (iv.50). By reason of other actions "of
immediate retribution," he is first reborn in Rupadhatu. The imminence of the retribution
of the action retribuable in Arupyadhatu makes this person produce an drupya absorption.
This is necessary fot the retribution of this action, for not being detached from the sphere
where he is born (adhastdd avitardga), namely of Rupadhatu, this person could not be
reborn in Arupyadhatu if he were not detached from it, by an drupya absorption of the said
sphere.
209. When the universe perishes by fire, Kamadhatu and the heavens of the First Dhyana
disappear; when it perishes by water, the heavens of the Second Dhyana disappear; when it
perishes by wind, the disappearance also includes the spheres of the Third Dhyana (Kosa,
iii.lOOc-d). Thus, at the end of the world, all beings should be reborn in spheres sheltered
from this destruction, and so they should produce absorptions entailing rebirth in the
heavens of the Second, Third or Fourth Dhyana.
Hsuan-tsang: The receptacle or physical world begins to perish by the force of
dharmatd. Such is the law of nature (dharmatd) of beings in the lower spheres that they
produce higher dhydnas, because, under these circumstances (avasthd), the good dharmas
undergo full development by the force of this dharmatd. Beings in the two higher Dhatus
(in the heavens of the Fourth Dhyana and in Arupyadhatu) produce drUpyasamdpatti by the
force of cause and actions, and not by the force of dharmatd, for the Anabhraka gods, etc.
(Fourth Dhyana) are not affected by the three catastrophies.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 779a28: Why do beings in Rupadhatu first produce the dhydnas, the
drupyas, and not nirodhasamdpatti? They produce the dhydnas by reason of three causes
(pratyaya): 1. by the force of cause (hetubala): in a former existence, they produced, and
destroyed, the dhydnas; 2. by the force of action (karmabala): they did and accumulated
actions of necessary retribution which should be retributed in a later existence in a sphere of
dhyana; this action will give forth its fruit; and 3. by the force of the "nature of things"
(dharmatd): when the world perishes, beings in the lower spheres are necessarily reborn
above . .. The first two reasons hold for the production of the drupyas.
210. Vydkhyd: key am dharmatd ndma / kecit tavat sautrdntikd dhuh / esdm eva
dharmdndmudbhutavrttindm purvadhydnavdsanddhipatydt tadutpattdv upadeiam antarena
dhydnotpattdv dnugunyam dharmatd prakrtih svabhdva ity arthah // vaibhdsikd api kecid
dhuh / paurvajdgarikdt sabhdgahetoh nisyandaphalam dhydnotpddanam tadupadesam
antarendnyato dharmateti.
On dharmatd, see ii.46, English trans, p. 248, iv.l7a, 20, 67, vi.34a.
211. On vdsand, see vii. p. 1137 to 1143. Here, the good dharmas are adhipatipratyaya.
212. As long as the Good Law lasts, it is possible to know all the dharmas, pure and impure,
to which Dhutu and sphere they belong, their aspect, etc.
213. According to Paramurtha. Hsiian-tsang: All these diversely specified dharmas have for
their goal the expansion and duration of the Good Law. What is the Good Law? How long
will it last?
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214. The Saddhamma is threefold: pariyattisaddhamma: all the words of the Buddha in the
Three Pitakas; papipattisaddhamma: the thirteen dhutagunas, the fourteen khandhakavattas, the eighty-two mahdvattas, sila, samddhi, and vipassand; and adhigamasaddhamma: the
four artyamaggas, the four fruits and Nirvana (Samantapdsddikd, i.225). See below note 219.
215. The twelve angas are enumerated in the Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka:
sutram geyam vydkaranam gdthoddndvaddnakam /
itivrttikam niddnam vaipulyam ca sajdtakam /
upadeso'dbhuta dharmd dvddafdngam idarh vacah //
216. It appears that "holiness" is not too bad an equivalent for adhigama, since adhigama is
defined as being "the dharmas attendant upon Bodhi plus the results of brahmacarya" [It is
through the bodhipdksikas that brahmacariya is addhaniya cirapphitika, Digha, iii.27.]
Moreover adhigama signifies "penetration, intelligence."
Adhigama is a synonym for satydbhisamaya (see vi.27) in the definition of the three
prajfids or discernments: A fool (bdla) is one who lacks innate (upapattildbhikd) prajHd
which proceeds from the traces of a former cultivation (purvdbhydsavdsandnirjdtd);
unlearned (asrutavdn) is one who lacks the prajnd which arises from the Teaching
(dgamajd); an ordinary person (prthagjana) is one who lacks the prajnd which arises from
adhigama, which arises from the comprehension of the Truths (yasyddhigamajd
satydbhisamayajd ndsti... ) (iii.28a).
The Bodhisattvabhumi, in the definition of "refuge" (pratisarana), defines jnana, which
is a refuge—as adhigamajndna created from absorption, bhdvandmya (See iv. English trans,
p. 655, notes 341 to 343 and below Chapter IX, trans. Hsuan-tsang, xxix.l5a, note).
217. a. Hsuan-tsang translates: "As long as there are bearers, preachers, and acquirers, the
Law will endure."
The two Chinese translators distinguish three categories: the first two (those who bear
and those who preach) with respect to the dgama; the third (those who acquire) with
respect to the adhigama. The dgama lasts as long as the first two categories exist; the
adhigama lasts as long as the third exists. Thus the Law lasts because of these three classes
of persons.
Paramartha (TD 29, p. 303c23) adds: Why? Because there are two causes of the duration
of the Good Law: speaking correctly and receiving correctly. There are some other masters
who say that the Law lasts one thousand years: this is in reference to the adhigama, not to
the dgama which lasts longer. Why? In the future, persons capable of bearing the Law will
be of two types: those who believe by reason of hearing, and those who believe by reason of
correct intelligence (? cheng-chieh IEj|?
). The gods protect these persons in order
that the dgama and the adhigama do not quickly disappear. Consequently one should, both
literally and in meaning, meditate and practice.
b. Sarhghabhadra (in his Nydydnusdra, TD 29, p. 775bl) corrects Vasubandhu on many
points and adds some interesting details: The Saddharma of the Bhagavat is twofold, dgama
and adhigama. The dgama is Sutra, Vinaya, and Abhidharma. The adhigama is the pure path
(andsravamdrga) of the Three Vehicles. [For Vasubandhu, this is the bodhipdksikas which
are not all necessarily pure.] As long as the adhigama-saddharma lasts in the world, the
dgama-saddharma, increased and sustained by it, also lasts. At present, in the East, the
adhigama-dharmapis disappearing; the dgama has much disappeared. As the adhigamadharma flourishes in the North, the good dgama of the Bhagavat is being extended and
augmented. Consequently, this is the land of the supreme knowledge of the Tathagatas (...
jndnagocara). The Aryans dwell therein; the correct sense of the Abhidharma flourishes in
this country; not in the East, etc., where tradition and practice are impossible (??). The
dgamadharma, essentially depends on its "bearers" (dhdtar, those who have learned it) and
preachers in order for it to last in the world; the adhigama lasts solely depending on "those
who practice" (pratipattar). But these are not only the supports of the adhigama; the
dgamadharma also depends on pratipattar; as long as persons practice the Dharma without
error (aviparita), the adhigama will last; as long as the adhigama lasts, the dgama will last.
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For the disappearance of the Law in the West, compare the Dreams of Krkin, Vinaya of
the MahUdsakas (Wu-fen Ui, TD 22, p. 172a7), Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, II. p. 348.
The eleventh dream (a piece of water whose center is troubled but whose sides are calm and
clear) signifies that the Good Law will begin to disappear in the Middle (Kingdoms), but
that it will prosper in the frontier kingdoms.
218. The Vydkhyd approves of this explanation: esa eva pakso yukta iti pasydmah.
219. a. Condition for the duration of the Law (respect for the Buddha; no mention of years),
Anguttara, iv.84. andgatabhaya, iii.15, 108, etc.
Why the Law of certain Buddhas lasts a long time, Suttavibhanga, Pdrdjika, i.3.3,
Samantapdsddikd, i.184, Koia, vii.p. 1145.
The Arhat prolongs his life in order to prolong the Law, Kosa, ii. English trans, p. 165.
The Law is protected by humans and gods, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 177b22. Levi and Chavannes,
"Les seize Arhats protecteurs de la Loi," /. As., 1916, ii.9; J. Przyluski, AQoka, Chap. VII.
Development of eschatological ideas relative to the Law, and also 207, 336, 399,452.
b. Cullavagga, x.1.6: "If women had not been admitted, this brahmacariya would last a
long time, it would last one thousand years; but as they have been admitted, this
brahmacariya will not last for a long time: the Saddharma will last five hundred years." No
mention of years in the Bhiksuntkarmavdcand (Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies,
1920, p. 125)., nor in Rockhili, Life, p.60.
Same doctrine in the Pi-ni-mu ching (TD 24, p. 818c5), where the explanation is given
by Kas*yapa (Przyluski, A$oka, p. 173); see also Madhyama, TD 1, p. 607b8 (quoted by
Saeki). Saeki also quotes the Vinaya of the Mahisdsakas (TD 22, p. 186al4) "If the
Bhiksunis observe the eight gurudharmas, the Law will last one thousand years."
But, in the Vinaya of the Sarvdstivddins ("judgment of Ananda"), the duration of the
Law is limited to one thousand years because women have beens admitted. Same doctrine in
the other texts relative to the First Council (Przyluski, ibid.).
Aiokdvaddna, and many other texts, have one thousand years; the Mahdmdydsutra, TD
12, p. 1013b21 - 10l4a2, has fifteen hundred years (Przyluski, p. 161-173); see also the [Fo
lin nieh-p'an chi] Fa-chu ching, TD 12, p. 1113a2-clO.
I-ching (Takakusu, 106) quotes the Vinaya: "As long as there is a karmdcdrya (? "the
Upholders of rules"), my Law will not be destroyed. When there will be no person who
"upholds and supports" the karman, my Law will end," and again: "As long as my precepts
exist, I shall live." Sum. Vil. i.ll.
с Five successive disappearances: adhigama, patipatti, pariyatti, linga, and dhdtu, in
Manorathapurani, i.87, Andgatavamsa (Minayev, JPTS. 1886 and Warren, 481).
Three disapearances, adhigama, patipatti, and linga, in Milinda, \ЬЪ.
"Disappearance of the shadow of the Buddha ... and how many Arhats do we have who
can preserve the Good Law? It is said in a Treatise: The Great Lion has closed his eyes and
his witnesses have disappeared one after the other ...," I-ching, Takakusu, p. 106 [compare
above p. 1282].
The Vajracchedikdtikd, Mdo, xvi. fol. 234a, explaining Vajracchedikd, p. 22: pascime kale
paicime samaye pahimdydm paficasatydm saddharmavipralopakdle vartamdne: "It is well
known (prasiddha) that the teaching of the Bhagavat lasts five times five hundred years;
this is why the text specifies: during the last period of five hundred years, for it is then that
the five kasdyas (iii.4c, 93a) increase."
Nanjo (in Max Mtiller, SBE. 49, p. 116) mentions the Mahdsamnipdtasutra (TD 13, p.
363a29): In the first five hundred years, the Bhiksus and others will be "strong in
deliberation" (will obtain satydbhisamaya?); in the second period of five hundred years, they
will be strong in meditation (samddhi, dhydna); in the third, in Scripture (s*ruta)\ in the
fourth, the building of monasteries; and in the fifth, in quarrels and slander. The White Law
will become invisible.
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d. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 226c6: In the Period when the Saddarma of KaSyapa began to
perish, a pratirupaka Dharma arose; when this has arisen, the Saddharma will have
perished." Saddharmapundarikd, 67.7: "The Saddharma of Padmaprabha will last thirty-two
antarakalpas; when it is destroyed, the saddharmapratirupaka will last the same number of
kalpas"; 377: "The Saddharma of Jitasvararaja was destroyed, and in the period when the
saddharmapratirupala was disappearing, this religion (sasana) was overrun by Bhiksus who
attributed to themselves spiritual gifts which they did not possess
220. According to Hsuan-tsang. According to Paramartha: I have presented in this treatise
the Abhidharma of the Buddha Bhagavat. Have I presented it according to the school of the
Sautrantikas or as it is presented in the Vibhasd}
According to the Vydkhya: Is the Abhidharma that I have taught here, namely the
Abhidharmakosa, the Abhidharma of the canonical Treatises, the Abhidharma of the
Jndnaprasthdna, etc.?
221. Vydkhya: уо 'yam itivistarah /у о'yam ihdbhidharmakosalaksano 'bhidharma uktah kim
esa eva sdstrdbhidharmo jndnaprasthanddhilaksano desito'ta idam ucyate / kdsmiravaibhdsikanitisiddha iti vistarah / kasmire bhavdh kdsmirdh / vibhdsayd divyanti vaibhdsikd iti
vydkhydtam etat / santi kdsmird na vaibhdsikd ye vinayacintddayah sautrdntikd ity
bhadantddayah / santi vaibhdsikd na kdsmird ye bahirdesakd ity ubhayavisesanam // tesdm
nitydyah siddho 'bhidharmah sa prayeneha mayd desitah / arthdd uktam bhavati /
anyanitisiddho'pi desita iti // уad durgrhitam kdsmiravaibhdsikanayendnyanayena vd tad
ihavacane 'smaddgo 'smadaparddhah // kim kdranam ity aha / saddharmanitau munayah
pramdnam iti/ saddharmasydgamddhigamalaksanasya nitau varnane munayobuddhd
bhagavanto buddhaputrds cdryasdradvatiputrddayah pramdnam sarvdkdrasarvadharmdvabodha dptd ity arthah.
222. a. Hsuan-tsang: "The discussion of the Abhidharma of the Vaibhasikas of KaSmir
[=the Five Hundred Arhats, according to Saeki] is correctly established. [There is perhaps a
mistake here with respect to the sense of siddha.] It is by depending on them that I have, in
general, presented the Abhidharma. That which is false is my fault. The authority for
judging the Dharma is only the Buddhas and the Mahasravakas."
b. Samghabhadra (in his Nydydnusdra, TD29, p. 775Ы8): ". . . It is by depending on
them that I have, in general, presented the Abhidharma. Here the Sautrantika
[= Vasubandhu] presents his fundamental thought, saying: Depending on the Mahdvibhasd,
discussing the principles of the Abhidharma of the Saugatas of this land, and making an
effort to correctly understand to the end that the Good Law will last a long time for the
salvation of beings, I have composed this treatise. The great bulk of this book presents the
system [of the Vibhasd]; a smaller part follows other paths, for example with respect to
physical matter as shape (samsthdnarupa, iv. English trans, p. 557), with respect to the past
and future (v.27), etc. But the nature of the dharmas is very profound, and my intelligence is
weak: I am not capable of diligently searching out (ch'in-ch'iu JJ^c
) the Preacher of
Truth (yathdbhutavddin) (?). Consequently, in the interpretation (niti) presented in this
long treatise, if one small part is poorly supported (durgrhita = pien-liang ^ i
= of
contestable authority; the meaning is perhaps "If I have, sometimes, reproduced some
incorrect doctrines . . . " ) , it is my fault. The Buddhas, having accumulated the provisions of
knowledge (jn dnasambhdra) know any object of consciousness. The Pratyekabuddhas
cannot judge the characteristics of the dharmas; even less the &ravakas, for the Dharma that
they realize depends on a teaching. Thus, in order to judge the dharmas, there are only the
true great Munis. By this we know that the Abhidharma is truly the word of the Buddha.
One should accept it with faith, practice-meditate on it correctly, and diligently search out
deliverance."
с Paramartha {TD 29, p. 304a5): The Vaibhasikas of Kasmir possess the two cheng1
~ И Ш • This Abhidharma—the Abhidharmakosa—has been presented by me, in
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general, conforming to their doctrine. If there is here anything that is badly grasped, it is my
fault. In lieu of cheng capable of correctly judging the Good Law, only the Buddhas
Bhagavats are the supreme measure (pramdna). Why? Because they immediately see all the
dharmas. Apart from Scripture (dgama) and the Path (mdrga), the Aryasravakas of the
Buddha are not even a mediocre measure in correctly judging the Good Law.
1. What is this twofold cheng (- sdksin, pratibhu, etc.)? Perhaps persons who possess
the dgama and the adhigama (as explained viii.39a), in other words the dgama and the
mdrga.
223. The first stanza is quoted in l-ching, Takakusu, p. 106.
Vydkhyd: nimilite sdstari lokacaksusiti / parinirvrte bhagavati lokasya caksurbhute
mdrgdmdrgasamdar/ake / anendndhabhutatdm lokasya darsayati // ksayam gate sdksijane
ca bhilyaseti / sdksdd drastari sdksi/ mdrgdmdrgajno bhagavan
itiye'dhigatatattvd
bhagavatah sdksijanah sahdyabhutah / tasmin parinitvanejzsine / avidyandhddrstatattvair
niravagrahair nirankusaih svayamdrstikatayd kutarkdpannair bhavadhir bhagavatah
idsanam granthatas cdrthata§ cdkulam krtam // gate hi sdntim paramdm svayambhuvityddi
purvaHokoktasydrthasya heturupo'yam dvittyah sloka upanyasyate / buddhahuddhaputresu
hi parinirvrtesv andthajagati sdsanantardhanahetubhir drstyddibhir malair dosair
nirankusaih svayam yatheccham iha loke'dye samprati caryate / bhdvasddhanam etat //
tatas caivam kanthagataprdnam ivety art hah / tad viditvd / balakdkam ca mdldndm
dosdndm na pramddyam mumuksubhir iti bhdvasddhanam iti.

C H A P T E R
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Refutation of the pudgala

о

m. Homage to the Buddha.
Is there any liberation outside of Buddhism?1
No, there is not.

What is the reason for this?
There is no liberation outside of this teaching, because other
doctrines are corrupted by a false conception of a soul. The word as
other doctrines conceive it is not a metaphoric expression for a series
of skandhas. By the power of their belief in this soul as a substantial
entity, there arises clinging to the soul, the defilements are generated,2
and liberation is impossible.
How do we know that the word "soul" is only a designation for a
series of skandhas, and that no soul exists in and of itself?3
We know this because no proof establishes the existence of a soul
apart from the skandhas, no proof by direa perception, nor any proof
from inference.4 If the soul were a real entity, separate like other
entities,5 it would be attained (i.e., known) either by direct perception
as are the objeas of the five sense consciousnesses and the objea of
mental consciousness,6 or by inference, as are the five indriyas.
In faa, the five organs are known through inference. In the world,
despite the presence of general causes, a result is not produced if
certain specific causes are absent: for a sprout to be generated, one
needs not only water, earth, and human effort, but also a seed. In the
same way, even though general causes — the presence of an external
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object, attention, etc.,—are present, the blind and the deaf do not
see and hear to the extent that the non-blind and the non-deaf see
and hear. The first are lacking, whereas the second have the
specific causes for visual and auditory consciousness: these are the
organs, material organs that are made of an invisible and
intangible matter, and which is known only through inference.7
There is neither direct perception nor inference of a soul
independent of the skandhas. We know then that a real soul does
not exist.
***

The Vatslputriyas admit a pudgala which is neither identical to
the skandhas nor different from them. 8 We should examine
whether this pudgala exists as an entity or as designation of a
nominal existence. If it has a separate existence, like physical
matter, then the pudgala exists as an entity. If it is only a collection,
like milk, then it exists as a designation.9
[The Vatslputriyas:] What is wrong with admitting the first or
the second hypothesis?
If the pudgala is an entity, it will be different from the
skandhas', because its nature is separate, as the skandhas are
different one from another (or it will be produced by causes and
then it will not be eternal as you say), and you will have to name its
causes; or it will be unconditioned: and this is a non-Buddhist
opinion; and if it is unconditioned, the pudgala will be useless. 10 (It
is thus false to believe that the pudgala is an entity.)But if you
admit that the pudgala exists only as a title of designation, you will
abandon your doctrine and you will be placed within our doctrines.
[The Vatslputriyas:] We do not say that it is an entity, and we
do not say that it exists only as a designation of the skandhas: for
us the designation pudgala occurs in necessary relationship to
present, internal skandhas (skandhan upadaya).11
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A blind response, containing little to enlighten us! What does
the expression "in relation to" mean? If you explain skandhdn
upddaya as skandhdnarh laksate (characterized by the skandhas),
you must then say "The designation pudgala occurs by taking the
elements as an object": this is to recognize that pudgala is a word
designating the skandhas, the same as the designation "milk"
occurs taking as its object the constituents of milk—color, etc. If
you explain skandhdn upddaya as skandhdn pratttya "conditioned
by the skandhas" the same conclusion follows. You admit, in fact,
that it is the skandhas which are the cause of the designation
pudgala.
[The Vatslputrlyas:] This is not the way that we conceive of
the pudgala and its relationship with the skandhas, but rather as
the world conceives of fire and its relationship with fuel.
How does it conceive of fire and its relationship with fuel?
The world conceives of fire "in relation to fuel": they do not
conceive of fire independent of fuel; they believe that fire is not
identical with fuel nor different from fuel. If fire were different
from fuel, fuel would not be hot; if fire were the same as fuel the
consumed would be the consumer. In the same way we do not
conceive of the pudgala as independent of the skandhas; we hold
that the pudgala is neither identical to the skandhas nor different
from the skandhas: if it were different from the skandhas, it would
be eternal and thus unconditioned; but if it were identical to the
skandhas, it would then be susceptible of annihilation.
***

Define the terms "fire" and "fuel," so that I can better
understand what the expression "fire in relation to fuel" signifies.
[The Vatslputrlyas:] What shall we say to you? The consumed
is the fuel, the consumer is fire.
But that is precisely what I want to know with precision: what
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is the thing consumed, and what is the thing that is the consumer?
[The Vatslputriyas:] In the world, a thing to be burned, not on
fire, wood, is called the combustible matter (i.e., fuel), the
consumed;12 the thing that exercises the action of burning, bright,
very hot, in flames, is called the consumer or fire. The series that
constitutes the fuel, is ignited by the fire, and it is reduced to
ashes;13 by means of fire, each moment of existence of the series of
fuel is made different from the preceeding moment. The fire and
fuel are both made up of eight substances;14 consequently, fire is
generated by reason of the fuel, as milk ferments and vinegar is
created by reason of milk and wine. This is why the world agrees in
saying that fire exists "in relation to fuel/'
If this were the case, fire is different from the fuel, as their
time-periods are different: there is first fuel, and then fire. If your
pudgala exists in relation to the skandhas, as fire exists in relation
to fuel, you then have to admit that, since it is produced by reason
of the skandhas, it is different from the skandhas, and that it is,
moreover, transitory.
[The Vatslputriyas:] In the thing set on fire, wood, etc.,15 one
of the substances, namely a tangible object which is heat, is the
fire; the other substances are the fuels. Then your remark on the
priority in time of the fuel does not hold.
But fire and fuel, generated at the same time, are "separate/'
since their characteristics are distinct.16 The meaning that you
attribute to the expression "in relation to" has not yet been
explained.17 Since fire and fuel are generated at the same time, how
can one say that fire exists in relation to fuel? Fire, which is one of
the substances of the object on fire, does not have fuel for a cause,
which is the other substances of the said object, since all these
substances were generated at the same time, each from its own,
separate cause. One can say no more than that the term "fire" had
for a cause (or object) fuel, since this term is applied to the tangible
"heat."18
[The Vatslputriyas:] The expression "fire in relation to fuel"
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means that the fire has fuel as its basis, or that the fire coexists
with fuel.19
This means that the pudgala coexists with the skandhas or that
it depends on the skandhas: this then admits that it differs from
the skandhas. And logic demands also that, as fire does not exist
when fuel is absent, likewise the pudgala does not exist without
skandhas. You do not admit these conclusions; then your
explanation is worthless.
Fire is not different from fuel (p. 1315, line 18), because, in this
hypothesis, fuel would not be hot.
What does "hot" mean? If " h o t " is defined as being the
tangible "heat" (namely fire), as has been done above, then fuel
will not be hot (since fuel is the object on fire, without the tangible
element "heat"). If "hot" is that which is associated with heat (i.e.,
if one admits that fuel is termed hot by reason of its association
with heat), then this means that different things (of "heat") are
called "hot": the one tangible "heat" is designated by "fire" and all
that is associated with this tangible is designated by the name
"hot." To think thus is to confess that fuel is termed hot although
it is different from fire or from the tangible "heat." 2 0 The
Vatslputriyas are thus justified in saying that "fire is not different
from fuel since fuel is hot."
[The Vatslputriyas:] Wood on fire is called fuel; it is also called
fire.
Explain then the meaning that you attribute to the expression
"fire in relation to fuel"! The pudgala (the active data of relation,
of the updddya) will be identical to the skandhas (passive data of
the said "relation"): no reasoning can establish the non-identity
(of these two). The thesis of the Vatslputriyas, that the pudgala
exists in relation to the skandhas as fire exists in relation to fuel,
cannot be rationally established in any hypothesis.
***
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The pudgala is ineffable in that which concerns its relationship—its identity or non-identity—with the skandhas. How can
they distinguish "five categories of things susceptible of being
known":21 1-3. conditioned things, in other words, past, present,
and future things; 4. unconditioned, or non-caused things, and 5.
the ineffable (or pudgala)*1}
The pudgala, in fact, should also be ineffable from this point of
view: if it is ineffable, one cannot say either that it is a fifth
category, nor that this is not a fifth category.22
***

Let us examine what this word "pudgala" depends on. If it
depends on the skandhas, then the pudgala exists solely as a
designation, as the expression pudgala depends on the skandhas
and not on a real pudgala. If it depends on a real pudgala, why did
the Vatslputrlyas say that the designation "pudgala' is "in relation
to the skandhas'^ Then would have had to say "in relation to the
pudgala." But, in faa, they do not maintain that the pudgala is
established in relation to a pudgala. Moreover the expression
pudgala is a simple designation of skandhas.
[The Vatslputrlyas:] Given the skandhas, the pudgala is
perceived:23 that is why we say that the designation "pudgala' is
"with relation to the skandhas."
But color is perceived when diverse causes are present, the eye,
light, etc.; may we thereby conclude that the designation "color" is
"with relation to these diverse causes"?
***

Another point. By which of the six consciousnesses—consciousnesses of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or mental
consciousness—is the pudgala perceived?
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[The Vatslputriyas:] It is perceived by all six consciousnesses.
When the eye consciousness recognizes physical matter (=a body),
it indirectly discerns the pudgala?^ and then we can say that the
pudgala is known by the eye consciousness. But the relationship of
the pudgala with physical matter, be it identical or different, is
inexpressible. The same for the other consciousnesses: when the
mental consciousness recognizes the dharmas (mind and mental
states), it indirectly discerns the pudgala; it is then known by the
mental consciousness, but its relationship with these states is
inexpressible.
It follows from this explanation too that the pudgala exists
solely as a designation exactly like milk. When the eye consciousness recognizes the color of milk, it indirectly discerns the milk:
the milk is then known by the eye consciousness and one cannot
say that the milk is the same thing as its color or is different from
its color. The same for ear, nose, tongue, and body consciousness:
the body consciousness recognizes tangibles; from whence there is
the consciousness of milk; the milk is then known by the body
consciousness without which one could only say that the milk is
identical to the tangible, or different from the tangible. In fact milk
is not fourfold: then it is not color, smell, taste, tangible; but
furthermore, one cannot say that the milk is not made of these
four. The conclusion is that one metaphorically designates a
complex of elements by "pudgala" the same as the designation
"milk" is understood as a coming together of color, smell, etc. They
are merely names without reality.
What meaning do you therefore attach to the phrase, "When
the eye consciousness recognizes physical matter, it indirectly
discerns the pudgala"} Do you want to say that physical matter is
the cause of the perception of the pudgala, or that the perception
of physical matter and the pudgala takes place at the same time?
If the Vatslputriyas answer that physical matter is the cause of
the perception of the pudgala but that, nevertheless, one cannot
say that the pudgala is different from physical matter, then the
condition and the causes of the perception of physical matter—eye,
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light, an act of attention—would not be different from physical
matter.
If the Vatslputriyas answer that one perceives the pudgala at
the same time as one perceives physical matter, 25 we would
question whether one perceives the pudgala by the same operation
which perceives physical matter, or by a different operation.
In the first hypothesis, the pudgala is only physical matter and
the designation "pudgala" applies only to physical matter. It is
then impossible to distinguish 'This is physical matter; that is
pudgala" Without this distinction, how can one prove that there is
physical matter and that there is a pudgala} The existence of the
pudgala cannot be proven by this distinction.
In the second hypothesis, since the time of the two perceptions
is different, the pudgala will be as different from color and shape
as yellow is from blue, as former is from latter.
The same reasoning follows for the other skandhas.

[The Vatslputriyas:] As one cannot say that the pudgala is the
same thing as color and shape, nor that it is different from color
and shape, likewise the perception of the pudgala is not the same
as the perception of the color and shape, nor different from this
perception.
This point of view obliges you to say that the perception of the
pudgala, being ineffable, is not made part of the category of
"conditioned things": but now you do not admit this thesis, since,
for you, all perception is "conditioned".
***
If the pudgala is an entity that one cannot define as being
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matter (the тира skandha,) nor as being non-matter (the four
non-material skandhas, vedand skandha, etc.), why did the Blessed
One say that "matter and the other skandhas are not self? 26
***

The pudgala, you say, is attained by the eye consciousness. Is
this consciousness generated by color and shape, or by the pudgala,
or both? In the first hypothesis, one cannot maintain that this eye
consciousness perceives the pudgala, because the pudgala is not the
object of this consciousness, as neither is sound. In fact, all
consciousnesses that are produced having as their condition a
certain thing, has this same thing as an "object as condition": now
the pudgala, not being a condition of the eye consciousness, cannot
be its object. Thus the visual consciousness does not perceive the
pudgala.
The other two hypothesis contradict the Sutra which says that
the eye consciousness is generated by reason of two things, 27
namely, by the eye and by physical matter and shape. The Sutra
says"Oh Bhiksus, eye consciousness is generated having the eye as
its cause (hetu) and physical matter as its condition (pratyaya =
alambanapratyaya). All eye consciousness is by reason of the eye
and physical matter."28
If the pudgala is the cause of the eye consciousness, it will be
impermanent, because the Sutra says, "All causes and all conditions
that produce consciousnesses are impermanent."
[The Vatslputriyas:] We admit then that the pudgala is not an
object as condition {alambana) of consciousness.
[Very well; but then it is not discernible (vijneya), an object of
vijnana\ if it is not discernible, it is not cognizable (jneya), the
object of jnana\ if it is not cognizable, how can one prove that it
exists? If one cannot prove that it exists, your system collapses.]
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You h a v e said t h a t t h e pudgala is discerned by t h e six
consciousnesses. 29 But, if it is discerned by the eye consciousness, it
will be, like physical matter and shape, different from sound; if it is
discerned by the ear consciousness, it will be, like sound, different
from physical matter and shape. And thus for those (consciousnesses) that follow.
M o r e o v e r , your thesis is in contradiction to t h e Sutra. T h e
Sutra says, "Oh Brahmin, the five organs (of sight, hearing, smell,
taste, touch) have distinct spheres (gocara) and objects {visay a).
Each one of them perceives its own sphere and its own object,30
and does not perceive the sphere or the object of the others. And
the mental organ perceives the spheres and the objects of the first
five organs, and they have the mental organ as their refuge." 31 Or
r a t h e r would you say, in a g r e e m e n t w i t h t h e Sutra, t h a t t h e
pudgala is not the object (of the five organs)? In this case, it would
n o t be discerned (by t h e five o r g a n s ) , and you p u t yourself in
contradiction to your own system. 32
***

[The Vatslputrlyas:] (You affirm, according to the Sutra, that
each of the five organs has its own object, and you thus conclude
t h a t t h e pudgala is n o t t h e object of eye c o n s c i o u s n e s s ) . But,
according to the Sutra, the mental organ also has its own object
( a n d t h i s is in c o n t r a d i c t i o n to your s y s t e m ) . 3 3 In fact, t h e
Satpranakopama-sutra says, "Each of these six organs has its own
object and its o w n s p h e r e ; each seeks after its object and its
sphere." 34
This Sutra does not intend to speak of the six organs, because
the five material organs and the five consciousnesses which are
dependent on them do not possess the desire to see, to hear, etc.
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This Sutra understands, by organ of the eye, etc., the mental
consciousness which is induced and dominated by the eye, etc.35 By
this fact, the mental consciousness which is isolated—that is to say,
which is not induced and dominated by one of the five material
organs, but solely by the mental organ—does not have any desire
with regard to the spheres and objects of the five organs, but solely
with regard to the dharmdyatana. Thus the Satpranakopama-sutra
does not contradict the Sutra previously quoted.
#**

The Blessed One has said, "Oh Bhiksus, I declare to you all the
dharmas that should be penetrated (abhijneya) and known
(parijneya), namely: the eyes, physical matter, eye consciousness,
eye contact, the sensation which is produced having as a cause eye
contact, painful, pleasant, and neither painful nor pleasant
sensation.... And thus following to: "the sensation which is
produced having as its cause contact with the mental organ: these
are what should be penetrated and known."36 This text teaches us
that the dharmas to be penetrated and comprehended are only
those enumerated. The pudgala does not figure in this list: then it
is not susceptible of being discerned {vijneya). In fact, the
speculative consciousness (prajna) by which one penetrates or
comprehends, has the same sphere (visaya) as does ordinary
consciousness (vijnana)?1
###

The masters who maintain that the eye sees the pudgala should
learn that the eye sees only that which is real in the pudgala
(namely physical matter: the same for the other five organs). They
fall into the abyss of harmful views in saying that it sees a soul in
what is not a soul.38
Furthermore, the Buddha explained that the ^NOtA pudgala
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designates the skandhas. In the Sutra of Man,59 he said, "Supported
by the eye, having physical matter for its object and condition, the
visual consciousness arises: by reason of the coming together of
these three, contact arises; at the same time there arises sensation,
thought, the act of attention, etc."40 The last four terms—vijndna,
vedand, samjna, cetana—are non-material skandhas: the eye and
physical matter are the rilpa skandhas. Here is then all that one
speaks of when one says "man." In order to express various
nuances, one inserts various words, such as sattva, being, nara,
man, manuja, born of Manu, manava, young man, posa, he who is
nourished, fiva, vital principle, jantu, he who is born,41 pudgala,
person. One says to oneself, "My eye sees physical matter," and
according to current usage, "This venerable one is of such a name,
of such a family, of such a gotta, of such food, of such happiness
and of such suffering, of such length of life; he lasts a time; he
terminates his life in such a manner.42 Oh Bhiksus, know that
these are only manners of speaking, words, expressions conforming to the usage of the world, because there are only impermanent
things in the pudgala, conditioned things, born of causes and
conditions, created through deeds/'
***

The Blessed One declares that the Sutras of explicit meanings
are the authority. The Sutras that we have quoted are of explicit
meaning; one cannot draw a divergent explanation from them.43
Moreover, 1. The Blessed One said to a Brahmin, "When I say
that all exists, I mean that there are twelve sources of consciousness {ayatana, i.20a)."44 Then if the pudgala45 is not included in the
twelve ayatanas, it does not exist; and if it is included one cannot
say that it is ineffable.
2. The Vatslputriyas read a Sutra which says, "All that is of the
eye, all physical matter... the Tathagata, Oh Bhiksus, embraces this
group (namely the twelve dyatanas), terms them 'all/ establishes
that 'all* exists, so many dharmas in themselves." Now, there is no
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pudgala there: how can one say that the pudgala is a real entity?
3. The Bimbisara-sutra says, "A stupid, ignorant Prthagjana
becomes attached to words, and he imagines that there is a self; but
there is no self nor things pertaining to self, but only past, present
and future painful dharmas*46
4. The worthy {arhatt) Sila47 said to Mara, "You fall into wrong
views by wrongly maintaining that there is a being in the group of
conditions {samskdras) which is empty: the wise understand that
such a being does not exist. As the name 'chariot* is given to a
group of parts, the world uses the word 'being': one should know
that this is a group of skandhas."
5. In the Ksudrakdgama,48 the Buddha said to the Brahmin
Daridra,49 "Daridra, those who understand the Truths can deliver
themselves from all fetters: through the mind (there is) defilement, and also purification through the mind.50 The self, in fact,
does not have the nature of a soul; it is through error that one
thinks that a soul exists; there is no being (sattva), no soul, but
only dharmas produced through causes: skandhas, sources-of-consciousness (ayatana), dhatus, that constitute the twelve limbs of
existence; examined in depth, there is found to be no pudgala
there. Seeing that the interior is empty, see that externals are
empty;51 and there is no ascetic who meditates on emptiness."52
6. The Sutra53 says, "Five calamities proceed from the belief in
a soul: one creates a theory of the soul, of a being, of a vital
principal; one is not distinguished from heterodox teachers; one
takes a road which is not the Way; his mind does not enter into
emptiness, his faith does not satisfy him, he is not established in it
to his satisfaction, there is no propensity (for liberation); the
Aryan qualities are not purified in him."
***
[The Vatslputriyas:] These texts are not authoritative, because
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they are not read in our tradition.
What then is the authority in your system, your tradition or the
words of the Buddha? If it is your tradition, then the Buddha is not
your teacher, and you are not a child of the Sakyan. If it is the word
of the Buddha, why do you not recognize the authority of all the
words of the Buddha?
[The Vatslputriyas:] The texts you have quoted are not the
authentic word of the Buddha,54 since our tradition does not read
them.
That is not a good reason.
Why is this?
Because all the other traditions read these texts,55 and because
these texts do not contradict any other Sutras, nor philosophic
truths. 56 Also, when you embolden yourself to brutally reject them
by saying, "They are not authentic because we do not read them,"
this is only pure impudence contrary to all good sense.
***

The position of the Vatslputriyas is moreover more inadmissable since their sect reads a Sutra which says, "The dharmas are not
soul and do not contain a soul."57
[The Vatslputriyas:] Without doubt we read this Sutra. But the
pudgala is neither the dharmas which serve as its support, nor is it
different from these dharmas; that is why it says that "no dharma
is a soul."
Very well; but it is taught that the pudgala cannot be discerned
by the mental consciousness, since the Sutra establishes clearly that
the mental consciousness is produced by reason of two conditions,58 the mental organ (manas) and the dharmas. Besides how
would you explain the Sutra which says, "To recognize a soul in
what is not soul is a mistake of ideas, of mind, and of view"? 59
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[The Vatslputriyas:] This Sutra says that it is a mistake to
recognize a soul in that which is not a soul; it does not say that it is
a mistake to recognize a soul in what is a soul.
What is understood by "that which is not a soul"? Would you
say that it concerns the skandhas, ay at anas and dhatusl This
contradicts your theory that the pudgala is not identical to physical
matter, etc.60 Further, a Sutra says,61 "Oh Bhiksus, know that all
the Brahmins and monks that contemplate a soul, contemplate
only the five skandhas-of-ztt&chment." Then this (contemplation)
is not a soul, because the self that one recognizes as a soul is solely
the dharmas that are not a soul but which one falsely imagines to
be a soul.62 Another Sutra63 says, "All those that have remembered,
do remember, or shall remember their various past existences—
their remembrance is solely with regard to the five skandha$-oiattachment." Then there is no pudgala in any of this.
[The Vatslputriyas:] But the same Sutra says, "In the past, I
was handsome (literally: I possessed physical matter)/' 64
This declaration is for the purpose of indicating that the saint
capable of recollecting his past lives remembers the variety of
characteristics of his series of these existences. But the Buddha
does not mean that he sees a real pudgala possessing, in a past life,
such physical matter, etc.: for to think such is to fall into
satkayadrsti. Or rather, if such is the meaning of this sentence,
then its sole purpose is to reject it as non-authentic.65 We conclude
that the Sutra, insofar as it attributes the possession of physical
matter, etc., to a soul, has in view "a self of designation", as one
speaks of a pile which, being only an accumulation, has no unity; or
of a current of water which being only an accumulation, has no
unity; or of a current of water which, being only a succession (of
waters), has no permanence.66
***
[The Vatslputriyas: 67 ] The Blessed One would then not be
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omniscient, since the mind and mental states are not capable of
knowing all the dharmas, seeing that mind and mental states
change, arising and perishing from moment to moment. Omniscience can belong only to a soul, a pudgala.
We would reply that the pudgala would be eternal if it does not
perish when the mind perishes: a thesis which contradicts your
theory of a pudgala about which one can only say that it is eternal
or non-eternal. We do not say (as do the Mahasamghikas) that the
Buddha is omniscient in the sense that he knows all the dharmas at
one and the same time:68 "Buddha** designates a certain series: to
this series there belongs this unique ability that, by a single act of
modulating his mind, he immediately produces an exact consciousness of the object relative to which a desire for knowing has arisen:
one then calls this series "Omniscient.'* One moment of thought is
not capable of knowing everything. On this point, there is a verse:
"As fire, by the capacity of its series, burns all, so too does the
Omniscient One—but not by a universal, simultaneous knowledge."69
[The Vatslputrlyas:] How do you prove that (the word
"Omniscient"should be understood as a series, and not as a
particular self of universal knowledge)?
It is spoken of in the Scriptures, on the subject of the Buddhas
of the past, present and future. For example the verse: "Buddhas of
the past, Buddhas of the future, and Buddhas of the present destroy
the sorrows of many.'*70 But, in your system, the skandhas of
existence belong to the three periods of time, but not the pudgala.
***

[The Vatslputrlyas:] If the term pudgala only designates the
five skandhas-oi-btt&chment, how can the Blessed One say, "Oh
Bhiksus, I shall explain to you the burden, the taking up of the
burden, the laying down of the burden, and the bearer of the
burden."71
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Why may it not be explained in these terms?
[The Vatslputrlyas:] Because, if the pudgala is only a name
given to the skandhas, it cannot be the bearer of a burden.
Why not?
Simply because it is unheard of.
Do not speak then of an ineffable pudgala. No one has ever
ascertained the existence of an ineffable thing. And moreover you
will have to account for the other statements of the Sutra that
thirst (or desire) is the taking up of the burden: as thirst is a
skandha, the "burden" (is too), and it is unheard of that a burden
takes itself up. The "taking up of the burden" is included within
the skandhasy and so too the bearer of the burden. These are the
skandhas that the Blessed One designated by the name of ''pudgala,
the bearer of the burden," as one sees in the explanation given a
little farther on in the same Sutra.
After having said that the burden is the five skandhas-oi-2£tachment, that the taking up of the burden is thirst, and that the
laying down of the burden is the abandoning of thirst, it is said that
the bearer of the burden is the pudgala; but fearing that one
understands the pudgala inexactly, as an eternal, ineffable, real
entity, he explains, "(It is only to conform to the use of this world
that one says:) This venerable one, of such a name, of such a
gotra," and the rest (as in the Sutra on Man, above), in order that
one might well know that the pudgala is effable, impermanent,
and without a unique nature.72 The five j^W^y-of-attachment
are painful in their nature: they receive then the name of
"burden"; each of the former moments of the series attract each of
the latter moments: it receives then the name of "bearer of the
burden."73 The pudgala is then not an entity.
***
[The Vatslputrlyas:] The pudgala exists [as an entity,] as the
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Sutra says, 'To say that apparitional beings74 do not exist is a false
view."75
Who denies the existence of apparitional beings? We admit the
existence of these beings in the sense that the Blessed One
understands them. For him, "apparitional beings" designates a
series of skandhas (the series of five skandhas of an intermediary
being), susceptible of going to another world without the
intervention of a womb, an egg, or of moisture forms of birth. To
negate the existence of an apparitional being so defined, is a false
view, because this type of series of skandhas truly exists.
If you maintain that the negation of the pudgala is false, you
wil have to say how this false view is given up. It cannot be given
up by Seeing, nor by Meditation, for on the one hand, the pudgala
is not included within the Truths, and, on the other hand, false
views are not given up by Meditation but by Seeing.76
***

[The Vatslputrlyas:] But a Sutra says, "A pudgala arises
(utpadyate) in this world..."77 Now this does not refer to the five
skandhas\ but to an entity.
Such is not the meaning of the Sutra that only metaphorically
designates as a unit that which exists only as a complex; as the
world speaks of a grain of hemp, or a grain of rice, or of a heap, or
a word. 78 Further, since the Sutra attributes an arising to the
pudgala, it is therefore conditioned {samskrta).
[The Vatslputrlyas:] When it refers to the pudgala, the word
"to arise" does not have the same meaning as when one speaks of
the skandhas arising. For the skandhas, to arise means to exist
after having been non-existent. One says that the pudgala arises
because, at that moment, it takes on different skandhas19 (for
example the manas of a human instead of the manas of an animal).
As one says in the world, when a certain person acquires a certain
knowledge, that a sacrificer, or a grammarian is born; when a
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layman takes on certain characteristics, one says that a bhiksu, a
monk of a certain sect is born: one does not mean by these
expressions that there has really been a birth of a sacrificer, or a
monk. And again in the same way, through the acquisition of a
certain trait, one says: an old man is born, a sick person comes into
being.
This explanation of the phrase, "A pudgala arises in this
world" has been condemned by the Blessed One. In the Paramarthasiinyata-siitra™ the Blessed One said, "There is action; there is
result;81 but, besides the causal production of the dharmas (which
give the impression of a permanent agent), one does not maintain
the existence of an agent which abandons these skandhas and
which takes up other skandhas"82 And in the Phalguna-sutra: "I
do not say that there has been one who takes."83 There is then no
pudgala that gives up or takes up the skandhas.
Nevertheless, let us examine your examples: "A sacrificer is
born/' What is the nature of that which became a sacrificer?
Would you say that a "soul" became a sacrificer? But you have to
precisely prove the existence of a "soul." Would you say that it is a
series of minds and mental states? But minds and mental states
appear from instant to instant after having been non-existent84
and they are not capable of abandoning and grasping. Would you
say that it is the body (the organ of sense)? The same difficulty
holds. Notice then that the knowledge the acquisition of which by
a so-called person makes him a sacrificer, differs from this person:
it would be then, by a legitimate comparison, that the skandhas
acquired by a pudgala differ from the pudgala; and this goes
against your definition of a pudgala. As for the example of an old
man and a sick person, there is a succession of different bodies: to
hold that an old man is the transformation of a young man is the
Samkhya thesis of transformation (parindma), a thesis already
refuted.85 Then your examples are without value. And if you say
that the skandhas arise, but that the pudgala does not arise, it
follows that the latter differs from the skandhas and is eternal.
You maintain again that the skandhas are five in number, but that
the pudgala is one: this is to again recognize that the pudgala
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differs from the skandhas.
[The Vatslputrlyas:] Your position is totally parallel (to ours),
since you say that the primary elements, earth, etc., are four; but
that secondary matter (updddyarupa)—color, for example—is one;
but that, nevertheless, secondary matter does not differ from the
primary elements.86
This objection does not go against us, but only against the
teachers who say that secondary matter is the four elements.87 But,
to adopt the opinion that you wrongly attribute to us, we say that
in the manner that secondary matter is made up of the four
elements, in that way the five skandhas constitute the pudgala.
***

[The Vatslputrlyas:] If the pudgala is only a word serving to
designate the five skandhas, why did the Buddha not declare that
the vital principal (jiva) is the body?88
Because the Buddha takes into consideration the intention
(asaya) of whomever asks him questions. The person who asks this
question of the Buddha understood by jiva, not a being, a simple
designation of the skandhas, but a person, a real living entity; and
he was thinking of this person when he asked if the jiva is identical
to the body or different from the body. Now this jiva does not
absolutely exist; and so the Buddha only maintained that it is
neither identical to nor different from the body, and then the
Blessed One condemned the two answers. In like manner one
cannot say that the hairs of a tortoise are hard or soft.89
The ancient masters have already explained this difficulty.
There was once a venerable one named Nagasena, possessor of the
three knowledges (vidyas), the six higher knowledges (abhijnas),
and the eight liberations (vimoksas). At that time, the King of
Kalinga went up to him and said, "I have come with the intention
of clearing up my doubts. But monks are verbose:90 shall we agree
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that you answer plainly to the questions that I ask?" Nagasena
accepted his request and the King asked, "Is the vital principal
identical to the body or different from the body?" "To this
question/' said Nagasena, "there are no grounds for answer."
"Haven't we agreed that you shall answer plainly? Why speak off
the point and not answer?" "I wish to ask the King concerning a
doubt. But kings are verbose: shall we agree that the King answers
plainly to the question that I shall ask?" The King consented and
Nagasena asked, "Do the mangos in the King's palace give sweet
fruit or bitter fruit?" And the King answered him, "There are no
mango trees within my palace." Nagasena protested as the King
had protested, saying, "Haven't we made an agreement? Why
speak off the point and not answer?" "But," said the King, "as
there are no mangos in my palace, how could there be any sweet or
bitter fruits?" "In the same way, Oh King, the vital principal does
not exist: one cannot then answer your question and say that it is
identical to the body or different from the body."91
[The Vatslputrlyas:] But, if the pudgala does not exist, why
didn't the Blessed One answer that the jtva absolutely does not
exist?
Because he took into consideration the intention of the
questioner, that questioning on the jtva may be with the idea that
the jtva is a series of skandhas. If the Blessed One answered that
the jtva absolutely does not exist, the questioner would have fallen
into false views. Furthermore, as the questioner was not capable of
understanding "dependent origination" (pratityasamutpada), he
was not a fit receptacle for the Good Law: the Blessed One then did
not tell him that the jtva exists except by way of designation.
The explanation that we have given here is the same that the
Blessed One formulated: "Ananda, the wandering monk Vatsagotra came to me to ask a question thusly: Is there, or is there not a
soul (atmari\Y I did not answer him. In fact, to answer that there is
a soul is to contradict the truth of things, because no dharma is a
soul nor has any relationship with a soul; and if I had answered
that there is no soul, I would have increased the folly of Vatsagotra,
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for he would have thought: 1 had a soul, but this soul does not now
exist/92 For, in comparison to the folly of the belief in the existence
of a soul, this second folly is graver. Whoever believes in the soul
falls into the extreme view of eternity; whoever believes that the
soul does not exist falls into the extreme view of annihilation.
Thoughtless error, heavy error93...", and so on. It has been said:94
1. Taking into consideration the injury that heresy does and,
also, the falling off of good deeds, the Buddhas teach the Law in the
manner in which a tigress carries its young.95
2. Those who believe in the reality of the soul are torn by the
teeth of heresy; those who do not recognize the conventional self
let their good actions fall away, and perish.96
And again:
1. Since a real jiva does not exist, the Buddha does not say that
the jiva is identical or non-identical; he does not say any more than
that the jiva does not really exist, fearing that one would only
negate the conventional jtva.91
2. Series of skandhas, actions, and the results of actions are
what are termed jiva: if the Buddha were to negate the jtva, he
would negate actions and their results.
3. And if the Buddha does not say that the so-called jtva is in
the skandhas, it is because he sees that the questioner is not
capable of tolerating the teaching of emptiness.
4. It is then because of the state of mind of Vatsa that the
Buddha, asked if there was a soul, yes or no, did not answer. But if
the soul were to exist, why wouldn't he have answered that it
exists?98
The Buddha did not answer four questions relative to the
eternity of the world (loka):99 again this is because he took into
consideration the intention of the questioner. If such a person
understands loka to be a soul (dtman), the four alternatives are
incorrect, since the soul does not absolutely exist. If he understands
loka to be transmigration or samsdra, the four alternatives are

.
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incorrect: if transmigration is eternal, no one could obtain
Nirvana; if it is not eternal, all would obtain Nirvana by
spontaneous annihilation, and not through effort: if it is both
eternal and non-eternal, some would never obtain Nirvana,
whereas others would obtain it spontaneously; finally, to say that
loka, in the sense of samsdra, is neither eternal nor non-eternal, is
to say that beings both would and would not obtain Nirvana: a
contradiction in terms. In fact, Nirvana is possible through the
Way; then no categorical response is acceptable. In the same way
the Buddha did not answer the Nirgranthasravaka who held a bird
in his hand and asked if this bird was dead or sdive.100
The four questions as to whether the world is infinite, namely
if it has an end or not, has the same sense as the questions relative
to the eternity of the world,101 and present the same defect.
How do we know that "the infinity of the world" should be
understood in this sense? The wandering monk Uktika,102 after
having asked the Buddha about infinity, resorted to a ruse in order
to repeat his question and asked, "Does the whole world obtain
deliverance through the Way, or only a part of the world?"103 The
elder Ananda then said to him, "You have already posed this
question, Uktika. Why do you repeat it by changing the terms?"
If the Blessed One did not explain concerning the four
questions relative to the existence of the Tathagata after death,
this is again because he took into account the intentions of the
questioner. Such a person understood the Tathagata to be a "soul"
liberated from the defilements.
We ask in our turn those who hold to a "soul:" The Blessed
One, according to you, declared that the pudgala exists, indescribable: why did he not declare that the Tathagata exists after death?
If [the Vatslputriyas] answer that the Buddha kept silent on
this point because he feared that the disciple, by admitting the
survival of a pudgala named Tathagata, would fall into the view of
eternity, we would then ask why the Blessed One predicted to
Maitreya, "In the ages to come, you will be a Tathagata, an Arhat, a
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Samyaksambuddha;" 104 and speaking of one of his deceased
disciples, he said, "He is at present reborn in such a place."105 Are
not these discourses defiled by the opinion of permanence?
If [the Vatsiputrlyas] answer that the Blessed One does not say
anything concerning the deceased Tathagata because, seeing at
first the pudgala, he now no longer sees the pudgala once it has
attained Nirvana; it is then through ignorance that the Tathagata
does not make any declaration concerning the deceased Tathagata,
and to speak thus is to deny the omniscience of the Master. Rather
one should believe that if the Blessed One abstains from all
declarations, it is because the "soul" that the questioner alluded to
in speaking of the Tathagata does not absolutely exist. If [the
Vatsiputrlyas] say that the Blessed One sees the pudgala, which is
in Nirvana, but that he still does not make a statement on this
subject; and that the pudgala exists but is not, at the same time, an
object of a statement of the Blessed One, we then conclude that
[the Vatsiputrlyas] admit that the pudgala is permanent.
If [the Vatsiputrlyas] say that "whether the Blessed One does
or does not see the pudgala1 is indescribable, they then proceed to
say that all is indescribable, and that one can only say that the
Blessed One is omniscient or non-omniscient.
***

[The Vatsiputrlyas:] The pudgala really exists, as it is said, that
"To say that I really, truly do not have an atman106 is an incorrect
opinion."
This is not a proof, for it is also said that it is an incorrect
opinion to affirm the existence of an atman.101 Scholars of the
Abhidharma think that a belief in the existence of an atman and a
belief in its non-existence are two extreme opinions, as they
identify them with the two branches of "the opinion that consists
in believing in extremes/' This doctrine is certain, as it is
formulated in the Vatsagotra-sutra, "Ananda, those who affirm a
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soul fall into the extreme of the belief in permanence; those who
deny a soul fall into the extreme of the belief in annihilation..."108
***

[The Vatsiputrlyas]: If the pudgala does not exist, what is it
that wanders in samsdra? In fact, one can only allow that samsdra
itself wanders. Further the Blessed One has said, "Beings misled by
ignorance, bound by thirst, wander here and there, either among
beings in hell, among animals, among pretas, humans, or the gods;
thus for a long time they experience all suffering."109
How does the pudgala wander in samsdra? Would you say that
this wandering consists in abandoning old skandhas and in taking
up new skandhas? But we have shown that this explanation is
inadmissable. A good explanation is simple: one says that when a
flame burns a field it travels, although they be only moments of
flame, because it constitutes a series; in the same way the harmony
of the skandhas which is constantly repeated receives, metaphorically, the name of being; supported by thirst, the series of skandhas
travels in samsdra.
***

[The Vatsiputrlyas]: If only the skandhas exist, we do not see
how one can explain these words of the Blessed One, "In the past, I
was the teacher Sunetra." 1 1 0 In fact, in the hypothesis of the
existence of the individual skandhas metaphorically termed "soul,"
past skandhas are not the same as present skandhas, and so the
Blessed One cannot express himself in this manner.
But what is the thing that the Blessed One calls "soul"? The
pudgala, you would say: then, since the "soul" is permanent, a past
"soul" is identical with a present "soul". For us, when the Blessed
One said, "I was the teacher Sunetra/' he teaches us that the
skandhas that constitute his present "soul" formed part of the
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same series as the skandhas that constituted Sunetra. In the same
way one says, "This fire has been burning here/'
***

You affirm the existence of a real soul: we hold that only the
Buddhas, Tathagatas would see it (because it is subtle). But if the
Buddhas see a soul, they would produce a firm belief in a soul; from
this belief in a soul there would be produced among them a belief
in things pertaining to a soul; from these two beliefs there would
be produced among them affection for the soul and for things
pertaining to a soul. The Blessed One said in fact that "whosoever
believes in a soul, believes in things pertaining to a soul; believing
in things pertaining to a soul, they become attached to the
skandhas as they form a soul and things pertaining to a soul/'
There would be then satkayadrsti among the Buddhas; they would
be bound by affection for a soul and for things pertaining to a soul;
and they would be very far from liberation.
[The Vatslputrlyas]: Affection is not produced with regard to a
soul. We explain: when one recognizes a soul in what is not the
soul, as do the non-Buddhists, one feels affection for this pretended
soul; but, when one sees the soul in that which is truly the soul,
namely the ineffable pudgala, as do the Buddhas, no affection is
produced with regard to the soul.
This statement has no support. The Vatslputrlyas, without any
shadow of reason, introduce the sickness of heresy into the
teachings of the Master. Whereas there are those who admit an
ineffable pudgala, others deny the existence of all the dharmas;111
non-Buddhists imagine a soul apart from all other substances. All
these doctrines are wrong and present the same flaw in that they
do not lead to liberation.
***
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If the soul does not absolutely exist,112 how can a mind—which
perishes as soon as it is generated—be capable of remembering an
object perceived a long time before? How is it able to recognize an
object similar to what it has formerly perceived?
Memory and recognition are generated immediately, in a
series, from a certain type of mind, when this type of mind arises
from the idea of object already perceived and which one calls
"object of the memory."
[Now then, let us first examine memory.]
What is the type of mind from whence memory immediately
shoots up?
We answer: It's a certain mind (citta-visesa), bent towards the
object of memory, a mind in which one finds ideas related to that
thing or resembling that thing, or even "resolutions" of a certain
nature, etc.; with the condition however that the power that this
mind possesses to produce memory is not paralysed by a psychosomatic change arising from sickness, from grief, from mental
trouble, or the disturbing influence of magic formulas, etc.113
1. It is necessary that a bending of the mind be produced, an act
of attention, towards the object; 2. it is necessary that the mind
involves an idea resembling the object, in the case where one
remembers by reason of resemblance (for example, I remember
fire perceived a long time ago because the idea of fire is placed in
my mind by the sight of present fire); 3. or it is necessary that the
mind involves an idea in relation to the object, in the case where
one remembers without there being resemblance (for example, I
remember fire because the idea of smoke is placed in my mind by
the sight of smoke); 4. or it is necessary that the mind involves a
pranidhdna, or resolution, an abhydsa, or habit (for example, the
resolution has been placed in the mental series, "I shall remember
this at such a time"); 5. also when it is of this nature—that is to
say, when it presents the characteristic 1. and one of the
characteristics 2 - 4—if the thought does not proceed from the idea
of the object of memory—that is to say, if the mind so envisaged is
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not produced in a series where the idea of a certain object has been
placed by perception, if this mind does not proceed from this
idea—the mind cannot produce memory; 6. when it is not of this
nature, even though it proceeds from an idea of the object of
memory, it cannot produce memory.
[The Vatsiputrlyas:] How can one mind see and another mind
remember? It is contrary that Yajnadatta remembers an object that
Devadatta has seen.
That is right. There is no connection between Devadatta and
Yajnadatta: Their minds are not in the relationship of cause and
effect, as is the case for minds which form series. Indeed, we do not
say that one mind sees an object and that another mind remembers
this object, because these two minds belong to the same series. We
say that one past mind, bearing a certain object, brings about the
existence of another mind, the present mind, capable of remembering this object. In other words, a mind of memory is generated
from a mind of seeing, as fruit is generated from the seed through
the force of the last stage of the transformation of the series. This
point has been clarified. Memory is generated after recognition.
[The Vatsiputrlyas:] In the absence of a soul, who remembers?114
[Vasubandhu:] What do you understand by "to remember"?
[The Vatsiputrlyas:] To grasp an object by the memory.
[Vasubandhu:] Does "to grasp" differ from memory? [The
Vatsiputrlyas:] Memory is the agent of the action "to grasp."115
[Vasubandhu:] We have explained what is the agent of this
action: it is the cause of memory, namely a certain type of mind.
[The Vatsiputrlyas:] But, if it is only a certain type of mind that
is the cause of memory, how can one say that Caitra remembers?
[Vasubandhu:] One gives the name Caitra to a series; a mind of
memory is generated, in this series, from a mind of seeing, and by
reason of this fact one says that Caitra remembers.
[The Vatsiputrlyas:] In the absence of a soul, whose is the
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memory?
[Vasubandhu:] What is the sense of the genitive "whose"?
[The Vatsiputriyas:] This genitive designates its master.
[Vasubandhu:] Explain by an example how you understand
that someone is the master of memory. [The Vatsiputriyas:] As
Caitra is the master of the cow.
[Vasubandhu:] In what is Caitra the master of the cow?
[The Vatsiputriyas:] In that he directs and employs the cow as
he pleases.
[Vasubandhu:] To what then is the memory directed and
employed by a master, for whom you search with great pains.
[The Vatsiputriyas:] It is directed and employed on the object
that one wants to remember (that is to say, it is employed on
remembering).
[Vasubandhu:] To what purpose?
[The Vatsiputriyas:] For the purpose of memory.
[Vasubandhu:] What idle talk! I direct and employ a certain
thing with a view to the same thing! Explain to me then how
memory is employed: do you want to say that one transmits it to a
certain place? Do you want to say that one causes it to be
produced?
[The Vatsiputriyas:] Memory does not die out; it is then not
transmitted. One causes it to be produced.
[Vasubandhu:] What you call "master" is then simply the
cause, and what you call "subject" is simply the result. In fact the
cause, by its command, operates the result; it is then "master"; and
the result, in that it is subordinate to the cause at the moment of its
arising, is called "subject." Since the cause suffices as master, why
require a self to which you could attribute memory? Memory
belongs to whatever causes memory. Complexes of samskdras, or
the five skandhas forming a homogeneous series, are called
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"Caitra" and "cow." One says that the Caitra-series possesses the
cow-series, because the Caitra-series is the cause of the geographic
displacement and the various changes of the cow-series. There is
not there any one, real entity "Caitra," nor another entity called
"cow;" there is not, for the Caitra-series, any quality of owner or
master outside of its quality of cause.
[As with memory, so too with recognition.]
We would answer, mutatis mutandis, to the questions: "Who
knows? To whom do we attribute consciousness?" and to other
similar questions, "What feels, what makes ideas?" as we have
responded to the questions, "What remembers? To whom do we
attribute memory and recognition?"
***

Certain scholars116 say that the soul (dtman) exists, as existence
(bhava) depends on an existing being (bhavitar), as the walking of
Devadatta depends on Devadatta. Walking is an action, and
Devadatta is the active being. In the same way consciousness
{vijnana) and all action depends on a "base of support" {asraya),
"one who knows {vijnatar)** the agent.
We would ask what it is that they understand by "Devadatta."
If they regard Devadatta as a real individual, we have discussed and
refuted this theory. Devadatta is an imaginary individual and not
an individual entity; Devadatta is only the name that one gives to
the series of samskaras. In the sense that one could say that such a
Devadatta walks, in the same sense we can say that Devadatta
knows.
How does Devadatta walk? "Devadatta" is only a homogeneous series of samskaras, moments of existence replaced without
interruption and roughly similar one to another. The foolish see
within this series an entity which would be the cause of the action
that this series generates in a different place, the cause by the
efficacy of which the successive moments of the existence of the

body of Devadatta is produced in different places. In fact, the
walking of Devadatta is simply the act of the generation of the
series which is the body in different locations; the cause of this
action—that is to say, the previous moment of the series—receives
the name of "walker."
It is in this sense that we say that Devadatta walks, in order to
designate a walk totally similar to that of fire or sound: the fire
walks, the sound walks, that is to say, the fire-series and the
sound-series go being generated from one place to another.117 In
the same way the world says that Devadatta knows (vijdndti)
because the complex which is Devadatta is the cause of consciousness (vijndna); and, in order to conform to received usage, the
Aryans also express themselves in this manner, which is inexact.
Nevertheless, a Sutra says that the consciousness knows the
object. What does the vijndna do with regard to the object?
Nothing: It is simply produced resembling the object. In the
same way that fruit, although it does nothing, 1 1 8 is said to
correspond to the seed, to reproduce the seed, because it is
produced resembling the seed; 119 the vijndna also, although it
accomplishes no action with regard to the object, is said to know
the object because it is produced resembling the object. This
resemblance of the vijndna consists in that it has the appearance of
the object. 120 By reason of this appearance one says that the
vijudna knows the object which is only one of its causes; the organ
is also a cause of the vijndna, but one does not say that the vijndna
knows the organ because the vijndna does not take the aspect of
the organ. This manner of speaking, "The vijndna knows," is again
justified from another point of view. Several successive moments
of vijndna are produced with regard to the object: the previous
moment is the cause of the later moment; the vijndna is then a
cause of vijndna; it is then called the agent (kartr) since it is the
cause:121 one attributes the action of knowing to it as one attributes
the action of ringing to a bell or the action of moving to a lamp.
One says that the lamp moves: here is what the moving of the
lamp consists of: "lamp" is the name metaphorically attributed to
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the uninterrupted series of moments of the flame that one sees,
wrongly, as a "unity." When one of these successive moments is
produced in place other than that of the preceeding moment, one
says that the lamp moves. But there does not exist a "mover" apart
from and distinct from the moment of the fire. In the same way,
one metaphorically designates a series of minds by vijnana, or
consciousness: when one moment of mind is produced relative to a
new object, one says that the consciousness knows this object. One
says that the consciousness knows: the same way that one says that
"physical matter" exists (bhavati), is produced, lasts, without there
being an "exister" {bhavitr), a "producer," "anything that lasts,"
distinct from what is called its existence, etc.122
***

[The Samkhya]: 1 2 3 If the later consciousness (vijnana) is
produced from the previous consciousness and not from a soul
(atmari)y why is not the later consciousness always similar to the
previous consciousness? Why do not consciousnesses succeed
themselves in a determined order, as do shoots, stems, leaves,
etc?124
Answer to the first question: Because everything that is
produced through causes, i.e., conditioned things, presents the
character of "transformation" (sthityanyathdtva)\ this is the
nature of conditioned things: in the series which they form, the
latter should differ from the former. If it were otherwise, the
ascetics who had entered into meditation—in which the body and
the consciousness are always produced in the same way, the
successive moments of the series being identical—would not
spontaneously get out of meditation.125
As for the second difficulty: The production of consciousness is
subject to a certain order. If a certain mind should be produced
after a certain mind, it will be produced after this mind.126 On the
other hand, certain consciousnesses present a partial similarity
that obliges them to produce one another by reason of the
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particular character of their gotra.121 For example, upon the idea of
"woman"128 there immediately arises the idea (among ascetics) of
detesting the body of a woman, but (among non-ascetics) there
immediately arises the idea of a wife or daughter. Later, following
upon the differing development of the succession of ideas, the idea
of a woman reproduces itself.129 This second idea of a woman
would have the capacity of producing the idea of the detesting the
body, or the idea of wife or daughter, accordingly as it has either of
these ideas as gotra, that is to say, as a seed; but not when it does
not have a similar gotra.lb0 And again innumerable different ideas
can succeed the idea of a woman, and that by reason of multiple
causes. Among all these ideas, those are produced first which are
the most "numerous"—having formed a series in the past—the
most "alive," the "nearest"—as these ideas have most strongly
impregnated the mental series:131 except, of course, at the moment
when other ideas are produced by a certain state of the body or by
certain external objects.
But why does the consciousness, which has most strongly
impregnated the mental series, not continue to so impregnate it
without ceasing?
Because, as we have said, transformation is a characteristic of
the mental series; this characteristic is eminently propitious for
the production of the result of ideas, having medium or small
force.
***

Here we have, in an incomplete and summary manner,
explained the causes and conditions of the order of the reciprocal
generation of different categories of consciousness. Complete
knowledge of these causes belongs only to the Buddha. Thus the
stanza says, "All the types of causes which go to produce a peacock
feather—no one can know them except the Omniscient Ones: this
is the power of knowledge of Omniscience (to know a thing
completely)."132 The causes of the variety of material things are
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difficult to know; how much more difficult is it to penetrate the
variety of causes and conditions of non-material things, minds and
mental states!133
***

A certain non-Buddhist134 believes that the consciousnesses are
produced from a soul. One can successfully oppose his objections
vainly formulated against us: Why isn't the latter consciousness
the same as the former consciousness? Why aren't the consciousnesses produced in a fixed order?
This master133 explains the variety of consciousnesses and the
absence of a fixed rule to their arising by the diversity that he
terms "the conjunction (samyoga) of the soul with the manas or
mental organ." This explanation does not hold. No type of
conjunction is proved.136
On the other hand, reasoning shows that two things in
conjunction should be delimited, that is to say, localized in distinct
places. Judge if your definition of conjunction, "possession
succeeding upon non-possession,137 admits of the same conclusion
as our reasoning, namely that the soul is delimited, localized.138
(Whence it follows that the soul is not omnipresent: and this
contradicts your system.)139
It also results from your definition of conjunction that, when
the manas moves—it goes to such and such a part of the body—the
soul should also move to make a place for it (and then it is not
niskriya, or exempt from action) or that it should perish (and then
it is not nitya, or eternal).140 On the other hand, you cannot admit
that the soul is in partial conjunction 141 with the manas, for,
according to you, the soul is an entity without parts.
142

Supposing also that there is conjunction between the
permanent soul and an always immoveable manas, how does one
explain the diversity of the conjunction (necessary for the diversity
of consciousness)? Would you say that this diversity results from
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the diversity of the buddhi, "intelligence," (which is a quality, guna,
of the soul)? But the buddhi presents the same difficulty as the
manas: if the soul is not diversified, how would buddhi be
diversified? Would you say that the diversity of the buddhi results
from the diversity of conjunction of the soul and the manas, a
variety which results from the samskdras? In this hypothesis, the
soul serves no purpose; why not say that the diversity of
consciousnesses comes from the consciousness itself which is
diversified by the samskdras? The soul does not intervene in the
beginning of consciousness, and to say that consciousness comes
from a soul is to be as the charlatan who, although drugs suffice for
the healing of the sickness, pronounces some magic syllables:
Phut! Svaha!
You would say without doubt that consciousness, like the
samskdras, exists through conjunction with the soul: but this is
merely a statement without proof. But you would insist, saying that
the soul is its support {asraya): please explain by an example the
nature of the relationship of the support and the supported. The
consciousness (that the samskdras influence) and the samskdras
themselves are not a picture or a fruit that the soul supports as a
wall supports a picture or as a plate supports fruit: in fact, on the
one hand, one would have to admit physical contact (between the
soul and the thought-samskdras); and, on the other hand, the
picture and the fruit exist independently of the wall and the plate.
You say that you do not understand the support that the soul
furnishes the thought-samskdras to be thus: the soul supports
thought-samskdras as earth supports smell, color, taste, touch. We
rejoice in this comparison, for it establishes the non-existence of
the soul. In the same way that one cannot perceive the existence of
earth independently of smell, etc.—what one designates by the
word "earth" is only a collection of smells, etc.—in this same way
there is no soul existing apart from the thought-samskdras: the
thought-samskdras are what one designates by the word "soul".
Who can obtain the idea of "earth" apart from smell, etc.?
But, if "earth" does not exist apart from smells, etc , how can
one qualify certain smells, etc., as properties of earth: "The smell,
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the taste of earth?"
One expresses oneself thus with a view to distinguishing: in
other words, one wants to indicate that certain smells, tastes, etc.,
are what is termed "earth," not other smells or tastes which are
termed "water." In the same way, one designates a certain thing as
being "the body of a wooden statue" indicating by that that it is of
wood, and not of baked clay.143
***

If the soul produces the consciousnesses by reason of the
variety of the samskdras, why doesn't it produce all the consciousnesses at the same time?
[The Vaisesikas:] Because the strongest samskdra opposes the
weakest samskdra in producing its result. And if the strongest
samskdra does not constantly produce its result, it is for the same
reason that you have given in explaining the traces (vdsands)
abandoned by the consciousness in the series: we think that the
samskdras are not permanent and are subject to change.
But then of what use is a soul? Diverse consciousnesses would
be generated by the diverse force of the samskdras, since there is
no difference in nature between your samskdras and our vdsands.144
[The Vaisesikas:] One cannot do without the soul. Memory,
the samskdras, etc., 145 are things {padarthas) that are termed
"attributes" {guna)\ these attributes must of necessity have for
their substratum, or support {dsraya), a "substance" {dravya) and,
among the nine substances (earth, etc.), the soul, since it is
inadmissable that memory and the other mental qualities would
have for their substratum any substance other than the soul
(namely earth, etc.), since the soul alone is intelligent.
But this system of substances and attributes is not proved. [You
say that memory, the samskdras, etc., are things included within
the category of "attributes" and are not substances: we do
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not agree.] We think that all that exists is "substance." A Sutra
says that "the result of the religious life consists of six substances
(namely the five pure skandhas and pratisarhkhyanirodha)" It is
false that memory, etc., has the soul as its substratum: as we have
criticized the idea of a substratum.

[The Vaisesikas say:] If the soul does not really exist, what is
the result of actions?
The result of actions is that the "soul" experiences pleasure or
pain.
[The Vaisesikas:] What do you understand by "soul"?
It is what one speaks of when one says "I," the object of the
idea of self, the skandhas or object.
How do we know this?
It is to the series of skandhas, that is, to the skandhas—to one's
body, to one's sensations—that one becomes attached; as the idea
of "I" is generated with reference to the idea of white and other
similar ideas: in the world does one not say "I am white, black, old,
young, thin, fat"? What one regards as white, etc.,—evidently the
skandha of physical matter—is also what one regards as "I." The
"soul" imagined by the Vaisesika is different from white, etc.; but,
in fact, the idea of "I" is relative only to those skandhas and not to
any "self" imagined [by the Vaisesikas.]
[The Vaisesikas:] It is through metaphor that the world
designates the body by the word "I" when it says, "I am white."
This metaphor is justified because the body is in the service of the
true "I."
So be it: one metaphorically calls what is used by the "I" by the
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name of "I." But one cannot explain in this manner the consciousness that says "I" (with regard to the body, sensations, consciousness, etc.)146
[The Vaisesikas:] If the idea of "I" has the body for an object
why is not this idea generated with regard to the bodies of others?
Because there is no relationship between the series of skandhas
of others and this idea. When the body or mind is in a relationship
with the idea of "I"—a cause and effect relationship—this idea is
generated with regard to this body and this mind; but not with
regard to the skandhas of others. The habit of considering "my"
series as "I" exists in "my" series from the very beginning.
[The Vaisesikas:] If there is no "soul," to what do you attribute
the idea of "I"?
We have answered this question when we explained what
memory belongs to.147 The master of memory is simply the cause
of memory. It is the same for the idea of "I".
**#

[The Vaisesikas:] What is the cause of the idea of "I"? It is a
defiled mind, impregnated by this same idea of self, and having for
its object the series of minds wherein it is produced.
***

[The Vaisesikas:] In the absence of a soul, who has suffering or
pleasure? The dsraya within which suffering or pleasure is
produced, in the same way that a tree is said to have flowers, a
forest has fruit. And the dsraya in question may belong to any of
the six internal ayatanas, the eye-dyatana, etc. 148 This has been
explained [in the First Chapter.]
***
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[The Vaisesikas:] In the absence of a soul, who is it that does a
deed? Who is it that tastes the result?
What do you understand by "he who does/* and "he who
tastes"?
[The Vaisesikas:] We understand this to be the agent, the
taster.149
Your explanation is merely words and explains nothing. The
Vaisesikas here invoke the doctrine of the Grammarians.150 They
say that the agent is he who has independent power, that the taster
is he who enjoys the result of the deed. Iri the world he who
possesses independent power with regard to a certain action is
considered as the "agent"; for example, Devadatta, having the
power to bathe himself, to seat himself, and to walk, is called "the
bather," "the sitter," and "the walker."
This definition is not admissable. What does one understand by
"Devadatta"? If one understands this to be a soul, the example is
not proved, and is without value. If one understands a certain
coming together or complex of skandhas, then Devadatta is indeed
an agent, but he is not "an independent agent and creator of
deeds." Action is threefold 151 —body, speech, and mind. That
which produces bodily action is the wind agitating the body; the
body and the mind depend again on their causes and conditions;
these causes and conditions depend in their turn on their causes
and conditions: in all this there is not any simple entity, a
"producer" dependent on itself or, in other words, independent.
For everything that exists depends on causes and conditions. The
soul as you understand it does not depend on causes and conditions; furthermore, it does nothing: it is not then an independent
agent. Nowhere does anyone maintain the existence of an agent
conforming to your definition, "He who possesses independent
power is termed an agent." That which one terms the agent of a
certain action, is, amongst all its causes, that which is the principal
cause of this action. Now even if we were to define the agent in
this manner, your "self" is not an agent.
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What is in fact the principal cause of the beginning of bodily
action?152 Memory causes a wish or a desire for action to surge up;
from desire there proceeds imagination; from imagination there
proceeds effort which gives rise to a vapor which sets in motion
bodily action. In this process, what activity do the Vaisesikas
attribute to a "sour? This soul is certainly not an agent of bodily
action. Vocal and mental action can be explained in the same way.
You say that the "soul" enjoys the result, because it discerns or
knows the result: but soul has no role in discerning the result; it
does not figure among the causes that produce consciousnesses as
we have shown above.153
[The Vaisesikas:] If there is no soul, why do good and bad
deeds not die out in "non-living things'? 154
Because the "non-assumed" elements, not constitutive of living
beings, are not susceptible of serving as a support for sensation,
etc. Only the six internal organs are the support of sensation, etc.;
not a soul, as we have proved.
***

[The Vaisesikas:] In the absence of a soul, how can past action,
which is now destroyed, produce a future result?
To this question we would answer now by asking how, even
though a soul were to exist, destroyed action can have the force of
producing the result. The Vaisesikas would have it that the result
is generated from merit or from demerit (dharma, adharma),135
inherent attributes (guna) of the soul, supported by the soul: but
we have criticized the idea of a substratum or "support"156 and
shown that it is not rational.
According to the Buddhists, future results are not generated
from destroyed action; 157 results are generated from the last
moment in the evolution of a series that has its origin in action.158
How does fruit proceed from the seed? One says, in the world,
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that fruit is generated from a seed. But in speaking in this way, one
does not intend to affirm that the fruit is generated from a
destroyed seed, nor that the fruit arises immediately after the seed
(that is to say, from a "dying" seed). In fact, the fruit is generated
from the last moment in the evolution of a series that has its origin
in the seed. The seed successively produces a sprout, a stalk, a leaf,
and finally the flower that brings the fruit into existence. If one
says that the seed produces the fruit, this is because the seed,
through a series of intermediate stages, projects in the flower the
efficacy of producing the fruit. If the efficacy of producing the fruit,
efficacy which is found in the flower, did not have the seed as its
original cause (as its antecedent, or purva), then the flower would
not have produced a fruit resembling its seed. In the same way, one
says that although a result is generated from an action, it is not
generated from destroyed action, nor is it generated immediately
after the action: it is generated from an ultimate moment in the
evolution of a series issuing from the action.
Series, or samtana, means the material and mental skandhas
succeeding without interruption in a row which has an action for
its original cause. The successive moments of this row are
different: there is then evolution (parindma), or transformation of
the series. The last moment of this evolution possesses a special
efficacy, the capacity of immediately producing the result: it is
distinguished, in this regard, from other moments; it is then
termed visesa, or the ultimate moment of evolution.
For example, when the mind at death is "associated with
attachment," it possesses the capacity of producing a new
existence. This mind has for its antecedents many actions of all
types: nevertheless, it is the efficacy projected by a weighty action
that informs (or qualifies) the last thought; in the absence of heavy
action, the efficacy is projected by near action; in its absence by
habitual action; and in its absence by the action of a previous life.159
There is a stanza (by Rahula) which says, "Weighty action, near
action, habitual action, old action: these four die in this order."160
There is good reason to establish a distinction between a
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retributive result and an out-flowing result. When the force that
produces a retributive result has given forth its result, this force is
abolished.161 But the force that produces an out-flowing result, a
force projected by a "cause similar to its effect" (sabhdgahetu),
does not perish by the production of its result; when it is defiled,
this force perishes by the force of its opposition; when it is not
defiled, it perishes through Nirvana, which involves the abolition
of the series, both physical matter and mind.
Why is a new retribution not generated from the retributive
result as a new fruit is generated from the fruit of a tree, or as a
fruit is also a seed?162
But a new fruit is not generated from the fruit seed.163
From what is the new fruit generated, if not from the evolution
of a new series?
The first fruit seed, encountering the conditions necessary for
evolution (water, earth, etc.), finally produces the ultimate
moment in the evolution—from whence the new fruit arises.
When it produces the shoot, the old fruit takes the name of seed. If,
before any evolution, (before any germinative processes), it is
given the name of seed, it is an anticipative name, a name justified
by the similarity of the ungerminated seed and the germinated
seed. In the same way here: when a retributive result164 (body, etc.)
encounters the conditions that produce good and bad—good
teaching, bad teaching—it gives rise to minds that will be
rewarded, namely bad or good-impure minds. From these minds
there proceeds an evolution of their series that results in an
ultimate state from whence a new retribution will emerge. This is
not generated under any other conditions. The example then
justifies our thesis.
One can also take into account the nature of the retribution by
another example (that shows that a new retribution does not
necessarily succeed the first). If one colors the flower of a lemon
tree with milk, a certain evolution of the plant series will take
place which will cause the seed of the new fruit to be red. But the
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red seed, once planted, will not generate another red seed. In the
same way the retribution of an action does not produce a new
retribution.165
***

I have, to the measure of my intelligence, taught in a summary
and outline manner the result of actions. Only the Buddhas know
how the series, impregnated by actions diverse in nature and in
force, evolve from such a type that, arriving at such a stage, it
produces a certain result: There is a stanza, "Action, the
impression caused by the action, the active entry of this impression, the result that results from it—no one if not a Buddha, knows
all this in the totality of its processes."166
Seeing then, by a path of demonstrative arguments, that the
doctrine of the teaching of the Buddhas is perfect, and rejecting the
opinion of those blind through bad views and through bad steps,
the non-blind see.167
In fact, this doctrine of the non-existence of the soul is the only
road to the city of Nirvana; although illumined by the rays which
are the words of this sun which is the Tathagata, although
followed by thousands of saints, and although it is without
obstacles, it is not seen by persons of weak insight.168
In this book one will find but a summary indication for the use
of intelligent persons: but poison (of belief in soul), once within a
wound, will spread itself everywhere by its own force.169
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Preliminary Notes
I. According to the Tibetan, this is "The Ninth Chapter {Kosastbdnam) entitled An
Exposition of the Refutation of the Pudgala" {gan zag dgag pa bstan pa zhes bya ba mdzod
kyi gnas dgu pa; Mdo 64, Gordier, p. 394).
But the colophon to the Eighth Chapter says that the Abhidharmako/abhdsyam ends
with that Chapter: chos mnon pa'i mdzod kyi bfad pa las snoms par 'jug pa bstan pa zhes
bya ba mdzog kyi gnas brgyad pa'о / chos mnon pa'i mdzod 'di rdzogs so = Abhidbarmakofabhdsye Samdpattinirdeso ndma astamam kosastbdnam / samdpto'yam Abhidharmakosah.
According to the colophon of the Vydkhyd, this Chapter is "The Determination of the
Pudgala, An Annex to the Eighth Chapter" {astamakosasthdnasambaddha eva pudgalaviniscayah). And according to the Bhdsyam, this section is entitled "The Treatise on the
Refutation of the Pudgala," Pudgalapratisedha-prakarana
(iv.73, p. 650), or "The
Refutation of the Doctrine of the Soul," Atmavddapratisedha (v.27, p. 818).
To certain commentators, the last of the final stanzas of the "Ninth Chapter" refer to
the entire Ko/abhdsyam; for others,— who appear to be the wiser, —to only the Refutation
of the Pudgala.
Evidently the Abhidharmakoiabhdsyam,
an exposition of the doctrines of the
Abhidharma according to the principles of the Vaibhasikas, ends with Karika viii.40. The
stanzas which follow on p. 1355 are the conclusion of the work.
The so-called "Ninth Chapter" does not contain any Karikas; here Vasubandhu teaches
many doctrines which are common to both the Vaibhasikas and the Sautrantikas, but, on the
whole, he adopts the position of the Sautrantikas.
Samghabhadra does not concern himself with the Ninth Chapter.
The stanzas on p. 1355 are, we would say, the conclusion of the Abhidharmakosabhd
syam. Hstian-tsang (TD 29, p. 152b 17-22) places them at the end of his Chapter VIII;
Paramurtha, on the contrary, makes them the preamble to Chapter IX {TD 29, p.
304al5-20). Thus it is evident that the "Treatise on the Refutation of the Pudgala"
importunes,—if one can say this,—these stanzas (see below note 1).
II. Vasubandhu refutes the doctrines of the Pudgalavadins, "followers of the pudgala," and
he calls them Vatsiputriyas. The Vydkhyd explains: vatsiputriyd dryasdmmattydh (see note
8). The sources (Vasumitra, Bhavya, and Vinitadeva) do not agree in their enumeration of
the sects or schools which admit a pudgala.One will finds some information in Nirvana,
1926, p. 34, and in a version of Vasumitra's treatise which I hope to publish in the
Collection de Materiaux pourI 'etude du Bouddhisme, by J. Przyluski.
The question is asked: are the Pudgalavadins Buddhists? Yasbmitra is very plain in this:
na hi Vdtsiputriydndm muktir nesyate bauddhatvdt; "one does not pretend that they cannot
obtain deliverance, for they are Buddhists" (see note 8). An opposite opinion, however, is
given on p. 1338 (Hsuan-tsang, TD 29, p. 156c25) and in the final stanzas where the
Pudgalavadins are included among the Tlrthikas.
Lcan-skya hu-thug-hu expresses a very widespread opinion when he says that the five
schools of the Mahasmmitiyas, admitting that the "self is a "person", cannot be considered
as Buddhist (Wassilief, p. 270).
Santideva {Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.60) says, "The followers of a pudgala, internal
non-believers (antas'caratirthika), admit a soul (dtman) called pudgala, and say that this soul
is neither identical to the skandhas, nor different from them: otherwise one can see that
they enter into the philosophy of the non-Buddhists." They call themselves Buddhists,
saugatammanya.
Candrakirti {Madhyamakdvatdra, vi.86) says, "The non-Buddhists (tirthikas) speak of a
pudgala, etc.; seeing that the pudgala and other supposed principles do not have any activity,
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the Buddha declared that the mind alone is active. To say 'non-Buddhists' is a general
manner of speaking; for there are Buddhists ('some sectarians of this Dharma') who admit a
pudgala. From a certain point of view (rnam pa gcig tu na - ekaprakarena), they are not
Buddhists, for, like non-Buddhists, they do not correctly understand the sense of the
Teaching. Consequently, this designation ('non-Buddhist') is extended to all. It says in the
Ratndvali, 'The world, with the Samkhyas, Vaisesikas, and Nirgranthas, believe in a
pudgala, in the skandhas, and in other principles. We would ask them if they teach the
means to pass beyond being and non-being (or rather: if they pass beyond the affirmation
and the negation of existence)...' Consequently one must consider those who believe in the
skandhas, etc., as persons outside (bdhya)" (We see that the "followers of the skandhas" or
skandhavddins, that is to say, the orthodox Buddhists of the Hlnayana, are, like the
followers of the pudgala, excluded from the Good Law).
III. The classical etymology of pudgala is represented in the Tibetan by gan zag and in the
Chinese (Mahdvyutpatti, 207.7) as ts'eng-chien
ЩЩ
: puryati galati ca
(Sarvadarfana; and Sarad Candra Das and S. LeVi's translation of the Sutrdlamkdra, p. 259:
"through which demerit increases and merit decreases, and vice versa").
Buddhaghosa, in his Visuddhimagga, 310, has: pun ts vuccati nirayo tasmin galantiti
puggald.
The Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka, commenting on the Astasahasrika 19.2, proposes the
etymology: punah punar gatisu liyate, which is reflected in the translation of Hsuan-tsang
"which, on many occasions, takes up the gatis."
The Astasahasrika has: sattvadrstydjivadrstyd pudgaladrstyd bhavadrstyd vibhavadrstyd
ucchedadrstydh idsvatadrstydh svakdyadrstyd etasdm evamddydndm drstindm prahdndya
dharmam deiayisyatiti tendrthena bodhisattvo mahdsattva ity ucyate.
The Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka has: tatrdhamkdrddhdndrthena dtmd / dhito'hamkdra
etasminn iti krtvd / sidandtmakatvdt sattvah / jivitendriyavaiena
nikdyasabhdge
parisamdpte vartata itijivah / punah punar gatisu liyta itipudgalah / dvirbhavatiti bhavah
/ tirobhavatiti vibhavah / ndstiddnim abhut purvam ity ucchedah (prasajyate) astiyac (ca)
svabhdvena na tan ndstiti fas vat ah / atmdtmiydkdrena pancaskandhadarsanam /
evamddydndm drstindm ...
We would remark that the etymology of sattva is as we have encountered in Kofa, v.7,
note 27 (reading of S. Levi). Buddhaghosa gets sattva from sakta, etc.
On other synonyms of pudgala, see above p. 1324 (Hsuan-tsang, TD 29, p. 154a28)
IV. Among the sources which must be compared with the present Treatise on the
Refutation of the Pudgala, we would point out: 1. Kathdvatthu, i.l (translation of S. Z. Aung
and Mrs. Rhys Davids, Points ofi Controversy); 2. Vijnanakdya, TD 26, number 1539, Chap.
II (translated and analyzed in Etudes Asiatiques, 1925, i. p. 358-376); 3. Sdmmitiyasdstra,
TD 32, number 1649, an analysis of which will be published in the Collection de Materiaux
pour I'eftude du Bouddhisme, by Przyluski). Vasubandhu quotes part of these last two
treatises: some indications on this subject are in the notes of our translation.
On the other hand, the Sutrdlamkdra of Asanga (edited and translated by S. Le'vi,
1907-1911), xviii.92-103, depends to a certain extent on the Treatise of Vasubandhu. We
would mention for example the discussion of the relationship between fire and fuel, the use
of the same scriptural texts, and the demonstration of the inactivity of the pudgala.
A dependence by &antideva (for example, the Bodhicarydvatdra ix.73) and his
commentator on Vasubandhu is no less evident.
Vasubandhu's observations on the inability of an dtman to transmigrate, and on the
relationship of fire and fuel, is seen in the Madhyamakasutras, x.14 and xvi.2.
All of the refutation to the pudgala in Candraklrti's Madhyamakdvatdra, is, one could
say, inspired by Vasubandhu; for example vi.146: "Some maintain the real existence of a
pudgala, of which one cannot say that it is identical to the skandhas or different from them,
permanent or impermanent; it is known by the six vijrldnas, and it is the object of the idea
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of self."
In his small Treatise, Vasubandhu refutes not only the followers of the pudgala,
—Buddhists albeit heretical, —but also some non-Buddhists, the Grammarians, the
Samkhyas, and the VaiSesikas. He quotes Varsaganya (v.27, translation, p. 818). He has
some details concerning the positions of these non-Buddhists which can be compared with
the traditions preserved by Paramartha and K'uei-chi (Takakusu, Toung-pao, 1904, and
JRAS, 1905).
V. An argument of the Pudgalavadins, not mentioned by Vasubandhu, is pointed out in the
Vydkhyd for i.42 (p. 85 of the Petrograd edition). The Sutra says: caksusa rilpani drstvd na
nimittagrahi'... "Having seen visibles by the eye, he does not conceive any affection..." As
the eye sees, so too the pudgala sees by the eye {yasmdc caksuh paiyati tasmdt pudgala/
caksusa paiyati; see below note 38).
The Vydkhyd for iii.43a admits the two hypotheses that Vasubandhu attributes death
(cyuti) to the mind (citta), or to the pudgala.
Buddhaghosa, in his Manorathapurani, i.95, explains in terms of which Vasubandhu
would approve, why the Bhagavat speaks of a pudgala, even though a pudgala does not exist.

***
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1. Vyakhyd: kirn khalv ato'nyatra mokso ndstiti / na pramddyam mumuksubhir iti vacandd
ayam eva moksopdyo nasty ato'nyo moksopdyas tad atra moktukdmaih pramddo na kartavya
ity arthad uktam dcdryena / codakah pfcchati kim khalv ata iti vistaral?.
Vasubandhu said, "Those who desire deliverance should apply themselves without
weakness to this doctrine." That is to say, "There is no deliverance outside of this doctrine."
The opponent answers, "Is there then no deliverance . . . "
2. On this subject, see the stanza of the Stotrakara (=Matrceta, Takakusu, l-tsing, p. 156):
sdhamkdre manasi na samam ydti janmaprabandho
ndhamkdras calati hrdaydd dtmadrstau ca satydm /
anyah iditdjagati cayatо ndsti nairdtmyavddi
ndnyas tasmdd upasamavidhes tvanmatdd asti mdrgah //
"As long as the mind {manas- citta) is accompanied by the idea of "I," the series of
rebirths cannot be stopped; the idea of "I" is not removed from the heart as long as there
exists the view that there is a soul {dtman). Now there is not in the world any master who
teaches the non-existence of the soul (nairdtmya-vddin), except you. Thus, there is not,
outside of your doctrine, any other path of deliverance."
Compare the stanzas attributed to the Acarya, Bodhicarydvatdrapanjikd, 492: yah
pa/yaty dtmdnam tasydham iti sas vat ah snehah / snehdt sukhesu trsyati trsnddosdms
tiraskurute...
The same for Candraklrti, Madhyamakdvatdra, vi.120 (quoting the Madhyamakavrtti, p.
340), "Seeing through, prajfid that all defilements and all evil {kleia, do so) comes from the
idea of self (satkayadrstt), and taking into consideration that the object of this idea is the
soul {dtman), the ascetic (yogin) denies the soul."
3. Saeki cites a commentary on the Vijfiaptimatra, 2,4: a. the asamskrtas do not exist; b. that
which exists {asti-dharma- bhdva) is of three types: things known through direct
perception, matter (color), the mind; things like pots and clothes {hsien shouyung
fa Ш9кШШ )'» things like the organs (yu tso yungfa 'ft'fF^fc'fe ); с three concep
tions of the self: identical to the skandhas, different from the skandhas, neither identical or
different.
4. Agama, the proof from authority, is not mentioned because it is included within anumdna,
inference.
5. Entity = bhdva; Hsuan-tsang translates this asyu-fa ^$£
atthidhamma of Buddhaghosa.

which calls to mind the

6. Vyakhyd: pratyaksam upalabdhir iti pratyaksam ity upalabdhivihsanam / pratyaksam tad
upalabdhih pratyaksata upalabdhir ity arthah / athavd pratyaksam pramdnam upalabdhir
upalabhyate'naya ity upalabdhih /
On upalabdhi, i. English trans, p. 74, ii. p. 205 , Sutralamkdra, p. 155.
The object of the mental consciousness is defined by YaSomitra: {upalabdhir)
dharmdyatanasya vedanddilaksanasya yogivisayasya ca = the perception of the dharmdyatana
(that is to say, vedand, etc.) and of things which the Yogins perceive. (In fact the mental
consciousness of the Yogins knows the minds and mental states of others, vii.ll).
But how can perception {upalabdhi) by the manas be pratyaksam, immediate or direct
perception? In fact the manas which has just arisen is known by the manas which
immediately follows (i.17): manasas ca kim pratyaksam upalabdhih / samanantaraniruddharh hi mano'nantarotpannena manovijnanena vijn~ayate. There is a difficulty here. Some
other masters (the Sautrantikas) think that the mind knows itself: the subject and the object
of the consciousness are both directly perceived: raktam vd dvistam vd sukhasamprayuktam
va duhkhasamprayuktam vd (iv. 49) ity evamadi svasamvedyatayd (pratyaksam) ity apare /
tad etad dvividham pratyaksam grdhyagatam grahakagatam vd.
7. Vyakhyd: maharsipranidhijndnaparicchinnatvdd

asty eva caksurddikam

indriyam
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caksurvijnanddikdranam iti / sarvesdm avivdddc ca.
See i. 9c (Vyakhyd, p. 25), 44a. On pranidhijnana, see vii.37.
8. Vyakhyd: Vdtsiputriyd Aryasammatiyah / anena vitathdtmadrstinivistatvalaksano hetur
anaikdntika iti darsayati / na hi vdtsiputriydndm mokso nesyate bauddhatvdt / atha vd
prdkpaksavirodhah / sdpaksdlo'yam pakso nasty dtmd ity anena darfayati.
From two things, one. The Vatslputriyas believe in a certain type of real self: now they
are Buddhists, and one cannot deny that they can obtain deliverance: thus the author is
wrong in saying that a false conception of the self creates an obstacle to deliverance. Or
rather the thesis which denies the self is false.
On the avaktavyatd of the pudgala, see, for example, Madhyamakavrtti, 283.
9. Color, sound, etc., are distinct things (bhinnalaksana); milk, a house, and an army are
complexes of colors, tastes, odors, and tangibles, of straw and wood, of elephants, horses,
and chariots, not of separate things, bhdvdntara: milk is nothing other than color, etc.
Compare Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.92: prajfiaptyastitayd vdcyah pudgalo dravyato na tu.
10. YaSomitra quotes this stanza of Dharmaklrti:
varsdtapabhydm kirn vyomnas carmany asti tayol? phalam /
carmopamas cet so'nityah khatulyas ced asatphalah //
Sarvadariana, p. 10 (1858); Nyayavdrttika, ii.l, 5, Tatparya, 164; in Slokavdrttika:
khatulyas ced asat samah; Naiskarmyasiddhi, ii. 60, etc.
If the pudgala is unconditioned (asamskrta), eternal, unmodifiable, it is like space, it is
like not existing. There exists only that which is "capable of action" (arthakriyd), that which
is momentary (yat sat tat ksanikam): a thesis of the Sautrantikas; for the Vaibhasikas, the
asamskrtas (space and the two nirodhas, i. 5c) exist.
11. For the Vatslputriya, as for Vasubandhu, the skandhas of the past and of the future do
not exist. The meaning of the expressions ddhydtmika (or abhyantara) and upatta is
explained in Kosa, i. 34d, 39a-b.
12. The Vyakhyd attributes this paragraph to the author, not to the Vatslputriyas.
13. For certain commentators, idhyate and dahyate are equivalent.
14. Astagravyaka (ii.22): the four mahdbhutas or primary substances, and the four
updddyarupas, from rupa (the visible) to the tangible.
15. The thing on fire (pradipta) is a complex; it is at one and the same time burner (fire)
and the thing burning (indhana): in fact this thing is constituted of four elementary
substances (above note 13), and one of these substances which is "heat" is the fire.
16. Earth and water are different, for their laksanas differ; the same holds for the burner
and the thing burned.
17. Vyakhyd: updddyarthas tu vaktavya iti/ ananyatvdd ity abhiprdyah. We must give the
word updddya an explanantion that justifies the thesis that fire and fuel are not different.
18. The fuel is made up of three mahdbhutas, and fire is its usmalaksana, the fourth
mahdbhuta. They arise at the same time, like two horns.
19. One should understand: indhanam updddya - indhanam dsritya: the fire takes it support
from the fuel. Or rather the meaning is that of sahabhdva, co-existence, or sahotpada,
co-arising.
20. Paramartha: If he says, "that which is hot by its nature (the fire) is called hot. The object
in question (fuel), although different from fire which is hot by nature, becomes hot through
its association with that which is hot by its nature," we conclude that it is not incorrect to say
that fire and fuel differ.
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21. See below note 32. See the Sdrhmitiyanikdyaidstra.
22. Stcherbatski, p. 832, differs.
23. This is perhaps better translated, "is ascertained."
24. The Chinese fen-pieh kuan ^}*g|| Щ
maintains the version "to discern." "By reason
of physical matter, etc., which the eye perceives (as its own object), the visual consciousness
"indirectly knows," "knows in second rank" the pudgala, because physical matter is the support
(updddna) of the pudgala. And one cannot say that the pudgala is physical matter.
25. In this hypothesis physical matter is not the cause of the perception of the pudgala:
there is perception of the pudgala "through relationship" with physical matter.
26. Compare Samyutta, iv. 166.
27. Not by reason of three.
28. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 57cl8. The Vydkhyd quotes the first words, caksur bhikso hetur
(caksurvijndnotpdddya / ruparh bhikso pratyayah ...).
Vydkhyd: hetur asannah pratyayah / viprakrstas tu pratyaya eva / / janako hetuh
pratyayas tv dlambanamdtram ity apare / parydydv etdv ity apare. See ii. 61c, vii. 13a, p.
1112, 1113.
29. Saeki has a note (fol. 14a) on the Darstantika theory of the six vijfidnas.
30. Thus none of them "perceive" a pudgala.
31. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 791bll-17: svakarh gocaravisayarh pratyanubhavanti / папуad
anyasya gocaravisayarh pratyanubhavati / manas caisdrh pratisaranam.
Samyutta, v.218: pancimdni brdhmana indriydni ndndvisaydni ndndgocardni ndnnamannassa gocaravisayarh paccanubhonti / katamdni pan сa ... / imesarh kho pancannam
indriydnam ndndvisaydnam ndndgocardnarh na annamannassa gocaravisayarh paccanubhontdnarh mano patisaranam mano ca nesarh gocaravisayarh paccanubhoti.
On the formula manai caisdrh pratisaranam, the Vydkhyd says: anusangenedam uktam /
nedam uddharanam / tathdpi tu manai catsdm indriydnam pratisaranam iti tadapeksdnindriydni vijndnotpatta vijndnotpattau kdranam bhavantity art hah.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 449al6. The Darstantikas say, "The objects of the six vijndnakdyas,
caksurvijndna, etc., are distinct." They say, "The manovijndna has a distinct object; it does
not bear on the objects of the five vijfidnas, caksurvijndna, etc." They say, "The six vijridnas
bear solely on external objects; they do not bear on the internal (ddhydtmika, see p. 1313)
organs, nor on the vijndna." In order to refute this opinion, it is explained that the first five
vijfidnas have distinct objects, bearing solely on external objects, not bearing on the organs
and the vijndna; but that the manovijndna has an object common to the five vijfidnas and
also a different object, which bears on the internal organs and also on the vijndna. It has
been explained, Koia, i.48a, that among the eighteen dhdtuS, thirteen are the object of a
single manovijndna with the exclusion of visible things, of sounds, etc., which are also the
object of the caksurvijndna, etc.
32. The words in parentheses are according to Hsuan-tsang.
Bhdsya and Vydkhyd: na vd pudgalo visaya iti (yadi sutram pramdnikriyate) / na ced
visayah (yadi na kasya cid vijfidnasya visayah) na tarhi vijneyah (tatas ca pancavidham
jneyam iti svasiddhdnto bddhyate) (above note 21).
Paramartha: Or rather the pudgala is not an object. If it is not an object, it is not
discerned by the six consciousnesses.
33. In spite of the Sutra, you affirm that the object of the mental consciousness is general; so
too, in spite of the Sutra, you affirm that the pudgala is discernible by the visual
consciousness.
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34. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 313al5, Ekottara, TD 2, p. 723cl8; Samyutta, iv.198. sad
imdmndriydni ndndgocardni . . . kukkurapaksisrgdlasisumdrasarpamarkafdh sat prdnakdh
kena cid baddhd madhye granthim krtvotsrstdh / te svakarh svakarh gocaravisayam
dkdhksante / grdmakafasmasdnodakavalmikavand kdnksandd evam sad imdnindrtydni...
35. The desire (dkdnksana) to see, to understand, etc, is certainly foreign to the organs of
sight, hearing, etc., which are material (rupasvabhdvatvdt), and also to the visual
consciousness, the auditory consciousness, etc., which are non-imaginative (nirvikalpakatvdt). This refers, under the name of the organ of the eye (caksurindriya), to the mental
consciousness led by the predominating, specifying action of this organ, tadddhipatyddhydhrta.
36. Samyutta, iv.29: sabbath bhikkhave abhinhdpariHneyyam / kim ca bhikkhave
abhinudparinneyyam / rupam bhikkhave abhinh~dparih"neyyam cakkhuvirindnam ...
37. Compare Vasumitra, Sectes, on jneya, vijneya, and abhijh~eya.
38. This according to Hsiian-tsang. Paramartha: "The master who believes in a self says, 'I
see the pudgala through ( & yu by means of) the eye'; as he sees that there is a self in
( Ш уй) that which is not a self, he falls . . . "
The Bhdsyam has the word an at man a which the Vydkhyd glosses as caksusd
caksurvijnanenety arthah. Thus one should understand the^« of Paramartha in the sense of
the instrumental, "As he sees, through that which is not a self—that is to say through the
eye, through the visual consciousness . . . "
Stcherbatski: "This idea of yours that there is an existing self who through the opening
of his eyes contemplates other selves, this idea it is which is called Wrong Personalism."
One can draw the conclusion from the formula caksusd rupdni drspvd that the pudgala
sees through the eyes; Vydkhyd ad i.42, p. 117 (Petrograd ed.). Cullaniddesa 234 has:
cakkhuna puriso dlokati rupagatdni. See below n. 67.
39. According to Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang. Stcherbatski, "In the Ajita-sermon."
40. Version of Paramartha. This is the well-known text: caksuh pratitya rupdni cotpadyate
caksurvijndnam / traydndm samnipdtah spars'ah / sahajdtd vedand sarhjna cetand... See iii.
32a-b.
41. Paramurtha transcribes; Hsiian-tsang: nara-na ramate, mdnava-ju-t'ung ШШ
scholar-kumdra, jantu, "who is born".
A YogacSrin commentary quoted by Saeki says: sattva, because all the Aryans truly see
that only the dharmas exist, no other thing; or rather because there is affection therein
(sattva from sakta, as in Buddhaghosa?); manoja (i-sheng ША )> because it is
constituted by the manas... pudgala, because it goes frequently taking up realms of rebirth
without the power to be disgusted with t\\em\jiva, because it presently lives through union
with the dyus (Kosa, ii.45); jantu (sheng ^
), because all the dharma which exist are
endowed with arising.
Other lists contain thirteen names. Among them, yaksa, Suttanipdta, 875.
On sattva, see Ledi Sadaw, JPTS, 1914, 133, Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology,
1914, 83. We have seen that sattva signifies "that which perishes," v. n. 27 and above p.
1319.
42. See below note 71.
43. The Sutra of the four "authorities," "supports," is quoted in the Vydkhyd ad ii.46,
English trans, p. 241: catvdrtmdni bhiksavah pratisarandni / katamdni catvdri / dharmah
pratisaranam na pudgalah / arthah pratisaranam na vyanjanam / nttdrtham sutrarh
pratisaranam na neydrthdm / jfldnam pratisaranam na vijfldnam.
Mahdvyutpatti, 74, where the order differs: arthapratisaranena bhavitavyam na
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vyanjanapratisaranena, dharma.. .jndna... nitarthasutrapratisaranena... (Extracted from
the Hsien-yang, TD 31, Tokyo, xviii.7,10a).
Dharmasamgraba, 53; Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.31-33; J.As. 1902, ii.269, Madhyamakavrtti,
268, 598.
Pratisarana, pratiiarana (Divya, 427.22, 176.26, where the editor translates the word as
"confidence") is translated Поп pa (confidence) and rten-pa (support), i 0c (support),
and Hang
It
(authority).
i. Bodhisattvabhumi, I.xvii.
katharh bodhisattvas catursu pratisaranesu prayujyate.
iha bodhisattvah art hart hi par at о dharmam srnoti na vyanjandbhisamskdrdrthi /
art hart hi dharmam irnvan na vyanjandrthi prakrtaydpi vdcd dharmam desyamdnam
arthapratisarano bodhisattvah satkrtya srnoti.
punar bodhisattvah kdldpadesam mahdpadesam ca (Digha, ii. 124, etc.) yathdbhutam
prajdndti / prajdnan yuktipratisarano bhavati na sthavirendbhijndnena vd pudgalena
tathdgatena vd samghena vd ime dharma bhdsitd iti pudgalap ratisarano bhavati / sa evam
yuktipratisarano na pudgalapratisaranas tattvdrthdn na vicalati aparapratyayas ca bhavati
dharmesu. (aparapratyaya- gzhan las ses mayin, Madhyamakavrtti, xxiv.8).
punar bodhisattvas tathdgate nivistasraddho nivtstaprasdda aikdntiko vacasy
abhiprasannas tathdgatanitdrthasutram pratisarati na neydrtham / nitdrtham sutram
pratisarann asarhhdryo bhavaty asmdd dharmavinaydt / tatra hi neydrthasya sutrasya
ndndmukhaprakrtdrthavibhdgo 'niscitah samdehakaro bhavati / sacet punar bodhisattvo
nitdrthe'pi sutre'naikdntikah sydd evam asau samhdryah sydd asmdd dharmavinaydt.
punar bodhisattvah) adhigamajndne sddarsi (?) bhavati na ca srutacintddharmdrthavijndnamdtrake / sayad bhdvandmayena jndnena jndtavyam na tac chakyam srutacintdvijndnamdtrakena vijndtum iti viditvd paramagambhirdn api tathdgatabhdsitdn dharmdn irutvd na
pratiksipati napavadati /
evam . . . caturndm prdmdnyam prakd/itam bhdsitasydrthasya yukteh iastur bhdvandmayasya cddhigamajndnasya.
ii. art hah pratisaranam . . . A notion expressed in the Mahdvagga, i. 23, 4, Majjhima,
ii.240; developed in the Lanka: arthapratisaranena bhavitavyam ... and again arthdnusdrind
bhavitavyam na deiandbhildpdbhinivistena. A "word" is like a finger which touches the
object that one should see; one must remove the finger in order to see the object (Lanka
quoted in the Subhdsitasamgraha, ed. Bendall, fol. 34).
On the relation between the attha and the vyanjanas, see Digha, iii. 127-129,
Nettippakarana, 21.
iii. dharmah pratisaranam na pudgalah. Variant: yuktipratisarano bhavati na
pudgalapratisaranah.
The refuge is the truth itself, not authority whatever it may be, even the Buddha. This is
the teaching of the Majjhima, i.265. He who says, "These dharmas are taught by a Sthavira,
a person possessing the abhijnds, the Tathagata, or the Sarhgha," is pudgalapratisarana.
Do not lose sight of the teaching of the mahdpadesds, below note 56.
iv. A nitart ha Sutra is a vibhaktdrtha Sutra, "of explicit meaning"; a neydrtha Sutra is of
undetermined meaning, of meaning yet to be determined (Vydkhyd ad iii.28). iv.30, English
trans, p. 614, calls for a Sutra of explicit meaning. Vasumitra, Sectes.
It appears that the sole canonical text of interest here is Anguttara, i.60: to attribute to
the Tathagata that which has not been said; to not recognize as said by him that which he
has said; to consider as neyyattha a nitattha Suttanta, and vice versa. (The theory of the
Sutra exact in its words but badly understood, Digha, iii. 127-128, can lead to the distinction
between nitattha and neyyattha Sutras).
Nitattha and neyyattha in the Nettippakarana (where the meaning conforms to the
letter, yathdrutavasena ndtabbattham, where the meaning should be determined through
reflection, niddhdretvdgahetabbattham); and in the Dipavamsa (Oldenberg, ed., p. 36)
quoted in the Introduction to the Commentary on the Kathdvatthu (JPTS, 1889, p. 3). "To
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confuse pariydyabhdsita and nippariyayabhasita (compare Visuddhimagga, 473, 499: that
which should not be understood literally, and that which should be understood literally,
nitattha and neyyattha; to attribute another meaning (other than the true meaning) to what
has been said with a certain intention (samdhaya bhanita): thus, respecting the letter
destroys the meaning; to create pseudo-Sutras . . . "
Atthasalini, 91, "We shall weigh the sense of the Sutra that you allege . . . "
Samghabhadra, iii.25 (Tokyo xxiii.4, ЗЗЫ6). According to the Sthavira, all dryd defand
promulgated by the Buddha himself {tathdgatabhdsita- ahaccavacana of the Nettippakarana, 21) is nitdrthasutra; the other Sutras are anitdrtba. Samghabhadra observes initially
that this definition is not found in Scripture; then it is bad reasoning: for there are Sutras
not promulgated by the Buddha which are nitart ha, and vice versa. Examples follow. It is
said, "It is impossible to say, if not through abhimdna (or "presumption"): I shall enter into
the animitta without supporting myself on the void" (These words are not by the Buddha
himself, yet the Sutra is nitdrtha) . . .
The Schools, as we see in Wassiliev, 329, and in the Madhyamakdvatdra, vi. 94, are not
in agreement in placing Sutras in these two categories.
v. We have seen that, according to the Bodhisattvabhumi, adhigamajnana is absorption
consciousness (bhdvandmaya), whereas vijndna is consciousness obtained through hearing
and reflection (frutacinta).
According to the Vibhajyavadins,/«i«d is good in and of itself; vijndna is good when it is
associated with jnana (Коfa, iv.8b, note 46): it can be understood that jndna is
"supermundane knowledge," and that the vijndna, worldly knowledge, is good when it is
consecutive to supermundane knowledge.
According to iv.75, an opinion of the "ancient masters," adhigata (what one knows by
absorption) forms part of the vijfidta: but this refers to a worldly consciousness, a worldly
absorption.
(In the Sutra of the Four Pratisaranas, jndna primarily designates the knowledge of the
Aryans, andfravajfiana, exacdy as prajnd is, among all the prajuds—which can be avyakrta,
klista, or kusala,—the pure prajfid). See above notes 36 and 37.
Some notes in the Madhyamakavrtti, xxv, 16, p. 65, 74. Jndna is distinguished from
vijndna in the Gita, iii.4l, vL8, vii.2, ix. 1, xviii.42.
44. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 91a27, "All, that is to say, the twelve dyatanas, the eye, etc."; Kofa, v.
trans, p. 819, Mahdniddesa, 133, Samyutta, iv.15: sabbath vuccati dvddasayatandni.
On sarva, sabba, see Ко fa, v.27c, Warren, p. 158, Mrs. Rhys Davids' Points of
Controversy, 85, Stcherbatski, Central Conception, 5; Nirvana (1925), p. 139.
45. Hsiian-tsang here translates Pudgala= shu ch'u chu Щ^ЩЩ>
takes up rebirth," see above note 41.

- "who frequently

46. This Sutra is quoted in Ко fa, iii.28a-b. (Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 45).
One can compare the Sutra quoted in Madhyamakavrtti, vi. at the beginning
(Siksasamuccaya, 252, Madhyamakdvatdra, 217, Bodhicaryavatdra, ix.73, an extract of the
Pitdputrasamagama): bdlo bhiksavo (or mahdrdja) afrutavan prthagjanah prajHaptim
anupatitaf caksusd rupdni drstvd saumanasyasthdniydni abhinivisate ...
The Vydkhyd for iii.28a explains prajtiaptim anupatita itiyatha sam jflay at ha ca
vyavahdras tathdnugatah. (It defines bdla, etc). Here we have the gloss: yatraiva prajnaptih
krtd dtmd iti vyavahdrdrtham tatraivdtmety abhinivista ity artbah.
47. Paramartha omits the first stanza. &ila=shih-lo ШШ
, translated as "small
mountain"; without doubt the Sela of Therdgdthds 57-59 who has a conversation with Mara.
Stanzas attributed to Vajira in the Samyutta, i.135, trans, in the "Psalms," p. 190
(Kathdvatthu, trans, p. 61, Madhyamakdvatdra, 246, 257).
48. Tibetan: lun-phran-tshegs. Hsiian-tsang, "in the Tso-dgama"; Paramartha, "in the
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Hsiao-dgama" (TD 2, number 100).
49. P'o-t'o-li ЩШШ
=old-beam-pear (Hsiian-tsang)=
(Paramartha); Stcherbatski reads: Badarayana.

waves-cover-profit

50. Paramartha: Listen, Oh Badari, (you shall obtain) the power to deliver yourself from all
bonds; through them, the mind is defiled, through them also it is purified. The self does not
have the nature of a self; through error, one imagines (Jen-pieh
fr%\\
) it; there is
no self, no jantu; only dharmas, cause and results . . .
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 731bll: Through trouble and defilement (samkleia) of the mind, the
being (sattva) is troubled, defiled; through the purification (vyavaddna) of the mind, the
being is purified; the two masculine and feminine organs exercise sovereignty over two
things, sattvabheda and sattvavikalpabheda (see Kosa, ii. English trans, p. 154).
Saeki remarks: the first stanza exhorts one to the hearing of the Truths.
51. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 37al2: Satkdyadrsti is opposed by the ten types of sunyata,
adhydtmaiunyatd, etc. (See the complete lists of the Mahdvyutpatti, 37= Madhyamakdvatdra,
V.180= Satasdhasrikd, 215; the Abhisamaya has twenty sunyatds.)
Saeki refers to the Samyuktahrdaya, (TD 28, p. 925b2B).
52. sunyam ddhydtmikam pasyan pasya sunyam bahirgatam /
na vidyate so'pi kascidyo bhdvayati iilnyatam //
This third stanza (with the reading palya pafya) is attributed to the Bhagavat without
any other details in the Madhyamakavrtti, p. 348. The reading pasya pasya is recommended
by the Chinese versions: jo kuan nei chih kung ^ffip9 ~£jQ
, "If you visualize that the
interior is empty" (Paramartha); chi kuan gf j§| (Hsiian-tsang). The Gaudakdrikd, very
likely written under Buddhist influence, has: tattvam ddhydtmikam drstvd tattvam drstvd tu
bdhyatah (ii. 38).
Hsiian-tsang translates the last line, "A seer capable of meditating on emptiness is not
to be found." The Vydkhya glosses: yogy api ndstiyah iunyatdm abhyasyati.
53. This text (according to Stcherbatski, from the Ksudrdgama) is quoted in the
Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.101 (p. 158) as an extract from the "Pentades" (pancakesu, Chinese: "In
the Ts'eng-wu ЩИ
Sutra- Pancottara?" S. Le'vi): pancakesu pancddinavd dtmopalambha iti de/itdh / dtmadrstir bhavati jivadrstih / nirviseso bhavati tirthikaih /
unmdrgapratipanno bhavati / s'ihnyatdydm asya cittam na praskandati na prasidati na
santisthate nadhimucyate / dryadharmd asya na vyavaddyante.
These readings are confirmed by the Tibetan and the Vydkhya, so close in fact that the
Tibetan corresponds to an original dtmadrstir bhavati sattvadrstir jivadrstih; the same for
the Vydkhya: dtmadrstir bhavati ydvaj jivadfstir iti prathama ddinavah. Hsuan-tsang and
Paramartha replace jivadrsti with "to fall into the drstigatas." The phraseology
praskandhati . . . in the Anguttara, iii.246; Digha, iii.240, Samyutta, iii.133: . . . me nibbdne
cittam na pakkhandati nappasidati na samtifthati na vimuccati (var. nddhimuccati) /
paritassand upaddnam uppajjati paccuddvattati mdnasam. (The editor of the Samyutta
punctuates after paritassand).
54. Vydkhya: kendpy adhydropitdny etdni sutrdnity abhiprdyah.
a. "Sutras promulgated by the Tathagata (tathdgatabhdsita), profound, of profound
meaning, supermundane (lokuttara), teaching emptiness (sufinatdpatisamyutta): they do
not listen to them with faith, they do not lend them an ear, they do not recognize them as
true (aHndcittam na upapthdpessanti) . . . But the Sutras made by poets (kavikata), poetical
(kdveyya)y of artistic syllable and phonemes, external (bdhiraka), promulgated by disciples
(sdvaka-bhdsita)y these they believe . . . It is thus that the Sutras of the first category will
disappear..." (Samyutta, 11267).
Astasdhasrikd, 52&:yad etat tvayeddnim srutam naitad buddhavacanam kavikrtam
kdvyam etat / yat punar idam aharh bhase etad buddhabhdsitam etad buddhavacanam.
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b. See Sarhghabhadra, Tokyo, xxiii.3,6a, 25b (translated in Nirvana, 1925, p. 23);
mulasamgitibhramsa, Kosa, iii.l2d, 13a (Dreams of Krkin); muktaka sutra, iii.4c; apdpha
eva, see below note 65.
Discussion on the text of the Sutras, iii.30b, and elsewhere.
55. Vydkhyd: Tdmrapdrniyanikdyddisu. (The school of Taprobane is named in Vydkhyd ad
i.l7a, English trans, p. 75, note 85).
56. See the texts on the four mahapadesas (Digha, ii.123, Dialogues, ii.133, note, Anugttara,
ii.167, Nettippakarana, 21-22; Rhys Davids-Stede break this up as mahd-padesa, against the
commentator of the Netti) and the rule, "That which is in the Sutra . . . that which does not
contradict dharmatd" (that is to say the papiccasamuppdda, Netti), Sutrdlamkdra, i.10,
Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.42, p. 431, Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka. kdldpadesa, above note 43.
57. sarve dharmd andtmdnah (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 66bl4ff.) Vydkhyd: na caita dtmasvabhavdh na caitesv dtmd vidyata ity andtmdnah.
Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.101 (p. 158): dharmodddnesu sarve dharmd andtmdna iti desitam.
58. If the mental consciousness bears on the pud gala, it will arise from the pudgala in the
quality of being its object; thus it would arise from three conditions.
59. Anguttara, ii.52; Kosa, v.9.
60. The thesis: ndtmd skandhdyatanadhdtavah, contradicts the thesis: no tu vaktavyam
rupdni vd no vd (see above note 24).
61. Samyutta, iii.46:ye keci bhikkhave samand vd brdhmand vd anekavahitam attdnam
samanupassamand samanupassanti sabbe te pancupdddnakkhandhe samanupassanti etesarh
vd annataram. Same text quoted in the Madhyamakdvatdra, vi. 126c-d.
62. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 38a7. The dtman is supposed to be abhinnalaksana, aviiistalaksana,
nitya, avikdra, without arising-old age-sickness-death. How is it that theTirthika says,
"Gautama, I think that rupa is dtman . . . ?" Why rupa is not dtman, vii. 13a.
63. Samyukta, TD 2, p. Ilb23: (ye kecid anekavidham purvanivdsam .. . ) iman eva
pancopdddnaskandhdn samanusmarantah samanvasmdrsuh samanusmaranti samanusmarisyanti vd.
64. Only the pudgala can be designated by the word "I," aham.
65. If the word "I" is understood as you say, the Buddha, when he says "I," is evidently
defiled by satkdyadrsti, "the view of personalism." This, as we know, is of some twenty
points (vimsatikotika): rupam dtmeti samanupasyati / rupavantam dtmdnam .../ dtmiyam
rupam ... / rupe dtmdnam ... (Mahdvyutpatti 208; Madhyama TD 1, p. 788a25; Samyutta
iii.3,16, etc.) The Vibhdsd gives four examples reproduced in the Mahdvyutpatti: svdmivat,
alamkdravat, bhrtyavat, bhdjanavat.
66. Vydkhyd: ekasmin ksane samavahitdndm bahundm rdiih / bahusu ksanesu samvahitdndm dhdrd / rdsidrstdntena bahusu dharmesu pudgalaprajnaptim darsayati / dhdrddrstdntena bahutve sati rupavedanddindm skandhdndm pravdhe pudgalaprajnaptim darsayati.
There are other examples as the word ddi indicates, for example, the chariot (ydnaka).
61. Saeki quotes the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 42c20: "As the Vatsiputrlyas say, it is the pudgala
that knows, not knowledge (jndna)"
68. According to the commentary on the Samayabheda, the Mahasarhghikas think that the
Buddha, having cultivated his mind during numerous kalpas, can, in a single moment of
thought, know sarvadharmasvabhdvaviiesa.
Saeki quotes the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 43all, "Is there a knowledge {jndna) capable of
knowing all the dharmas? Yes, lokasamvrtijndna . . . " (See Kosa, vii. 18c). The
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Samyuktahrdaya (see above note 51), "One says universal knowledge (sarvajridna) because
he knows all. By "all" one should understand the twelve ay a tanas, their specific
characteristics and their general characteristics." See vii. p. 1146 On the omniscience of the
Buddha, his knowledge of the future, etc., see Kos'a i.l, ii.62 (p. 300), vii.30, 34, p. 1146, 37a.
69. The Buddhabhumi, TD 26, p. 309c9, refutes this stanza.
"Those are vain words. The paracittajnana (knowledge of the mind of another), at the
moment when it grasps a thing, does not grasp other things; because it does not know other
things, it is not universal knowledge. The series also does not grasp (all), because it knows
present being. In your system, it knows solely the general characteristics of a part of the
dharmas. And if this is the case, it is only by metaphor that the Tathagata is called
omniscient..."
70. Mahdvastu, iii.327.
ye cdbhyatitasambuddhd ye ca buddhd hy andgatdh /
yai cdpy etarhi sambuddho bahundm /okandsakdh //
Vddnavarga, xxi.10, frag. Stein, JRAS. Aprii, 1924. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 322a22,
Samyutta, i.40, Anguttara, ii.21.
If the Buddha is a "self," it should enter into the fifth category, "the ineffable," distinct
from the three time periods and from asamskrta (see above p. 1318).
71. Bhdrahdrasutra (Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.102) or simply the Bhdrasutta (Visuddhi, 479, 512).
bhdram ca vo bhiksavo desayisydmi bhardddnam ca bhdraniksepanam ca bhdrahdram /
tac chrnuta sddhu ca susthu ca manasikuruta bhdsisye / bhdrah katamah / pancopdddnaskandhdh / bhardddnam katamat / trsnd paunarbhaviki nandirdgasahagatd tatra
tatrdbhinandini/ bhdraniksepanam katamat /yadasyd eva trsndydh paunarbhavikyd
nandirdgasahagatdyds tatra tatrdbbinandinyd as'esaprahdnam pratinihsargo vyantibhdvah
ksayo virago nirodho vyupasamo'staihgamah / bhdrahdrah katamah / pudgala iti sydd
vacaniyam у o'sdv dyusmdn evamndmd evamjdtya evamgotra evamdhdra evamsukhaduhkhapratisamvedi evamdirghdyur evamcirasthitika evam dyusparyanta iti (Vydkhyd; without
doubt the text of the Ekottara, TD 2, p. 631cl6).
In the Samyutta, iii.25, there is the order: bhdra, bhdhdra, b barad ana, bhdranikkhepana.
Numerous variants. The "bearer" is defined: puggalo ti ssa vacaniyam /у о yam evamndmo
evamgotto ayam vuccati bhikkhave bhdrahdro.
Discussed by Sarhghabhadra, xxiii.3, fol. 56a.
Nydyavdrttika (Bib. Ind.) p. 342; Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.72, Madhyamakdvatdra, vi.42,
Bodhisattvabhumi, I.xvii, Warren, 159, 240, Minayev, Recherches, 225; E. Hardy, JRAS.,
1901, 573 (who explains the Sutra like Vasubandhu), Dialogues, i.27. The prdnas and the
burden, Deussen-Geden, Upanisads, 221.
72. The phrases between parentheses are the additions by Hsiian-tsang.
Vydkhyd: yadi dravyasan sydt pud galah / bhdrahdrah katamah / pudgala iti sydd
vacaniyam ity etdvad evoktam sydt / tatra sutre parena sa na vibhaktavyah sydt yo'sdv
dyusmdn iti vistarena ydvad evamdyusparyanta iti / prajfiaptisatpudgalapratipattyartham hy
etat parena visesanam ity abhiprdyah.
If the pudgala exists as a thing, to this question "What is the bearer?", the Buddha would
simply respond, "What is suitable to be called the pudgala"; he would not add the
explanations, "It is such a venerable one, of such a name . . . of such an end of life." The aim
of these is to show that the pudgala exists only through designation.
73. The Tibetan, according to Stcherbatski, gives, "The earlier skandhas torment the later
ones; they are thus called burden and bearer of the burden." Paramartha: the skandhas
torment (lit. destroy) the skandhas, namely the earlier ones torment the later ones; in order
to indicate that they present the characteristic of bearer and of burden, the text employs
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expressions." It is thus that the Vydkhyd is understood: "The text has: among the skandbas,
etc. The skandhas which cause one to suffer, the causes of suffering, receive for this reason
the name of burden. The following, those which are tormented, receive for this reason the
name of bearer of the burden." (skandhdndm iti vistarah / tatraye upaghdtdya samvartante
duhkhahetavah skandhds te bhdra iti krtvoktah / uttareye pidyante te bhdrahara iti
krtvoktdh).
74. On apparitional beings and the intermediate existence, see iii.8c.
75. According to the Sdmmitiyanikdya/dstra, the Third Chapter.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 988a 14, "This world does not exist; the other world does not exist;
there are no apparitional beings"; this is a false view, a negation of causes (Compare iv.78,
79b and v.7, p. 777). "There are no apparitional beings": there are some non-Buddhist
(bdhya) masters who say that all beings arise by reason of seed and blood, etc.; that there are
no beings who arise without pratyayas, suddenly, of themselves . . . According to some,
apparitional beings are beings in the intermediate existence (antardbhava); to deny this
world and the other world is to deny upapattibhava; to deny apparitional beings is to deny
antardbhava.
The text of the Karmaprajn*ddpti (chap. iv. Mdo, 62 fol. 218) differs from the usual
version, "There is neither gift, nor sacrifice, nor oblation, nor good action, nor evil action,
nor retributive result of good and evil actions. This world does not exist, nor does the other
one. There is neither father, nor mother, nor apparitional beings. There is not in this world
any well gone, well come Arhat, who knows and realizes by himself this world and the
other, thinking, 'My births are destroyed, the religious life well practiced
76. Kola, Chap, v and vi, p. xvi. The pudgala, as you understand it, is not contained within
the Truths: it is not Suffering (=the skandhas of attachment), nor Arising, nor Extinction,
nor Path. Thus if the negation of the pudgala is, as you say, a false view (mithyddrstt), this
false view cannot be expelled by Seeing the Truths. In fact a "view" idrsti) is expelled
through Seeing the Truth with which it is in contradiction (yasmin sat ye vipratipanna). On
the other hand, a defilement is abandoned through Meditation (bhdvand) when this
defilement has for its object a thing abandoned through Meditation, a thing which is
necessarily included within the Truth of Suffering or of Arising (bhdvandprahatavyo hi
kiefо bhdvandprahdtavyam eva vastu duhkham samudayam vdlambate) . . . Moreover no
"view" is abandoned through Meditation.
77. Ekottara, TD 2, p. 561al8, p. 569b20. Paramartha: "A pudgala arises in this world;
arisen, it is for the use, profit, and happiness of many"= Anguttara, i.22, ekapuggalo
bhikkhave loke uppajjamdno uppajjati bahujanahitdya...
This text is used in the Sdmmitiyanikdydidstra.
78. The grain of tila is made up of eight substances, a word is made up of syllables.
79. Thus we recognize that it arises; but it is not, for that, "conditioned."
80. Paramdrthaiunyatdsutra in the Samyukta, TD 2, p. 92cl5: When the eye arises, Oh
Bhiksus, there is no place from whence it comes, and when it perishes, there is no place to
which it goes. In this manner the eye is not real and yet it arises (pu shih erh
sheng yff^ Щ^
); having arisen, it perishes. There is retribution for action, yet
there is no agent: when these skandhas are destroyed, other skandhas continue (hsiang
hsu ШЩ
): outside of any dharmasamketa. The ear . . . By dharmasamketa (su shu
fa ШШШ
) w e understand: if this is, then that exists . . . If ignorance exists, then
the samskdras exist...
By bringing together the different fragments preserved in our sources, we obtain a
section of the Sutra: caksur bhiksava utpadyamdnam na kutaf rid dgacchati / nirudhyamdnarh ca na kva cit samnicayam gacchati / iti hi bhiksava/ caksur abhutvd bhavati bhutva
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ca prativigacchati {Ко fa, v.27, trans, p. 814) / asti karma asti vipdkah / kdrakas tu
nopalabhyate уa imdmi ca skandhdn niksipati anydms ca skandhdn pratisamdadhdti anyat ra
dharmasamketdt (the text that we have here, and also Kofa, iii.18, Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.101,
Bodhicaryavatdra, ix.73 which presents some variants) / at rayam dharmasamketo yad
utdsmin satidam bhavati asyotpdddd idam utpadyate {Kosa, iii.18, Bodhicaryavatdra, ibid.) /
avidydpratyaydh samskdrdh ...
81. See Koia, v.27, p. 814; Buddhaghosa, Visuddhi, 602, quotes the Ancients {Pordna):
kammassa kdrako natthi vipdkassa ca vedako. (We see, p. 513, that dukkha, kamma, nibbuti,
and magga exist, but not dukkin, kdraka, nib buta ...)
Same doctrine, or same text, in the sources of the Mahayuna, Madhyamakdvatdra, vi.84,
Siksdmuccaya, 244, 262, Sutrdlamkdra (which depends on Vasubandhu), xviii.101.
82. The meaning of the expression anyatra dharmasamketdt {chos su brdar brtags pa ma
gtogs pa) is not in doubt. The Vydkhyd explains: dharmasamketdd iti prdtityasamutpddalaksandt: "outside of the combination of the dharmas, that is to say, outside of the successive
causation of the dharmas"\ and elsewhere {ad iii.18): samketa- hetuphalasambandhavyavasthd. But Paramartha understands samketa as "metaphorical designation," from whence the
translation, "One does not maintain the existence of an agent... except when, conforming
to worldly usage, one says that the dharmas are a pudgala."
83. Sarhyukta, TD 2, p. 182al7; Samyutta, ii.14. Paramartha: "I do not say that a being, apart
from the series of the dharmas, takes up the elements." The Sanskrit edition has: upddatta
iti ph dig una na vadami / aharh ced evarh vadeyam upddatta iti atra te kalpah sydd vacanaya
ko nu bhadanta upddatta iti.
Note nevertheless that the Bhagavat speaks of the man "who casts off this body and
takes up another body," tarn ca kdyam nikkhipati annarh ca kdyam upddiyati {Samyutta,
iv.60). (In the way that the flame which goes far without fuel has for the mind its support
(updddna) so too the being who casts off this body and has not (yet) taken up another body
has thirst for his support, ibid. 400). We have seen above, note 41, the etymology of
pudgala: punah punar...
84. Saeki quotes the Sammitiyanikdya Sdstra, i.7 (fol. 2b).
85. Parinantum means to transform oneself, anyathdtvamdpattum.
On parindma, iii.43a, lOOa-b, v.26, p. 809; the samtatiparindma of the Sautrantikas is
very different, ii.36c, iv.4a.
86. On the relationship between the primary elements {mahdbhuta) and secondary matter
{updddyarupa, bhautika rupa), see i.35, ii.22,65.
87. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 66lcl4: "Buddhadeva maintains that rupa is solely mahdbhutas, that
mental states {caittas) are solely mind {citta)\ he says: updddyarupa is solely a type {viiesa)
of the mahdbhutas; the mental states are solely a type of mind . . . The mahdbhutas see
(when they form the organ of the eye)... There is no upddayasabda apart from the primary
elements (that is to say: sound, iabda, is not a separate thing existing independently of the
primary elements). It is the primary elements which are called upaddyafabda."
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 730b26: Buddhadeva says: Twenty-two names {mahdbhumikas, etc.),
but solely one real thing, the mana-indriya... The conditioned dharmas are of two natures,
mahdbhutas and citta. Apart from the mahdbhutas, there is no updddyarupa: apart from
citta, there are no caittas.
Compare i, note 146; ii, p. 188.
Saeki: "Vasubandhu mentions the opinion of Buddhadeva, etc., that the primary
elements and secondary matter do not differ; but, as this is not the "correct meaning"
{ch'eng # ШЖ ) °* t r i e Sarvastivadins, he says that it is dosa, an "error."
88. The Sutra of Vatsagotra, Sarhyukta, TD 2, p. 245cl0. The Bhagavat said to the monk
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Vatsagotra, "If one is of this opinion (drsti), The world is eternal; this is true; any other
theory is false,' this is drspiviparydsa (v.9d), this is kuan-ts'a chien jjjjjjf Ц,
(drspipardmarla, v. p. 778). 'The world is not eternal. . . the Tathagata neither exists nor
does not exist after death': this is drspiviparydsa"
89. On the "questions to be rejected," Kosa, v.22, Nirvana, 1925, p. 108, where we see that
Malebranche reasons quite closely to Vasubandhu.
90. We have Divya, 358: bahubollaka idkyaputriya.
91. The present passage of the Ko§a has been pointed out by S. Levi, AIBL., 1893, 232.
Chavannes has translated a very similar recension in Cinq Cents Contes, iii.120 (according
to Nanjio 1329, Ratnakaranda Sutra (?), Tokyo, xiv.10, fol.39), the same recension in
Takakusu, "Chinese translations of the Milindapanho," JRAS, 1896, p. 7. See Pelliot, "Les
noms propres du Milinda,"JAS, 1914, ii.380-381. (It appears indeed that the "Milindra" of
the Tibetan text of the Avaddnakalpalatd is a rash correction by the editor). Finally, Paul
Demieville, in a fine article on the Chinese versions of the Milinda, BEFEO, 1924, p. 64,
completes our information.
92. Compare Samyutta, iv.400. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 245Ы1: Vatsagotra asks, "Gotama, is
there an dtman?" The Bhagavat does not answer. He asks a second, a third time; and the
Bhagavat, a second, a third time does not answer .. . And the monk Vatsagotra, in his evil
(pdpikd), false view, says, "The Sramana does not know how to answer my question." The
Bhagavat says to Ananda, "If I were to answer him that there is an dtman, then I would
increase the false view that he already has; if I were to answer him that there is no dtman,
would his first folly-doubt not increase? Infatuated, he would say, 'The dtman, which
existed, is now annihilated.' The opinion that he has of the existence of an dtman is the
opinion of permanence; to think that this dtman is annihilated is the opinion of
annihilation. The Tathagata, avoiding these two extremes, teaches the Dharma of the
middle: if this is, then that exists . . . if ignorance exists, then the samskdras e x i s t . . . "
93. Missing in Paramartha.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 38al9: In the Brahmajdlasutra, it is said that the 62 drstigatas have
satkdyadrsti for their root; in the Sutra of the Lion's Roar, it is said all the diverse opinions
of the Brahmins and monks rest on two opinions, the opinion of existence and the opinion
of non-existence (bhavadrsti, vibhavadrsti,yu-chien
^M
and wu-yu-chien
$&^|"Л); what is the difference between the declarations of these two Sutras? From the
point of view of arising (samutpdda), it is said that all the drstigatas have satkdyadrsti for
their root; from the point of view "t'ui-ch'iu ЩЖ
" (to thrust-search out), it is said
that the diverse opinions rest on the opinions of existence and non-existence. See above, p.
1336.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 1002b6: Bhavadrsti is sd/vatadrsti, and vibhavadrsti is ucchedadrsti,
that is, the view of existence is the view of permanence or eternity, and the view of
non-existence is the view of annihilation. Although bad opinions (kudrspigata) are of
numerous types, they are all included by these two opinions.
94. Vydkhyd: Bhadantakumdraldbhah.On Kumaralabha, see PeVi, Date de Vasubandhu, p.
22.
95. Vydkhyd: drspir eva damstrd / taydvabhedham apeksya desayanti buddhd dharmam
nairatmyarh tatpratipaksena / bhramsam ca karmandm apeksya krtaviprandsam apeksya
pudgaldstitvam iva darsayanto'nyathd defayanti / vydghripotdpahdravad iti /yathd vydghri
natinisphurena dantagrahanena svapotam apaharati / nayati mdsya damsprayd sarira [
]
krtam bhud iti / пару atisithilena dantagrahanena tarn apaharati / mdsya bhram/ah
pdto'smin visaye bhud itiyuktenaiva grahanendpaharatity arthah / tathdrthadarsane
kdranam darsayann aha / dtmastitvam iti vistarah /
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96. For the second stanza, the Vydkhyd is less clear: dtmdstitvam pratipannas cet kascid
drspidamsprayd satkdyadrstilaksanayd bhinnah sa vineyajanah sydd aprdpya samvrtiti (?)
(samvrtinitim?) dharmasamketam ajdndnah kusalapotasya kuialakarmano vydghripotabhutasya bhramUm kurydn ndsti karmanah phalam iti.
97. Vydkhyd: prdjuaptika iti prdjnaptau bhavah prdjnaptikah samvrtisann api pudgalo
ndstiti kascid grhniydd ity ato ndstiti ndvocat.
98. The Vydkhyd has the last pdda: omitted by Hsiian-tsang.
Paramartha: 3. This person is not capable of understanding the correct teaching of real
emptiness; thus, when he asked if, yes or no, there is a soul, the Buddha did not say there
was no soul. 4. And since he takes into consideration the intention of the questioner, if the
soul existed, why did he not say that it existed? So too, on the question of his non-existence
after Nirvana, he said nothing because then the questioner would have fallen into
difficulties.
99. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 246b2: Vatsa asks, "By reason of the consciousness of which dharma
are you not of the opinion, you do not say that the world is eternal. . . that the Tathagata
neither exists nor does not exist after death?" "By reason of the consciousness of тира,
vedand, etc."
100. Vydkhyd: nirgranthasrdvakacatakavad iti / nirgranthasrdvakena cat akam jivantam
grhitvd bhagavdn prspah kim ayam catako jivati na veti / tasydyam abhiprdyah /yadi
/ramano gautama ddisej jivatiti sa tam nipidanena mdrayitvd darsayet / yadi punar
bhagavdn evam ddisen mrta iti sa tam jivantam eva darsayet / katham namdyam ajna iti
loko jdniydd iti tasydbhinivesah / bhagavatd tv asydsayam jrtdtvd na vydkrtam /
tvaccittapratibaddham evaitaj jivati vd na veti. . . ndbhihitam / tadvad etan na vydkrtam.
Perhaps according to Tokyo, xxiv, 9, J.As. 1925, i.38.
101. The catuska (group of four questions): "Is the world infinite (anantavdn)? etc." has the
same meaning as the catuska: "Is the world eternal (sdsvata)? . . . "
If this is the case, how are there fourteen separate points, namely three catuskas and one
dvika (Is the vital principle the body? . . . )? To this question the Vydkhyd answers:
parydyarupatvavyavasthdne'pi caturdasatvam bhavatity adosah.
102. kun tu rgyu smra byed kyis. Chinese transcription: U-ti-chia РтЙЙЙ
. Stcherbatski: Vatsa. The Tibetan version guarantees Uktika.
This is the Paribbajaka Uttiya of the Anguttara, v.193-195 (perhaps different from the
Uttiya of the Samyutta, v.22,166) who interrogates the Bhagavat on fourteen points
(beginning with the eternity of the world); the Bhagavat answers, "This is not explained by
me .. . "; Uttiya asks, "What do you explain?"; the Bhagavat answers, "I explain the
Dhamma . . . for Nirvana". Thereupon Uttiya asks, "Does the whole world, half the world,
or a third of the world attain to Nirvana through this Dhamma?" The Bhagavat keeps
silent. Ananda then intervenes and explains to Uttiya that he is asking that which has
already been asked (To ask if the whole world attains to Nirvana is to ask if the world is
eternal). The Bhagavat teaches how one attains to Nirvana: all those who have attained to
it, are now attaining to it, and who shall attain to it, do so by the Path.
In Samyukta, TD 2, p. 247cl8, Uktika's first question concerns the infinity of the world.
Do all beings attain to Nirvana? Digha, ii.147 (yes), Mahdvastu, i.126 (yes), Milinda, 69
(no). Here we have the correct answer.
The redactor of the Brahmajdla understands the "infinity of the world" in the sense of
"infinite in space" (Digha, i.23: horizontal infinity, not towards the zenith or the nadir; on
this point Kosa, iii.3d, to the end); it varies its formulas: it examines whether the self and
the world are eternal, whether the world is infinite.
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103. Uktika asks: kim tu sarvo loko'nena mdrgena nirydsyati / dhosvid ekadeio lokasya.
In the Pali recension: sabbo ca tena (dhammena) loko niyyissati upaddho vd tibhdgo vd.
104. On Maitreya, see Peri,BEFEO; xi.455, Przyluski,/4*o/k*, 169,171,332. Madhyama, TD
1, p. 510Ы9 (66th Sutra: he will come at a period when human life is 80,000 years long),
Dirgha, 6th Sutra, TD 1, p. 4lc29 and Digha, iii.76, SdlistambasMra (see Koia, iii. 28a-b).
We are reminded of Ajita and Tissametteya of the Suttanipdta, 1032, 1040. Milinda, 159;
Andgatavamsa in Warren, 482; Mrs. Rhys Davids, Hastings, i.414. Ajita Maitreya and
Mithra Invictus?
105. Saeki quotes the Samyukta, TD 2, p. 244al4, "Gautama, is the vital principal the body?
This has not been explained. Is the vital principal something else? Is the body something
else? This has not been explained. It is strange that the monk Gautama explains, on the
subject of a deceased disciple, that 'Such a one is reborn in such a place .. . ' and that the
monk Gautama does not explain that the vital principle is something else, and that the body
something else again."
Samyukta, TD 2, p. 213a27, sermon to Nanda: The disciple endowed with an
unmoveable faith who desires long life and beautiful rilpa, shall obtain them. The disciple
endowed with the avetyaprasddas, is, at the end of his life, reborn among the devas and
obtains ten qualities {Samyukta, TD 2, p. 2, p. 215ЫО, c9 and following, Madhyama, TD 1,
p. 545bl5 and following).
106. satyatah sthititah.Hsiian-tsang: ti ku chu ku
. Gloss of the Japanese editor:
chu ku- neng chu ku Ш&.Ш : "capable of lasting." Paramartha: i-shih i-chu $ c | | $ c t t
107. astfty apt drstisthdnam uktam. Hstian-tsang: о chien ch'u Щ Л Й
This discussion is based on the Sdmmitiyanikdyas'dstra.

-kudrstisthdna.

108. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 255cl3: The Bhagavat says, "You say that there is cause: I say so
also; you say that there is no fruit: this is a foolish doctrine." There are two doctrines, in all
two extremes: the Bhagavat avoids the extreme of annihilation and the extreme of
permanence, and he teaches the Middle Way. He also says, "I am not in contradiction with
the world; but the world is in contradiction with me."
Vibhdsd, 77.17 "... he who says that (thejiva) is different from the body, is not the body,
enters into the opinion of permanence. He is not of non-Buddhist doctrines (bdhya mdrga),
he is not of evil opinions (kudrstigata) who does not enter into the opinions of annihilation
or of permanence. All the Tathagatas, in order to oppose this, teach the path between the
two, namely: rupa and the mind are not annihilated, are not permanent." See above note 93.
109. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 42b3. Only Paramartha quotes the Sutra in full; Hstian-tsang and
the Tibetan do not have the first phrase. Compare Samyutta, ii.78, iii. 149: anamataggdyam
samsdro pubbakopi na pannayati avijjdnivarandnam sat tan am tanhdsamyojandnam
samdhdvatam samsaratam.
The same argument in the Sdmmitiyanikdyas'dstra.
From the point of view of the Madhyamikas, neither the permanent nor the
impermanent can transmigrate: nityasya samsrtir ndsti naivdnityasya samsrtih / svapnavat
samsrtir proktd tvaya tattvaviddm vara (Catustava, quoting Bodhicarydvatdrapafijikd,
ix.108).
110. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 424cl5. Sunetro ndma idsteti saptasuryodayasutre'yam eva
bhagavdn fsih sunetro ndma babhuveti.
The Saptasuryasutra of the Anguttara, iv.103, does not identify Sunetra with the
Bhagavat: bhutapubbam bhikkhave Sunetto ndma satthd ahosi titthakaro kdmesu vitardgo ..
. (Compare Anguttara, iii.371,373). We also find some details in the Vibhdsd on the rebirth
of Sunetra's disciples and on the rebirth of Sunetra (TD 27, p. 424cl5 and following). There
is no mention of Sunetra in the fragments of the Saptasurya of the Siksdsamuccaya, p. 247
and the Karmaprajnapti, Mdo. 62, fol. 66a. In the Saundarananda, xi.57, we only see that
Sunetra is the Bhagavat.
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111. Vydkbyd: уa ekesdm pudgalagrdha iti vdtsiputriydndm / ekesdm sarvandstigrdba iti
madbyamakacittdndm. This is the only reference to the Madhyamaka system that the work
of Vasubandhu contains.
The translation is according to Hsuan-tsang. Paramartha: "Thus, without cause or
reason, one introduces the malady of opinion into the Good Law of the Tathagatas: there
are some scholars who deny nairdtmya and produce a belief in the existence of an at man;
there are, furthermore, some masters who deny the existence and affirm the non-existence
of everything; the non-Buddhists believe in an dtman conceived as a separate thing. In the
Good Law, some masters produce a belief in an dtman and a belief in universal
non-existence. None of these masters obtain deliverance, because they do not differ from
one another."
112. Saeki quotes a Vijnaptimatra commentary: If the self is not real, who remembers, who
recognizes things, who recites and retains books, who repeats texts, who loves some and
hates others, who loves what is good and hates the rest? . . . The Vatsiputrlyas have a
reasoning: "(In the system of our adversaries) beings (sattvas) do not remember because
they are not selves, like space."
For eight different explanations of the cause of memory, see Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 55al8:
There are some masters who maintain that the self is by its nature real, namely the
Vatsiputrlyas who say, "We say that there is a self that remembers what has been done; first
oneself experiences, and then it is oneself that remembers. If there were no self, how could
one remember what has been done? . . ." Again there are some masters who say, "The
previous mind goes and says to the later mind: I did this; you, retain it and remember i t . . .
It is thus that one remembers what has been done."
Vibhdsd, p. 56a7, teaches the "right" doctrine of the Sarvastivadins.
For an explanation of memory in the Madhyamaka school, see notably Bodhicarydvatdra,
ix.24 (against the Vijfianavada), 73 (against the Pudgalavada), 101.
Milinda, 78-80; Demieville, 161, Compendium, Introduction, p. 42 (according to the
Patthdna).
On memory, see Kosa, i.33 (p. 97), ii.24 (p. 190), 24a (p. 194), vi.15, p. 927.
113. Vydkbyd: smrtivisayasamjndnvaydc cittaviiesdd iti / smrtivisayo'nubhuto'rthah / tatra
samjUa sdnvayo hetur asyeti smrtivisayasamjndnvayah / cittavisesah kimcid eva cittam na
sarvam ity art bah / tasmdt smaranam bhavati pratyabhijHdnam vd / / evam ubh ayavis e sane
kfte prcchati kidrsdc cittaviiesdd iti / aha / taddbhoga iti vistarab / yasmin smartavya
dbhogas taddbbogah / sa ca tena sadridh sambandhinaf ca sarnjfiddayo ye te vidyante 'syeti
taddbhogasadrsasambandhisamjtiddimdmi cittavifesah / ddigrahanena pranidhdnanibandbdbhydsddigrabanam / dfrayavifesaf ca /okas ca vydksepai cddir esdm iti dfrayavifesafokavydksepddini / tair anupahataprabbdvaf cittaviiesah sa evam anena pradarfito bhavati /
tasmdd tdfidc cittavihsdt smrtir bhavati /
tad idam uktam bhavati / taddbhogavatab : yadi tatrdbhogab kriyate / sadrfasamjnddimatah : yatra sddrfydt smrtir bhavati / sambandhisamjnddimatab : yatrdntarendpi sddrfyam
dhUmddidarsandt smrtir bhavati / pranidbdnanibandbdbbydsddimata/
ca : yatra
pranidhdnam atra kale smartavyam abhydso vdsya smarane / /
dsrayavisesddibhir
anupahataprabhavad iti / vyddhilaksanena dSrayaviiesena fokena vydksepena anyatra kdye /
ddisabdagrhitais ca karmavidyddibhih /
tddrso 'piti vistarab / taddbbogavdn (tatsadrsa) samjn~ddimdn anupahataprabhdvo'pity
arthah / atadanvaya ity asmrtivisayasamjndnvaya ity arthab / bhdvayitum utpddayitum //
anyadrsa ity ataddbhogaydvatsamjnddimdn upahataprabhdvo vd.
The commentators on Hsuan-tsang debate this. P'u-kuang (TD 41, p. 447a22-bl0) has
three explanations of smrtivisayasamjfianvaya, three explanations of resemblance (sadr/a)
(that Fa-pao rejects, TD 41, p. 809al 1 and following), two of necessary conjunction
(sambandkin), etc. (see Saeki, xxx, fol. 7a, 8b-9a).
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114. The Vydkhyd explains (below p. 1342) the discussion relative to the question, "In the
absence of a soul, what knows?" evarh ko- vijdndtiti vistarah. It suffices to replace vijdndti
with smarati, vijndna with smarana.
115. Paramartha, "Not different from memory, for the memory grasps"; Hsuan-tsang, "No
difference of memory, only (grasping) comes from the agent,"
116. According to the commentators of Hsiian-tsang, these masters are the Samkhyas;
according to the Vydkhyd, this formula is that of the Grammarians; for Stcherbatski,
Vasubandhu here continues his controversy with the Vatsiputriyas: and in fact the Vydkhyd
says that this argument tends to prove the existence of the pudgala. See Kos'a, iiiJ28a, for a
discussion of pratityasamutpdda, and a refutation of the vaiydkaranacodya (objection of the
Grammarians), "There is no action (kriyd) without an agent (akartrkd)." The bhuti is not
different from the bhavitar.
117. Vydkhyd: gacchatigamandbhidhdnavad iti / yathd jv did gacchati sab do gacchatiti
gacchatiiabddbhidhdnam / yathd jvdldydlp iabdasya vd gamanam evarh devadatto gacchati
devadattasya gamanam / anena drstdntena vijdndti devadatta iti sidhyati.
It is the opinion of the Sarvastivadins that gati (or gamana) is impossible, iv.2b, English
trans, p. 552-4.
118. Vydkhyd: parispandam akurvad aptty arthah /
119. Vydkhyd: kdranasddrsyena kdrydtmaldbhdt.
"Response to a seed," "to reproduce the seed," Hsuan-tsang: ch'ou Ш
=to make
parallel, respond to.
The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 480al4, explains that one cannot attribute the action of
samyoga, samanvdgama {ch 'eng chiu
ffljjjt
), Rosenberg, 204; see above, p. 1346,
samyoga (= ho -Q*
) neither to a pudgala nor to the dharmas: the first does not exist,
the second are bare of any activity. No dharma is either the agent or the object of an action
of samyoga. But, as there is cause-result, defilement-purity, bond-deliverence, process-ceas
ing, so too the quality of being sarhyukta or asamyukta exists.
120. The consciousness of blue has a blue "aspect."
121. Vydkhyd: kdranam kartfbhutam iti krtvd / tad yathd nddasya kdranam ghanta iti
ghanto rautity ucyate.
122. Vydkhyd:yathd ca bhavitu rilpasya bhdvdj janiturjdteh sthdtuh sthiter anarathdntaratvam evarh vijh"dne'pi sydd vijHdtur vijHdnasya vijHdndd bhdvdd anarthdntaratvam. (See the
opinion of the Sarvastivadins on jdti, ii, English trans, p. 242).
"The existent," Paramartha, neng-yu Щ^ ; Hsuan-tsang, yu .. . che. "" • • • ^
Paramartha: As the world says, "physical matter exists, arises, lasts." Now the existing
thing (bhavitr), etc., does not differ from existence (bhdva), and yet nevertheless one
employs two words. So too one employs two words for vijndna.
123. According to Saeki. The VaiSesikas, according to the Vydkhyd: vaisesikamatdnusdrdd vd
124. Why does one successively have gobuddhi, stribuddhi, mahisabuddhi, the idea of cow,
woman, and buffalo? Why does not the mahisabuddhi follow gobuddhi?
The Japanese editor understands, "Why is not the latter mind parallel to the former
mind, good, defiled, etc. .. . ?"
125. Vydkhyd: nikdmena parydptena samdptena dhyanena samdhitdndm . . .
126. See, for example, Kosa, ii. 71b.
127. Vydkhyd: gotravisesdd iti bhdvandvi/esdt. Below gotra is explained as bija, "seed." The
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gloss bhdvandvifesdt gives a translation, "by reason of the particular manner in which they
perfume the series."
128. Vydkhyd: stricittad iti vis tarah / stricittat (- strydlambandc cittdd) an ant aram
tatkdyavidusandcittam (= tasydh striydh kdyasya vidusandyai yadi parivrdjakasya anyasya vd
sddhos cittam utpannam bhavati) tatpatiputrddicittam vd (= tasydh patiputrddayah /
ddiiabdena duhitrddayo grhyante / taddlambanam cittam tatpatiputrddicittam). Hsuantsang, " . . . the mind of an impure body."
129. See ii. 36, English trans, p. 211.
130. Vydkhyd: tat pas'cad utpannam stricittam samartham bhavati tatkdyavidusandcittotpddane tatpatiputracittotpddane
vd / kasmdt / tatgotratvdd iti / tatkdyavidusandcittam
tatpatiputrddicittam vd gotram bijam asyeti tadgotram .. .anyathety atadgotram.
131. Vydkhyd: atha punah parydyeneti vistarah / parydyena ayugapat / stricittat
tatkdyavidusandcittam
/ tatas tatpaticittam / tatas tatputracittam / tata eva ca
tadduhitrcittam / tata eva ca tadupakaranddicittam utpannam bhavati / tatah stricittdd
anantarotpannebhyai cittebhyo yad bahutaram pravdhatah patutaram faktita dsannataram
vdsyotpddyasya cittasya tad eva cittam utpadyate / tadbhdvanabalapatutvdt (MS. - balam
yastvdt) tasya bahutarasya patutarasydsannatarasya vd bhdvandyd balavattaratvdt /
On bhdvand (hsiu j ^ , hsiu-hsi ^Щ
) or vdsand, see iv.27d, 123c, vii.28c, 30c,
32d, viii.3d.
132. Vydkhyd: evan hy dhur iti sthavirardhulah. See also Vydkhyd (Petrograd edition, 1918), p. 6:
sarvdkdram kdranam ekasya mayuracandrakasydpi /
ndsarvajfiair jHeyam sarvajnajndnabalam hi tat //
133. An observation that one reads in the Atthasdlini, 142, Milinda, 87, Ko/a, ii.24, English
trans, p. 190.
134. Vydkhyd: the VaiSesika.
135. The version of Hsuan-tsang strays from the original on many points: "If they say that
the variety of the vijndnas (consciousnesses) depends (apeksa) on the variety of the
conjunction (of the soul) with the manas, we answer: No; 1. because the conjunction of the
soul with another thing is not proved; 2. because the conjunction of two things is delimited
(fen-hsien
frffi,
) (that is to say two things can be joined on only one side). They
themselves define conjunction: "possession succeeding upon non-possession": the
conjunction of the soul and the manas should be delimited; 3. because, if the manas changes
{i-ch'uan
ШЩ ), the soul should also change; 4. or rather the soul should perish with
the manas. If they say that conjunction is partial, we answer: No. For there are not diverse
parts in one soul. To suppose that there is conjunction if the soul is permanent and if the
manas is not modified (pieh-i ЛУН
), how can conjunction be diverse? If they answer
that (this diversity) depends on the diversity of buddhi, the difficulty is the same (as when
they explain that variety depends on the manas): we then ask how buddhi is diverse. If they
say that, through dependence on the samskdras, the conjunction of the soul and the manas is
diverse (jo tai hsing pieh wo i ho che 1^Ш^ШШШ^^
), it means that a single
mind, through dependence on a variety of samskdras, produces the variety of the vijndnas.
What then would be the purpose of the soul?"
136. Vydkhyd: na / anyasamyogdsiddheh / naitad evam / kasmdt / tdbhydm dtmananobhydm anyasya samyogasydsiddheh / na hi samyogo ndma bhdvah kalcidasmdkam siddho'sti.
A Buddhist does not admit the existence of an entity called samyoga.
137. This is the definition of the Dasapadarthl, H. Ui, The Vaisesika Philosophy, 1917, p.
271. Stcherbatski quotes the Pras'astapdda: aprdptayoh prdptih samyogah, and observes that
the Vai/esikasutra, vii.2, 9, differs.
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138. Vydkhyd: paricchinnade/atvaprasangah /yatrdtmana
tatrdtmeti. (Where the soul is, there is no manas).

tatra manahyatra mano na

139. An addition of Paramartha.
140. Vydkhyd: tato laksandd aprdptipurvikd prdptih samyoga iti manah samcdrdd yam yam
sariradefam manah samcarati tatas tata dtmd samcaraty apaititi prasajyate / tody atha yam
yam prthivipradeiam purusah samcarati tatas tata dtapo'pasarpati / tathd ca satmiskriyatvam asya bddhitam bhavatiti sa eva pratijnadosah.
vindfasya vd / prasanga iti vartate / dtmana iti ca // yatra yatra manah samcarati tatra
tatrdtmd vinafyatiti sa eva cdtra pratijnodosa dtmano nityatvanivrtteh.
141. Vydkhyd: pradeiasamyoga iti cet / sydn matam dtmana pradehna samyogo manasah /
dtmana va pradesena manas a saha samyogah / yasmin fartrapradefe mano'vasthitam
bhavati tadgatendtmapradefena mano na samyujyate / pradeiantarena tu partvatah (MS
-ntapdlvatah) samyujyate / tasmdd aprdptipurvakatve'pi samyogasya aprdptenaiva
dtmapradeSena manah samyujyata iti // tan na / tasyaiva tatpradeiatvdyogdt / na hy
dtmano'nyapradeid vidyante / na caivdtmaiva dtmanah prade§o yujyate.
One can suppose that the manas, when it occupies a certain part of the body, is not in
conjunction with the part of the soul which is found in this part of the body, but rather with
the other parts of the soul. Conjunction follows non-conjunction: the manas, being
displaced, is found in conjunction with a part of the soul with which it was not in
conjunction, namely that which occupies the part of the body that the manas has just quit.
142. Vydkhyd: astu vd samyoga iti vistarah / abhyupetydpi samyogam tathdpi nirvikdratvdd
avi/isfe manasi katham samyogavifesah katham visisfah samyogo bhavati yata evam uktam
manahsamyogaviiesdpeksatvdd iti / buddhaviiesdpeksatvdd iti cet sa evopari codyate
katham buddhivihsa iti katham na nityam idrfam evotpadyate cittam avi/ispe dtmaniti /
kdranaviiesdd hi kdryaviiesa isyate sankhapatahddi/abdavat / samskdravis'esdpeksdd
dtmamanahsamyogdd iti cet / sydn matam nityam avifispe'py dtmani manasi ca
samskdravis'esdpeksdd dtmamanasoh samyogad buddhivisesa iti / tad uktam bhavati
samskdraviSesdd bhdvandvihsalaksandd dtmamanahsamyogavisesas tad (viiesdd buddhi)
visesah / atra briimah cittdd evdstv iti vistarah /
143. Paramartha: If there is no "earth" by itself independent of the quality of smell, etc.,
why does one say that earth has four qualities? In order to distinguish: in order that others
may know that smells, tastes, etc., receive the name of "earth," etc., that there is not,
separately, earth, etc. In the same way one says: "the reflection of wood."
144. On samskdra, bhdvandvisesa, see H. Ui, p. 162.
145. On the paddrthas, gunas, and dravyas, see H. Ui, p. 93 and foil. Discussion of the gunin
and the guna, Koia, iii. lOOa-b.
146. Hsiian-tsang: But the object of the notion of "I" is not of this sort. The text has na tv
ahamkdrah; the Vydkhyd: na tv aham ity evamdkdrah pratyaya ity arthal?.
147. See above, p. 1341, line 2.).
148. Vydkhyd: yathd tathoktam iti / yathd krtvdhayah saddyatanam tathoktam tadvikdravikdritvdd dsrayas caksurddaya ity arthah (i.45a) / Paricaskandhakam bhavdn uddharatity
adhikrtam.
Vasubandhu is referring to his work, the Pancaskandhaka.
149- According to Hsiian-tsang and to the Tibetan (Stcherbatski). Paramartha: "Kartar is
one who creates that which did not exist; upabhoktar is one who presently obtains the result
of a former action."
150. Stcherbatski: the Logicians; Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha: "Those who explain
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the dharmalaksanas." But Stcherbatski states that the definition of these masters is that of
Pdnini, i.4, 54: svatantrah kartd.
We see, Kofa, iii.27 (p. 413), that the Grammarians, or Vaiyakaranas, protest against
the thesis of "action without an agent" (akartrkd kriyd). In the same passage, certain
masters (kecid vddinah) maintain that Pratityasamutpada supposes a support, namely an
atman.
151. Vydkhyd: tasya tu svdtantryam ndstiti darsayann aha trividham cedarh karmeti vistarah
/ kdyasya cittaparat antra vrttih cittapravartitvdt kdyakarmanah / cittasydpi kdye vrttih
svakdranaparatantrd manodharmamanaskdrddiparatantrd
/ tasydpy evam / tasya
cittasvakdranasya svakdranaparatantrd vrttir Hi ndsti kasya cid api svdtantryam kdyasya
cittasya cittakdranasydnyasya vd / pratyayaparatantrd hi sarve bhdvdh
caturbhis cittacaittd hi samdpattidvayam tribhih
dvdbhydm anye tu jayante iti vacandt (ii.65) /
dtmano'pi ca nirapeksasya buddhivisesddyutpattdv
akdranatvdbhyupagamdn na
svdtantryam sidhyati / tasmdn naivamlaksana iti svatantrah karteti.
152. Vydkhyd: tasydkdranatvam upadarsayann aha / . . . purvam smartavydrthe smrtir
utpadyate / smrtei chandah kartukdmatd / chanddd vitarkah cetandvis'eso'bhisamskdralaksanafp prajndviseso'bhisamskdralaksanah prajnaviseso vdyogdcdranayena vaibhdsikanayena
tv abhinirupandvikalpalaksanah (The MS is perhaps incorrect. Here Hsuan-tsang translates
vitarka with the two characters which, elsewhere give vitarka-vicdra. For the Vaibhasikas,
vitarka signifies here {abhi)nirupana vikalpa, one of the three vikalpas defined in Kosa,
i.33a; one type of prajn~d {prajfidvis'esa) which consists of examining, or deliberation. For
the Yogacarins, vitarka signifies prajudviiesa abhisamskdralaksana: one prajnd which has
the characteristic of action or decision. For the author, vitarka is a cetand, "volition," the
characteristic of which is "to create" (abhisamskar) (Kos'a, i.l5a) / vitarkdt prayatno viryam
/ prayatndd vdyuh / tato vdyoh karma de/dntarotpattilaksanam iti kim atrdtmd kurute.
153. Vydkhyd: vijHdne pratisedhdd iti yaivopalabdhis tad eva vijndnam / vijndne cdtmanah
sdmarthyam pratisiddham cittdd evdstu samskdravifesapeksan na hi... phutsvdhdndm iti /
yathdtathoktam iti/ tadvikdravikdritvdddirayas caksurddaya iti (i.45a-b) /yathdkah
kasydfrayah . .. naiva sa evam air ayah (note 145).
154. According to the formula: na hi bhiksavah karmdni krtdny upacitdni bdhye
prthividhdtau vipacyante / apitupdttesu skandhadhdtvdyatanesu.. .(Divya, 54 and passim).
On sattvdkhya, updtta, see Kosa, i,10b, English trans, (p. 65), 34c (p. 98), 39 (p. 107), iv.5d
(P- 569).
155. H. Ui, Vaisesika Philosophy, 75, 98; Kosa, iv.2b (p. 555).
156. Above, p. 1347.
157. For the Sarvastivadins, the cause of retribution "gives forth" its fruit when it is past
(ii.57, 59); as a consequence, the past exists (v.25a-b, p. 807). Vasubandhu remarked (v. p.
818) that the Sautrantikas do not admit that the result arises directly from action. For the
different results of action, see iv.85.
See Madhyamaka, xvii. 6 and following, "If an action lasts until its retribution, it would
be eternal..." The doctrine that Vasubandhu presents here is refuted xvii. 12; the opinion
of Candrakirti, xvii.13: When an action arises, there also arises in the series a dharma
unassociated with the mind, morally neutral, destroyed through bhdvand, that is called
aviprandia, which produces the result of the action.
From another point of view, the ankura cannot arise from either the destroyed bija, or
from a non-destroyed bija; Catustava, quoted in Madhyamakdvatdra, 97, Bodhicarydvatdraparljikd, ix.108.
158. For karmasamtdnaparindmavi/esa, see ii.36c (p. 211).
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159. Hsuan-tsang: For example the mind "associated with attachment" at the end of life.
Although there are some traces (vdsands) projected by all types of actions capable of
producing a new existence, nevertheless that which manifests itself (at death), is (the mind)
produced by heavy, near, and habitual action; not any other. There is a stanza . . .
160. Vydkhyd: yathoktam iti / sthavirardhulena / yad guru yac cdsanannam iti vistarah /
ekasmin samtane catvdri karmdni gurv dsannam abhyastam purvakrtam ca / esdm caturnam
guru karma pUrvam iti tribhyas tat purvam vipacyate / dsanndbhyastapurvakrtdndm apy
dsannam purvam iti tat purvam dvdbhydm vipacyate / abhyastapurvakrtayos cdbhyastam
purvam ity ekasmdt purvam vipacyate / asatsu etesu purvajanmakftam
vipacyate
dparaparyd-yavedaniyam.
An drya stanza, like note 166.
161. Better:... the capacity to produce the retributive result, the capacity that a cause places
in the series . . . See Ko/a, iii.37c This problem has been pointed out ad iv.50, note 217,
where one will find a part of this bibliography. The Andhakas affirm that vipdka is a
vipdkadhamma: retribution admits of a new retribution (Kathdvatthu, vii.10); the
Rajagirikas and the Siddhatthikas, warranted by Suttanipdta 654, affirm: sabbam idam
kammato; the Theravadin are made to say that the murderer commits murder through
retribution for murder: and Nirvana becomes impossible {Kathdvatthu, xvii.3). The
Madhyamakavatara, vi.41, demonstrates that there is no new vipdka after vipdka. In the
Karmapraj&apti (Mdo. 62, fol. 249b), Maudgalyayana refutes the Nirgranthas who maintain
that all sensation proceeds from previous actions (comp. Majjhima, ii.214): the sufferings of
penance that the Nirgranthas impose upon themselves are, say the Nirgranthas,
"retribution": "According to you, one experiences the retribution of a new retribution." "Do
you admit purification, deliverance, Nirvana?" "Yes." "Then do not say that a new
retribution arises from retribution."
We have seen, iv.58, that daurmanasya and cittaksepa are not retribution; but they can
necessarily proceed from troubled elements (mahdbhuta), which is retribution.
162. Here we have several words which I have not translated. According to Hsuan-tsang:
ch 'ieh fei piyil shih fa chieh teng JUtMff ^ / f e & W #
= "The example is not
*//Wmtf-totally-similar," and according to Paramartha: tz'u chung i-ch'ieh so-li-iyiipi-i
pu-pi hsi t'ung
jtfc^—Wft&W%MWf<&J&M
= "Here the meaning established by all should not be totally parallel with the meaning of the example."
The Japanese editor puts this phrase in the mouth of Vasubandhu; the same for
Stcherbatski, who translates: "The example may not fit in every detail. But even supposing
it to be fitting, does it prove your tenet? Is new corn produced directly from old corn?"
Further, p. 1354 line 28 Hsuan-tsang, concluding his explanation of this example says:
ku yii t'ung fa SfcB^l^lffi
: "Thus the example is parallel (sadharma)";
Paramartha: tz'u pi yii li-i t'ung lfcfcfifli£il|eiJ
: "Thus the example is analogous
to the established meaning," or "Thus this example confirms our thesis."
163. We follow the version of Hsiian-tsang. Compare the whole of the paragraph of the
Bodhicarydvatdra, 472-473.
Vydkhyd: viklittivihsajdd iti bhumyudakasambandhat phalasya silksmo vikdro viklittih
/ tasya vi/esah / sa evdtiprakrstah / tasmdj jdto vikdraviiesah / tasmdt phaldntaram
utpadyate / kidrsad vikdravisesdditidarfayann aha/yo hi tatra bhutaprakdro'nkuram
nirvartayati sa tasya bijam iti tasydnkurasya bijam ndnyo bhutaprakdro na purvabijdvastho
bhutaprakdra ity art hah // bhdvinyd tu samjnayeti / odanam pacati saktum pinastiti yathd
bhdvinydsamjnayd vyapadesah evam purvako'pi samtdno aviklinnabijdvastho bijam ity
dkhydyate / bhavinyd'nayd samjnayeti / sddrsydd veti viklittivisesajena bhutavikdravifesena
sadrfah sa purvakah samtdna iti krtvd bijam ity dkhydyate /
164. On vipdkajat see i.37 English trans, (p. 103), ii.10, 53b (p. 270), 54c (p. 275), 57a (p.
288), 71b (p. 315),iv.ll.
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165. Vydkhyd: phale raktah kesara iti phaldbhyantare kesarah / yatra bijapurakarase
dmlo'vatisphate / / na ca sa tasmdt punar anya iti / na rasaraktah kesaras tasmdd uktdt
kesardt punar upajdyate kirh tarhi prdkrta evdraktah kesara upajdyata ity arthah / / idam
atroddharanam / yathd Idksdrasaraktamdtulahgapuspaphaldd (MS. Idksdrasaram tat md°)
raktakesardn na raktam kesardntaram punar bhavati evarh karmajdd vipdkdn na punar
vipdkdntaram iti / aha cdtra /
cittam hy etad anantabijasahitam samtdnato vartate /
tat tad bijam upaiti puspim udite svapratyaye cetasi /
tat pustam drumalabdhavrtti phaladam kdlena sampadyate /
rahgasyeva hi mdtulangakusume'nyas tasya tatkesare / / punar aha /
karpdsabije puspe ca mdtulangasya ranjite /
Idksayd jdyate raktam yathd karpdsakesaram //
tasminn astam ite range samtdndd bhdvitakramdt /
karmany astam ite caiva bhdvandtah p halodayah //
To these stanzas one should compare those quoted in the Sarvadarsana (beginning of
the chapter on Jainism):
yasminn eva samtana dhitd karmavdsand /
phalarh tatraiva badhndti kdrpdse raktatd yathd //
kusume bijapurdder yal laksddy upasicyate /
iaktir ddhiyate tatra kd cit tarn kirn na pasyasi //
The first of these stanzas is quoted in the Bodhicarydvatdra, ix, 73 (introduced by tad
uktam); compare Anandagiri ad 2.2.27 (vdsandvaicitrydt), and the Atmatattvaviveka
(Calcutta, 1873) p. 102 {Idksdrasdvasekdd vd dhavalimdnam apahdya raktatdm updddyanuvartamdnam kdrpdsabijam . . . ) . The first line of the second stanza is used by Kumarila,
Slokavdrttika, p. 267. On these different sources, see "Bouddhisme d'apre's les sources
brahmaniques," Mustfon, 1902 (quoted in part, p. 63).
166. Forming without doubt part of the same work as the stanza, note 160.
Vydkhyd: karmeti sarvam tadbhdvanam karmabhdvandm tasmdd bhdvandyd vrttildbham
tadvrttildbham tat as tadvrttildbhdt phalam ity etac catustayam niyamena yadrcchayd /
buddhdd anyah irdvakddih sarvathd sarvdkdram na prajdndtity art had uktam bhavati buddha
eva tat sarvam sarvathd prajdndtiti.
167. Understand: "looks towards Nirvana" or "sees in this doctrine."
168. Paramartha adds a stanza here: The Buddha Bhagavat says to Purna, 'Strive to keep
this Dharma, for he who cultivates insight and conduct according to this Dharma will of
necessity obtain the five qualities'.

169. Vydkhyd: a. itikaranah parisamdptyarthah / pradariandrtho vd // esdm buddhdndm
pravacanadharmatdrh suvihitena hetor mdrgena hetumdrgena iuddhdrh niravadydrh
niiamya drstvd // andhds ttrthyd yathdbhutadarsanavaikalydt / kutsitd drstih kudrspih /
tasyds cestitdni kudrspicestititdni / vividhdni kudrspicespitdny esdm iti vividhakudrspicespitah / svar gap agargahetdv apratipannd mithydpratipannds cety arthah / / tasmdd
evamvidhdndm kapilolukddindm matam darsanam apavidhya tyaktvdydnti sarhsdrdn
nirvdnam iti vdkyddhydhdrah / ke te sattvdh / prajn"dcaksusmanta dryasrdvakdh // at ha vd
tarn eva pravacanadharmatdrh ydnti pratipadyanta ity arthah /
pravacanadharmatd punar atra nairdtmyam buddhdnusdsani vd // anya dhuh /
pravacanam sutradidvadasangavacogaUm / tasya dharmatd svdkhydtatdyuktyupetatvdn nirvdnaprav
atd ca nirvdnadyotanat / yathoktam / sarva ime dharma nirvdnapravandh nirvdnaprdgbhdrdh nirvdnam evdbhivadanto'bhivadantiti / andtmasamjninai ca nirvdne sdntasamjndb
samtisphante dtmoccheddsankdpagamdd iti tad evam anandhd eva ydnti ndndhdh / andhds
tu bhramanty eva samsdrdrnave nairdtmyam apaiyantah / tad darsayann aha imam
hitivistarah /
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b. iyam nirdtmatd / nirvanam eva purarh nirvdnapuram / tasyaikd vartaniti
nirvdnapuraikamdrgo ndnyo mdrga ity arthah / / tathagata evddityo gambhiradharmdvakdsakatvdd ddityabhutas tathdgatah / tasya vacdrhsi / tdny evdmiavah / fair bhdsvati
dlokavati tathdgatddityavacomsubhdsvati // drydndm sahasrair vdhitety dryasahasravdhitd
// vivrtd samitd // imam nirvdnapuraikavartantm
tathdgatddityavacomsubhasvatim
vivrtdm api nirdtmatdm prajHdcaksuso visadasydbhdvdd avidydkosapafala-paryavanaddhanetratvdd vd mandacaksus tirthiko vdtsiputriyo vd neksate /
trayas ceha mdrgagund varnyante / tadyathaikdyanatdabhipretadeiaprdyandt / sdlokatd
yato nth sank o gacchati / ydtdnuydtatd ca parimarditasthdnukantakdditvddyena
sukham
gacchati / tatsddharmyeneyam nirdtmatd variant drastavyd / / caturbhii ca kdranair mdrgo
na vidyate sa ( - - ) tamaskatayd / prakdfito'py ddityena avdhitatayd / bahupurusavdhito'py
dvrtatayd vivrto'pi draspur mandacaksuskataya / tesdm ihaikam eva kdranam asya
mdrgasyddar/ana uktam /yato drasprdosenaivdyam mdrgo na drsyate na mdrgadosenetiyata
esa mandacaksur etdm na paiyatity avagantavyam /
c. iti digmdtram evedam iti sarvam iti yathoktam / dig eva digmdtram / evakdrdrtho
mdtraiabdah / dik pramdnam asyeti digmdtram iti vd / mahato'bhidharmasastrdd alpam
idam upadispam / mayeti vakyasesah // kefdm / sumedhasdm matimatdm ity arthah /
tddarthye sastht / kimvad ity aha / vranadeie visasyeva svasdmarthyavisarpina iti / yathd
visam svasdmarthydd vranadesam prdpya sarvesv angapratyangesv abhyantarvisarpatiti
matvd kena cit tasya vranadesah krtah katham ndmedam visarpatiti / evam sumedhasah
svasdmarthyavisarpitvdd
visasthdniyd ity atas tesdm sumedhasdm udghapitajndnam
prdjridndm idam upadispam mayd katham alpena grant hena mahad abhidharmafdstram
kdimiravaibhdsikanitisiddham art hat ah pratipadyerann iti // apare punar vydcaksate
digmdtram evedam itidam eva nairdtmyapratisedham adhikrtyoktam iti / kdimiravaibhdsikanitisiddhah prdyo maydyam kathito'bhidharma ity (viii.40) anenaivdrthasydbhihitatvdd
iti.

I N D E X

(This Index contains references to items in the text of the Abhidharmakosabhdsyam,
as well as to significant entries in the Footnotes.)

A
abandoning (prahdna), 111-3,157,173-4,
209-10,213-4,217,220,227,235,
263, 273-4, 282-3,285,290,702,
859, 964-5, 906, 937-8, 944-5, 951,
978,981,983,985,990,992-4,1006,
1015,1020-1,1023,1028,1037-9,
1094, 1112, 1125, 1146-7, 1219,
1233,1237,1258,1273,1329,1331,
1348; abandoning of defilements,
772-6, 779, 783-4, 786-9, 792-5,
804-5,820-6,828,836-40,844-6,
853-6, 860-4, 866-7, 872a, 890-2n.,
895,918,929,940,950,1,953-5,
957-8,962-4,973-5,992-3,994-5,
1004-5,1008-9,1018,1035-6,103840, 1087, 1097-8, 1150, 1252, 1268;
Path of Abandoning, 672-3, 705,
1021, 1268, 1273; see also Irresistible Path; Right Abandonings, see
samyakprahadnas.
Abhasvara, 237, 375-6,470,477-8.
abhdva; see non-existence
abhibhvdyatanas (dominent dyatanas),
87-8, 320,1148,1275-9.
Abhidharma, 56-8,99,193-5,207,233,
243,286, 391,405,410,429, 577,
768-9, 772, 908-9,1008-9, 1237,
1281-2,1310-la, 1335; Abhidharma
Treatise, 86.
Abhidharmakoia, 55-6

Abhidharmikas, 80,118,130,195,255,
299, 357, 425, 439, 474, 605-6, 774,
791,902,903,915,941,922,1100.
abhidhyd; see greed
abhijnd (higher knowledge), 87,300,371,
392, 1332; result of higher knowledge (abhijndphala), 315-8
abhimdna, 784-5.
Abhimoksas, 1137.
abhinirvrtti; see re-existence.
abhisamaya; see comprehension.
Absence of Contention; see Samadhi
Absence of contention.
absolute truth (paramdrthasatya), 910-11,
1108.
absorption (samdpatti), 66, 93, 98, 103,
129, 165-6, 170-1, 176, 178-9, 181,
189-91,222-33,236-7,267,270,276,
290, 298-9, 305-6, 310, 325, 367-9,
376-7, 447-8, 562-4, 641-2, 655,
665-6, 672, 691, 694, 705, 762n.,
771-2, 785, 800, 830, 852-3, 862,
913, 922, 925, 935-6 941-2, 969,
975-6, 981, 984, 989, 999-1001,
1006-8,1011,1016-20,1022-3,1028,
1102,1116,1137,1146,1149,1151,
1160,1168,1172-3,1215-82 passim;
faculty of absorption, 130,135,157,
159,162,167,182; two absorptions,
206,223,228-30,232-3,235,254,
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301-2, 305; see also Arupya Samapattis, asamjnisa- mdpattis, nirodhasamapatti, samadhi, Vajropamasamadhi.
abstention (akarananiyama), 566-7,
609, 638.
Acarya, 309.
accumulation (aupacayika). 103-5, 2534, 289,924.
action (karma), 68,73,91,103-4,116-8,
165, 169-70, 173, 189-91, 197,
229, 233-5, 237, 275-7, 283, 289,
308-9, 372-3, 394, 399-404,406-7,
413-5, 417-9, 422, 437-8, 551-708
passim, 767, 804, 807, 811, 813-4,
818-9, 848, 909, 937, 942-3, 961,
964-5,971,1010,1025,1113,1148,
1176, 1180, 1217, 1223, 1225,
1280,1331,1334,1340,1342-3,
1346,1349,1351-3,1355; bodily
action, 65, 68, 71, 92, 112-3, 214,
275,309,552,559,561,564-5,
568-9, 571, 574-5, 589,618,634-5,
638-9, 643, 655, 658, 671, 694-6,
700, 703, 707, 942, 1162, 1241,
1352; m e n t a l a c t i o n , 4 4 1 ,
552, 559,571,634-5,638-9,685-9,
707,942,1163,1352; vocal action,
6 5 , 6 8 , 7 1 , 9 2 , 112-3,214,275,
309, 552, 559, 561, 564-5, 568-9,
571-2, 574-5, 589, 618, 634-5,
638-9,643,653,655,658,671,
681, 694-6, 700, 703, 707, 942-3,
1162, 1173-4, 1241, 1352; see also
avijnapti, mithydkarmdnta, Right
Action, vijnapti.
ddhdrahetu (supporting cause), 309
adharma, 555, 650, 1352.
adhicitta siksa (higher mental learning), 1217.
adhicittam, 978, 984.
adhigama (holiness), 1281.
adhimdna, 784-6.

adhimoksa; see aspiration, intention.
adhimukti, 335-6n., 918-9, 921, 1268;
see also approval, imagination.
adhipati, 263, 287, 303.
adhipatiphala (predominating result),
266, 279, 287-9, 291.
adhipatipratyaya
(predominating
condition), 263,296, 303, 305-6,
308.
ddhipatya (indirect predominance),
287.
adhiprajndm, 978, 984.
adhiitlam, 978, 984.
adhisthdna; see deeds,
adultery, 641,644,648,664-5,667,787.
affection (preman), 87,201-2,835-6,
1113-4,1146-7,1338.
Agamas (Traditions), 249, 996,1281.
agent, 117-8, 256, 291, 578-80, 589,
591, 814, 1111, 1331,1340, 13423,1351-2.
agradrsti, 789
ahamkdravastu (idea of self), 916; see
also satkdyadrsti.
Airdvana, 787.
air, 922-3.
airydpathika (mind), 169, 315-6, 318-9,
925; see also mind.
Ajata£atru, 664.
Ajivika, 368-9
Ajlvikas, 816.
djfia, 163, 177, 184, 228.
djndsydmi (pure organs), 183-4.
djndsydmindriya, 179, 182-4.
Ajnata, 592.
Ajnatakaundinya, 592.
djndtdvin, 163, 184.
djndtavindriya, 130,157,159,162- 3,
177, 181-2,184
Akanisthas, Heaven of, 366, 370, 467,
470-1,967-9, 973, 975, 977,979.
dkara\ see aspect.
akaranasamvara, 604

Index
dkdsa; see space
AkaSanantyayatana, 366, 471, 863,
1220, 1226,1244,1249,1271.
Akincanyayatana, 178,237, 322, 366,
471,954,987,1017,1220,1224,
1226, 1249,1251.
Akopyadharmans (Immovable Ones),
979, 991, 999-1003, 1007, 101113, 1015-6, 1076-7n., 1132, 114950,1152,1261.
akusalamahdbhumikas, 189, 195, 1989, 850.
dlambaka, 304-5, 1117.
dlambana\ see object.
dlambanapratighdta, 90.
dlambanapratyaya (an object as condition), 279, 296, 302-5, 1321.
alcohol; see liquor.
dlokasamjnd, 851.
amaravitarka, 852.
Amrapall, 381.
Anabhisamskaraparinirvayin, 966-7,
969-70.
Anabhrakas, 366, 469-70.
Anagamins, 178-80,230, 331n., 386,
441-2, 628, 731, 690,973-81, 985,
987, 994-5, 999,1015,1019,1091,
1131-2; types of Anagamins, 96681.
Anagamya, 178-80, 267, 321-2, 436,
585-6, 591,716n., 792,862-3,936,
956, 981-2, 988-9, 1014, 1022,
1030, 1118, 1127, 1139, 1243,
1254, 1262, 1267-8, 1295-6n.
andjndtamdjndsydmindriya, 130,157,
159,162-3,169,171-2,174,177-8,
181.
Ananda, 402, 784,904, 1335.
dnantaryamdrga\ see Irresistible Path.
dndpdnasmrta, see breathing, mindfulness of.
anapatrapya\ see fear, absence of.
andsrava, see Path, pure or transworldly.
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andtman; see non-self.
Anavatapta, Lake, 456.
ancient Masters, 231.
androgynes, 171, 940.
Arigdrakarsupama, 1009-10.
anger, 196,198-9,639,659,664-5,
667-9, 768, 772-4, 793-4, 798-9,
804-5,837-8,842-4,849,851-2,
961,964,995,1101,1106,1111,
1150.
animals, 256, 365,371-2, 381, 386, 397,
451,460,472-3,477-8,634,642-4,
668-9,679,681,693,798,1130,
1337.
dnimittasamidhi, 1256-60.
Aniruddha, the Sthavira, 677-8
unityatd\ see impermanence.
anivrtavydkrtas; see dharmas, undefiledneutral.
aniyatas, 196-8
annihilation, 776-7, 782, 827, 1335,
1337.
antagrdhadrsti (belief in extremes),
197-8 673-4, 772-3, 776-7, 781-2,
790-1, 797-9, 827, 836, 838-9,
1005,1109,1334-7.
antahkalpaSy All.
Antara, Gods of, 387.
antarabhava (intermediate existence),
106-7, 154, 236, 310, 371-3, 375,
381, 383,385-8, 390-1,393-4,399,
438-9,441-2,628-9,959,962,966,
970-1,974-5,979-80,1160,1176.
antarakalpas, 471-2,m 475-9, 682.
Antaraparinirvayins, 386-8,442,966,
969-74,979-80,999.
anulaksanas, (secondary characteristics),
112,239-41,257-9,261.
anumdna, see inference.
anupasyand, 927.
anuprapti, (secondary possession), 112,
218.
dnupurvaka, 111-9, 868.
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Anuraksanadharmans,979,1000,1002-4.
anus, 158-60.
anusayas \ see defilements.
anutpadajftana; see Knowledge of nonArising.
anuvrtti (supporting cause), 568.
anvayajndnaksantis; see Patiences of
Inferential Knowledge.
anyonyathdtva (mutual difference),
808-9.
Aparantakas, 598, 799.
apathy (middha), 196,199.
apatrdpya; see fear.
Aparihanadharmans, 1007.
appearence (prabhava), 1113-4, 1259,
1343; aspect of appearence, 11103,1115.
application, 947.
application of mindfulness (smrtyupa
sthdna); see also foundations of
mindfulness.
approval, 189-90; see also adhimukti.
apramada\ see diligence.
Apramanabhas, 237, 366, 375,470.
Apramdnas', see immeasurables.
aprdpti (non-possession), 206-7,210,
212,215-20,254,662,938.
apratisamkhydnirodha, 59-61, 134-5n.,
207,21-3,281,575,937,1226,
12275.
aptitude; see prasrabdhi.
Arama, 918.
aranasamdtti, see samadhi Absence of
Contention.
arbuda (embryo), 262.
Arbuda (Hell), 459,473.
Arhantis, 690.
Arhats, 75, 114, 162, 165-7, 177, 179,
181, 184, 207, 219, 227, 230-1,
244, 293-4, 297, 301, 310, 314,
322-5, 409, 411-2, 441-2, 446,
448-9, 455, 473, 484-5, 563, 596,
601-2, 615, 628, 631-2, 636, 638,

657, 675,679, 685-7,689-90,699,
828, 867-8, 923, 954, 961, 963-4,
975-6,979-81,983,985,991,998,
1006-13,1015,1034,1076-7n.,
1090-1,1124,1134,1136,1149,
1165, 1176, 1249-50, 1261, 1335;
Path of Arhats, 961,997,1017;
types of Arhats, 999-1004.
arising, 60-1, 89, 109-111, 184-5, 188,
208-9, 218, 232, 252, 255-6, 25860, 263-6, 271-2, 278-9, 281-3,
288-9, 291, 294, 296-8, 300-1,
304-9,383,385,410-1,413-7,442,
568-9,616-8,677-8,767,769,771,
820,854-5,858-9,898,901,912-3,
915-6,924,930,932,935,938,
941-2, 944-8, 965, 967, 976, 981,
1010,1018,1036-7,1113,1126,
1134-5,1153,1226,1239,1257,
1259,1268,1324,1330-1,1341,
1346,1353; arising of absorptions,
1244,1246,1248,1261-2,1280;
arising of conditioned dharmas,
238-50; arising of defilements,
826-8,1247,1275; arisungof minds,
310-23; arising of vijtlapti and
avijnapti, 552-6, 568-9; aspect of
arising, 1110, 1112-3,1115,1258;
see also Arising, Truth of.
Arising, Truth of, 76, 201-2, 778-9,
793, 821-2, 825, 836, 853-4, 860,
865,896,898,908,946,997,1039,
1089-91,1094,1110-3,1115,1125,
1127,1258.
arrogance, 204, 596-7.
arthdbhijHd, 653.
Arthavargiya (stanza), 70.
Arupya Samapattis, 1151, 1159, 1244,
1249-53, 1256, 1262, 1273, 1280;
see also Arupyas.
Arupyadhatu, 83,93,95,106-7,173,
176-7, 180-1, 183, 139, 202-3,
212-3, 215, 230, 234-7, 253, 256,
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268,270,276,365-9,373,377,
388, 391, 401, 433-6, 442, 471,
495, 572, 591, 616, 618, 620, 622,
628, 635, 659-60,665-6,668-9,
771-2,774-5,790,793,797,822-3,
825, 829-30, 840, 861-2, 867-8,
902,924,945,961,969-70,973-5,
979-80,987,999,1015,1090,1096,
1107,1118,1121,1151,1160-1,
1219, 1221-6,1241-2,1245,1247,
1252, 1271-3, 1275, 1277-80,
1284-5n.; description of Arupyadhatu, 366-8; types of mind in
Arupyadhatu,
Arupyaga (var. Arupyopaga), 969-70.
Arupyas, 87, 181, 267, 377, 388, 439,
572, 668, 793, 849, 863, 936, 956,
969, 981-2, 986-9, 1015, 1017,
1022, 1030, 1118, 1129, 1139,
1148, 1159, 1215, 1219-27, 1229,
1272-4,1278,1286-7n.; see also
Arupya Samapattis.
drupydyatanas, 88, 378.
Aryamarga; see Path of Seeing.
Aryans, 184, 207, 209-10, 216-7, 220,
224-6,228-9,273-4,280,284,322,
331n., 377-8,450-1,466,483,585,
587-8, 591, 603-6, 611, 617, 621,
628, 634, 657, 668, 683, 696, 700,
708, 775, 783-4, 786-8, 865-8,
900-5,915-6,934,937-8,944,968,
973-4, 984, 986-7, 1005, 1009,
1012, 1031-3, 1042n., 1113, 1123,
1149,1156-8,1162-3,1221,1243,
1251,1254,1274-5,1279,1281,
1325,1343; Path of the Aryans,
216, 863, 957, 987; Truth of the
Aryans, 898, 901,1042n.; types of
Aryans, 1016-8.
Aryapudgalas, 164,985.
Asaiksas, 114, 310-1, 314, 316-9, 325,
585,983-4,991,1014,1019,10389, 1130,1133,1243, 1259; quality
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of a/aikss, 638,; afaiksa dharmas,
213,675-6,1003,1013,1017,1020;
A&aiksa Wisdoms, 1164-6; Path of
Asaiksas, 162-3, 268, 961, 997-8,
1003,1013,1017,1020.
Asamayavimukta, 165, 167, 269, 1017,
1020,1091,1124,1133,1250.
asarhjnika (unconsciousness), 206,221,
223-5, 228-9, 232-3, 254, 377,1227.
asamjnisamdpuUi (absorption of uncon
sciousness), 68, 222-30, 235-6,
275, 305, 377, 574,678.
Asarhjnisattvas (Unconscious Ones,
Unconscious Gods), 88, 221-4,
228-9, 232, 377-8, 620, 668, 679,
681,924,939.
Asamkhyeya Universe, 1178.
asamkhyeya kalpas, 479-80, 692-3,
755n., 1147.
asamprajanya, 194.
asamprakhydna, 421.
asamskrtas; see dharmas, uncon
itioned.
asamvara (var. asamvarastha) (undiscipline), 580, 587, 590, 594-5.
d/aya; see intention.
asceticism; clinging to asceticism, see
s'ilavratapadana; esteeming of
asceticism, see silavratapardmarta.
ascetics, 119, 161-3, 177-8, 223-4, 226,
229, 232, 310-1, 320-2, 397, 442,
562, 814, 817, 820, 865, 897, 913,
916, 918-20, 922-3, 928, 931-2,
936,938,940,947-8,952-6,958-9,
981,985,988-9,991,998,1004,
1026,1028,1039-40,1092-4,1108,
1110, 1123-6, 1128-9, 1131-2,
1134-5,1153,1159-60,1162,116970,1175,1193n., 1217,1220,1224,
1227-8, 1232,1234,1236, 1243-4,
1248-9, 1253,1257, 1260,1262-3,
1266-9,1274-5,1278,1325,13445.
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ASibandhaka, 692.
Asipattravana; see utsodas.
asmindna, All, 784-6.
asmitd; see egotism.
aspect (dkdra), 206,847-8,902,920,
922-3, 947, 981-2, 990, 996-7,
1091, 1096-7, 1098-9, 1143-4,
1257-60, 1264-6; sixteen aspects,
930-2,951,993-4,1021,1098-1117;
aspects of the Four Truths, see
satyakdrapravrtta.
aspiration, 955,1035.
dsraddhya\ see disbelief.
dsravas; see cankerous influences.
dfraya; see support,
associated cause; see samprayuktahetu.
assurances (vaisdradya), 1141-2.
asubhd (loathsome things), 197, 320-1,
916-21,925,941,1264,1271-2,
1275.
dsvddanasamprayuktadhydna, 111.
Asvajit, 199, 572, 846.
AsVakarna, 452.
Asvaldyanasutra, quoted, 386.
Asvatara, 473.
Atapas, 366.
Atata Hell, 459dtmabhdva, 910,916.
dtmadrsti (idea of self), 789-90, 1005;
see also satkdyadrsti.
atman, 108, 197, 399, 416, 418-9, 781,
1004,1113,1333-4,1336,1342,
1344.
dtmdtmiyagrdha, 111.
dtmatrsnd, 789.
dtmavdda, 418-9.
dtmavddopdddna, 829, 832.
dtmaviparydsa (error with regard to
the self), 781.
atoms (paramdnu), 65, 70-1, 79-80,
101,120-4, l48-9n., 184-8,191,
332-3n., 474,491-3, 557-8,687,
816,911,926.

attachment, 201, 241, 401-2, 404, 4069,418-9, 635,671, 768-72, 776,
863, 867, 910, 915, 929-30, 1005,
1272,1349,1353; attachment to
existence, see bhavardga; attachment to pleasure, see kdmardgd
nusaya; see also samyojanas, wrapping of attachment.
attention, 189-90, 192-3, 922-3, 927-8,
1314; acts of attention, 320-3,
918-20,928,1320,1324,1339.
Atthakavagga, 70.
Atthasdlini, 842.
auddhatya\ see dissipation.
aupadhika punyakriydvastus, 698.
Auttarakauravas, 469.
avarabhdgiyas, 861, 961, 965, 995; see
also cankerous influences.
Avaraccamaras, 455.
Avaragodanlya, 365, 455, 461, 469-70,
477-8,490,662.
dvaranapratighdta, 90-1.
dvaranas; see obstacles.
avarice, 835, 837, 842-3, 850.
avasthdnyathatva (difference in condition), 808-9.
avetyaprasddas, 1031-4.
dvenikadharmas, 603.
aversion, 835, 844, 849,852.
Avici Hell, 365, 388, 456-7, 472, 682,
688, 834, 900.
avidhaugha\ see views, flood of.
avidyd; see ignorance.
avidydyoga; see ignorance, yoke of.
avijnapti (non-informative action), 63,
67-8, 70-4, 100,112,136-7n., 214,
252, 366, 552, 559-72 passim.,
575, 580, 583-5, 587-91, 613, 618,
638, 641, 643-4, 647, 652-3, 655,
666, 682, 686, 704, 802.
avinipdtadharman, 961.
Avrhas, 366, 977.
avydkrtavastu (undefined points), 800.
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avyaksas, 691.
awareness, 1142-3, 1229-30, 1238.
Ayahs aim allvana; see utsodas.
AyaScakravartin; see Cakravartins.
dyatanas; see organs.
ayogavihita (improper action), 677.
ayonisomanaskdra; see judgment, wrong.
ayuhsamskdras; see vital energies.
dyus (life), 167, 233-6, 254.

B
Bahudhdtuka, 88.
bdlas; see powers.
bandhanas; see bonds.
beings; apparitional beings, 174-6,214,
380-2, 397,1330; living beings,
65, 154, 158, 188, 207-9, 219-21,
253-4, 287-9, 607-12, 648,680,
801, 842,924,1266-8,1270,1324,
1352; see also fictive beings, intermediate beings.
Benares, Sermon of, 997.
Bhadanta, 78,120,140-ln., 565,681,
1140.
Bhadrapada, 461.
Bhadravargas, 592.
bhajanaloka, 451.
Bhdsyam, quoted, 1045-6n.
bhautikas; see elements, derived.
bhava-, see existence.
Bhavagra, 225, 227, 229, 236-7, 294,
305, 322, 366, 377-8, 380, 471,
628-9, 689, 775, 792, 834, 865,
900, 954, 956, 967, 969, 980-3,
985-8, 1013, 1031, 1036,1091,
1117,1130-1,1145,1153,1156,
1220, 1227,1242,1247,1250-1,
1274.
Bhavagraparama, 960, 969, 973.
bhavana; see cultivation, meditation.
bhdvandmdrga\ see path of Meditation.
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bhdvandmayi (wisdom of meditation),
912-13, 1122.
bhdvandphala, 295.
bhavdnagas, 407,437.
bhdvdnyathdtva (difference in existence), 808.
bhavaraga (attachment to existence),
768-9, 771-2.
bhavdstava\ see existence, dsrava of.
bhavatrsnd (thirst for existence), 7878.
bhavaugha; see existence, flood of.
bhavayoga; see existence, yoke of.
bhiksunis, 562, 581, 584, 592, 652,
714-I5n.
bhiksus, 165-6,168,219,228-9, 285,
368-9, 485, 562, 564, 581-4, 588,
592, 599, 600, 602-3, 608-9, 61416, 630-1, 655-6, 682-4, 714-15n,
959, 961, 1010, 1035, 1218, 1331;
see also monks.
bhumis, 126-9, 189, 223, 263-4, 267-8,
273,366,371,429,438-9,447,
468, 571, 775, 792-3, 795-7, 849,
854,979,988,1091,1117,1127,
1261, 1280; see also spheres.
bhutas; see elements.
bhuyovitardga, 177-8, 956, 958, 985.
Bimbisdrasutra, 1325.
birth {upapatti), 222, 248, 380-1, 383,
385,394,400-1,407,412,419,442,
447-8,465-6,677-9,691,909,924,
959, 966-7, 969-70, 973-4, 977,
1180, 1242-3, 1246, 1324,1330-1;
a good mind acquired through
birth, 314-320.
Blessed one (bhagvat), 55-6, 58,64,70,
73, 87, 118, 158, 164-5, 168, 186,
216, 221, 226, 231, 233, 236-7,
241-2, 244, 247, 253, 286, 300,
379, 386, 394, 399, 405, 407, 409,
411-2, 415-7, 419, 429, 439, 441,
443, 450, 457, 464, 473, 485, 560,
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575, 578-9, 586, 592-4, 596, 599,
603, 606, 614-5, 621-2, 636, 645,
650-1,654,671-2,678,684-5,688,
692-4, 698-9, 704, 772, 777, 782,
797, 802, 806-7, 813-4, 818, 829,
833, 838-40, 904, 907, 909-10,
915,927-8,973,984,995,1006-7,
1018, 1033, 1099, 1140, 1143,
1147-8,1218,1225,1237,1239,
1263, 1280, 1321, 1323-4, 132731,1333,1335-8; see also Buddha.
bliss, 976, 1006-7, 1011-2, 1074n.,
1115.
blood, 99, 381-2, 385, 395-6.
Bodhi, 191-2,226-7,321,430,480,483,
485, 597-8, 692, 694, 705, 941,
1023,1036,1087,1281; see also
bodhipaksikaSy bodhyangas.
bodhipaksikas (adjutants of Bodhi), 87,
1016,1022-31,1080-ln.
Bodhi Tree, 168.
Bodhisatta, 226-7,236, 381-2,390-1,
446, 455, 473,480-1, 601,689-94,
699-700,817-8,940,1032,1136,
1176,1179-80,1269; marks of the
Bodhisattva, 691-2,706,753-4n.
bodhyangas (parts of Bodhi), 1023-4,
1027-9,1031,1104,1234.
body, 83,85,99,101-2,123,126-9,160,
166, 173, 191-3,229,231,233,
235, 256, 372, 382, 444, 448-9,
491-4,551-2,559,565-7,571,584,
638-41, 649-50, 804, 842, 908,
913, 918-9, 922-9, 977-8, 1025-6,
1119, 1136, 1147, 1159, 1162,
1168-9, 1221-2,1226,1232,1234,
1240-1, 1270-1, 1276, 1318-9,
1331-3,1343-4,1346,1349-51;
the body of the Bhuddha, 143-4n.,
1139-41,1145.
bonds (bandhana), 767, 830, 835, 840,
906,950,953,961,965,979-80,
994,1017,1034,1146.

bones, 382,918,1174.
Brahma, 104, 165, 173, 374-5, 646,
790-1, 846, 995; see also brahmacakra, Brahmaloka.
brahmacakra (Wheel of Brahma), 995.
Brahmajdlasutra, 418, 776.
Brahmakayikas, 237,366,374-5,465,
470-1,478,968,979.
Brahmaloka (world of Brahma), 106,
199,366,374-6,468-9,476-8,570,
573.
Brahmanas, 418, 691.
brdhmanya, 995.
Brahmaparisadyas, 471.
brdhmapunya (Brahminmerit), 706,
763n.
Brahmapurohirtas, 222, 237, 366,4701,478,706,980.
Brahmasutra, 485.
Brahmins, 165,386,485,488,646,777,
1145,1324-5,1327.
breathing, 921-2, 924, 1239; mindfulness of breathing, 916-7,921-5.
Brhatphalas, 222, 366?
Buddha, 55, 58, 66, 86, 143-4n., 216-7,
226, 229, 236-7, 269, 382, 388,
398,455,481-3,495,578,592,
601-3, 631, 634, 651, 684-5, 700,
704, 941, 948-9, 961, 976, 993,
1011,1016,1031-3,1093,1125,
1137-49, 1151, 1154, 1157, 1162,
1166, 1168, 1173, 1177-8, 1200n,
1323-8,1332,1334-5,1345; see
also Blessed One, Buddhas.
Buddhadeva, Bhadanta, 100,145., 809.
Buddhaghosa, 654.
Buddhas, 132n, 217, 236, 300, 370,
484-7, 578-9,601,610-1,684-5,
691-3, 940-1, 1015-6, 1269, 1282,
1328,1334,1338,1355.
buddhi; see intelligence.
Buddhism, 819,1313.
Buddhists, 491-4,922,1352.
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c
Caitra, 1340-2.
Caitraratha, 463.
caitta\ see mental series.
Caityas, 696,702-3.
Cakravada, 452-4.
Cakravartins, 208, 236, 382, 394, 398,
473,484-7,656-7,698,1140,1176.
CakravartisUtra, 208.
caksurabhijnd (supernormal seeing),
214.
caksurdyatana\ see sight, organ of.
caksurdhdtu, 76, 99.
caksurvijndnadhdtu, 74.
calmness {Umatha), 705,852-3,925,
978, 1021-2, 1103, 1151, 1218,
1227,1229; aspects of calmness,
1111-2,1114-6.
Camaras, 455-6.
cankerous influences (dsravas), 829-31,
833-5, 861, 983, 991, 1009, 1134,
1143; destruction of the cankerous
influences, 1138-9, 1157-8, 11637; see also avarabhdgiyas, Destruction of the Asravas.
Canura, 1140.
Cam, 381.
caste (jdtt), 219,404,406,1145.
categories, 263-4, 270, 273, 290, 78920,795,824,950,956-7,1117,
1121, 1156, 1226, 1255, 1269,
1318,1320, 1345; categories of
Anagamins, 970,972; categories
of Bhavagra, 981-3; categories of
defilements, 821,835,839, 855,
895, 953-6, 958,962-5,979-81,
985,987,993,995,1036,1097.
Caturmaharajakayikas, 365,462,465,
467,469,471-2,476.
casuality, 257, 261, 779.
cause (betu), 60-1, 81, 104-5, 247-8,
304-9,406-7,410-2,416-7,427,
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552, 574-5, 660, 776, 778-9, 789,
797,801,811,813,859,865-6,
896-7,902-3,907-10,982,1008-9,
1021,1096-7,1113-4,1151,1155,
1223, 1225, 1259-60, 1260, 1275,
1313-4,1316,1321,1323-5,13406, 1350-3; aspects of cause, 1110,
1112-3,1115; cause of defilements,
828,1269; cause of destruction,
552-6; perfection of cause, 1146-8;
six causes, 254-96, 352-3n.
cause as condition; see hetupratyayatd.
certitude; see niydma.
cetand\ see volition.
Cetanadharmans, 979,1000-4.
cetandkarman, 559.
cetandkrta, 571.
cetayitvd karman, 559.
chanda (desire for action), 104,189-90,
419,1113,1352.
chandardga, 282,419, 833.
characteristics (laksanas), 112, 206,
254, 257-9, 275-6, 302, 305, 320,
782, 806, 808-10, 813, 837, 912-3,
925,944,947,1089,1093-4,10989,1103,1107,1112,1257,1268,
1316, 1339; absence of characteristics, see dnimittasamddhi; characteristics of conditioned dharmas,
238-50; characteristics of results,
288-91.
cheating, 844, 846, 850.
chiliocosm, 468-9.
Cinq centes contes, 595.
cintd; see reflection.
cintdmayi (wisdom of reflection), 9123, 1122.
citta; see mind.
cittadhdtavah, 92.
cittadhdtus, 91.
cittaikdgratd, 1229,1231.
cittasamanantara, 301.
cittavipatydsa (error of thought), 782-4.
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cittaviprayukta sarhskdras\ see sarhskd
ras, cittaviprayukta.
clingings; see updddnas.
co-existent cause; see sahabhuhetu.
co-existent item; see sahabhU.
collision; see striking.
color (varna), 64-7, 69, 71, 86, 89,
99-100, 187, 256, 280,427-8, 5568, 625, 697, 917-8, 920, 1159,
1175, 1178, 1264, 1315, 1318-21,
1332, 1347.
companions of the mind, 257-9.
compassion (karund), 691, 693-5, 702,
1136, 1143-5,1264-6, 1268, 1270;
absorption of compassion, see maitrisamdpatti; Meditation of Compassion, 695, 702,1266.
comprehension (of the Truths), 227,
897-8, 943, 946-50, 996, 1031,
1033,1057-8n., 1125-8,1262-3.
concept (vikalpavisesa), 171.
conception, 175-6, 234, 325.
conditioned things; see things, conditioned.
conditions (pratyayas), 255, 279, 360ln., 414,808-10,1114,1259,1321,
1324, 1345-6, 1351, 1354; conditions as aspect, 1110-4; four conditions, 296-325.
conduct, 583, 590.
conjunction (samyoga), 1546-7.
connection, 926-7.
conciousness {vijHdna), 61, 63-7, 73-4,
76-80, 82-5, 88-9, 93,95, 98, 1001,113,122-3,125-9,153,156,190,
192,204-5,231,233-4,279,281-2,
284, 300, 372, 377-80, 397-9, 4012, 404, 406-7, 415-9, 422-3, 42830, 440-1, 444, 447-9, 586, 801-2,
807, 815-7, 821-5, 849, 909, 978,
991, 1026, 1122,1151,1222-3,
1225,1230,1240-1,1277,1321,
1323-5,1328,1342,1344-5,1347-8,

1350, 1352; bodily consciousness,
1240-1, 1275, 1318; five sense
conciousnesses (vijndnakdyas),
60,71,75,79,89,95,97,112,114,
124-5, 131, 156, 160-1, 191, 287,
315,578,633,665-6,805,822,
849,1088,1231,1240,1257,13134,1322; object of consciousness,
238, 241-2, 286, 302, 767, 818,
823; six consciousnesses, 74-5, 95,
107-8, 111, 114-8, 124-5, 129-30,
165, 847, 1318-9,1322; see also
hearing consciousness of; mental
consciousness, sense consciousness,
smell, consciousness of; taste,
consciousness of, touch, consciousness of; visual consciousness.
Consecutive Knowledge (anvayajnana)\
see Inferential Knowledge.
consequences (anubandha), 769.
contact {sparsa), 101, 111, 121-2, 169,
189-90,195, 231,401,403-4, 4069, 423-6, 427-30, 440-1, 444, 6245, 697-8, 917-8, 928, 1232, 1264,
1323-4,1347.
contentment, 914-5.
continents; see dvipas.
Conventional Knowledge (impure know
ledge), 1088-9,1091,1094-7,1101,
1117,1120-31,1133,1137-8,1143,
1149-50,1153,1158.
conversation (prdtihdrya), 1166-7.
corruption (kasdya), 373,482,634-5.
cosmic ages; see kalpas.
cosmic periods (prdthamakalpikas),
381-2, 394,440,1225.
craving (rdga), 273, 369,404, 419, 421,
488,770-1,917-8,961,1035,1038,
1040,1099-1100,1105-6, 1111,
1150, 1264, 1275; see also desire;
kdmardga; lust.
creation; see nirmdnacitta, and nirmita.
crookedness (kautilya), 634-5,844,846,
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850.
Cullavagga, 459.
cultivation (bhdvand), 191, 328n., 705,
911-2,921-2,948,977,1002,1013,
1016, 1025, 1102, 1104, 1116,
1128-30, 1131-6, 1146, 1156,
1161-2,1194n, 1233,1242-3,1249,
1272, 1279-80; cultivation of
absorption, 1262-3, 1299n., cultivation of the immeasurables,
1268-70; types of cultivation,
1135-6; see also meditation.

D
dandas, 688-9.
Daridra, 1325.
darfanamdrga; see path of seeing.
darsandtmika, 117.
Darstantikas, 262, 563, 626, 639, 1140,
1232-5.
Dafdsaiksadharmasamanvdgamasutra,
208.
Dafottara, quote from, 1008.
daunnanasya-vedaniya, 169.
death, 168, 176-7, 222, 235-7, 243,
347-8n, 382-3,385, 391,401,404,
406-7, 412,438-9, 443,447-50,
473, 613, 616, 617, 641, 800, 924,
937,992,1012,1246-7,1257,1335,
1353.
deception (maya), 196, 199.
deeds (adhisthanas), 700-1, 704, 1324,
1351.
defilements (Ssravas), 55, 57-8, 60,
62-3, 82-3, 112-3, 133-4n., 154-5,
157-8, 163, 167-8, 177-80, 196-8,
200, 203, 209-11, 218, 227, 280-4,
290, 299, 320, 373, 375, 379, 387,
399-400,402-3,406-7,420-1,4379,450,589,618-9,629-31,637,
639, 672-3, 678-80, 705, 707, 790,
872n., 892n., 895, 910, 918, 929,
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938-40, 949,953-8,962-5,971,
973-6, 979-81, 985-8; anufayas,
112, 372, 767-893 passim., 961 y
91 A, 981; klesas, 218, 375,402,
406,437-8, 704, 707-70, 776, 780,
787, 796, 804-6, 819, 828-9, 839,
841,843-56,858-61,863-5; upaklesas, 198, 200, 218, 619, 704,
767,769-70 830,835,841-51.
definitive release, aspect of, 930, 932,
1111-2, 1115-6.
Dehas, 455.
dejection, 847, 849.
deliverence (vimukti), 88,158-9,223-5,
229, 285-6, 573, 585, 672, 707-8,
771, 778, 780, 797, 839, 905, 915,
942-3, 979, 990, 992, 1000-1,
1006-8,1011-2,1016-8,1034-8,
1102, 1109, 1116, 1142, 1147,
1158, 1224, 1258-9, 1338; see also
Path of Deliverence; nirodhavimoksa\ vimoksas.
delusion (rnoha, mUdi), 798-800, 960,
964,994,1100-1,1105,1111.
demons, 458, 663-4, 681.
dependence, 406,409-10, 412.
depedent origination; see pratitya
samutpdda.
desire (tfsna), 88, 95,101,104, 175,
195, 274, 292, 401, 403-4, 407-9,
418-9,421,466,645-6,648,770-4,
787, 789, 795-6, 799, 838, 843,
905-6, 908-10, 913-7, 929, 961,
983,1005,1025,1028,1035,11134,1228,1251,1264-5,1323,13289; absence of desire, 1272,1277-8;
attachment to desire, see kamaragdnusaya; desire for action, see
cbanda; desire for deliverence,
943; sensual desire (kdmacchanda),
651,838,851-2,961,1008-9,1129,
1218; see also thirst.
destruction (nirodha), 258, 281, 570,
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860, 865, 983, 992-3, 1038, 1087,
1135,1141,1352-3; destruction of
attachment, 863, 867; destruction
of defilements, 852, 858, 1251-2*
destruction of skandhas, 852,1111;
destruction of the universe, 48991,494-5; cause of destruction,
552-6; see also Knowledge of
Destruction.
Destruction of the Asravas, 1138-9,
1157-8,1163-7.
detachment {vairdgya, vitardga), 154,
180, 208, 226, 274, 283, 285, 293,
323, 325, 447, 630, 687-8, 776,
866-8, 903-4, 920, 922, 938, 954,
956, 974,979-80, 985-6,988-9,
1015,1017, 1038-9,1122-3,112834,1145,1156-7,1161-2,1171,
1193n., 1242-3,1254,1268,1279.
Devadatta, 379,664,776,1342-3,1351.
Devakulamkula, 963.
devas, 386.
devotion, 702-3.
Dharmapada, qoted, 992.
Dharma, 57, 164, 166, 376, 483, 555,
600-2, 683, 688, 704, 706, 802,
931,973,1031-3,1145-7,1162,
1352.
Dharma Knowledge (dharmajndna),
792-3,853,864-5,943-6,982,994,
1039-40,1089-93,1095-8,1101,
1116-21, 1123, 1125, 1128-30,
1138,1153,1158,1189n., 1245,
1252; Dharma Knowledge of
Extinction, 866,946,981,1123,
1130; Dharma Knowledge of
Origin, 946,1039; Dharma knowledge of suffering, 268, 271, 945,
1039,1123; Dharma Knowlege of
the Path, 866, 946, 981, 1123,
1130.
dharmadhatu, 15-A, 76,92,91-2,96,98,
100,104-5,109,113-4,129,131.

Dharmadinna, 592.
Dharmaguptakas, 117,614.
dharmajndnaksdntis; see Patiences of
Dharma Knowledge.
dharmakdya, 1145-6.
dharmajfidna\ see Dharma Knowledge.
Dharmanusarins, 269, 473, 952-6,
1016-8.
dharmapravicaya (investigation into
dharmas), 597-8,1024,1027.
dharmas, 56-61,69-70,73,76,80-1,
85-6,89,91,96-7,101-2,105,108,
112-4,116-7,125,130,133-4n.,
154-5, 158, 165,167,174,185,
189-90, 193-5, 200, 202-4, 212-3,
216-7, 220, 255-9, 261-7, 269-83,
286,288-91, 293-306, 308, 322,
366-7, 369, 372-4,377, 379-80,
383, 385, 399-401, 404-6, 409-14,
416,421-5,427-9,431,434-7,439,
443,453,474,481,554,557-9,
561, 563, 565, 567, 569, 573-9,
589-90, 601-3, 616-7, 624, 636-7,
654-5, 672-6, 678, 680-1, 689,
707-8, 785, 787, 796-7, 802-3,
806-13, 815-7, 820-4, 834-6, 841,
851-3,856,858,896-7,899-900,
904, 908, 910-1, 922-3, 925-7,
929-32, 934-5, 940, 943-4, 946-8,
952,957,977,984,990,992,10089,1012,1016,1023,1027-8,1031,
1038-9, 1042-3n., 1053n., 110910, 1117, 1119-22, 1127, 1134,
1136,1142-3,1151,1153,1159,
1162,1170,1178,1216-7,1228,
1233,1235-7,1239,1252,1259,
1261,1272,1278,1280-1,1319,
1323-7,1331, 1333,1338; conditioned dharmas, 58,61-3,73,76,78,
82, 184, 188, 208, 232, 238-50,
254-7,277-8,283,286,291,302-4,
320, 410, 417, 806, 812, 813, 824,
899-901, 908, 925, 967, 1252,
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1257-8,1273,1318,1320,1324,
1330, 1344; unconditioned dharmas, 59, 73-4, 78, 81-2, 88, 96,
112, 185, 207, 213, 249, 252, 27880, 283-4, 286, 302, 304, 811,
857-8,967,1252,1318; undefiledneutral dharmas, 112,215,254,
288, 572-3, 577,589; dharmas not
associated with the mind, 206254, 768-70; samskrtas, 232, 2412, 1252, 1330; see also dharmapravicaya\ Dharma Knowledge;
Supreme Worldly Dharmas.
Dharmaskandha, 86; quoted, 372.
dharmasabhagata, 219-20.
Dharmasamgraha, 87.
dharmastla, 641.
dharmaskandhas, 86-7.
Dharmasubhuti, Bhandanta, quoted
391,458.
dharmata (nature of things), 476, 961,
1280,1807-8n.
Dharmatrata, Bhadanta or Sthavira,
58, 78,140-ln., 422, 808.
dharmdyatana, 73-4, 81, 85-6, 88, 2767, 315, 561, 566,1221,1323.
Dharmila, 236.
dharmopavicaras, 431,433-6.
dhatugata, 387-8.
Dhdtupdpha, 153.
dhatus (realms), 55-131 passim., 167,
186, 219-20, 607-8, 1037-8, 1325,
1327.
Dhatus, 314, 368-74, 387, 433-6, 43942,447,468,475, 571, 771-2,774,
787,789-90,793, 797,832, 835,
851,895,914,963,975,988,1002,
1107,1112,1121,1137,1143-4,
1222-3, 1276, 1279; see also
Arupyadhatu, Kamadhatu, Rupadhatu.
dhydna, 93, 119, 559, 563, 597,688,
694,771,1176,1179; discipline of
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dhydna, 580-1, 585-8. 591, 607-8,
616-7,620,641,666,668,695.
dhyanantara, 96,178, 267, 321,623,
632,792,863,920-1,936,981,
989,1014,1022,1030,1118,1127,
1139, 1254-6, 1262, 1267, 12956n.
dhyanantarika, 222.
Dhyanas, 83, 87,96-7,106-7, 126-7,
129,160-1, 165-7,178-82,199,
203-4,223-5,229,232,267,270-1,
290-1, 295, 300, 305, 321, 366,
369, 371, 374-7, 330, 388, 417-8,
429, 432, 434-6, 439, 446-8, 466,
468, 471, 476-7, 490, 494-5, 562,
568-9, 572-3,585,591,620-4,632,
637, 666, 668, 792-3, 797, 846,
849-50, 862-3, 896, 906-8, 920-1,
924, 936, 938, 941, 956, 966-9,
975-7, 979-82, 986-9, 1006, 10145,1017,1021,1029-30,1116,1118,
1127,1129,1133,1137-9,1144,
1148-51, 1154, 1156, 1159-64,
1170-3,1175-7,1193n., 1215-20,
1222, 1224-5, 1227, 1229-42 passim., YlA'b, 1249-50,1252-3,1256,
1262-3, 1267-9, 1271-2, 1275,
1278, 1288-9n.; see also absorption; dhydna.
Diamond Throne, 445.
difference (vifesa), 221, 785.
Digha, 87, 423,468, 804; quoted, 402.
diligence (apramdda), 191, 194-5.
Dipa (Dipamkara), 693.
Dirgha, qoted, 376,803-4; references
to, 461,487, 548n.
disbelief (asraddya), 193-5, 847.
discrenment, 56-8, 116-8, 129,130,
155,157,159,162,182,189-90,
193, 662, 1094, 1116; see also
prajna.
disciplies, 685, 915,1142,1336.
discipline (samvara), 105, 154, 260,
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276, 567, 570, 580, 580-620 passim., 641, 585-6, 661, 665-6, 6689,972,978-9,1119,1221,1249;
discipline of fasting, 593-601; two
disciplines 257-8, 260, 309; see
also Pratimoksa Discipline.
disconnection {visamyoga), 278-80,
290, 821, 858-9, 863, 865, 896,
949-50,978,986-8,995-6; see also
Nirvana; pratisamkhydnirodha\
visamyoga.
discontent, 913-4.
discourse (vdkya), 61-2,250,652,655-6.
discriimination; see prajnd.
disgust, 855,943,973,976,999,1038-9,
1260.
disjunction, 59-60; disjunction from
defilements, 177, 179; see also
pratisamkhydnirodha; visamyoga.
disobedience, 605-8.
displacement, 553, 556, 1168-9.
displeasure, 130,155, 157, 192, 847,
1143; organ of displeasure, 181-2.
disrespect, 195,199-201,842-3, 845,
847, 850.
dissatisfaction (arati), 130,155,161,
163-4,168-74,199, 632-3, 847-50,
914,1237,1239,1264;organ of
dissatisfaction, 181-3.
dissipation (auddhatya), 193-5, 330,
340, 842-3, 845-7, 850-3, 961.
distraction (viksepa), 194-5, 922, 1102,
1233.
Divya (Divydvadana), 604, 698, 932.
dosas, 450.
doubt (vicikitsd), 198, 768-9, 772-4,
780, 788, 792, 799, 804, 818, 826,
832, 835, 838-9, 843, 848, 851-3,
948-50, 994,1087.
dravya; see substance.
dravyadharama, 207, 232.
dravyapramdnw, see monad.
dread (udvega), 1258-9.

dreams, 851.
drspasatyasutra, 600.
drspi; see views.
drspikasdya, 373.
drspiparamarsa (esteeming of bad or
wrong views), 198, 773, 776, 778,
781,788-9,793-4,827,836-9,844,
1109.
Drstipraptas, 269,473,954-5,1001,
1013,1016-7,1019,1091,1250.
drspiviparydsa (error of views), 782-4.
drspiyoga; see views, yoke of.
drspiyogha; see views, flood of.
drspyupdddna; see views, clinging to.
drspyuttaradhydyin (absorption of wrong
views), 800.
duhkha; see suffering.
duhkhaduhkhatd, 899-900.
duhkhe dharmajndna (Dharma Know
ledge of Suffering; see Dharma
Knowledge.
duhkhe dharmajndnaksdnti', see Pat
iences of Dharma Knowledge of
Suffering.
duration (sthiti), 188, 236-46, 248,
258-9, 1257; absorption of duration, 1242, 1247-8; cause of duration, see sthitihetu.
duration-modification; see sthityanayathdtva.
durtbhava-pratipaksa; see removal.
dvipas (continents), 167, 365,452-5,
459, 468-70,484,486, 53In, 593,
662, 680, 684, 936, 943, 963, 966,
1018,1150,1249,1261; see also
Avaragodanlya, Jambudvipa,
Purvavideha, Uttarakuru.
Dvisahasra Universe, 1177-8.

E
earth, 68-9, 88, 99, 101, 411-2, 450,
495, 909, 1277,1347-8.
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ear, 74, 123, 277, 1163, 1175,
1177, 1240-1, 1318-9; see also
hearing, organ of.
East, 370, 857.
effort, 192, 210, 226, 269-71, 938,
965-7, 1026, 1101, 1128, 1135,
1156,1161-2,1254-5, 1260, 1275,
1352; good mind acquired through
efforts, 314-20.
eggs, 175, 236, 397-8, 620, 939,1330.
egotism (mdna> asmitd), 787-8, 793-4,
798-9, 804, 832, 848.
ekadesakdrin, 599-600.
ekapadas, 216.
Ekavlcika, 963-5.
Ekottara, quoted 103, 300; cited, 1148.
Ekottardgama, quoted, 561.
Ekottarikd, quoted, 168.
elements, 63-4, 88-9, 257, 260, 450,
1315, 1352; deried elements, 187,
308-9; primary elements, 65-71,
84, 99-101, 104, 166, 185-8, 199,
232, 244, 257, 261-3, 276, 308-9,
395-6, 427-8, 440-1, 444-5, 56673, 575, 577, 633-4, 857, 923,
1925,1141,1177,1221, 1332.
eloquence, 707; Unhindered Knowledge
of Eloquence, 1151-2.
embryo, 395,400,628,686,; embryonic
being, 924; embryonic existence,
262.
empowerment, 1173-5, 121 In.
emptiness {sunyata), 197, 248, 929-30,
1259,1325,1334; absorption of
emptiness
(sunyatdsamadhi),
1256-9; aspect of emptiness, 1108,
1110-1,1113, 1115,1257-9.
energy, 130, 191-3, 694,1023-8, 1035.
enjoyment, 1008, 1011, 1227-8, 1251,
1254-5.
enmity, 196, 844.
entities; see substantial entities.
envy, 835, 837, 842-3, 849.
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equality, 1143-4.
equanimity (upeksd), 161-2, 164, 16970, 173-5, 177-182, 192-3, 122930,1233,1238-40,1253-5,1264-6,
1270; see also indifference.
erroneous attribution; see samdropa.
error, 80,87,193,408,420,781-4,839,
929,1105,1165,1266.
esteeming, 835-6, 844; see also drspipardmarsa\ pardmarsa samyogana;
filavratapardmarsa.
eternity, 776-7,780,788,827,1335; see
also permanence.
eunuchs, 154, 619-20, 630, 662, 630-1,
940.
evolution, 242-3,1115,1353-4.
examination, 1025,1087.
excellence; aspects of excellence, 11112, 1115-6, 1260; excellence of
compassion, 1143-4.
exertions, 1022-6, 1028.
existence (bhava), 57,63, 73, 75, 83,
157, 230, 234, 236-7, 262, 280-3,
307, 366-8, 372, 383-4, 386, 391,
401, 403-4, 406-7, 415-6, 419,
438-9, 441-4, 448, 574, 585, 62532, 670, 678, 767, 808, 817, 836,
881n., 900-1, 905, 909-11, 915-6,
920,938,941-2,959-61,968-71,
973-4,977,979,1012,1106,1112,
1115,1151,1160,1215-6,1219,
1224-5,1239-40,1251,1254,1280,
1314,1342,1353; dsrava existence,
829-31; existence of time periods,
806-19; flood of existence, 829-32;
yoke of existence, 829-32; see also
bhavardga\ bhavatrmd.
explanation, Unhindered Knowledge
of Explanation, 1151-5.
extinction (nirodba), 59-60,157,207-8,
225, 231, 248, 284-5, 290-1, 792,
857, 901, 930, 934, 947-8, 977,
1018, 1111, 1120, 1137, 1252,
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1257, 1260, 1262-3, 1275; aspect
of extinction, 1111-2, 1114, 1116,
1260; knowledge of Extinction;
see Knowledge of Destruction;
sphere of extinction, see nirodhadhdtu\ see also apratisamkhydo
niroha;
nirodhasamapatti
(Absorption of Extinction); nirodhavimoksa (Deliverence of Extinction) , pratisamkhydnirodha; see
also Extinction, Truth of.
Extinction, Truth of, 201-2, 792-3,
822-5, 853-4, 860, 896, 898, 915,
934,946,967,1039,1089-91,1094,
1098, 1111-2, 1114-6,1125, 1127,
1257.
extremes, belief in; see antagrahadrsti.
evil, 799, 844,849.
eye (caksur), 64, 78, 85-6, 90, 111, 118,
156, 256, 275, 277, 372, 419, 422,
424, 811, 8 1 4 , 8 1 6 , 9 0 9 , 1163,
1175, 1177,1240-1, 1318-9,1321,
1323-4^eye dhdtu, see caksurvijndnadhatu\ divine eye; see sight, divine;
see also sight, organ of.

F
factors (sambhara), 1143-5.
faculties (indriyas), 130, 153-325 passim., 617,848-50,859,952-6,962,
964, 974, 976-7,979-80,982,987,
989,1001-4,1007-8,1010,1013-7,
1019-20,1022-4,1026-8,1091,
1130-2,1137,1232,1237-8,1243,
1313-4; moral or pure faculties,
80,130,157-60,163-5,171,177-9,
181-4, 282, 952, 962-3, 965, 971,
1137; see also individual faculties,
i.e., happiness, sensation, satisfaction, etc.
faith (Sraddhd\ 130, 155, 157-9, 162,
169, 171-4, 177, 181-3, 187, 191,

201-2, 589, 613, 618, 629, 642,
697,955,977,1000,1016,1023-4,
1026-8, 1032-3, 1147-8, 1167,
1229-31,1236-8,1325; types of
faith, see avetyaprasadas.
falling away, 616-7,627-8,767,829,
867-8,931-2,935,937-8,951,974,
976,979,991,995,1000-14,1018,
1027,1073a, 1076-7n., 1116,1146,
1234, 1262; absorption of falling,
1242,1247-8.
fasting, 593-601,613,617-8.
father, 686-7,698,700-1,1264.
faults, 1239,1270.
fear (apatrdpya), 191, 193, 619-20,
633-4, 704-5,976; absence of fear
(anapatrdpya), 195, 199-201, 6156, 842-3, 845, 847, 850, 1136,
1142.
feet, 158-60.
fictive beings, 270-1.
fictive creative; see nirmka and nirmdnacitta.
fields, 698,703; fields of actions, 700-1;
fields of qualities, 629-30.
fire, 64, 68-9, 88, 99, 101-2, 186, 450,
477,490-1,494-5,1277,1315-7,
1339,1343-4.
floods (oghas), 829, 831-5.
fluidity, 99-100.
"followers of the last place", 264-5.
following, 922-3.
food, 87, 93, 103, 153, 155, 199, 235,
256,393,438-47,597,851,908,
915,928,1224,1226,1324.
fools; see Prthagjanas.
force, 155,157,159,162, 182, 1030.
Foreigners (Foreign Masters), 198,
227, 1109.
foundation (vastu), 406-7.
foundations of mindfulness (smrtyupasthdnas), 211, 704, 896, 921,
923,925-35,1016,1022-6,1028,
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1119,1127,1136,1142-3,1162-3.
Four Noble Truths; see Truths, Four
Noble,
frivolity, 1102, 1104.
fruition, 103-5,1011-2.
friuits, 154,177,1352-4.

Gandhara, Masters of; see Westerners.
Gandhari Wisdom, 1167.
Gandharvas, 154, 386, 393, 395,440,
442.
Ganga, 456. Ganglia, 236.
Garbhdvakrantisutra, 101.
Garudas, 381-2.
gatis; see Rebirth, Realms of.
Gatisiltra, 972.
Gautama, 485; see also Blessed One;
Buddha; Sakyamuni.
Gautamagotra, 1145.
generating cause; see jananahetu.
genre, genus; see sabhagata.
ghana, 262.
Ghosaka, 166, 231, 687, 809, 862, 936,
996.
ghrdnavijndnadhdtu, 1A.
gifts, 165,167,696-700, 702-3, 706,
797-8.
giving (ddna), 165, 693-703, 705-6,
797-8, 842.
God, 306-8.
Godanlya; see Avaragodaniya.
Godhike, 1007-8.
gods, 66, 154, 175, 222, 236-7, 365,
371-2, 374-6, 381, 387, 450, 46272, 476, 478, 487, 495, 551, 610,
619-20,634,662,668,671,688,
691,800,922,936,943,959-60,
963-4,973,996, 1174-6, 1180,
1224,1261,1337.
gold, sphere of, 452-5,478.
good, 183,616-7,706-7,767,769,1228,
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1244,1262-3; absolute good, see
samyaktvaniydma; good minds,
314-8; see also roots.
Good Law (saddharma), 56, 382, 388,
600,614,616,1167,1281-2,130810n., 1333.
goodwill (maitri), 1264-9, see also
meditation of goodwill, mind of
goodwill.
gosava (a ritual), 646, 736-7n.
gotras (families, clans), 934, 940-1,
979-80,982,1001,1003-4,1010,
1015,1017,1124-5,1145,1159,
1324,1329,1344.
Grammarians, 413-4,1351.
greed (abhidhya), 146, 211,639,643-4,
646,648,657-9,664-5,667-9,669,
799,850,1101.
Grhapatiratnas, 1176.
Grhapatis, 691.
growth cause (upabphhanahetu), 309.
guardians of hell (narakapdla), 458-9;
see also demons, Yamaraksasas.
gunas; see qualities.

H
Hahva, 459.
hair, 99,411-2.
hands, 158-60.
happiness {sukha), 60, 158, 161, 204,
432, 782-3, 847-8, 850, 901, 921,
929,956,976,1116,1218-9,122933, 1235, 1237-40, 1253, 1262,
1266,1269,1324; faculty of happiness (sukhendriya), 160-1, 1229,
1231-2, 1237; see also sensation,
agreeable.
harm (vihimsd), 1264.
Hastipadopamasutra, 411-2.
hatred, 87, 635,645-8,669,671,827-8,
832, 840, 843, 847,1005,1035,
1106-7,1143-4,1149,1265.
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Heads (murdhan); see Summits.
health, 450-1,1033.
hearing, 63-4, 125, 129, 155, 210, 26970, 302, 321, 926, 936, 942, 999,
1025,1160; consciousness of hearing (auditory consciousness), 67,
98, 115, 128-9,302,653, 1163,
1177, 1240-1,1314,1318-9,1322;
divine hearing, 1133, 1157, 11604, 1176-8; organ of hearing, 76-7,
83-5, 88, 118-20, 122-3, 126, 128,
130, 153, 180-1, 287, 1322; see
also ear.
heat (usma), 99-100, 186, 923,930,
933-5,939-40,1026,1316-7; aspects
of heat, 930-1.
heaven, 106-7, 222, 365-6, 375, 386-7,
477-8,705-6,900,963,968-9,979,
999, 1018, 1160.
hell, 236, 256-7, 307, 365, 371-3, 377,
381, 386, 388-9, 397,445, 456-60,
472-3,476-8,627,634,637,663-4,
666-70, 679-80, 689, 900, 943,
1179, 1337; see also guardians of
hell.
hermaphrodites, 619-20.
hermaphroditism, 613, 617.
hetu\ see cause.
hetupratyayatd ( cause as a condition),
296-7, 304-6, 308.
hetusamutthana, 576.
Himavat (Himalayas), 456.
hinderances; see obstacles.
honors, 917-8.
hostility, 192, 198-9, 844,849, 1264.
householders, 236, 604-5, 961.
Hsiian-tsang, 1221, 1242-3.
Huhuva, 459.
humans, 220-1, 228, 230, 237, 365,
371-2, 374, 381, 386-7, 466f 46970, 476, 478, 487-9, 610, 619-20,
628-9, 634, 662, 668, 671, 680-1,
688,691,698,801,920-1,936,

943, 959-60, 963-4, 966, 1014,
1122, 1150, 1179-80, 1249, 1261,
1270,1279,1330,1337.
hunger, 66f 187, 445.
hypocrisy (sdthya), 196, 199, 635, 837,
842-3,850.

I
ideas (sarhjnd), 61, 72-4, 81-3, 86, 101,
106, 184, 189, 195, 220-1, 230-1,
250, 298, 372, 378-9, 422, 782-4,
802, 804,902,1101,1119,1222-3,
1225-8, 1235, 1273-4,1324, 1326,
1339-40,1342,1345,1349-50.
idleness (kaustdva), 193-5, 847.
ignorance {avidyd, moha), 55,158,1936, 198, 200, 231, 241, 401-2, 404,
406-9,411-13,415-7,419-22,425,
512n., 577, 645-6, 648, 669, 671,
768, 772-4, 788, 792, 797, 799800, 804,826, 829-33, 835, 837,
840,843,845,847,850,909,1005,
1023,1035,1105-6,1139,1144,
1164-6,1337; dsrava of ignorance,
829-31; flood of ignorance, 829,
832; yoke of ignornace, 829.
Iksanika Wisdom, 1167.
Iksanikasdstra, 1179.
ill-will (vydpadd), 1264-8.
imagination, 320,922,1352; see also
vitarka.
Immeasurables (Apramdnas), 87, 320,
1133-4,1148,1263-71,1320n.
immorality, 572, 590, 614, 703-5, 857.
immovability, 1129-32.
Immovable ones; see Akopyadharmans.
Impenetrability, 90-1.
Impermanance, 188, 238-42, 245-6,
259,279,783,787,902,904-5,
920, 929; aspects of immpermanence, 930, 933, 1110-2, 1115,
1257-9.
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indifference (upeksd), 83,130,155,
157,162,171,176-8,181-2,417-8,
434-6,447-8, 768, 830, 848-50,
921,989,1008,1023-4,1142-3,
1230,1323; see also equanimity.
indolence, 1101,1104.
Indra, 787, 1110.
indriyas; see faculties.
indriyasamcdra (perfection of faculties),
130,617, 859,1243.
inference (anumdna), 284, 300,1151,
1313-4.
Inferential Knowledge {anvayajndna,
pure knowledge), 1088-92, 10948, 1101, 1118, 1120-1, 1123-4,
1128-30, 1134, 1138, 1153, 1158,
1245, 1252; Inferential Knowledges, 793, 853, 861, 864-5, 945,
982, 994, 1275; inferential Knowledge of Arising, 866, 946,981,
1124,1127; Inferential Knowledge
of Extinction, 866,946,982,1124,
1127; Inferential Knowledge of
Suffering, 945-6,950,981,1124,
1127; Inferential Knowledge of
the Path, 867-8, 946, 951, 954-5,
959,982,1125,1128-9.
lnjitasiltra, 622.
insight {vipaiyand\ 705,853,925,947,
989, 1021-2, 1094, 1103, 1218;
insight comprehension, 947-8,
1355.
intellectuals, 682-3.
intelligence, 220,694,943,997,1021-2,
1031,1094,1347; see alsoprajnd.
intention, 566,611-2,617,619-20,630,
662, 667, 688, 700, 703, 1016,
1038, 1168-9,1266, 1269; absorption of the absence of intention
(apranihitasamddhi), 1256-60.
intermediary {madhyastha), 588-90.
intermediate beings, 383, 385-8, 388-9,
390-4, 396-7, 440, 442, 628-9,
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1178,1222,1330.
Irresistable Path (dnantaryamdrga),
177, 179,227,278,585-6,855,
944,949-50,957,976,981,983,
988-90, 992-3, 996, 1013-5, 10201,1107,1129,1131,1133,1164,
1220,1252,1273.
Isadhara, 370,452,454.
Isvara, 778-9, 789,1005,1115.
l-tsingy quoted, 595.

J
Jambudvipa, 365, 446, 453, 455-6,
459-61, 467, 469-70, 476, 478,
490, 662,684, 691,1139.
janakapratyaya (generating condition),
815.
jananahetu (generating cause), 309.
janapadavitarka, 852.
janmahetu (cause of arising), 309.
jard\ see old age.
Jdtakas, 698.
jdti\ see caste.
jealousy, 196.
jewels, 452-3.
jihvdvijndnadhdtu, 1A.
Jlvaka, 236.
jivitas, 167-8, Tb?>\ jivita samskdras•,
\6l\jivita skandhas, 168; see also
dyus.
fivitendriya\ see vital organ.
jndna\ see knowledge.
jndnaparijna, 859.
Jndnaprasth ana, quoted, 165-7,179,
193,207,215-6,223,228,235,
243, 262-6, 275, 278, 286, 623-4,
643-4, 768, 779,1036,1094,1101,
1109; reference to, 219, 255, 280,
772, 774, 783, 785-6, 956, 1060n.,
1094-5,1243; defined, 56-7,133n.
jndtivitarka, 852.
joy (priti), 80, 161, 192, 204, 1023-4,
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1030,1104,1142-3,1218-9,1224,
1229-31,1233,1235,1237-9,1253,
1264-7,1270-1.
judgement, 114,195, 948, 1268; incorrect judgement, 194,408-9,767,
828, 909,1009.

K
kola; see time.
Kalala, 262, 395-6,400, 628-9.
Kalasutra, 365, 457, 472.
Kalinga, King of, 1332-3.
kalpas (cosmic ages), 83, 168, 175,
470-3,475-80,483,485,487,48990,495,682,688,691-2,694, 706.
Kama (a god), 468.
kdmacchanda; see desire, sensual.
Kamadhatu, 83,93, 96-7,106-7, 126-7,
129, 161, 172-3, 175-6, 178, 180,
182-5,187,191,196-9,202-3,209,
212,213-5,220,222,228,231,
235-6,253,268,270,275,290,
297-9, 365-6, 368-71, 374, 377,
391, 393, 401, 417-8, 429, 432-6,
439-40,442,446,448,465-6,46972, 476, 478, 483, 488, 559, 56873, 579-81, 607, 620-4, 627-8,
634-8, 642, 655,657,659-60,6678, 690, 696, 771-6, 790, 792-3,
797-8,822-4,829,832,835,837-8,
845-8, 851, 853, 860-4, 866, 868,
909, 914, 918, 920-1, 932-3, 936,
943, 945-6, 950, 953-6, 960, 962,
965, 967, 973-6, 985-6, 988, 996,
998-9,1002,1015,1017-9,1031,
1089, 1092, 1095, 1097, 1107,
1109,1117-8,1121-2,1125, 11279,1132-3,1139,1145,1150,11536,1159,1162,1169,1171,1173,
1177,1222-4,1234,1238,1242,
1251-2,1262,1264,1267-8,1272,
1278; description of Kamadhatu,

365-71; types of minds in
Kamadhatu, 310-25.
kdmddhyavasdna, 833.
kdmagrddba, 833.
kdmagunas, 175, 771.
kdmamithyacdra (sexual misconduct),
603-4.
kdmamurcha9 833.
kdmanandi, 833.
kdmaniyanti, 833.
kdmaparigardha, 833.
kdmaprema, 833.
kdmardga, 768-71, 833,1264.
kdmardgdnusaya (attachment to desire),
81,768-71,783-4.
kdmas, 368-9,418-9, 833,860.
Kamas, 174-5.
kamdsrava, 829, 831.
kdmaugha, 829, 831-2.
kdmavitardga, 956,958, 985.
kdmayoga, 829, 831-3.
kdmopdddna, 829, 823-3.
kdmecchd, 833.
Kanabhuj, 491.
KapotamalinI, 381.
kdranahetu (reason for existence),
255-7, 277-80, 287, 292,297, 3034, 309.
Karikas (quoted again in the Bhdsyam),
177, 183-4, 188, 190, 200, 277,
291, 302, 384, 403, 462, 552, 560,
623, 632-3, 656-7, 689, 801, 963,
1117,1163.
karma; see action.
Karma (a rdksasa), 378.
karmabhava, yil-'bj 386.
karmaklefa, 367.
karmapatha, 847, 564, 584, 657-8.
karmaphala (knowledge of retribution),
1137, 1142.
karmavdcanas, 647.
karmdvarna (obstacle of aaion), 678-80.
Karotapanis, 462; see also terraces.

Index
KaSmir, Masters of, 236,1094,1108-9;
Vaibhasikas of Kas'mir, 109, 118,
120, 227, 259, 273, 600,614, 799,
830,1136,1282,1310-ln.
KaSmirians, 366, 372, 598,614-6.
KaSyapa the Great, 1174.
Ka&yapagotra, 1145.
Kafyapiyas, 960.
kathdvastuSy 62.
Katyayaniputra, 58.
Kathavatthu, 229, 236.
kaukrtya; see regret.
Kaundinya, 996,998.
Kauravas, 455.
Kayasaksins (bodily witnesses), 977-8,
1016,1019.
kdyavijndna; see touch, consciousness
of.
kdyavijndnadhdtu, 74.
kdydyatana\ see touch, organ of.
Khadirka, 452.
khalabila, 707.
killing, 582-3,585,598-9,610-2,641-5,
647-51,658,664-5,667-71,681,
685-7, 689-90, 701, 703, 734-5n.,
738n., 787-8,802; see also murder.
kings, 208,487-9,645-6,656-7.
klefavasthd, 402.
klesakasdya, 373.
kleUmahdbhumikas, 189,193-5,198,
847,851,1104.
klefamalas, 841,843-5, 846.
kle/as; see difilements.
klefavarna (obstacle of the defilements),
678-80.
knowledge (Jnana), 775, 778, 862, 864,
913,945-6,949-52,993-4,997,
1017, 1023, 1034, 1036, 1039,
1087-1181 passim., 1181n., 1215,
1246,1262,1274,1300n., 1321,
1328, 1330, 1332, 1345; Knowledge of the Truths, 1128-30; ten
knowledges, 1095-7,1117-36; vidyd,
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419,425,577; see also abhijnds;
Conventional Knowledge; Inferential Knowledge; parijrld\ Right
Knowledge; Supernormal Knowledges; Unhindered Knowledges.
Knowledge of Death and Rebirth,
1138-9,1157,1163-5.
Knowledge of Destruction (ksayajndna),
163, 226-7, 301, 665-6, 923, 941,
983, 999,1023,1027, 1036, 1087,
1090-1, 1093-7, 1107-8, 1118,
1120-1,1131-4,1136,1138,1153,
1157,1243.
Knowledge of Dharmas; see dharma
jfidna.
Knowledge of Extinction, 1088,
1090,1094-8,1118-20,1123-4,
1137-8,1153.
Knowledge of Former Abodes, 1138-9,
1157,1159-61,1163-5,1178-80.
Knowledge of Non-Arising (anutpdda
jridna), 163, 268, 281-2, 295, 601,
665-6, 897, 923, 941, 991, 999,
1023,1027,1036,1087,1090-1,
1093-7, 1107-8, 1118, 1120-1,
1124,1132-3,1135,1138,1153.
Knowledge of Origin, 1090,1095-8,
1118,1120-1.
Knowledge of Suffering, 1090,1095-8,
1118-21,1123.
Knowledge of the Mind of Another
(paracittajndna), 230, 1091-3,
1095-9,1105,1107,1118-22,1124,
1129-31,1133-4,1157-9,1161,
1166,1178-9.
Knowledge of the Path, 1090, 1095-9,
1101,1118-21,1123,1137,1158.
Knowledge Resulting from Resolution,
1148,1150-1,1155,1157.
Krakucchanda, 388.
Kridapradusika gods, 236.
Kridapramosakas, 465.
Krsigramaka, 446.
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krtsndyatanas (All-Encompassing Aya- Logicians, 261.
tanas), 87-8, 320, 1148, 1277-80, lokadhdtus; see universe.
1306-7n.
lokasamvrtijndna (worldly knowledge),
ksdnti; see patience.
775,911.
Ksatriyas, 386,488, 691, 1145.
lotus (arbuda), 262,459.
ksayajndna; see Knowledge of Destruc- lust (rdga), 196-8, 201, 273, 792-3,
tion.
798-9, 804-5, 827-8, 832, 835,
Ksudrakdgama, 70, 1325.
840-1, 843-4, 847,964,994,1140;
Ksudravastuka, 841.
see also craving.
Ksuramarga, 457; see also utsodas.
lying, 582-3, 641,644,646, 648,652-3,
Kukula, 457; see also utsodas.
655-6, 664, 667, 669, 679, 681-2,
688, 701, 787; see also transgreskulamkula, 962-3,965.
sions, vocal.
kumdra, 262.
Kumara, 236.
M
Kumaralabha, Bhadanta, quoted, 91-2.
Kunupa, 457; see also utsodas.
Kuru; see Uttarakuru.
mada; see pride-intoxication.
Kurus, 455,470, 619, 684, 668,679, madhya, 262.
939, 943; see also Uttarakuru.
MadhyadeSa, 592.
kuUlamahdbhumikas, 189-90, 194, Madhyama (Madhyamdgama), quoted,
197, 202, 1239.
374, 376,432, 523n., 625, 663,
kuialasdsravas, 112, 289, 577.
699,803-4,927,1050n., 992,1028.
Kuvera, 787.
Madhyamdgama, 207', 227.
Madhyamakavritti, quoted, 900,1043n.,
L
references to, 295.
magic, 369-70, 468, 1339, 1347; magilaksandnyathdtva (difference in characcal beings, 371.
terisics), 808-9.
mahdbhumi (great sphere), 189.
laksanas; see characteristics.
mahdbhumikas, 189-90,193-5,197-9,
langour, 842-3, 845-6, 850-3.
258-9, 334n., 429,1217.
Law, 693, 700,1334.
mahdbhiltas, 185, 257.
Mahabrahma, 199, 375, 472, 572, 847,
laziness, 199,487-9,1100, 1103-4.
968, 1256; gods of, (Mahabrahleaving, aspect of, 1260.
mas, Mahabramanas), 222, 237,
legalists, 644-5.
366,470,472,940,968.
libertation; see deliverence.
life, 206, 233, 1222-3, 1226, 1276; see Mahadeva, 306.
mahdkalpas (great kalpas), 471-2, 475,
also dyus; fivitas.
479-80,483.
lifespan, 470,472-3,478-9,482,489,
670-1, 1324; life span of the Bud- Mahdkarmavibhdgasutra, 116.
Mahakasyapa, 592.
dhas, 1145.
mahdkleiabhumi, 193.
light, 1177,1318,1320.
mahdklesadharmas, 193.
liquor, 582-3, 596, 605-7, 908.
Mahanagna, 1140.
loathesome things; see asubhd.
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Mahdndmasutra, 598-600.
Mahdniddnaparydyasutra, 402.
Mahapadma, 459.
MahaprajapatI, 592.
Mahapurusa; see marks.
Maharajikas, 462; see also terraces.
Maharaurava, 365,457,472.
Mahasamghikas, 803, 1328.
Mahasammata, Raja, 488.
Mahdsunyatdsutra, 636.
Mahdvyutpatti, 645, 842,1034.
MaheSvara, 778.
MahiSasakas, 464,491maintaining cause; see upastambhahetu.
Maitreya, 1174,1335.
maitrisamdpatti (absorption of compassion), 631.
Majjhima, quoted, 386, 506n., references to 573-4,640.
Maladharas, 462.
malas; see klesamalas.
mdna; see pride.
mana-dyatana\ see mental organ.
Manahpradusika gods, 236.
manasamcetand (mental volition), 440,
443-4.
manas (mind, mental organ), 72, 74-5,
140n., 204, 272, 276, 301-2, 423,
426-7, 431-2, 442, 449, 552, 559,
578,683,805,807,846,850,1232,
1240,1326, 1330, 1346-7; see also
mental organ, mind.
manascitta (mental thought), 632.
manaskdras; see attention, acts of.
mdndtimdna, 784-6.
mdnavidhd, 785.
Mandhatar, 381,1176.
manodhdtu, 74-5, 96,105, 108, 140n.
manomaya (mind-created), 411-2.
manopavicdra, 431-3Manoratha, 458, 5l4n.
mdnottaradhydyin (absorption of pride),
800.
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manovijndna\ see mental consciousness.
manovijnanadhatu, 1A, 96, 105.
mantras, 1176,1179.
Manu, 1324.
Manusyakularhkula, 963.
Mara, 165,168, 388,1325.
marks, 960, 1147, 1257; marks of a
Bodhisattva, 690-2, 706, 753-4n.;
marks of a Mahapurusa, 94, 104,
244,487; marks of Muni, 487.
Marus, 694.
mass (amurta), 569.
Master, 57,199, 600, 602, 615,683,
703,1011,1168,1173,1177,12812, 1336, 1338; see also Blessed
One, Buddha.
Masters of the West, 226, 295.
mata, 653-5.
material beings, 367.
mati\ see prajnd.
matricide, 679, 685-6, 689.
matter, 60-1,63, 68, 81-6, 89,91-3,95,
99-101,185-8,231,1320-1; derived
matter, 259-61; primary matter,
99-101; secondary matter, 99-101;
see also rupa.
Maudgalyayana, 381.
mauladhydnas (principal absorptions),
862.
maldrilpyas, 863.
mdyd\ see deception.
mayandy All.
meditation {bhdvand), 60, 111-2, 1734,195, 209-10, 213, 263,270, 295,
322, 328n., 372, 576-9, 619, 631,
638, 661, 676, 694-5, 702, 705,
773-6,783-4,786-9,795, 822-4,
845-7, 854, 861, 866, 895, 911-3,
916,926,942,951,953-5,958,
962,993,1004-5,1016,1025,1028,
1129-30,1132-3,1150,1175-7,
1179-80, 1269, 1275, 1330, 1344;
meditation of compassion, 695,
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702, 1266, 1270; meditation of
equanimity, 1266; meditation of
goodwill, 1266, 1269; meditation
of joy, 1266, 1270; meditation of
the Truths; see Truths, meditation on; see also Meditation, path
of.
Meditation, Path of, 111, 162-3,196,
213, 268, 820-1, 862, 864-5, 867,
895,923,948,951-2,959,985,
994,997-8,1017,1020,1026-9,
1039,1088,1097-8,1107,1125-6,
1128-9.
memory, 97-8,130,155,157,159,162,
182,189-90,194-5, 321, 633, 770,
815-6,133942,1348-50,1352; memory
of last lives, see Knowledge of
Former Abodes.
mental consciousness (manovijndna),
74, 78, 89, 95-7, 98, 105, 109-10,
112, 114, 116, 124-6, 129, 156,
190, 196, 231, 256-7, 272, 302-3,
305, 315, 425, 427, 558, 578, 6324,653,665-6,805,807,815-6,846,
849,1088,1240,1313-4,1318-9,
1323,1326.
mental organs, 72,74-6,83-5,88,95-6,
104-5,108,110-3,118-9,122,124,
130, 154, 156, 158-9, 162, 164,
168, 170-8, 180-3, 231, 272, 276,
425,427,815,1322-3,1326,1346-7.
mental series (caittas), 101, 184, 367,
383, 563-5, 567, 579, 631-2, 767,
834-5,1279,1339,1345.
mental states, 72,78,81,90-1,99,101,
106, 124, 153, 160, 184,188-206,
221, 223, 225, 230, 240, 247, 257,
261, 272-3, 275-6, 294, 296-7,
301-2, 304-6, 310, 333-4n., 367,
379, 563, 569, 574, 783, 805, 841,
946-50,1097,1099,1107,1116-7,
1143, 1162, 1215, 1235, 1237,
1273,1319,1327,1331,1346.

mental trouble, 632-4,1339.
merit, 650-1,563,631,692,694-5,698,
702-3,706-7,756n., 1144-6,11489, 1264, 1352; Brahmin merit
(brdhmapunya), 706, 763n.
Meru, Mt., 393, 452-5, 460, 462-3,
467-9,477-8.
middha\ see apathy.
mind (ctoa), 67-8,72,74,78,83,89-91,
96-101,104,108,154-5,157-8,
165,169,174,176,184-5,188-90,
192-3,195-206,214,221,223-5,
227, 230-2, 240, 243-4, 247, 251,
253, 257-9, 261, 270-3, 275-6,
285-6, 290-1, 294, 296-306, 36770, 372, 379, 423, 444, 448, 559,
569, 573, 575-6, 578-80,583, 5856, 590, 609-12, 633-4, 638-40,
664-6, 681-2, 699, 705, 768-70,
784-6, 795, 825, 833, 841-2, 852,
856, 913, 921-6, 929, 961, 979,
1009,1025,1028,1033,1035-7,
1085n., 1097,1099-1107,1109,
1116-7,1121,1134,1139,1147-8,
1156,1159-62,1166-8,1170-5,
1215-9,1225-6,1129-31,1233,
1239, 1247,1266-7,1269,1273-4,
1319,1325-7,1331,1339-40,1344,
1346, 1350-1, 1353-4; deliverence
of the mind, 1000, 1006, 1008,
1011,1026,1035-7; types of mind,
310-25; see also mental consciousness, mental organ.
mindfulness (smrti), 586,596-7,704,
916,921,927,1005,1009,1012,
1023-4,1026,1142-3,1229-30,
1235,1238; see also breathing,
mindfulness of; foundations of
mindfulness.
MiSra, 463.
mithyadhimoksa\ see wrong resolution.
mithyddrsfi; see wrong views.
mithydfiva\ see wrong livelihood.
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mithydkarmdnta; see wrong action.
mithydmdna; see wrong thought.
mithydvdc; see wrong speech.
moha\ see error.
moksa, 585; see also deliverence.
moksabhdgiyas, 451, 707, 764., 939,
942-3.
molecules, 185,187-8.
moments, sixteen, 865-6,950-2,954-5,
959, 975-6, 993, 996, 1010, 1093,
1123-9,1132.
monad (dravyaparamdnu), 70,185; see
also atoms,
monks (bhiksus), 165, 309,614-6,647,
651, 684, 777, 852-3, 1327, 13312; see also bhiksus, bhiksums.
moon, 64,460-2,468-9.
morality (/#&), 87, 228, 572, 581, 5836, 596, 612, 614, 641, 668, 693-5,
697,703-5, 778-9,947,984,10235, 1030-3; see also filavratapardmaria, Blavratopddana.
mortal transgression; see transgressions,
dnantarya.
mother, 236, 698-701, 1264; moth of
the Buddha, 390-1; killing of one's
mother, 686,689.
motion (samjndna), 99-9100,189.
Mountain of Perfume (Gandhamadana),
456.
mountains, 452-4,456,462.
movement, 552-3, 556,819.
mover, 578-80.
mucus, 99,412.
mudi; see delusion.
Mula Abhidharma, 194-5.
muiadharma, 218, 240,259.
muladhydna, 1171.
mulaprdpti, 218.
Mulafdstra; see Jndnaprasthdna.
Muni, 86, 226-7,487, 578,638,1282.
murder, 564-5,582-3,611,629,641,
644,648-51,658,665,670,679,
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681,685-7,689, 738n.; see aslo
killing.
murdhdn; see Summits.

N
Nagas, 381-2, 437-8, 473, 579, 620,
688,787,1175.
Nagasena, 1332-3.
naivasaiksanasaiksas, 213.
Naivasamjnanasamjnayatna; see Bhavagra.
Naivasamjnanasamjnayatanopagas, 88.
naivasamvarandsamvara, 580.
ndmakdya, 206, 250, 255, 648; see also
ndman.
ndman (name, word), 250-4,418,4223,648,912,1152-4,1222-3.
ndmarUpas, 211, 401-2, 404, 406-7,
418-9,422-3,648,928.
ndndvasa, 647, 737n.
Nanda, 475.
Nandana, 463.
Nandikasutra, 606.
Narayana, 1139-40,1147.
nasamjndndpyasamjndkah', see NeitherIdeas-Nor-Absence-of-Ideas.
nature, 605-8.
negation, 659-60,776,848.
Neither-Ideas-Nor-Absence-of-Ideas,
1226-7.
Netfipadaidstra, quoted, 226.
nikdyas; see categories.
nikayasabhdga, 154,219,234,281,615,
649,937; see also existence.
nikayasabhdgacitta (homogeneous existence), 243.
Nimindhara, Mt., 452,454.
nimittakdrana (instrumental cause),
491.
nirantaratva, 120.
Nirarbuda, 459,473.
Nirgranthas, 418,650.
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Nirgrantha&ravaka, 1335.
nirmdnacitta, 270-1,291,295,311,315,
323-5,1170-2,1175,1241.
Nirmanaratis, 365,465-6, 469nirmita (fictive creation), 1168-70,
1172-5; see also fictive beings,
nirmdnacitta.
nirodha'y see extinction.
nirodhadhdtu (sphere of extinction),
1038.
nirodhasamdpatti (absorption of ex
tinction), 68, 223, 225-31, 235,
276, 299, 305, 377, 574, 629, 631,
977-9,1016,1018-9,1273-4.
nirodhavimoksa (Delivernce of Extinction), 1279.
nirupadhisesanirvana, 157.
nirupandvikalpa, 97.
Nirvana, 57, 59, 62, 86, 92, 157, 159,
225-6,228,236,256-7,280,282-3,
285, 294, 297, 322, 370, 382, 3868, 391, 410, 442, 448, 450-1, 573,
601-2,610-1,631,651,699,704-8,
795-6, 815, 898, 901, 939, 943,
958, 960-3, 965-70. 974, 978-9,
984, 999, 1004, 1008-9, 1021,
1062n., 1112-2, 1115, 1138, 1142,
1148, 1153,1257-8,1262, 1335-6,
1354-5; Nirvana with remnant
(sopadhifasanirvdna), 966,1062n.,
Nirvana without remnant (nirupadhis'esanirvdna), 966, 1021.
nirvedhabhdgiyas, 321-2,446-7,482,
935-42,1026,1052-3n., 1133,1242,
1247-8.
niskramanacitta (mind of leaving),
319,322.
niirayahetu (tutlelage cause), 309nifrayas, 647.
nisyanda; see outflowing.
nisyandaphala (outflowing result), 258,
267, 287-8, 289, 292, 944, 993,
1354.
ntvaranas; see obstacles.

nivrta, 572, 589.
nivrtdvydkrtas, 113, 293, 299, 573.
niydma (certitude), 944,956,1053n.,
1055-6n.
niydmdvakrdnti, 220, 224, 324.
non-anger (advesa), 802.
non-arising (anutpdda), 281-2, 897,
991, 1087, 1135; see also Knowledge of Non-Arising,
non-Aryans, 214, 898,937,1010.
non-Buddhists, 399,416,445-7,491,
584-5, 656, 776, 779, 922, 961,
1314,1338,1345.
non-causality (ahetuvdda), 416.
Non-Conscious Ones; see Asamjnisattvas.
non-consciousness; see dsamjnika.
non-desire, 197, 914-5, 920,1228.
non-detachment, 1128.
non-exixtence (vibhava), 283,285,817,
916.
non-greed, (alobha), 802.
non-ignorance (amoha), 802.
non-diligence, 847.
non-observation (asamprajanya), 194.
non-possession; see aprdpti.
non-self, 781, 929-30, 947, 1122, 1259;
aspects of non-self, 1108, 1257-8.
non-separation, 120-1.
non-violence, 191,193.
non-wisdom (avidyd); see ignorance,
nose, 74,88,94,277,1318-9; see smell,
organ of.
no-soul, aspects of 1110-1,1113, 1115.
not-self; see non-self.

o
object, 60,63-4,72,74-5,84-5,91,112,
114-6,124,130,155-6,190,192-3,
197, 205-6, 231, 251, 256, 265-6,
272, 302-3, 305, 315, 423-4, 42831, 572, 618, 625, 648, 655, 672,
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697-8, 768, 774, 787, 807, 815-6,
818, 820-1, 824,-826, 834-5, 840,
852, 856, 912, 916, 921, 967, 982,
1026, 1028, 1032, 1038, 1100,
1105, 1116-7, 1143-4, 1146-7,
1150,1159,1170-1,1177,1222,
1226, 1229-31, 1233, 1264, 12756, 1278, 1313-5, 1321-2, 1324,
1328,1339-40,1343-4,1349-50;
object of asubha, 917-20; object of
consciousness, 98-100, 105, 10711, 238, 241-2, 286, 302, 767,
815-7, 823, 825; object of absorption, 1215-7, 1219, 1251-3, 125760; object of defilements, 776,
789-90, 792-7, 804-6, 828, 853-4,
866, 1004-5; object of Deliverences, 1272, 1274-5, 1277; object of
desire, 175, 466, 910; object of
enjoyment, 235, 551,648,1228;
object of the Immeasurables,
1265-8; objects of the foundations
of mindfulness, 926-31,934,1162;
object of knowledge, 945, 108992,1096-7,1099,1119-22,1128,
1139,1150,1152-3,1159; object
of organs, 119-22, 125-6, 1322-3;
object of memory, 1339-41; object
of paths, 990,996,1021; object of
the Patiences, 943, 950; object of
pleasure, 829, 831-2, 903, 905,
907,1103; Unhindered Knowledge
of Objects, 1151-4; see also dlambanapratyaya.
object as condition; see dlambanapratyaya.
observing, 922-3, 925.
obstacles (nivaranas), 192, 226, 255-6,
278-80, 282, 287, 305, 678-81,
811, 834, 839, 851-2, 915-6, 921,
939,962,964,1006,1020,1036-7,
1129,1139,1146,1273,1355.
obtaining, aspects of 111-2, 1115.
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ocean, 454, 857, 918; Great Ocean,
459-60,477.
odors, 60, <3-4,66,84,92-5,99-100,
129, 185, 187-8, 267-7, 302, 315,
370, 393, 396, 440, 654-5, 697-8,
1169-70,1175.
oghas; see floods.
old age, 188, 238-43, 245-6, 248, 259,
401, 404,406-7,412,443,992.
Omniscient One (the Buddha), 1328,
1345.
opposition, 854-5,857-9,861,914,929,
1096-8, 1115-6, 1264-8, 1272,
1354.
organism, 569-70.
organs (dyatanas), 60, 63-5, 67, 72-80,
82-8, 90-1, 93-5, 99, 100, 102,
106-7, 109-12,123-30,158,163-5,
176, 180-8, 190, 205, 219, 231,
276-7, 287, 303, 315, 366, 395-6,
401-4, 406-7, 418, 423-4, 432,
440-1,444-5,492-3,556,561,563,
586,607-8,613,816, 819,1136,
1162-3,1169-70,1175-7,1221,
1244,1257,1277,1314,1324-5,
1327, 1343, 1350,1352; female
organ, 130, 143n., 173, 180, 182,
184; five organs, 92,100-1,104,
113, 153, 155-6, 160, 170, 174-6,
181, 184, 191, 906, 1313-4, 13223; male organ, 130, 143n., 173,
180, 182, 184; objects of organs,
119-22,125,625,650,655,662,
691; sense organs, 153, 160, 284,
847, 914, 1170; seven material
organs, 168, 171, 173, 1221,1314;
sexual organs, 94-5, 154, 156,
158-60, 164, 170-4, 182, 184; six
organs, 83-5, 95, 101, 103, 107-8,
155-6, 158-60, 266, 834, 1322,
1352; see also abhibhvdyatanas\
hearing, organ of; krtsndyatanas;
mental organ; sight, organ of;
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smell, organ of; taste, organ of;
touch, organ of; vital organ.
Origin, Truth of; see Arising, Truth of.
outflowing (nisyanda), 103-5,253-4,
258, 260, 266-7, 287, 289, 294,
569-70,843-4,924,944,965,1108,
1151; see also nisyandaphala.

P
pada\ see phrases.
padakdya, 250, 253.
paddrtha, 221.
Padma, 459.
pain, 160-3,173,1111,1349.
Pancala, King of, 381.
pandakas, 619.
Panini, quoted, 913; references to 658,
949.
paracittajndna\ see Knowledge of the
Mind of Another.
pdrdjika, 616.
parallel cause; see sabhdgahetu.
param at Jvarya (supreme authority),
153.
paramdrthasatya\ see absolute truth.
paramanu\ see atoms.
pardmaria-samyojana (attachment to
esteeming), 835-6.
Paramartha, quoted, 1045-6n.
Paramdrthafunyatdsutra, quoted, 814,
1331.
paramdvasthdvddin; see followers of
the last place.
pdramitds, 693-4.
Paranirmitava£avartins, 365,465-6,
469,472,476,478.
paravijnapana, 592.
Parihanadharmans, 979, 1000-4, 1007,
1015,1017.
parihdni (loss through falling), 938-9.
Parijata, 463.
Parijataka, 463-4.
parijnd (perfect knowledge), 859-68,

895.
parijHdna (perfect consciousness), 320.
parindma\ see transformation.
parindmaduhkhatd, 899.
parinama-viiesa, 211.
Parinirvafia, 422,685,707,1281.
Pariprcchd, quoted, 231.
paripurin, 401.
parish (simd), 684-5.
Parittabhas, 237, 366, 375,469-71.
parittaklefabhumikas, 189,196.
paritydgay 650, 738n.
Parivrajakas, 418.
parks, 463-4.
Parusya,463.
paryavasthanas\ see wrappings of attachment.
past lives; see Knowledge of Former
Abodes.
Pasupatas, 418.
Pasyin (Buddha), 693; see also
VipaSyin.
patamyas, 613-5; see also trangressions.
Path, impure or worldly, 187-80,210-1,
227,863-4,953-5,965,984-6,990,
994-5, 1003, 1014, 1020, 1123,
1125, 1130, 1134; pure or transwordly path, 177,-80, 216, 227,
660, 775, 863, 895, 961, 985-7,
989-90,992,994,1003,1014,1020,
1031,1130,1134; Path of Absorption in the Truths, 184; Path of
Dharma Knowledge, 1040; Path
of the Saints, 211; path as aspect,
1111-2, 1115, 1258; see also 8951040 passim.; Irresistible Path;
Meditation, Path of; Path, Truth
of the; prayogamdrga; Seeing,
Path of.
Path, Noble Eightfold; see Path, Truth
of the.
Path of Deliverance (vimuktimdrga),
111, 179, 227, 855, 859,944,949-
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50, 957, 976, 983, 989-90, 992-3,
996,1013-5,1020-1,1040,1107,
1129-33,1220,1273.
Path of Distinction; see Path of Excellence.
Path of Excellence (viiesamdrga), 855,
858,1015,1020,1040,1107,1129,
1132-3.
Path of Meditation; see Meditation,
Path of.
Path of Seeing; see Seeing, Path of.
Path, Truth of the, 58-61, 82, 89, 96,
157, 201-2, 207, 209, 213-5, 217,
236,267-9,271,278-9,285,321-5,
566, 581, 592, 597-8, 602-3, 615,
634, 683-4, 688, 699, 776, 778,
780, 792-6, 802, 823-4, 833, 836,
839, 853-5, 858, 860, 895-1040
passim., 1091,1094,1111-3,11156,1120,1123,1125,1133-4,11378,1142,1152-3,1218,1220,12545,1258,1260-1,1282.
Patience (ksdnti), 105, 216-7, 268,636,
683,690,693-4,750n., 775,861-2,
864-5, 931-3, 935, 939-40, 943-6,
949-52, 961, 964, 1027, 1039,
105 In., 1087-8,1124.
Patience of Consecutive Knowledge;
see Patiences of Inferential Knowledge.
Patiences of Dharma Knowledge
(dharmajfldnaksdntis), 271,636,
775, 864,943-4,946; of Suffering,
105, 216-7, 268, 271, 290, 295,
300, 324,943,950,1093,1102,
1123-4, of the Path, 866; of Arising, 865-6.
Patiences of Inferential Knowledge
(anvayajnanaksantis), 115,946,
950; of Extinction, 866; of Suffering, 865, 946, 950; of the Path,
866,951,1124; of Arising, 866.
patricide, 679,685-8.
paurusa (virile result), 287-8, 295.
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penitents, 397,615-6.
penetration, 706-7.
penetrations; see nirvedhabhdgiyas.
perception (sdksdtkriyd), 978, 1116-7,
1313-4,1319-22,1339-40.
perfect consciousness; see parijndna.
permanence, 779-81,783, 791,929,
1115,1337; see also eternity.
permanent substance (dharma), 453.
Persians, 644-5.
personality, 779,780,827; sensation of
personality, 840; see also atman,
pudgala, self.
peiin, 262.
Phalguna, 461.
PhMgunasMra, quoted, 1331.
phonemes (aksaras), 250-4.
phrases (pada), 250-1,253-4,1152-4.
physical world (bhdjanaloka); see world.
physical matter; see rupa.
Pi/ocas, 382,489.
pleasure. 81,83,130,155,157-8,160-2,
164, 169-74, 177-80, 192, 426,
465-7,623, 847, 849-50,902-3,
905-8, 915, 1231, 1233, 1240,
1349-50; attachment to pleasure,
see kdmardgdnus'aya; objects of
pleasure, 829, 831-2, 1103; organ
of pleasure, 180-2, 331n., 906.
poetry (kdvya), 707.
positions (irydpatha), 903.
possession; see prdptis.
powers
(balas),262,1023-4,1026-8,
1137-41,1158,1178-80,1196-7n.;
perfection of powers, 1146-7.
prabhava; see apperance.
practices, 639-40, 658, 789; ascetic
practices, 778-9; esteeming of
practices, see silavratapardmar§a.
pradesika (restraining discipline), 604.
Pradhana, 306, 308.
pradhana, 1115.
prahdna; see abandoning.
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prahdnadhdtu (sphere of abandoning),
1037-8.
prahdnamdrga\ see abandoning, path
of.
prahdnaparijna, 859.
Prahasakas, 465.
prajapati, 778-9, 789. prajnd (discrimination), 56-7, 59,87-8,97,114,
117, 130,144n., 189-90, 193-5,
198, 200, 406, 420-1, 425, 662,
694, 799, 853, 912, 921, 926-8,
933,943,947,955,977,984,1016,
1023-5,1028,1035,1087-8,11167,1122,1142,1158,1163-4,1190l n , 1217,1233,1235,1250,1263,
1323; see aslo discernment, intelligence, wisdom.
Prajnapati, quoted, 90, 265-6, 274,
371-2, 395,461-2,659; refered to,
465,484,495.
prajnaptidhanna, 232.
Prajnaptipdda, 1154.
Prajfiaptisdstra, quoted, 104, 235.
prajndskandha (speculative consciousness), 192.
Prajnavimuktas, 1016-8,1020.
prakara, 572.
Prakarana, quoted, 286, 405, 830;
referred to, 63-4, 66, 69, 354-5n.;
see below next three entries.
Prakaranagrantha, quoted, 259, 372,
445.
Prakaranapdda, quoted, 62, 243, 273-4,
790, 1164; refered to 131, 167,
265, 786.
Prakaranapddafastra, 841-2.
Prakrti, 416.
pramddasthdna, 582, 606-7.
prdna (vital breath), 650.
prdndpeta, 598-600.
prdndtipdta (destruction of prdna,
killing), 650.
pranidhijndna, 87, 300, 938.

prdntakoticaturthadhydna, 966.
Prantakotika Dhyana, 165-7, 1151,
1155-6.
prdpti (possession), 68, 106, 112, 188,
206-15,217, 224, 228, 254, 260,
271, 275-6, 278, 285, 291, 293-4,
574, 577, 589-90,619,678, 767-9,
791, 834, 855-6, 933-5, 944, 949,
951,978,986-7,994-5,1036-7,
1105-6,1134.
prdptiprdpti, 218.
prdpya, 791. prasdkhd, 262.
prasrabdbi (var. prasrabdhi, aptitude),
191-3, 1023, 1104, 1231-2, 1234;
see also well-being.
prasrabdhisukha, \2b?>.
Pratapana, 123, 365, 457, 472.
prathamdbhinirvrttas, 374, 501n.
Pratimoksa Discipline, 224, 562, 567,
570,579-81,583-5,587,592-3,
601,607-10,612-7,619,647, 938.
pratipaksa, 572.
pratipannakamarga (path of the candidate), 617.
pratisarhkhyd, 281-2.
pratisamkhyanirodha, 59-61,92,1345n., 207, 212-4, 278-9, 280, 283-4,
290-1, 602, 896,936, 993,1035,
1120,1349; see also disconnecton.
pratisamvids, 87.
pratisthdhetu (supporting cause), 309.
pratisthaphala, 295.
pratiyasamutpdda (dependent origination), 87, 158, 401-19,437-9, 447,
1333.
Pratityasamutapddasutra, 408-9, 418.
pratiyasamutpanna, 241,410-2.
Prativedhanadharmans, 979, 1013.
pratyaksa (direct perception), 220,284.
pratyayas; see conditions.
Pratyekabuddhas, 55, 216-7, 398, 4823, 592,940-1,1016,1023,1032,
1092-3, 1125, 1140, 1169,1177-8,
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1269-70; see also rhinoceros.
pratyudydnay 486.
pravrtti (projecting cause), 568.
prayoga, 1016, 1092-3, 1096-7,
1151,1154-5, 1160,1176, 1226-7,
1249,1279.
prayogamdrga (prepatatory path), 855,
1014-5,1020-1,1040,1129,1131-3.
prayogaphala, 295.
preachers, 700,1167.
precepts, 582, 698, 703, 705, 797, 857,
911,1031-3.
predestination, 450-1.
predomination condition; see adhipatipratyaya.
preman; see affection.
preparatory exercises; see prayoga.
preparatory path; see prayogamdrga.
preparatory stages; see sdmantakas.
Pretas, 365, 371-2, 381, 386, 397, 451,
460, 472-3, 477, 478, 634, 668-9,
679,681,1337.
pride (mdna), 87, 198, 204-5,422, 768,
772-4, 784-9, 827, 835, 840, 844,
846,850,961,1005,1149.
pride-intoxication (mada), 196,199,
204-5, 582, 844, 846, 850.
priti; see joy.
progress, absorption of , 1247-8.
projection, 166, 677-8.
Prthagjanas (ordinary persons, fools),
112-3,164,178,180-1,183-4,207,
209-10, 215-7, 220, 224, 226-7,
229, 377, 417, 419, 446-7, 482,
601, 616, 627-8, 683, 696, 700,
775, 838, 865-6, 937-9, 944, 962,
984, 987, 992,999, 1010,1016,
1056-7n., 1133,1147-8,1157,1279,
1325.
prthiviparpataka, 488, 548n.
pud gala, 1016; refutation of the pudgala, 1313-55,1356-8n.; see also
atman, personality, self.
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Puggalapannatti, 627.
Punyaprasavas, 366, 470.
Purarhdara, 1110.
Purana, 664.
purification, 82, 154-5, 157-8, 285,
638-9,780,786,789,794, 827,1035,
1109,1217,1325.
purifying, 922-3.
purity, 782-3, 794, 833, 929, 1021,
1036, 1227, 1229-30, 1238; internal purity, 1236-8.
Purnasa, Sthavira, 411-2.
Purusa, 306, 308, 399,416,1111.
purusakdra (virile activity), 288, 290-1,
672-6.
purusakdraphala (virile result), 257-8,
266, 288, 291,993.
purvakdlabhava, 390-1.
Purvakathd, quoted, 483.
Purvavideha, 365,455, 461,469-70,
476,478,490,662.
Purvavidehakas, 455, 469.
Pusya, 694.

Q
qualities (gunas), 55,200-1,203-6,226,
234, 269, 300,629-30,698, 704,
785,938-9,956-7,964,978-9,995,
1007-9,1011, 1025,1134, 1146-9,
1156-7,1263,1279,1282,1325,
1347-8; qualities of Arhats, 995,
961,963,966,980,998,1006-8,
1010, 1013; spiritual qualities,
1133,1136,1215.

R
raga; see craving.
Rahula, 1353.
Rajarsi, 236.
Raksasas, 378, 456.
Rama, Bhadanta, 1007.
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rationalists, 662.
RatnaSikhin (Buddha), 663.
Raurava, 365,457,472.
rddhipdda; see supernormal powers.
reason for existence; see karanahetu.
reasoning (anumeya), 187.
rebirth, 154,170-1,175, 383, 393-5,
402, 404, 689, 704, 767, 778-9,
800-1,910,939-40,958-60,962-5,
967-71,973-4,976,987,992,999,
1113-4,1148,1219,1225,1242;
rebirth and action, 627-30; rebirth
in Hell, 388-9, 396-7,439, 689;
also Rebirth, Realms of; transmigration.
Rebirth, Realms of (gatis), 219-21,
224, 365, 371-4, 377-8, 380-3,
390-2, 395-7, 438, 445, 449, 451,
475, 619-20, 622,627-8, 659,666 t
668,681,698,705,920,939-40,
959-60,967,971-2,1138,1142,
1150,1179,1270; bad realms of
rebirth, 112,1162; good realms of
rebith, 679,691,1147; heavenly
realms of rebith, 222,1148; painful realms of rebirth, 472-3, 61920,662,664,679,690, 701, 800-1,
939-40,961-2,1147.
recognition, 1339-40,1342.
re-exixtence (abhinirvrtti), 442,90910,1113-4.
reflection (cintd), 210,269-70, 321-2,
691, 911-2, 926, 926, 936, 942,
1005, 1016,1025,1179,1217; see
also cintamayi.
Refuges, formula of, 592, 598-9,601-3.
regret (kaukrtyai), 196-8, 787-8,842-3,
849,851-3.
reincarnation; see rebirth.
relative truth (samvrtisatya), 910-1,
1108.
Religion, 684,942; see also Buddhism.
religious life; see irdmanya.

remorse, 170,701.
renunciation, 582-3, 596, 605;671,
703-4.
residence, heavenly, 467-8,495.
resistence, 70-1, 77, 82, 85, 90, 104,
259.
resolution, 194-5,227,1023-4,1246,
1339.
respect, 191,193,201-2,619-20,680-1,
697,1146.
result, 170, 258-60, 265-6, 269, 271-9,
290-5, 300-1, 308,406-7,410-2,
416-7,427, 566,617,660, 669-71,
678, 687-8, 696, 703, 705-6, 791,
801, 807, 811, 813-4, 818-9, 848,
851, 859, 861-3, 865, 867-8, 896,
898,947,951,955-6,958,965,
975,978,998,1003,1013,1019,
1138,1146,1151,1167,1170-1,
1175, 1255-6, 1262-4, 1313-4,
1331,1334,1341,1348-9,1351-5;
result of Anagamin, 178-80; result
of Arhat, 177, 322; result of Sakrdagamin, 177-8, 975, 1243; result
of Srotaapanna, 177-8,859,953,
975, 1243; result of causes, 28691; result of religious life, see
framanyaphala; five results, 672-6.
retribution
(vipdka)i92,103-5,165,
197, 222-5, 229-30, 234, 253-4,
258, 260, 270, 273-7, 283, 286-7,
309, 372-4, 377, 383, 394, 397,
438, 569-70, 575, 579,621-6,62937, 678-81, 688-91, 698-701, 706,
730n., 797, 799, 804, 924, 936,
965,1148,1223,1273,1280,13545; retribution and the indriyas,
165-77; see also karmaphala.
retributive cause; see vipakahetu.
retributive result; see vipakaphala.
rhinoceros, 482-3, 941, 1177; see also
Pratyekabuddhas.
Right Action (samyakkarmanta), 561-2,
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566,1024,1030.
Right concentration, 1024.
Right Effort, 1024.
Right knowledge (samyagjndna), 1036,
1087.
Right Livelihood (samyagdjiva), 561-2,
566,1024-5,1030.
Right Mindfulness {samyaksmrti),
562,1024.
Right Speech (samyagvdc), 561-2, 566,
1024,1030.
Right Thoughts, 1024.
Right views; see samyagdrspi.
roots, 81, 92, 99, 113, 645-7, 767, 700;
roots of good, 191, 193, 264, 266,
292-3,323,325,574,596,609,
613, 618, 659, 679, 707,803, 915,
930-1,933,935,939,942,961,
1027,1101-2,1266,1270,1272,
1278; roots of evil, 574,659, 799,
1101; roots of defilements, 833-9,
841; cutting off of the roots of
good, 164,181,183, 210, 292-3,
659-64,689,939,1102; see also
moksabhdgtyas.
fsis, 591',445-7,655.
Rudra, 307.
Rudrayana, 687.
rupa (physical matter), 63, 68-73, 76,
77-9,88-9,102,113,119,122,175,
184-5,187-8,206,214-5,231,252,
259-62, 276-7, 279, 282, 297-8,
305, 367-8, 372-3, 378, 384, 410,
418,422,474,493, 556-7, 559-63,
566, 568-72, 576-7, 620,703, 802,
806, 856, 902, 907, 911, 923-5,
1005, 1038, 1101, 1107, 1141,
1159,1162,1169-70,1175-8,12206, 1257, 1271, 1274, 1276, 12867n., 1303n., 1314,1319-24; see
also Rtipadhatu, rupayatana.
Rtipadhatu, 66, 83, 90, 92-5, 154, 166,
172-3,175-6,180-1,187,202,212,
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215, 228-9, 231, 236-7, 253, 268,
270, 275-6, 365-9, 377, 387, 391,
401, 432, 433-6, 439, 442, 465-7,
469-71,477,487,491, 571-2, 581,
616,618,620,622,635,659-60,
669, 690, 771-2, 774-6, 790, 793,
797, 822-4, 829-30, 840,846, 8613, 867-8, 902, 936, 945, 961, 964,
966,968-70,973-6,979-80,999,
1090, 1096, 1107, 1118, 1121,
1128,1169-70,1177,1222-4,1226,
1234, 1239, 1241, 1247, 1280;
description of Rtipadhatu, 365-6,
types of minds in Rtipadhatu,
310-25.
rupakdya, 601.
rupana, 70.
ruparagaksayapartjndy 861.
rupaskandha, 63, 76, 70, 72, 74, 76-7,
79, 85-7,90,164, 251,1321,1324.
rupaskandhasabhdgatd, 219.
rilpdyatana (visible matter), 63-7,77,
85-6, 100, 102, 105-6, 109-12,
114-20,125-9,255,303,440-1,
556, 561,1274,1278.
Rupyacakravartins, 484, 486; see also
Cakravartins.
rupyate, 560.

s
sabda\ see sound.
sabdadhatu (audible matter), 92.
sabhdga (similarity), 108-11, 115, 123,
262.
sabhdgahetu (parallel cause), 60,104-5,
253, 255, 261-71, 277, 287, 28990, 292-4, 296, 304-5, 308-9, 811,
933,1097,1354.
sabhagatd (genre, genus), 206, 219-21,
254, 367.
Sabhisamskaraparinirvayins, 966-7,
969-70.
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sacetand (sensitive matter), 99.
Sadamattas, 462.
sahabhu (co-existent item), 255, 25961.
sahabhuhetu (co-existent cause), 255,
257-62,264,266,272,277, 292,
296, 304-5, 308-9.
Sahasra Universe, 1177-8.
Saiksas, 114,181, 184, 213, 219, 226-7,
310-1,314,316-9,323-5,585,602,
689, 784, 972, 974, 978, 983-5,
1002-6,1008-10,1013-5,1018-9,
1033-4,1037,1105,1130-3, 1148,
1243; Saiksa dharmas, 675-6,1031;
path of the Saiksas, 1003,1013.
Saila, 381.
Uilpasthdnika, 169, 315-6, 319.
saints, 58,109,162-3,167,179-81,207,
211, 216, 220, 227, 293, 314, 3868, 566, 602, 628-9, 689, 778, 868,
896, 1041 passim., 1091, 1105,
1132,1275,1327,1327,1355.
sakalabandhana-ddiksanasthas, 207.
Sakara, 463,973,1110.
Sakrdagamins, 177-8, 631, 953-5, 958,
961, 963-5, 972-5, 985, 994-5,
1243.
sdksdtkriyd; see perception.
Sakya (clan), 382.
Sakyamuni, 685,692-3; see also Blessed
One, Buddha, Gautama.
Sakyans, 606.
salvation, 1167; aspects of 1111-2,
1115.
samadhi, 87, 189-90, 194-5, 204, 562,
570. 597-8, 705, 853, 922, 925,
1024-6,1028,1081-2n., 1104,1107,
1137, 1146, 1168, 1216-8, 122930,1233-4,1237,1296-9m.; Three
Samadhis, 1148, 1256-62; see also
absorption.
Samadhi Absence of Contention, 87,
631,1148-52,1155-7,1202n., 1275.

sdmagriphala, 295.
samdhita, 369,588,705; see also absorption.
sdmantakas (preparatory stages), 642,
862-3, 902-1,988-9,1030,1068n.,
1133,1220,1252-6,1261-2,12678,1273.
samantarapratyaya (immediately antecedent condition), 124,264-5,277,
296-302, 304-6.
sdmanya; see sameness.
samdpatti; see absorption.
samdpatticitta (mind-in-absorption),
230, 232.
samdpattydvarana (obstacles to absorption), 226.
samaropa (var. samdropikd; erroneous
attribution), 778, 782.
/amatha; see calmness.
samvdyikarna (material cause), 491.
Samayavimukta, 269,1017,1020,1091,
1124,1133,1250.
sambhavaisin, 441-2.
Sambuddha, 398.
Samcetaniyasutra, 639samdhicitta (initial mind), 372.
sameness {sdmanya), 219, 221.
Samghabhadra, quoted, 148-9n., 884-5.,
891n., 1286-7n.
Samghata, 365, 457, 472.
samghdtaparamanw, see molecules.
Samgitiparyaya, quoted, 443; refered
to, 445.
samgraha, 76.
samgrah avastus, 76.
Sarhjlva, 365, 456-7, 472.
samjnd; see ideas.
samjnagata, 387.
samjndkarana, 423.
samjnana; see motion.
samjndskandha, 73.
saihjndveditanirodhasamdpatti (Absorption of the Extinction of Ideas
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and Sensations), 230-1,1271,1273.
samjndviparyasa (error of ideas), 782-4.
Safhkhyas, 453, 778, 780, 810,1331,
1344.
samprajndnam, 1130.
samprakhydna (discernment, knowledge), 421.
samprayoga, 856.
samprayuktahetu (associated cause),
225, 264, 266, 272-3, 277, 287-8,
292, 296, 304.
samprayuktas, 91,112, 205, 218.
samprayuktasamskdras, 73.
samsdra, 159, 307, 409, 574-5, 707,
1334-5,1337.
samskdraduhkhatd, 899.
samskdras, 73, 83, 112, 167, 184, 188,
206, 211, 234-5, 241, 243, 250-1,
253, 296, 299-300, 306, 322, 372,
378-9, 401-2, 404, 406-7, 409,
412-3, 415-7, 420, 422, 481, 593,
682, 802, 899-900, 904-5, 909,
1101,1115,1119,1144,1222-3,
1225,1325,1341-2,1347-8; ayuhsamskdras, 165,167; cittaviprayukta
samskdras, 160,184, 206\jivita
samskdras, 167.
samskdraskandha, l'b-A, 81-2, 86-7,
206,841.
samskrtalaksanas, 106, 188, 241-2,
1112, 1257.
samskrtas; see dharmas.
sdmtdnasabhdgikas, 299.
samudaya\ see arising.
samutpdda, 410-2; see also pratiyasamutpdda.
samutpanna, 410-2; see also pratityasamutpanna.
samutthdna, 576.
samutthdpaka (cause of the origin),
609,645.
samvara\ see discipline.
samvartakalpa (kalpa of disappearance),
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475-77.
samvrtisatya; see relative truth.
samyagdjiva; see Right Livelihood.
samyagdrsti (Right Views), 324, 562,
597-8, 601, 603, 665-6, 705, 794,
923,972,991,1027,1036,1087-8.
samyagjndna; see Right Knowledge.
samyagvydydma, 562.
samyakkaramdnta\ see Right Action.
samyakpradhdnas; see exertions.
samyagvdc; see Right Speech.
samyakprahdnas (right abandonings),
896.
samyaksamddhi, 562.
Samyaksambodhi, 485.
Samyaksambuddha, 802,1092, 1336.
samyaksamkalpa, 562.
samyaksmrti; see Right Mindfulness.
samyaktvaniyama (absolute good), 321,
944,1243.
samyojanas (connections), 42-1, 830,
835-40, 886n.
Samyukta (Samyuktdgama), quoted, 73,
77, (140n), 100-1, 116, 282, 285,
368-70,422, (519n.), 443 (525n.),
561, 8i8, (882n.), 834-5, (885n.),
928, 959 (1061n.), 1035 (10845n,), 1321 (136ln.), 1327 (1366n.);
refered to, 429-30, 521-2n., 625,
967,1035,1037 (1085n.).
Samyuktdgama, quoted 186,292; refered
to, 1281.
Samyutta, quoted, 103, 620, 928, 1327
(1366n.); refered to, 87,625.
sandhas, 619.
Sangha (var: Sarhgha), 165, 167, 490,
592, 601-2, 630-1, 647,689-90,
1031-3; schism in the Sangha,
681-5, 688.
Sarighanusmrti, 704.
santanirodha (calm of extinction), 378.
sapratigha, 91-2, 115.
Saptabhavasiltra, quoted, 372 (500n.),
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386 (506n.); refered to, 373.
Saptakrtaparamah (var: Saptakrtvah
parama), 958,962.
SaptasUryavydkarana, 516.
Sariputra, 229,236-7, 368-9, 372-3,
485,1139.
Sarva, 419 (5lSn).
sarvanvayajndnapaksa, YZ*)!.
Sarvarthasiddha (Bodhisattva), 446.
sarvasamyojanaparydddnaparijfid, 861,
867.
Sarvastivadin-Vaibhasikas, 207.
Sarvastivadins, 167, 192, 207-11, 216,
221, 232, 241, 243, 245, 248-9,
251-3, 260-1, 278-80, 282-5, 295,
373,411-2,424,558-9,565-6,770,
807-8, 812-5, 818-9, 881n., 1126,
1217,1237.
sarvatragahetu (universal cause), 104,
255, 261, 273-4, 277, 287, 289-90,
292, 296, 304, 791,865.
sdsrava, 660, 863,895.
Sastras, 429,969.
Sathas, 455.
idthya\ see hypocrisy.
satisfaction {saumanasya), 83,130,155,
158,161,164,169-71,173-4,1779, 181-2, 768, 847-50, 906, 1005,
1143, 1232, 1237-40, 1255, 1265,
1267,1271.
satkdyadrsti (belief in a self), 197-8,
259, 265, 274, 354-5n., 673-4,
772-3, 777, 781,785, 789-91, 795,
797-9,826-7,836,838-9,929,994,
1004, 1088, 1109-10, 1327, 1338,
1349-50,1355; see also dtmavddopdddna.
$atpranakopamasutra, 1322-3.
§atsatkasutra, quoted, 770.
sattvdkhya; see beings, living.
sattvasabhdgatd, 219-20.
sattvasamvartani, All.
satydbhisamaya; see comprehension

(of the Truths).
satydkdrapravrtta
(aspects of the
Truths), 990.
saumanasya; see satisfaction.
Sautrantikas, 65,79,118,155,157,166,
186-7,191-2,203-4,207-9,217,
220-1, 230, 232-4, 239, 241, 247,
251, 260-1, 279-83, 285-6, 300,
367,376,411-2,420-1,424,427-8,
556, 558, 560, 562, 564-5, 577,
593-4, 597, 599, 611-2, 614, 626,
658, 677, 770, 806, 810, 812, 814,
818,978,1006-7,1102,1116,1126,
1216-7,1236-7.
schism, 679,681-5,688-90.
School, 65, 89,123,153,189, 215,220,
227, 236, 239, 694, 771, 798, 828,
831, 833, 848, 857, 921, 926, 942,
993, 1154, 1221, 1229, 1263; see
also Vibhdsd; School of the Mahasamghikas, 281; of the Sammitiyas,
247; of the Varsaganyas, 818; of
the Vibhajyavadins, 783.
scripture, 67, 108, 116, 123, 237, 241,
383, 386, 388, 396, 419,421, 490,
559-60,606,626, 706,800,807,
814, 819, 902, 952,1006,1008,
1016,1235,1328.
sea, outer, 454-5.
seeds, 210-2, 256, 277, 283, 293, 491,
703,703,770-1,909,1352-5.
Seeing, path of, 60,105, 111-3,157,
162, 173-4, 178, 181-2, 184, 209,
213, 216, 263, 268, 273-4, 575-80,
619,631-2,636-7,661,676,772-6,
780, 783, 786, 789, 793, 804-5,
820-1,828,839,845-6,854,860-1,
863,865-8,895-6,911-2,923,933,
935-6, 938-40, 947-8, 950-4, 956,
959,985,994-9,1004,1010,10178, 1020, 1026-9, 1039-40, 1041n.,
1060n, 1087-8,1090,1092-3,1097,
1107,1109,1123-8,1131,1133,
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1150, 1330, 1340; Seeing of Arising, 673, 773,778-80,789,821,
825,853-4,860; Seeing of Extinction, 773, 780, 822-5, 853-4, 860;
Seeing of Suffering, 60, 290, 6734,773-4,779,789,795,820-2^829,
839,853-4,860,865; Seeing of the
path, 773, 780, 823-4, 839, 853-4,
860.
self, 108, 259, 776-7, 781-3, 795, 910,
925,1005,1110,1113,1115,1122,
1327; belief in a self, see satkdyadrspi; idea of a self, see ahathkdrvastu and dtmadrsti; see atman,
personality, pudgala.
semen, 381-2, 385, 395-6.
sensation (vedand), 61, 72-4, 78, 81-3,
86, 101, 104, 106, 124, 130, 161,
168, 170-2, 178, 183-4, 189, 195,
230-1, 242, 248-9, 272, 276, 280,
282,298-9,302,372,378-9,401-2,
404,406-9,417-8,422,426-30,
447, 622-4, 632-3, 670, 678, 783,
791, 795, 802, 804, 815-6, 836,
840, 848-50, 899,901,905-8,911,
925-6,928,1101,1119,1162,12225,1232,1239-40,1253,1273,13234,1349-50,1352; agreeable sensation, 160-2, 173, 624-5, 655, 7701,824-5,847,850,899,901-8,921,
1005,1231,1233-4,1237; bodily
sensation, 160-2,191,194,432,
632, 1232-4; disagreeable sensation, 160-2,172, 840,899,902;
five sensations, 155,157-9,847,
906; mental sensation, 160-2,191,
431,632-3,1233,1237; painful
sensation, 160-4, 173, 921, 1005,
1323; organs of sensation, 182-3;
see also individual sensations, i.e;
dissatisfaction, equanimity, indifference, pleasure, satisfaction.
sense consciousness, 74,99-101,109-
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10,129,131,153.
sensualists, 262.
separation, 859-8,913,965,1009,1220,
1223,1238.
sermons, 707,997.
service, 1145; perfection of 1146-7.
sex (gender), 173,175-6,219,395,397,
603-4, 667, 1264; illicit sexuality,
582-3,646,648,651-2,660; see
also organs, sexual.
shape (samsthdna),
64-7,69,86,99,
552,556-8,917-8,920,1159,1162,
1175,1178,1264,1320-2.
Siddhanta, 791.
sight, 60, 63,/997; consciousness of
sight, see visual consciousness;
divine sight, 392,395,1133,1157,
1160,1162-4,1176-8,1262; organ
of sight, 64, 71-3, 75-7, 83-5,
100-1,106-7,109-10,113-20,12230, 153, 158-9, 171-2, 176, 180-1,
183, 185, 261, 272, 295, 303, 315,
427-8,807,1322; see also eye.
Sikhandin, 687.
Siksamana (probationer), 581, 592,
714-15n.
Hksas, 987-9,983-4.
i%la\ see morality.
Sila, 1325.
iilaskandhikd, 672.
fflavratapardmarfa, 198, 375, 377,483,
772-3, 776, 778-80, 782,789, 791,
793-4, 827, 832, 836-7, 838-9,
1109.
filavratopdddna, 418,829, 832.
silence, 638-9.
Silent One, 638.
similiar cause; see sabhdgahetu.
Sindhu (River), 456.
Sita (River), 456.
Sitas, 454.
sitting (dsana), 227,941.
skandhas, 56, 61-3, 72-83, 86-8, 167-8,
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211, 219-20,223, 225, 228,234,
262, 275-6, 294, 345n., 366, 373,
377-80,383,386,388,391,395,
399-405,411-2,418-9,422-3,438,
479, 565, 601-2, 607-8, 648, 650,
696, 707, 777, 801, 804, 827, 852,
902, 909, 933, 936,1035,1091,
1101, 1111, 1128, 1215-6, 121920, 1223, 1272, 1278, 1313-8,
1320-1,1324-5,1327-8,1330-4,
1337-8,1341,1349-51.
skeletons, 918-9.
smell, 63-4, 88, 102, 105, 1110-1, 125,
154, 187, 653-4, 906-7,911,1319,
1347-8; consciousness of smell,
67, 98,129, 302,1318-9; organ of
smell, 76-7, 83-5,93-5, 118-20,
122-3,126,128-30,153,180,1175,
1322; see also nose.
smrti; see mindfulness.
smrtyupasthanas; see foundations of
mindfulness.
Sodayin, 592.
solidity, 99-100.
soul, 904,1115,1313-4, 1326-7; see
also atman, pudgala.
sabdayatna; see hearing, organ of.
sound (fabda), 60,63-5,92,93,98,102,
104,110-1,120-2,126,128,185-7,
251-3, 283, 302, 315, 428, 444,
491, 572-3, 817,1155,1162,1169,
1175,1177,1257,1321-2,1343;
vocal sound, 251-2, 559.
South, 370.
space (dkdfa), 59, 83, 88-9,101,207,
280, 575, 858,1226,1275,1277.
sparfdyatanaSy 197.
speech, 62,203,552,575,639-41,1025,
1152-3, 1173-4, 1351; transgressions of speech, 605,647-8,655-6,
669; see also Right Speech, Wrong
Speech.
spheres, 81, 91, 130, 172-6, 182, 189,

199-200, 202, 212, 215, 219, 221,
223, 227, 229-30, 233, 253-4, 2668,274, 300,310-1,314,319,323-4,
444, 568-9, 571-2, 620, 627-8,
659-60,668,680, 767, 774, 779,
790, 792, 795-6, 822-3, 830, 832,
840, 849, 853, 855, 860-1, 864-8,
909, 914, 920-1, 925, 932, 936-7,
949, 954, 956, 963-5, 973-4, 979,
982, 985-6,988-90,993,996,998,
1002,1014-5,1022,1029-30,1037,
1039,1091,1093,1096-8,1107,
1117-9,1122,1127,1129,1132,
1134,1138-9,1141-2,1144,114953, 1156, 1158, 1160, 1163-4,
1171-3,1220,1222,1224-5, 1236,
1240-55, 1258,1261-2,1267-8,
1273-6,1278,1280,1322-3; see
also bhumis.
fraddhd; see faith.
Sradhadimuktas, 269,473,954-5,1000,
1010,1013,1016-7,1019,1091.
Sraddhanusarins, 269, 473, 952-6,
1016-8.
Sramana, 680, 992.
Sramanera (novice), 581-3, 599-600,
609,665, 714-5n.
irdmanya (religious life), 859,992-5,
998.
iramanyaphala (results of the religious
life), 177, 951, 992-5, 1158, 1281,
1349.
Sravakas, 55, 216-7,482-3, 564, 783,
802,806, 818,940-1,947,1009,
1012, 1015, 1023, 1033, 1053-4n.,
1093,1125,1143-4,1148,1169,
1177-8,1233,1269.
Srilabha, Bhadanta, 93,186,424,428-9.
Srotaapannas, 177-9,447, 629, 783,
838-9, 859, 953-5, 958-63, 965,
969,972-5,985,1004,1243.
srotrdbhijrid (supernormal hearing),
214.
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§ruta\ see hearing.
srutamaya, 322.
s rut am ay i (wisdom of the teaching),
912-3, 1122.
stability, 1229-30.
stages; see bhumis.
stains, 634-5.
stars, 64, 255,460-2.
stealing, 582-3,641,645-6,648,651,
667,669-70, 689, 701, 787.
sthdndsthdna, 1137.
Sthitakampyas, 979, 1000, 1002, 1994,
1007.
sthiti\ see duration.
sthitihetu (cause of duration), 309.
sthitis (abodes), 378-80.
sthityanayathdtva (duration-modifica
tion), 238-9.
stilling; see calmness,
striking, 89-01.
Stupas, 588-9,651,689-90.
stydna; see torpor.
subhd, 295.
Subhakrstanas, 366, 376-7, 470, 495.
substance (dravya), 65,185-8, 206-7,
221, 266, 303, 453, 491-4, 567,
1230,1316,1338,1348-9.
substantial entities, 280,437-8,770,
813, 1023, 1032, 1313-4,1329-30,
1342.
SudarSana, Mountain, 452; city, 463.
SudarSanas, 366, 467.
Suddhavasas (also: Suddhavasikas).
366, 378,495,968-9,976-7,1160.
Sudharma, 463-4.
iuddhidrsti, 789.
Sudras, 386.
SudrSas, 366.
suffering, 63, 73, 167, 172-3, 201,
281-6, 307, 419, 426, 621, 670,
698, 779-80, 797, 802, 826-7, 841,
896-909, 921,929-30,932,936,
945, 947-8, 959, 962, 967, 981,
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999, 1002-3n., 1112-6, 1143-5,
1147, 1149, 1179, 1237, 1239,
1260,1270,1274-5,1324,1337,
1350; aspects of suffering, 1110-1,
1115, 1257-9; faculty of suffering,
160; suffering of Kamadhatu,
932-3,943,945-6,960,973; see
also Suffering, Truth of.
Suffering, Truth of, 76,201-2,265,274,
777, 779, 783, 793-5, 802, 820-2,
825-6,836,839,853-4,860,864-5,
896, 898, 908, 935, 946, 948, 997,
1039, 1089-90, 1127, 1257-8,
1274-5; Seeing of the Truth of
Suffeiing, see Seeing, Path of.
sukha; see happiness, pleasure.
sukhopattis, 237.
Summits (murdhan), 690, 930-2, 9345,939-40,1027.
sun, 64, 255-6, 460-2,468-9.
Sundarananda, 242.
Sunetra, 1337-8.
sunyata; see emptiness.
Supernormal Knowledge, 1129-30,
1132,1148-9,1157-67,1170,1175,
1178, 1180,1262.
Supernormal powers (rddhipdda), 1656, 168, 776, 1022-8, 1081-2n.,
1157, 1160, 1162, 1166, 1168,
1176, 1178-80,1205-6n, 1275.
support (ds'raya), 158-9, 206, 265-6,
272-3, 285, 301, 303, 444, 448,
566, 572, 577, 602, 847, 912, 929,
1004-5,1117-8,1134, 1138, 1144,
1163, 1171, 1215, 1226, 1250,
1279,1326,1342,1347-8,1350,
1352.
Supreme Worldly Dharmas, 301, 933,
935-7,943-4,949,1027.
Sutra of Man, quoted, 1324; refered to,
1329.
Sutra of the Five Nivaranas, 657.
Sutra of the Saptasatpurusagati, 973.
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Sutra of the Seven Existence', see SaptabhavasMra.
Sutra of the Seven Satpurusagatis, 387,
973.
Sutra of the Six Hexades, quoted, 424.
Sutra of the Three Characteristics, 244.
Sutra of the Twelve Parts, 405.
Sutra of the Viparydsas, 781.
Sutra of Mara, 388-9.
sutras, 86-7, 370,372, 391,620,706,
819, 948, 952, 1008, 1281, 1324, 1326,
1362-4n.
Sutra of the Sugata (=the Buddhist
Sutras), 816.
Suvarnacakravartins, 484,486; see also
Cakravartins.
svalaksanamanaskdra, 320.
Svayarhbhus, 398.
syllables, 652,1152-4.

T
Tamracakravartins; 484,486-7; see
also Cakravartins.
tandrt, 851.
tangibles (tangibles things), 60, 63-4,
67, 92-3, 99-100, 102, 105, 110-1,
126, 129, 154, 185, 188, 276-7,
280, 302, 315,654-5,917,1141,
1169-70, 1175, 1234, 1278, 13167,1319.
Tapana Hell, 365,457,472.
taste, 60, 63-4, 66, 83, 88, 92, 99-100,
102, 105, 110-1,125, 154, 185,
187-8,276-7,315,370,393,487-9,
654-5,697-8,906-7,1169,1175,
1347-8,1351; consciousness of
taste, 67,98,129,1318-9; organ of
taste, 67, 84-5, 93-5, 118-20, 1223, 126, 128, 130, 153, 180, 1322;
see also tongue.
Tathagatas, 226,412,484,486, 564,
679, 681, 683, 687-8, 690, 693-4,

804,1146-8,1324,1335-6,1338,
1355.
tatksanasamutthana, 576.
tatsabhdga, 108-11,123, 1177.
teaching, 322,706,896,911,1166-7,
1280-1, 1313, 1354-5; wisdom of
teachings, see irutamayi.
teeth, 99,160.
terraces (parisandds),462.
Theist, 306-7.
thirst (desire, tfsnd), 66,95,187,282-3,
285,403,406,445, 789-90,843,
909, 916, 1028, 1228, 1251, 1329,
1337; see also bhavastrsnd; craving; desire; trsndvicaritas, tfsnottaradhydyin-, vibhavatrsnd.
Thirty-three Gods; see Trayastrimsas.
thought, 782-4,913,975-8,1028,1030,
1187n., 1324.
Three Jewels, 421,629,961, var. Three
Precious Ones, 191.
T h r e e R e f u g e s ; see R e f u g e s ,
Formula of.
Three Vehicles, 1281.
time (kdla), 206, 592-4, 820, 857; measures of time, 474-5; time periods,
272, 277-8, 805-6, 808-16, 819,
1328.
Tirthikas (non-Budhists), 798.
tongue, 74,85,94,123,277,1318-9.
torpor (stydna), 193-5, 830, 842-3,
845-7,850-3,1103-4.
touch, 63, 125, 129-30, 187, 302, 654,
698,1347; consciousness of touch,
67, 98, 115, 129, 276-7, 302, 849,
1233-4, 1322; organ of touch, 64,
67, 83-5, 94, 99-100, 102, 116,
118-20,122-3,126,128-30,153-4,
156,174-6,180-3,185,449.
traces (vasanas), 1139, 1143, 1146,
1225,1348.
tranquility, 225,1250; the Tranquil,
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1257.
transformation (parinama), 453,810,
899-900,904-5,908,913,1331,
1344-5, 1353; cause of transformation, see vikdrahetu.
transgressions, 170,200-1, 567, 582,
584-5, 590, 605-8, 619-20,646,
648-50,658,666,962,972,992;
mortal (anantarya) transgressions,
154, 450-1, 663-4, 679-90, 7489n., 939; patamya transgressions,
613-5.
transitional absorption (vyutkrdntakasamdpatti), 1248-9.
transmigration, 55-6, 58, 81, 83, 159,
218, 220, 611-2, 834-5, 957, 960,
963,968,992,1012,1114,1147,
1334-5.
Trayastrirhsas, 365,463-9,471-2.
Treatise; see Jnanaprasthana.
Trisahasra Universe, 485-6,1177-8.
trsnd; see thirst.
trsndvicaritas (modes of thirst), 282-3,
1114.
trmottaradhydyin (absorption of desire),
800.
Truths, Four Noble, 59,73,87, 111,
163, 177-8, 183-4, 191, 255-6,
283-4,311,320,322,354-5n., 372,
421, 600, 603, 614, 660, 784, 826,
837,852,867,896-8,910-2,930-1,
934, 946, 951-3, 984, 990, 996-7,
1004, 1021, 1029, 1031-2, 10412n., 1090,1094,1097,1099,1110,
1124-8,1282,1325,1330; Meditation of the Four Noble Truths,
157, 162-3, 178-9, 631, 651, 865;
aspects of the Truths, 1111-2,
1115-6; see also Arising, Truths
of; comprehension; Extinction,
Truth of; Path, Truth of the;
Seeing, Path; Suffering, Truth of.
Tusjta Heaven, 473.
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Tusitas, 365,465,469.

U
Ubhayatobhagavimuktas, 1016-8,1020.
ucchedadrspi (view of annihilation),
782, 788,797.
Uddnas, 58.
Uddnavarga, 58.
Uddyisutra, quoted, 228-9.
Uktika, 1335.
unamdna, 784-6.
unconscious being; see Asamjnisattvas.
undisciplkie, 580, 587-8, 590, 594-5,
608-12,617-8,618-20,668,680.
unhappiness, 851,1266.
Unhindered Knowledges, 1148, 11515,1157,1203n.
Uninterrupted Path; see Irresistable
Path,
universal cause; see sarvatragahetu.
universes (lokadhdtus), 370-1,468-9,
485-6,1177-8.
Upacaru, 381.
upadanas (clingings), 829, 832-5.
updddnaskandhas, 63, 73, 76, 82, 443,
777, 781, 785, 789, 806, 898, 908,
1004,1113.
Upadhyaya, 309,647.
Upagupta, Sthavira, 226.
upakle/as; see defilements.
Upali, 606.
Updlisiitra, 606.
Upananda, 473.
upanidbydna, 1217-8.
upapadhyparinirvdyin, 386-8.
Upapadyas, 387.
Upapadyaparinirvayins, 966,969-70,
972,980.
upapatipratilambhika, 322.
upapatti\ see birth.
upapattibbava, 391,442.
UpaSaila, 381.
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Upasakas (pious laymen), 219, 581-3,
598-601,603-5,609,665,719-21n.
Upasika, 581.
upastambhahetu (maintaining cause),
309.
Upavasastha, 581-4, 609.
upavicdras, 431-7.
upeksd; see equanimity; indifference.
urdhvabhagiyas, 961.
Urdhvasrotas, 960,966-73,980,999.
usmagatas, 923; see also heat.
Utpala Hell, 459.
utsodas, 456-8.
utsutra, 908,1044n.
Uttara, 236.
Uttarakuru, 222, 236, 365,455, 461,
469-70,473,478,619,657,662,
667-8, 679-81, 920,1018; see also
Kurus.
Uttaramantrins. 455.

v
vdc\ see voice.
VaglSa, 784.
vdha, 473.
VaibhasikadeSlya, 94.
Vaibhasikas, 58, 62, 65-8, 71, 77-9,
94-5,97,109,115-8,120-1,155,
157,168-9,187-8,192,203-4,207,
211-2, 220-1, 223, 227-8, 230-1,
233-5,238,244-5,249,259,264-7,
273, 284, 286, 301, 322, 374, 376,
379, 394, 419,427-31,436,441-2,
445-6, 465, 552, 554, 556-7, 560,
562, 564, 566-7, 570, 572-3, 575,
579, 592-3, 597, 600, 602, 604,
610-2, 614, 626, 638-9, 643-4,
654-5, 660-1, 680, 706, 769, 776,
778-81, 783-4, 790, 799,801, 806,
816-7, 819, 821, 830, 842, 862,
912, 927-8,933,940, 959-60, 967,
973-5,978,997,1006,1009-10,

1024-7, 1100,1102-4, 1110, 1127,
1136, 1151,1168, 1216-7, 1232-5,
1265,1282,1310-ln.
Vaijayanta, 463.
VaiSesikas, 221, 248,491-4, 555,134852.
Vaisaravana 694.
Vaisyas, 386.
VaitaranI, River, 458; see also utsodas.
Vajrapanis, 463.
vajropamasamddhiy 301,455,689, 694,
758n., 922,981-3,1036-7,1091,
1134,1262-3.
Vaksu River, 465.
vdkya\ see discourse.
Varsaganyas, 818.
Vasubandhu, quoted, 121; refered to,
389,554,1106,1340-1.
Vasudeva, 306.
Vasumitra, 121, 231-2, 298, 394, 30910; quoted, 889-90n.
Vatsa, 1334.
Vatsagotra, 1333.
Vatsagotrdsutra, quoted, 1336-7.
Vatsiputriyas, 112,117, 553,818,131422, 1324-30, 1332-3, 1335-8,
1340-1.
Vatslputrlyas-Sarhmitlyas, 558.
vedand\ see sensation.
vedanaskandha, 72.
Vedas, 646.
veneration, 200-2.
Vibhajyavadins, 387, 808,875n.
Vibbanga, quoted, 418.
Vibhdsd, 293, 321,386-7,394,644,648,
1242; in this work, Louis de La
Vallee Poussin includes a large
number of passages translated
from the Vibhdsd. These passages,
based on their location in the
Taisho Canon (TD) are as
follows:
7c3
p. 164
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8b3
12al3
18c28
22a2
33b4
33cl7
34a28
35al2
36a20
37al2
38a7
38al9
43a2
43all
43b6
50a22
50c5
51bl
52a8
52al2
52a21
53al9
53b3
53bl4
53b25

61c
63bl4
63c22
65cl2
71c5-72a29
73b6
74a20
75b20
75b29-c2
76al5
79a26
81b9
87a2
89al2
89bl3

89c
93a
93a4

164
1055a, 1056a
1192n.
531a
1053a
1052a
764n.

942
1005
1365n.
1366n.
1370a
1190n.
1366n.
1305a

301
298-9

301
361n.
362n.
298, 361n.

321
322
322
322
147a
148n.

71
67
352a

155
62
879a
879a

803
360a
355a

264
270
360a

693
791
791

94a5
97c7
98a7
98all
109al8
114b2
119a2
120a29
132bl
133a5
134bll
135al5
135a27
138a9
138b9
138c26
147a6
147b7
151a8
151al5
155a8
164cl6
165b6
I67cl3
175al2-18
177al6
177a27
177b8
177c21
178a24
180al7
183b5
183c8
183cl6
184bl7
198al5
200b2
200cl9
201b7
205bl3
206cll
2l4al7
217al2
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877a
357a

277
677, 747a

108
890a
512a
512a

924
1049a

921
922, 1049a

923
219
876a
876-7a
1034
1062a

201
339a
1198a
60-1

940
1063a
892a
722a

602
602
723a
723a

200
660
661
750a

660
350a

108
240
239
1048a
1048a
1047a
1050a
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217c6
219b3
219b7
220a22
220b2
223b6
229c29-230b3
231al3
231b20
232b9
236bl£
240cll
245b28
248a22
250cl9
252b25
255a21
255cl3
257a3
258c21
259c8-260a9
263a6
265al3
267a28
269bl0
273c21
279a21
284a4
288b5
298b-c
312b9
313bl5
315bll
3l6a4
3l6b28
318bll
319cl3
320a22
321a21
322al5
324b6
336c28
352al4

912
339n.
144n.

195
336n.

204
715.

586
1056-7n.

216
885n.
1061n.

826
883n.
889n.
838,886n.
874n.
1372n.
884n.

837
878n.

621
954
1041n.
339n.

856
1061n.

833
286
286
1075n.
883n.
1003
1074n.
1073n.
1076n.
1002
1004

862
861
868
1069n.

940

352al7
352bl8-366al
368a21
368bl3
380al8
383c24
384al8
385bl8
387a9
388b5
388bl9
389a8
390al
391c6
391c7
394bl9
394c5
396al0
396bl8
397a26
399a23
401c27
402cl0
402cl7
403a4
404bll
405a27
406b9
407c9
408c9
408c25
4llal8
411a27
412a26
420a28
420b8
423a2
424cl5
425cl3
427bl4
427c
431b6
431bl5

941
505-6n.
146n.
146n.

121
I45n.

80
82
62
89
142-3n.

89
70
90
143-4n.
882-3n.
881n.
881n.
881n.
895,1041-2n.
1043n.
1042n.
1043n.
1044n.
1044n.
897,1041n.
1057-8n.

859
78
1187n.
1189n.

997
856
1289n.

912
1301n.
1049n.
1372n.

706
1302n.
1264
1285n.
1286n.
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432c3
434cl
440bl7
444c21
449al6
449a25
452c20
464b8
465cll
489bl4
489cl9
495c23
496a23
496bl8
497a4
497bl6
509a22
515al8
515c7
518c25
525bl5
533a22
533a24
536c8
538a27
543a27
583bl2
585b27
586a8
589al8-21
590al
590c5
584al5
596a23
596bl3
598a24
601a2-7
601c6
602c5-13
605cl4
605cl6
608a20
608b20

1287n.
1304n.
1307n.
878n.
821,136ln.
883n.

824
956,1060n.
1059n.
147n.

117
572
1081n.
1080n.
1082n.
1029
497-8n.
1183n.
1093,1183n.
1207n.
1054n.
1057n.
1058n.
875n.
1298n.
1298n.
735n.

465
576
671
637
637
730n.
729n.

623
742n.

680
750n.

684
671, 746n.
735n.

609
611

608cll
6l0a5
6l0a6
610c22
6l5c4
6l7a3
617al8
617b23-25
617c25
6l9al5
619cl9023
621bl5
623bl9
630bl5
645cl9
646cl0
647b23
647b29
648cl9
648c29
657c5
657cl0
611al6
66lcl4
662a8
663all
663a26
663cl2
674al
676a26
676c25
678a26
681al7
683a24
683c24
684a2
684all
692bl9
700b23
702b21
707b6
708al4
714a7
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616
714n.

578
577-8

624
643
565
687
655
349n.

686
752-3n.

610
295
598
715n.
719n.

595
620
596
329n.
329n.
363n.
145n., 1369n.
1048n.

69
68
65
445
445
445
446
69
120
148-9n.

121
121
495
542n.

306
376
377
I46n.
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719cl3
723b29-c6
726bl6
726c4
728a28
730a29
730b26
731b5
731bll
731bl2
731b23
732b27
741alO
746cl
767b5-ll
771a7
772a29
774a7
774al4
777bl8
779a28
779c4
780bl0
780b26
782a22
782c27
784b5
784c8
814a23
819bl0
821c2
821cl4
822cl4
863all
866al5
866a21
868a6
871all
866c22
887c5
895al6
897b24
897b26

1295n.
569
1026
1027
1205n.
153
I45n., 1369n.
154
1365n.
154
154
167
713n.
93
183
347n.
236-7
347n.
1304n.
230
1307n.
445
227
226
347n.
631
222
222
1238
1302n.
1296n.
1293n.
1293n.
510-ln.
535n.
459
531n.
I44n.
753-4n.
754n.
1054n.
1202-3n.
361n.

898b2
1202n.
904a25
1204n.
911c5
1070n.
912c4
1070n.
937al8
926
950a24
1185n.
950c8
1101,1185n.
950c29
1185n.
983bl3
362n.
984c21
7l6-7n.
985a22
286
988al4
1368n.
1002b6
1370n.
vibhava\ see non-existence.
vibhavatrsnd
( t h i r s t for n o n existence), 787-8,876-7n.
vicdra, 96-7,193,196-9, 202-4, 298,
339-40n., 572,576, 580,632,1030,
1173,1218-9, 1229,1231,1235-6,
1239-40,1255-6.
vice, 184, 255, 494-5, 563, 956-7, 983,
991,1009.
vicikitsd\ see doubt.
Videha; see Purvavideha.
Videhas; see Purvavidehakas.
Vidura, 388.
vidydy 419, 422, 425, 577; see also
knowledge.
views (drtfi), 113-4,198,418,420-1,
575, 577, 579-80, 639-40, 799,
804, 828, 832, 835-7, 844, 848,
955, 1088, 1095, 1115-6, 1250,
1326; clinging to views, 829, 832;
esteeming of views, see drspipardmar$a\ false views, 58,200,210-1,
644-6, 648, 657-61, 663-5, 667,
669-70, 688-9, 768, 772-3, 776-9;
see also Wrong Views; flood of
views, 829, 831-2; yoke of views,
829, 831-2; see also samyagdrsti.
vigatardga (without craving), 1106.
vigilance (apramdda), 896.
vihdni (loss), 938-9.

Index
Vihara, 918.
Vijnana; see consciousness.
vijndnadhdtu, 1A9 101.
vijndnakdyas, 1A, 578.
Vijnanantyayatana, 366, 471, 1226,
1244.
vijndnaskandha, 74.
vijndnasthitis (abodes of conciousness),
83, 374-9, 909,1223-4.
Vijfianavadins, 115.
vijHapti (informative action), 68,71,
252, 275-6, 552-3, 556 (709n.),
558-60, 564, 566-73, 575-7, 57980, 583-4, 587, 589-92, 603, 611,
613, 618, 641-4, 647, 652-3, 655,
682, 686-7, 704, 717n., 802, 1173,
124.
vikalpa, 97-8.
vikalpana (intellectual operation), 162.
vikarahetu (cause of transformation),
309.
viksepa; see distraction.
vimdnas, 465, 771.
vimoksamukha, 197.
vimoksas, 87, 323, 1133-4, 1137,1148,
1271-9,1303-4n., 1332.
vimukti, 87.
vimuktijndnadarsana, 87.
vimuktimdrga\ see Path of Deliverence.
vimuktiskandha, 1035.
vimuktydyatana, 88.
Vinataka, 452,454.
Vinaya, 391, 592,619, 1222, 1281.
Vinayadharas, 605.
vipdka; see retribution.
vipdkahetu (retributive cause), 255,
261, 264, 266-7, 274-7, 286-8,
295-6,304,309,315,807.
vipdkaja, 103, 270, 315-6, 318-9.
vipdkaphala (retributive result), 258-9,
287, 289, 1354.
vipdkdvarana (obstacle of retribution),
678-80.
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Viparitasutra, quoted, 1237.
viparydsa; see error.
vipa/yand; see insight.
VipaSyin (Buddha), 693.
viprayuktas, 73, 91, 112, 299, 302,
340n.
virdga; see detachment.
virdgadhdtu (sphere of the absence of
craving), 1038.
virile activity; see purusakdra.
virile result; see purusakdraphala.
ViSakha, 381.
visamyoga (disjunction from defilements), 177, 280, 290, 949-50.
visamyogaphala, 258, 278, 290.
visayapratighdta, 90.
visayas; see spheres.
vi/esamdrga; see Path of Excellence.
visual consciousness, 66, 71-2, 77, 98,
106-7,109, 111, 113,115-9,124-9,
155-6, 256-7, 271-2, 287, 295,
302-3, 424, 427-8, 493, 632, 849,
917, 1163, 1177,1240-1, 1314,
1318-9,1321-4.
Visuddhimagga, 620, 654.
vital energies (ayuhsamskdras), 165,
235.
vital organ, 130,154, 157-60,163-8,
170-6, 180-3, 233, 276, 367, 393,
650.
vital parts (marmdni), 449-50.
vital principle (jiva), 1324-5,1332-4.
vttardga, 178, 180, 776.
vitarka, 96-7, 192-3, 196-9, 202-4, 298,
339-40n., 573, 576, 580,623,632,
704, 917, 1154, 1173, 1219, 1229,
1231,1235-6,1234-40,1254-6.
vitarkagata, 387.
vivartakalpa (kalpa of creation), 475,
477-9.
voice (vac), 65, 86, 104, 158-9, 203,
251, 372, 552, 567, 571, 584, 6389,641,648,1173,1221.
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volition (cetand), 73, 83,106,189,195, wombs, 175,219,236, 371-2, 380-3,
231, 274,429-30,440-1,443-4,
395,397-400,445, 510-ln., 686,
505,551-2,553,559-60,563-5,
937,1330.
567, 571, 590-1, 594-5, 636-7, women, 662,667,686,787,809-10,
639-40,658,664-6,678,689,695,
936-7,1345.
700,742n., 744n., 942,1003,1324. words, 62,250-4,666-7; see also ndman.
vows, 613,1269-70.
world (bhdjanaloka), 63,154, 306-7,
vfddha, 262.
365-495 passim., 767, 778,789,
vrddhihetu (cause of development),
804,1307-8n., 1334-5.
309.
worship, 702-3.
Vrsalas, 646.
wrappings of attachments (paryavasVydkhyd, quoted, 999, (1072n.); refered
thdnas)y 770, 787-8, 829-30, 832,
to 795-6,1045n.
835, 837, 841-6, 850, 867, 869vya&janakdya, 250, 253; see also
70n.
phonemes.
Wrong Action (mithydkarmdnta), 671.
vydpddanivarana, 192.
Wrong Livilihood (mithydjiva), 575,
vyukrdntaka absorption, 229.
671-2.
vyutthdnacitta (mind of leaving), 230, Wrong Resolution (mithyddhimoksa),
232.
194.
Wrong Speech (mithydvdc), 671.
Wrong Views (mithyddrspi), 198, 7723, 777, 782, 788, 792, 796, 826-7,
836-9, 848, 853, 1109, 1162-3,
warmth, 233-4, 248,1222-3.
1325,1330,1333,1335; see also
water, 68-9, 88,99,101,186,450-4,
views, false.
477-8,490-1,494-5,1277,1348.
Way, 561-2, 566, 588,679,1325,1335.
Y
well-being, 158, 1167, 1231-4, 1233-4,
1238-9; see also prasrabdhi.
Yajnadatta, 1340.
West, 370.
Yaksas, 462-3, 784.
Westerners, 109,1100.
Wheel of the Dharma, 164, 995-8; see Yama, 389,458,460.
Yamaraksasas, 458.
also below.
Wheel of the Law, 684-5; see also Yamas, 365,465,467-9,471,478.
Yas"as, son of, 236.
above,
wickedness, 192,639,643-4,646-7, yoga, 699,1110.
Yogacarins, 462, 562-3, 711-2n.
657-9.
wind, 65, 68-70, 88, 101, 121, 187, yogas', see yokes.
450-4, 460, 463, 477-8, 490-1, yogavihita (proper action), 677.
494-5, 917, 921, 923, 1254, 1277- Yogins,319,778.
yokes {yogas), 829, 831-5.
8,1351.
wisdom, 1016,1167; ASaiksa Wisdoms, Yugandhara, 452-4,460,471.
1164-6; three wisdoms, 912-3; see yuvan, 262.
also prajnd.
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